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Introduction

Chief Gatsha Buthelezi is the most controversial black politician in South Africa.
In March 1986, Dr Conor Cruise O'Brien, an Irish academic whose lecture

tour of South Africa was curtailed after a series of student protests, published
an article in The Atlantic Monthly in which he portrayed Chief Buthelezi as
a 'national and international figure who has followed a line independent of
both the South African government and the ANC-UDF leadership.' Nearly
a year later, Jeane Kirkpatrick, a former United States Ambassador to the
United Nations, claimed in the Houston Chronicle of 1 February 1987 that
'Chief Buthelezi has opposed apartheid all his life and today opposes the various
half-measures of the South African government.' Nonetheless, she complained
that Chief Buthelezi 'is considered by Oliver Tambo as the principal spokesman
for apartheid in South Africa.'

At about the same time the New York Times commented editorially that

Chief Buthelezi is unfairly caricatured by black militants as an Uncle Tom. The
truth is more interesting. He has repeatedly called for the release of Nelson
Mandela, jailed leader of the African National Congress. Though the chief
preaches moderation, he has scorned attempts to draw him away from Mr Mandela
into talks with Pretoria on a new dispensation meant to prolong minority rule'.
- .

Along similar lines, Martin Peretz wrote in the New Republic that 'decent people
should want Buthelezi to have more influence in South Africa rather than less.'

The United States Secretary of State, George Shultz, is on record as saying that
the policy of his government towards South Africa at the present moment is to
persuade the apartheid regime to 'negotiate with acknowledged black leaders about
power sharing,' and added that a good example was initiated by Chief Buthelezi
in the form of the KwaZulu-Natal Indaba for a multi-racial local government in
the Natal province.

The (KwaZulu-Natal) Indaba has been the only political forum in the country
where blacks could participate on equal terms with members of other races ...
and the United States recognises no single group as the primary vehicle of black
aspirations ... the Front Line leaders have a unique opportunity - indeed a
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responsibility - to help create an alternative to violence and confrontation in
South Africa and the region. (Address to the International Management and
Development Institute, 14.12.86)

Chief Buthelezi is the only black South African to have met with, and been
given red-carpet treatment by, all United States presidents from Richard Nixon
to Ronald Reagan. During his many visits to the United States, he has sometimes
stayed at the New York home ofSol Marzullo, a millionaire Mobil Oil executive
who is known for his anti-disinvestment campaigns. He has also been feted by
the right-wing Heritage Foundation, the organisation credited with helping
Ronald Reagan in successive presidential elections, and believed to be a finan
cial backer of the Mozambique National Resistance (MNR). Tom Shaaf, the
MNR representative in the United States, has his offices in the headquarters
of the Heritage Foundation on Massachusetts Avenue in Washington DC.

So why all this interest in Gatsha Buthelezi?
One reason is that against the background of the violent conflict that

characterises South African politics, Chief Buthelezi has been identified by
both Western governments and the Western media as a man who propounds
non-violent tactics to bring about peaceful change in the country. Buthelezi
himself maintains that non-violence is to him not just a tactic of struggle, but
a political doctrine and a philosophical outlook.

In March 1978 he assured Afrikaner students at the University of Stellen
bosch that he was not a threat to the security of any of the people of South
Africa because he had believed in a Christian perspective for South Africa
all his life. 'I still stand even at this late hour for a non-violent change ... I
am a man of peace and I hold my peace even in the face of deep provocation, '
he proclaimed.

Whenever some within the black community have questioned the consistency
of these pronouncements, in the context of a terror campaign allegedly con
ducted since the early 1980s by certain members of lnkatha against members
of the UDF and COSATU, Chief Buthelezi has repeated his non-violent stand
point. For example, speaking in the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly on 27 May
1985, he said:

Throughout my political life I have never had double agendas. I have never spoken
out of both sides of my mouth. Of all the black leaders in the country, I have
been steadfast in my commitment and I have withstood terrible storms of pro
test because of my commitment to the politics of reason.

It is this image as a champion of peaceful change that has caught the attention
of those interests, both inside and outside the country, who want the apartheid
system ended but not by way of a revolution in South Africa. There can be
no better terrain in South African politics for one whose ambition is to get
the backing of big business in the country as well as the support of Western
governments. Chief Buthelezi portrays himself as the only alternative to
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apartheid violence on the one hand and the revolutionary struggle led by the
ANC on the other.

Those who control South Africa's economy no longer feel secure about their
future in South Africa under the apartheid system; but neither do they think
that the economic policy of nationalisation (enunciated in the Freedom Charter,
the policy document of the ANC) can protect their economic interests. They
want to cultivate the so-called middle ground. They need a 'moderate' black
leader who will personify the process of change from apartheid structures to
a new South Africa whose government will defend monopoly capitalist interests.

And, in so far as the forces which employ violence as part of their strategy
for change have also a programme for transferring the country's wealth to
the ownership of the people as a whole, the tendency has been to equate non
violence, as a strategy, with the economic policy of monopoly capitalism. Thus,
the rejection of armed struggle and an open commitment to the capitalist system
have become the characteristics of the black leader whom Western govern
ments are prepared to back in preparation for the post-apartheid era. Gavin
ReIly, the chairperson of the Anglo-American Corporation, spelt this out
precisely when he said:

My perspective of Chief Buthelezi is that no one - the ANC included - has
done more to halt the ideological thrust of apartheid than Buthelezi. Because
he has rejected violence as an instrument to bring about national change he
naturally stands in a better light for many than those who do not. I

Already many awards and honorary degrees have been given to Chief
Buthelezi in recognition of this image. In 1982 the American Federation of
Labor and Council of Industrial Organisations (AFL-CIO) gave him its George
Meany Human Rights Award. Pandit Satyapal Sharma of India declared him
the 'Apostle of Peace' in 1983. Tampa University in Florida and Boston Univer
sity both awarded him honorary degrees of Doctor of Law in 1985 and 1986
respectively.

In all cases the accompanying citations have referred to Chief Buthelezi as
a moderate and a man of peace, one who has rejected violence as an instru
ment to bring about change in South Africa. A typical example is the tribute
paid to him by John R Silber, president of Boston University:

In you, Buthelezi, the Zulus and all the people of southern Africa have found
a leader. Too widely the choice in South Africa is seen to lie between the vile
reality of apartheid and the delusive promises of Marxism-Leninism. You reject
both with eloquence and determination.

Since the early 1980s, however, more and more people in South Africa,
including thousands who joined lnkatha in the honest belief that it was part
of the liberation movement, have become confused by the conflict between
image and reality. They wonder why lnkatha has not joined with other
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organisations of the people in various campaigns against the apartheid system.
Why instead is terror unleashed against these very organisations? They query
whether Chief Buthelezi really is for black liberation, as he has stated in so

·many speeches.
South African capitalists and Western governments are now also worried

about Chief Buthelezi. They are concerned as to whether they are in fact backing
a credible leader who personifies and stands for change from apartheid. They
wonder why Chief Buthelezi has allowed himself to be identified more and
more with apartheid's structures, particularly the South African Police who
have openly sided with Inkatha vigilantes in their campaign to suppress the
people's resistance. At the passing-out parade of KwaZulu police in 1987, Chief
Buthelezi praised General Johan Coetzee, the Commissioner of South African
Police, by saying: 'I have never hidden the fact that I have a high regard for
General Johan Coetzee, both as the highest officer in the South African Police
Force and as a fellow South African'.2

This question of where the Chief really stands politically has created a pro
found crisis for him. The crisis is two-fold: on one level, his leadership in
the black community has been undermined by the violencl; of Inkatha's
vigilantes against the people; on another, this development has undermined
his usefulness to the business community as a leader likely to participate in
the government of post-apartheid South Africa. So close has KwaZulu's govern
ment identification with the apartheid system become, that it has now taken
over the running of all police stations in Durban's black townships and Chief
Buthelezi is now KwaZulu's Minister of Police. Thus it is that Chief Buthelezi's
police now have the responsibility for arresting freedom fighters and bringing
them to court.

In 1985, South African businessmen, led by Gavin Reily, made a pilgrimage
to discuss the future of South Africa, not to Ulundi but to Lusaka. Since then
George Shultz, the US Secretary of State, and Chester Crocker, Assistant
Secretary of State for Africa, have begun to shift their attention from the 'apostle
of peace' to the very ANC which they initially hoped could be ignored in regard
to a solution for South Africa's problems. This they have done, not because
of the ANC's policies, but in spite of them.

There is no easy explanation for the political behaviour of Chief Buthelezi.
The present crisis in his leadership role (including within Inkatha) can be fully
understood only by an attentive survey of his political past, from the time of
his incorporation into the institution of chieftaincy in 1953, soon after the apar
theid regime had passed the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951 requiring chiefs
either to uphold the provisions of this Act or risk being deposed. This study
attempts to do that.

The passing of the Bantu Authorities Act aroused considerable opposition in
the 1950s and 1960s. Not only in Zululand, but throughout the rural areas of
South Africa, peasants under the leadership of the ANC fought the introduction
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of this system of undemocratic and tribal government, only to be ultimately
overpowered by the military might of the apartheid state. Hundreds of resisters
in the Transkei, Sekhukhuneland, Zeerust and other places were detained. Hun
dreds were found guilty and imprisoned for their opposition to, and struggle
against, the Bantu Authorities system, while a not insignificant number were
sentenced to death and executed.

So intense was the resistance in Zululand that King Cyprian, who had ac
cepted the system, had to flee to Swaziland when Zulu peasants from the
Thokazi district of Nongoma threatened to kill him for siding with the Bantu
Authorities and its so-called 'Betterment Scheme'. Even Gatsha Buthelezi's
own mother, Princess Magogo, participated in a demonstration against the ex
tension of passes to women (which was an aspect of this Act) and found herself
arrested at Nongoma. A key question this book examines concerns Chief
Buthelezi's role in this struggle against Bantu Authorities in Zululand.

At the time of the Zulu people's resistance, Chief Albert Luthuli, then Presi
dent of the ANC and chief of the Amakholwa tribe of Groutville, was sum
moned by the Secretary for Native Affairs, Dr WWM Eiselen, and given an
ultimatum either to stop his political activities or be deposed from his chief
tainship in terms of the Native Administration Act of 1927. Luthuli took a
principled stand and chose to be deposed rather than become a servant of the
apartheid government. At about the same time Dr Eiselen called Gatsha
Buthelezi for an interview, and suggested that he take up employment at the
offices of his Department in Durban. Chief Buthelezi agreed and began work
for the Department of Native Affairs in 1951. In 1953, he was again
approached, this time in connection with his position as candidate chief of the
Buthelezi tribe at Mahlabathini.

It was not automatic that Gatsha should become the chief of the Buthelezis
since his elder brother, Mceleli Buthelezi, claimed that position by virtue of
his being the first son of the first wife of Chief Mathole. As this was a par
ticularly difficult time for the government, with the African people rejecting
Bantu Authorities, it needed chiefs who would pledge their support for this
Act, even if their subjects were hostile to it. Consequently, the Native Com
missioner of Mahlabathini called Gatsha for an interview. The meeting was
minuted, and Gatsha was made aware that a copy of the minutes would be
sent to the Chief Native Commissioner and to Dr Eiselen. The government
wanted him to pledge his support for the Bantu Authorities system in view
of the fact that the Buthelezi tribe was rejecting it. He pledged his support,
and went further to promise that he would try his best to persuade his tribe
to accept it as well. He was subsequently appointed by the government to head
the Mahlabathini Tribal Authority. As this study will reveal, Chief Buthelezi
rose steadily within the political structures of the Bantu Authorities system
with promotion to head first the Mashonangashoni Regional Authority, and
then the Zululand Territorial Authority.
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In the 1950s, Gatsha's brother, Mceleli, instituted proceedings in the Supreme
Court of the Natal Provincial Division seeking to have judgement passed against
the Minister of Native Affairs and Mangosuthu Gatsha Buthelezi (both of them
as co-respondents) by declaring Gatsha's appoinment as chiefof the Buthelezis
null and void.

This was a bitter 'family feud' which at one point saw Mceleli banished
by the South African government to Sibasa in the Transvaal, where he was
thought to be less capable of making trouble for his brother. So intense was
the hostility between the two that Gatsha even went so far as to assist the South
African police with information when they were trying to execute a warrant
of arrest on Mceleli, as well as to complain to the police about their seeming
inefficiency in their attempts to apprehend him. 3

It is clear, then, that Chief Buthelezi began his collaboration with the apar
theid system in the 1950s. The question then arises as to how it was that, almost
twenty years later, he assumed a moral position against apartheid, criticising
it in speeches and newspaper articles? This was when the South African govern
ment began to consider him unreliable, particularly as a result of his refusal
to accept the 'independence' of KwaZulu, unlike the Transkei. There was even
an occasion when the then Prime Minister, BJ Vorster, called Gatsha to Pretoria
for a person-to-person discussion, in the process of which Vorster criticised
Buthelezi's excesses in criticising apartheid, as well as warning him against
meeting 'undesirable' persons during his trips abroad.

At one stage Pretoria even went so far as to plot to have opposition parties
organised against Buthelezi in KwaZulu. How could all this happen if he was
a cut-and-dried 'puppet'? Some analysts who have hitherto assessed Chief
Buthelezi, particularly those with a critical disposition towards him, have tended
to characterise him as a 'bantustan puppet'. The reality is more complicated
than that. Today Chief Buthelezi states openly that he would not join PW
Botha's National Council (an advisory body of Africans to the white parlia
ment) unless Nelson Mandela were released.

To a large extent it was in response to these government pressures on him,
as well as to opposition from certain organisations in the black community,
that Buthelezi decided to found Inkatha. Inkatha was meant to serve a double
purpose: to be both Buthelezi' s ruling party in KwaZulu and to play a role
as a pan-South African cultural liberation movement. Through Inkatha,
Buthelezi sought to stand out not only as a Zulu but also as a South African.
It was precisely through the instrumentality of Inkatha that he hoped to frustrate
any attempts by the South African government to impose 'independence' on
KwaZulu. Simultaneously, he began to forge secret links with the ANC, by
meeting with Albert Dhlomo and Thabo Mbeki at an airport in London. These
two, who were members of the ANC, persuaded Gatsha to meet with Oliver
Tambo, the President of the ANC. It was after meeting with the ANC leader
ship that Chief Buthelezi agreed to playa part in the liberation movement,
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with his constituency and role clearly "defined in joint agreements, with his
leadership of Inkatha (which the ANC helped to found) recognised.

So what went wrong? What led to the 'decline and fall' of this relationship?
Nowadays no single speech by Chief Buthelezi is complete without some at
tack on the ANC. The history of this relationship is discussed in Chapter Seven.

Those who have consistently rejected Chief Gatsha Buthelezi' s leadership
role in South African politics, such as the now banned South African Students'
Organisation (SASO), maintain, perhaps correctly, that Buthelezi's behaviour
can only be attributed to his position as a participant within the apartheid system.
In other words, as long as he is funded, directly or indirectly, by Pretoria,
his ultimate mode of political conduct must be determined by the rules of the
system in which he participates, whether or not he personally prefers apartheid.

It is this very question that informs the principal controversy around Chief
Buthelezi's role in South African politics: his participation in the apartheid
system. While he claims to be involved in the national struggle for the libera
tion of the black people, in opposition to the bantustan system itself, he at
the same time consolidates his governance of KwaZulu and is involved with
the South African government in the perpetuation of the primary objective of
this system, namely, as a labour reservoir for white South African industry.

Ever since Chief Buthelezi's open involvement in 'national' politics and
especially since his assumption of the leadership of the KwaZulu bantustan
in the early 1970s, he has experienced the problem of not being accepted by
all black political groups and personalities who claim allegiance to, or inspira
tion from, the tradition of militant resistance to oppression. By leading the
KwaZulu bantustan, he is held to be part of the system of apartheid which
brings misery to millions of African people settled within the bantustans.

Controversial or not, Chief Buthelezi's rise from comparative obscurity in
the 1950s to national prominence in the 1970s was rapid and dramatic. The
reasons for this are various, but perhaps the most important was the role played
by the media. Although the South African government, as a general rule,
severely restricts freedom of speech and is particularly intolerant of those who
oppose its policies, bantustan leaders have been accorded an exceptional op
portunity to speak critically against apartheid.

Chief Buthelezi has made use of this 'freedom' to attack the South African
political order as a whole and policies that affect the bantustans in i......3rticular.
The English language press, taking advantage of such 'freedom', helped to
shift the bantustan leaders, particularly Chief Buthelezi, from the periphery
to the centre of South African politics. For a period from September 1973
Chief Buthelezi wrote a regular bi-monthly column entitled 'Through African
Eyes' in the Rand Daily Mail (Johannesburg), the Natal Mercury (Durban),
the Daily Dispatch (East London), the Eastern Province Herald (Port
Elizabeth), the Cape Times (Cape Town) and the Sunday Times (Johannesburg).
In this way Chief Buthelezi, more than any other bantustan leader, was
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inserted into the all-South African political debate which had a wider context
than the questions of his own ethnic bantustan. This placed him in a position
of considerable complexity.

Although he would argue that he used his intervention in the media for the
anti-apartheid struggle, and that the willingness of the media to publicise his
views forced the authorities to openly acknowledge popular grievances and
even propose remedial action, yet a number of questions remained: how does
a bantustan leader, having to work closely with the oppressors of his people,
ensure his credibility as a leader of those people? How does he strive for a
democratic society when his very position has been undemocratically deter
mined? How does he speak for an ethnic constituency and still claim to be
a nationalist? How does he become part of a system of apartheid violence and
still maintain a non-violent character?

It was Chief Buthelezi himself who stated in a speech in 1975 after a meeting
of bantustan leaders with Prime Minister Vorster that:

the whole system under which we are ruled as blacks is structured on violence.
It is a form of violence that I cannot enter the Post Office at Nongoma through
a door reserved for Whites '" The influx control regulations and pass laws are
a form of violence .. , The whole colour bar system is based on violence and
violence is used every day to enforce it.

Now, if that is so, how then does a bantustan leader play according to the
rules of the game and, at the same time, not observe them and thus remain
innocent of their consequences?

To counter accusations of his working within the system, Chief Buthelezi
has developed a series of stock replies. He argues that:

1. He is of the family traditionally responsible for providing Prime Ministers
to Zulu kings, and therefore his position ofleadership among the Zulu people
has not been a creation of the bantustan system;

2. KwaZulu as a spatial location in South African geography was founded
by King Shaka and therefore that, long before the creation of bantustans,
the Zulu people lived in that part of South Africa which was used as a basis
for the creation of the KwaZulu bantustan;

3. His agreement to work within the system is no less evil than the participa
tion of great patriots such as Chief Albert Luthuli and Professor ZK
Matthews in the government-created Native Representative Council (NRC)
established in 1936;

4. All black people in South Africa are willy-nilly working within the system,
whether as teachers in Bantu Education schools or merely as inhabitants
of the townships set up by apartheid laws.

Whatever the validity or otherwise of these arguments (a matter discussed
extensively in this book), the real origins of the conflict between Buthelezi
and the broad democratic movement in South Africa stem not so much from
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his position as a bantustan leader as from the actions with which he has
associated himself in fighting against those involved in the liberation struggle.
Long after Chief Buthelezi fell from grace with the ANC, the ANC was still
meeting with a bantustan leader, Enos Mabuza of KaNgwane.

In other words, much as the bantustan system evokes feelings of hatred,
anger and rejection in the liberation movement, Chief Buthelezi's participa
tion was not in itself sufficient cause for the ANC to regard him as a 'sell-out'
per se, s,o long as he was prepared to join the democratic mass movement and
workjointly with the people's organisations and trade unions towards the com
mon goal of national liberation. Strange as it might seem to some today, this
was also the standpoint of the Black Consciousness Movement inside South
Africa in 1971. An example was the meeting held at Edendale, Pietermaritz
burg, in 1971 just prior to the formal constitution of the Black People's Con
vention (BPC), at which Steve Biko and Gatsha Buthelezi shared the same
platform. Another participant in that meeting was Saths Cooper, the former
president of AZAPO. In early issues of the SASO newsletter, Chief Buthelezi
was also given a chance to say his piece.

This broadly favourable view of Chief Buthelezi changed in 1976, particularly
as a result of the attacks by Zulu migrant workers of Mzimhlophe Hostel upon
the Soweto community. Although there is clear evidence that the police had
incited the migrant workers to go on the rampage, many held Chief Buthelezi
indirectly responsible because of recent statements where he had encouraged
migrant workers 'to arm themselves with sticks against those who wanted to
keep them out';4 where he called for the creation of vigilante groups5 and
where he had 'warned the radicals that they might face a backlash from respon
sible elements in the black community' .6 Passions were also inflamed by the
fac.t that Chief Buthelezi did not once rebuke the Mzimhlophe hostel dwellers
for their violence, but limited his cricitisms to the role of the police. In their
analysis of the 1976 uprising, Alan Brooks and Jeremy Brickhill concluded
that 'Chief Buthelezi's encouragement of vigilante action helped to open a door
- and the police promptly walked in'. 7

It was this, more than any other factor, that led to the development of a
chasm between Chief Buthelezi and the black community. Writing at the time,
the South African journalist, John Kane-Berman, commented that 'the posi
tion of Gatsha Buthelezi in particular has been seriously and perhaps ir
retrievably undermined by the upheavals.'8

Ever since then, the more Chief Buthelezi has been rejected by black op
position groups, the more he has tended to drift towards the side of the system
that produced him. Attempts have been made by many forces to win him to
their particular view (and Chief Buthelezi has shown a remarkable ability of
finding himself supported by the most contradictory of forces), but each time
he has had to return to his political 'roots' in the apartheid system.

Perhaps it is this ability of Chief Buthelezi to appear in a good light to the
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National Party at one time, to the ANC at another~ to the Progresive Federal
Party at one moment, and the Broederbond at another, which tells one much
about the political character of Chief Buthelezi. .

It is likely that Chief Buthelezi personally hates th~ apartheid sy.stem and
the oppression of black people in .South Africa, but his problem anse~ ~rom
the fact that his political roots go deep into the system that oppresses hiS own
people and yet pays him R35 000 per year for ~is se~vices in the KwaZ~lu

bantustan. So, different winds may blow, includmg fnendly ones, and ~hlef
Buthelezi might bend with them in accommodation, but ulti~ately, each t!~e,

he will bend to the one which blows most strongly from hiS home polItical
ground in government-controlled chiefdoms. It i~ precisely ~o~ this. reason t~at

no complete analysis of Buthelezi can be made without examInmg hiS formative
years in the 1950s. This is done in Chapter Four. ., .

During 1978, a crisis for Buthelezi started to develop wI~h~n Inkatha Itself.
As already stated, there are many genuine democrats who Jomed In"'!tha and
who would have liked to see it link up with the rest of the democratic move
ment fighting for national liberation, but Buthelezi's leadership of Inkatha took
it in a different direction. This essential distinction between Inkatha as an
organisation and Chief Buthelezi as a person must be made, and made

emphatically.
In October 1978, three members of the Inkatha Youth Brigade were expelle~

by the Central Committee for wanting to push Inkatha int? what ~~ief But~~lezl
described as 'spectacular mass actions and senseless violence. In addItIon,
Dr Sibusiso Bhengu was relieved of his post as Secretary-General for alleg~d

ly demanding action, organising demonstrations by the youth and expr~ssmg

support for the Black People's Convention. During the same year, I.t was
reported that Chief Mhlabunzima Maphumulo had been re~oved fro~ hiS seat
in the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly and from the Chalrpersonshlp ~)f the
Mpumalanga Regional Authority, and that he had been suspend~d as c~lef for
two years by the KwaZulu government. He was a~cused of trymg to mvolve
King Zwelithini in politics following a secret meetmg to launch the Inala Par-
ty in opposition to Chief Buthelezi' s government. . .

There was also conflict over policy within Inkatha. Gibson Thula, then chief
urban representative of KwaZulu and Chairperson o~ the Inka~ha Strategy
Committee, presented a blueprint for a future South AfrIca to the RoadA~ead
Conference' which included a clause on the nationalisation of the g?ld mmes.
Chief Buthelezi denounced this saying that Inkatha stood firmly In support

of free enterprise capitalism. . '
The most humiliating moment of that year for Chief Buthelezl came wh~n

he was asked to leave the funeral of Robert Sobukwe on 12 March 1978 10

Graaff Reinet. Apparently Chief Buthelezi was among those invited ~~ the
Sobukwe family. The funeral was also attended by large numbers of mlhtant
black youth who demanded that Chief Buthelezi, who was scheduled to
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address the gathering, and other people like Sonny Leon and Professor Njisane
(Transkei Ambassador to South Africa), both participants in government
created institutions, should leave. As Chief Buthelezi left, he was stoned by
the crowd which surged towards him. One of his two bodyguards fired eleven
shots and prevented him from being stabbed in the back. Three teenagers were
wounded in the scuffle. Dr Alan Paton, an old friend of Chief Buthelezi, who
once declared that Buthelezi would never be a puppet, commented that the
funeral placed the future of Inkatha in question as Chief Buthelezi' s attempt
to provide leadership for black people had been partially rejected. The
demonstration, he said, was also a complete rejection of Transkeian
'independence' .10

By this time, Chief Buthelezi was beginning to seek political alliances through
consultations and dialogue with the Broederbond and other right-wing Afrikaner
organisations." More than ever before, he was being identified with organisa
tions of the ruling class, including the National Party. The same Chief Buthelezi,
of whom the South African government had once been suspicious because of
his criticism of the system, his publicity in the English-language press and
'questionable' contacts on his trips abroad, was now the 'darling' of the South
African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC). His attacks now shifted from focus
ing on the South African government to the AN.C.

The apartheid regime, having mastered control of the politician it had created,
now put him to a test: would he reject its urban Community Councils? They
tossed them into his lap, and awaited his response. The experiment worked!
Declaring his willingness to co-operate with them, he promoted the extension
of the bantustan strategy to the urban areas. If at a certain stage he had been
regarded as unreliable, now the government had little cause for further doubts.

Those in Inkatha, like Professor Sibusiso Nyembezi, who had believed that
Chief Buthelezi was genuinely for black liberation, now had to reckon with
certain contradictions. In July 1979, Professor Nyembezi, a member of the
Central Committee of Inkatha, resigned from Dr Koornhofs Regional Com
mittee for the Durban-Pietermaritzburg area on the grounds that his participa
tion in the committee was in conflict with his rejection of apartheid.

Various other local leaders of Inkatha, including Msuthu Madlala, also a
member of the Central Committee of Inkatha and of the KwaZulu Legislative
Assembly, could take this no more. He resigned from Inkatha itself. This
resulted in internal divisions within the organisation, which continue to the
present time.

By early 1980 Chief Buthelezi was publicly appealing for unity in the
organisation, but there seemed no other route for him except through participa
tion in the Community Councils. His popularity was greatly diminished, as
shown by an opinion poll conducted in 1980 by the Argus group of newspapers.
It found that 69% of the sample supported Dr Motlana's Committee of Ten
(boycotting the election to the Community Councils), compared with only 9%
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for Chief Buthelezi. Most interesting was the finding that Dr Motlana enjoyed
stronger support among Soweto Zulus than Chief Buthelezi himself. Perhaps
in response to this seemingly mass rejection of his political strategy, Chief
Buthelezi turned against the organisation of the people, particularly after the
founding of the United Democratic Front (UDF) in 1983. This was the year
when lnkatha warriors launched their violent reign of terror, beginning with
the students of the University of Zululand. Our analysis begins with this event.
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1. A Man of Peace? Ask the Students!

The beginning of the 1980s in South Africa witnessed a deepening of pro
gressive political consciousness among black people in general, and among
students in particular. As in 1976, the year of the Soweto uprising, the system
of Bantu Education became the prime focus of attention, criticised by political
leaders and educationists alike. Students demanded the immediate scrapping
of ethnic education, as it was devised to school the recipients for perpetual
subjugation; they called for the unconditional opening of all education institu
t ions to all races as well as free and compulsory education for every child
of school-going age up to and including high school. In short, they demanded
a single, non-racial, compulsory and free education system.

Since 1976, the state had done little to bring about a more equitable and
relevant educational system for South Africa's blacks. State expenditure still
revealed a grossly discriminatory pattern in favour of the white minority. In
1978-79 per capita state expenditure on white pupils amounted to R724 com
pared to R357 .15 for Indian, R225.54 for Coloured and R71.28 for African
scholars.

By 1980 even industrialists were expressing their dissatisfaction with the
system of Bantu Education, criticising it for failing to provide the skills re
quired by the South African industrial economy and for alienating black students
from society. John Parsons, manpower researcher for the Chamber of Mines,
wrote in the Financial Mail (11.04.80) that the demand for skilled workers
was rising much faster than the white population's ability to meet it. For this
reason training opportunities would have to be made available to Africans on
a greater scale.

In 1980, black students in schools and universities decided on another boycott
campaign against their inferior education. The call for the boycott of classes
was successful with students in all major urban centres throughout the coun
try, as well as many rural towns in the Cape and Natal, joining it. In the
KwaMashu and Umlazi townships of Durban over 6000 students abandoned
their studies despite concerted police action to break the protest. The Minister
of National Education threatened to dismiss teachers who supported the
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students, alleging that only 'agitators' were behind the boycotts. But instead
of diminishing, the boycott grew and by the end of April, barely two months
after it had begun, more than 100 000 students were reported to be involved.

Police action was stepped up. When teargas failed, police resorted to
firearms. In the deepening crisis Prime Minister PW Botha decided to in
tervene. He held talks with the Union of Teachers' Associations of South Africa
(representing Coloured teachers), after which he announced his recognition
that the students had justifiable grievances. He suggested that an inquiry into
the desirability of a single education system for all races be instituted.

Meanwhile in KwaZulu Chief Gatsha Buthelezi ordered students in
KwaMashu and Umlazi, two townships under the administration of the
KwaZulu bantustan, to return to school. The students defied him openly. The
press interpreted this as demonstrating that students had become disenchanted
with bantustan leaders. I

Despite instruction on an Inkatha-designed course intended to produce
'disciplined' students who would shy away from participating in strikes and
boycotts, students in Natal proved to be as politically active as others in the
rest of the country. A total of 36 schools within KwaZulu alone joined the
protest. The Inkatha programme had been introduced in 1979 to all schools
under the control of the KwaZulu bantustan. The subject, simply known as
'Inkatha " was taught as a compulsory though non-examinable part of the school
curriculum for one hour per week to all levels. It dealt with various themes:
the aims and achievements of Inkatha; discipline and conduct of Inkatha
members; riots, liberalism and racial discrimination; homelands and the future;
the significance of the family; traditions and beliefs; African economic develop
ment and the need for African business enterprise; the significance of African
and modem religious rituals; roadwork and self-defence.

In the light of the students' defiance of his authority and the continuation
of the schools boycott, Chief Buthelezi, in his Presidential address to the Inkatha
Conference of June 1980, complained 'that our teachers have failed to inculcate
in our youth the right attitude to our struggle.' He condemned the boycotts
as protest politics, and attacked 'elitist groups' for manipulating school children.
He issued a special warning to the Indians to stop interfering with KwaZulu
schools or face the consequences (Sunday Times 27.06.80).

In the face of the boycott, the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly adopted a
resolution stating that Inkatha had a clear strategy for liberation and that boycot
ting classes and damaging school buildings was not part of that strategy. At
tacking 'certain lawyers' in Natal for encouraging students to continue the
boycott, Chief Buthelezi charged 'evil political forces' with thinking that they
could attack Inkatha by mobilising children. There was a total onslaught against
Inkatha, he asserted, and the boycotts had been engineered to try to show that
the youth were spuming his leadership. He then called for the creation of
vigilante groups which would 'shoot to kill' if they found anyone interfering
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with school buildings. This step, he said, should be seen against the background
()f the violence which the people were prepared to commit against him and
mcmbers of his Legislative Assembly. 2

In June 1980, he went on record as saying that he wanted to train an army
to keep order, to prevent the destruction of schools and to control riots. Training
camps would be established and every Inkatha region would have its own para
military corps. Inkatha, he said, was committed to eradicating disorder in black
politics but had failed in its responsibilities because it had been unable to con
tain the schools' boycott and the undisciplined students (Daily News 9.06.80).

Some Inkatha members quickly organised themselves into armed groups of
warriors, wielding spears and sjamboks. They began to intimidate and disrupt
mectings of students planning how to proceed with the boycott. At a meeting
III the KwaMashu sports stadium addressed by Chief Buthelezi, a KwaMashu
rL'ligious minister, Rev WB Mbambo, was injured severely after being attacked
hy 200 warriors for allegedly being one of those behind the schools' boycott.

Shock waves reverberated through the political alliances Chief Buthelezi had
created. In response to his statement on the necessity for warrior groups to
he established to maintain law and order, a Minister of the KaNgwane bantu
stan warned of the dangers in a proliferation of private armies among Blacks
and said that the Inyandza National Movement in KaNgwane would recon
sider its affiliation to the Inkatha-Ied South African Black Alliance (SABA)
1fthe proposed warriors acted against students. The creation of these war
riors, he said, would be collaboration with the white central government in
suppressing the often valid protests of students. He expressed dismay over
the alleged assault by Inkatha warriors on students in KwaMashu (Rand Daily
Mail, 24.06.80). Oscar Dhlomo, the Secretary-General of Inkatha, replied:
.We must not be blamed for any action we take against those who are not in
...chool on Monday. We must not be blamed if we lose patience. '3

By this time (mid-1980) clashes between Inkatha warriors and students had
hccome daily occurrences with students being attacked indiscriminately in the
... treets. In various subsequent court cases students described how they were
ahducted, beaten, handcuffed by certain prominent Inkatha officials, and taken
to Ulundi, capital of the KwaZulu bantustan. Some women also signed af
fidavits that Inkatha members had beaten them in their homes while many
...tudents complained that their homes had been burnt down. 4

Concluding that Chief Buthelezi now took the same position as the apart
heid regime in regard to their grievances, students in Durban's townships began
to organise branches of the Congress of South African Students (CaSAS),
which campaigned against the indoctrination of students via the Inkatha
.syllabus' . It called for democratically elected Students' Representative Councils
(SRCs) and the linking up of the students' grievances with other national
political demands in the country. This indicated that the Inkatha Youth Brigade
had lost support as more and more students found their aspirations articulated
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and defended by CaSAS.
Instead ofjoining the student campaign, the Inkatha Youth Brigade set about

establishing ties with right-wing Afrikaner parties and students' organisations.
They met with the SRC of the Stellenbosch University and attended the annual
congress of the Afrikanse Studentebond (ASB) in Potchefstroom. Before this
there was a meeting between the executive of the ASB and the Inkatha Cen
tral Committee.

Responding to the growth of CaSAS in Natal, Chief Buthelezi told the
KwaZulu Legislative Assembly in October 1980 that 'it was formed as a front
organisation for the ANC's mission-in-exile.' Chief Buthelezi must have known
that this allegation could well lead to the detention of CaSAS members by
the security police. Inevitably the students took this to mean that Chief
Buthelezi, far from fighting oppression, was instead assisting the very regime
which the people were opposing.

During this period unrest had also flared at the University of Zululand,
popularly known as Ngoye. With a graduation ceremony pending, a student
body meeting adopted a resolution calling on Chief Buthelezi, in his capacity
as the Chancellor of the university, to restrain Inkatha warriors from atten
ding the ceremony in their uniforms and that both the university administra
tion and Chief Buthelezi should not allow the graduation ceremony to be turned
into an Inkatha rally.

On graduation day (23 May 1980) students attempted to prevent armed In
katha warriors from entering the campus. Police were called in by the univer
sity authorities to disperse students assembled at the entrance gates. Shots were
fired by the police, and teargas as well as dogs used to disperse the students.
Fifteen students were arrested before a large anned Inkatha regiment arrived
'in a massive show of force. '5

Their arrival initiated an assault on the students. In the violence that en
sued, the students' hall, a science laboratory and dining hall were burnt down,
causing damage estimated at R50 000. The following day the entire student
body staged a sit-in, and police were again called in by the administration to
break it up. Chief Buthelezi warned that he would close the university if it
did not serve the people.

This tendency to employ violence against the opponents of Inkatha was taken
a step further in 1981 by the establishment of the first Inkatha paramilitary
training camp near Ulundi, known as Emandleni Matleng Camp. It is referred
to by Chief Buthelezi as the 'Youth Service Corps for Reconstruction'. Musa
Zondi, then chairperson of the Inkatha Youth Brigade, stated that the camp
was established 'in order to prevent a recurrent militancy in the schools' (Sunday
Post 22.07.81). Further explaining the nature of this camp, Zondi said:

The camp is headed by the camp commander ... because we real ised that this
undertaking needed to be run along the lines of paramilitarism. So it is run with
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a paramilitary approach in order to ensure the necessary degree of discipline
among the trainees which is essential for disciplined work. To mobilise such
members would be pretty difficult without the enforcement of discipline of some
kind, similar to that of normal servicemen (Sunday Post 22.07.81).

('hief Buthelezi has frequently visited the camp and inspected it in military
fashion. The camp trainees wear their own uniforms and are organised into
\l'ctions, brigades and companies. Five sections constitute a brigade, and four
hrigades fonn a company. Physical training takes place from 04.00 hrs to 07.00
hrs every morning. The rest of the day is spent on lectures covering various
topics, the gist of which comprises the Inkatha syllabus for KwaZulu schools.
However, because most of the youths in these camps are so-called 'school
dropouts', the courses include vocational training in bricklaying, elementary
mechanics, plumbing and other such crafts. To the vast numbers of unemployed
and starving youth in the KwaZulu bantustan, these camps are a refuge where
Ihey can obtain a free meal.

The 1983 Ngoye Killings

The University of Zululand, by virtue of its geographical location within the
territorial boundaries of the KwaZulu bantustan, is the main source from which
I he bantustan government draws its civil servants, professionals and even
ideologists of its main political line.

lnkatha, however, has never been a popular organisation among Ngoye
students. Highly militant and radicalised through years of struggle, including
that against the bantustan system itself, these students are aware of the inter
relationship between their own campaigns and those of the students and the
hlack community in the rest of the country. They have on more than one
occasion rejected Chief Buthelezi's leadership and the so-called pivotal role
of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly in the struggle for liberation.

During the last quarter of 1983 rumours began to circulate at the University
()f Zululand that Chief Buthelezi was to address a campus rally to commemorate
the centenary of King Cetshwayo's death. By then students knew from their
own experience that, wherever Chief Buthelezi went, he was usually accom
panied by anned Inkatha warriors.

In an effort to prevent him from coming on to the campus, students approached
the university administration for help, but it brushed aside their fears as un
founded. During the week prior to the rally, some students were told by cleaning
staff on the campus that the local headman had been contacted and told to tell
lnkatha men in the surrounding areas of Nseleni, Dlangezwa, Ngoye and Mthun
zini to ann themselves and go to the campus on the morning ofChief Buthelezi's
address. Professor AC Nkabinde, the Rector of the university, was warned by
university security guards to leave the campus as violence was inevitable.
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At a student meeting on the eve of the graduation ceremony, a Crisis Com
mittee was elected and mandated to go immediately to Durban in an attempt
to obtain a Supreme Court order that would prevent the lnkatha rally from
taking place. This attempt was unsuccessful as the students' lawyers advised
the Crisis Committee that they did not have sufficient evidence to prove there
would be violence on the campus if Chief Buthelezi addressed the meeting.
. That same Friday students boycotted lectures to protest formally against the
intended lnkatha rally and students made a 'desperate plea' to Chief Buthelezi
to cancel the rally as they feared that a large armed regiment would be among
those coming. They staged a march and the Rector called in the police who
dispersed the students with teargas and batons. Eleven students were arrested.
After the police action many students decided to leave the campus (Sunday
Tribune 30.10.83).

On Saturday 29 October 1983, according to the press and the evidence of
some students:

the early morning mist had hardly lifted when Zulu warriors armed with spears,
c?w?ide shields, kierries. and ba~tle-axes slipped on to the campus chanting and
smgmg. Unaware of the Impendmg terror, students were eating leisurely Satur
da~ breakfasts whe.n the still mist was shattered by the pounding of sticks and
shIelds and war cnes as the Impis swept through the campus.

In response, according to the Sunday Times (6.11.83):

most students ran into the closest hostels and barricaded themselves in bedrooms.
~ut the attackers surrounded the hostels, stoning windows, before storming in
SIde to break down doors and attack the barricaded students.

Five students were killed during this rampage. Some warriors surrounded
the women's hostel and demanded that the women come out and chant praises
to Chief Buthelezi; those that refused were beaten up (Sunday TImes, 30.10.83).
The reports claim that, although lnkatha warriors were attacking students in
discriminately, they were also looking for specific people. For example,
Haysom describes the fate of one of the five students killed, Fumane Marivate.
He was singled out because of the prominent role he had played at an lnkatha
seminar in August, the occasion when more than 100 students had disrupted
a seminar on 'Black Political Thought' addressed by Oscar Dhlomo, Secretary
General of lnkatha and KwaZulu Minister of Education and Culture. Marivate
was assaulted in the hostel until he was unconscious, dragged out and hanged
from a tree by his legs, and beaten until he died. Some students also claimed
that even injured students were made to dance and praise Chief Buthelezi.
Robinson Manzi, chairperson of the university's Crisis Committee, claimed
at a UDF rally that about 500 lnkatha warriors had entered the university
residence complex, 'furniture was overturned, sheets torn and the blood of
the injured thrown over them, and UDP posters were tom to shreds' (Eastern
Province Herald 31.10.83).
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The events at Ngoye provoked widespread comment. The City Press
(h. 11.83) stated that 'as president of lnkatha he must either accept respon
\Ihility for the actions of the bloodthirsty militants that ran wild at Ngoye and
wced them out immediately, or he must admit that lnkatha militants are out
III his control.' The Daily News (3.11.83) published a statement from the UDF
'llticising Chief Buthelezi personally for the violence at the University of
/.l1luland 'and the massacre of defenceless students.' Tiego Moseneke, President
III the then Azanian Students' Organisation (AZASO), charged that the univer
\Ity authorities must also be held responsible for the violence because of their
,r fusal to heed the students' call not to allow Chief Buthelezi to hold a rally
1111 the campus (The Sowetan 1.11.83). The joint Academic Staff Association
, I I· the University ofNatal called on ChiefButhelezi to resign either the Presidency
III Iflkatha or the Chancellorship ofthe University of Zululand (Rand Daily Mail,
I 7. I I .83). Also, a meeting reportedly attended by about halfofthe 300 members
II I the University of Zululand staff resolved that Chief Buthelezi should resign
;,\ ('hancellor. However, Professor Nic Wiehahn, as chairperson ofthe council,
,uled that the staff members who demanded Chief Buthelezi's resignation did
lIot comprise the majority of the staff (The Sowetan 7.11.83).

Uuthelezi Explains the Violence

Addressing the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly on 2 November 1983, Chief
Buthclezi attempted to explain the events at the University 'in their proper
perspective' :

We have declared this to be the Year of King Cetshwayo and as one of the greatest
S(ms of the African soil, the king who was the victim of the final onslaught against
Ihe Zulu nation by the full might of the British army, deserves to be com
mcmorated by all who hold our traditions dear. Commemoration meetings have
hccn held all over, and it was therefore natural and acceptable that the branch
of the Inkatha Youth Brigade at the University of Zululand wanted to hold their
own commemoration function on the university campus.

I was surprised by the press reports of students' opposition to the event taking
place and I was shocked by the incident on the 28th October when students tried
10 burn down the office of Mr JS Maphalala, a Member of the Inkatha Central
Committee who teaches at the university. Quite clearly on the day before the
event was to take place a clique among the students attempted to create the kind
of chaos which would prevent the function from taking place.

On Friday, the 28th October police intervened and in clashes with some students
teargas was used and this shows the extent to which disruption had been attemp
ted. Only days before the meeting I was informed that anonymous circulars were
being passed around on the university campus objecting to my visit ... an at
tempt to disrupt our plans and to send us running away with our tails between
our legs.

I also received a message from someone whose daughter is a student at the
University of Zululand warning me that students were planning to murder me
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if I. visited the university. My information was that Mr Hertzog Dube, a local
resident of the Dlangezwa area, was spreading the word that, if I visited the
university, there would be violence. We know Mr Dube: he is a nasty piece
of work. He once tried to incite members of the Mkhwanazi tribe at Dlangezwa
to atta~k my Minister of Justice, the Hon. Mr CJ Mthethwa, and my Minister
of AgrIculture, the Hon. Chief LC Dlamini ...

It is quite clear, therefore, that there was widespread public awareness that
the ceremony could well precipitate violence and that neither the campus ad
ministration nor KwaZulu government authorities did anything to minimise
the possibility. Indeed, the opposite appears to be true and the Inkatha brigades
came well prepared for violence. Wielding assegais and sjamboks, these armed
warriors marched provocatively around the campus singing songs and praises
of Chief Buthelezi, acts they knew would provoke the student body. Nothing
in their actions suggests these warriors had much concern with moderation
or the much-vaunted 'non-violent' strategy of Inkatha.

Even the official Commission of Inquiry set up to investigate the events
appears to have confinned this view.

From the evidence of Chief Buthelezi himself and other Inkatha members who
testifi~, it appears to the commission that, once the ceremony had been arranged,
the die was cast. Chief Buthelezi and the Inkatha movement could not, at that
stage, allow it to be cancelled without losing credibility. The inference, therefore,
appears to be justified that Inkatha supporters came to the ceremony prepared
to fight if they had to. 6

Two aspects of Buthelezi' s lengthy explanation require comment, namely,
his attempt to justify the actions of the Inkatha warriors by reference to the
military tradition of the Zulu people, and his resort to ethnic chauvinism by
seeking to blame non-Zulu students for initiating the violence. In the same
speech to the KwaZulu Assembly quoted earlier, Chief Buthelezi argued that
Inkatha youth are the sons and daughters of a 'warrior nation'; they had gone
to the university to commemorate one of the greatest warriors of Zulu history,
and that 'the violence so carefully orchestrated and so cunningly executed'
by the students against Inkatha members had produced the inevitable
counter-violence.

He went on to say that during long years of abuse, Inkatha had held its peace
in the face of 'terrible provocation', and that it was tragic that so many ap
peared to believe that 'our refusal to put into practice the political philosophy
of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth can be traced to our cowardice ... '
With this Ngoye example, he said, it was abundantly clear that Inkatha war
riors could in fact practise this philosophy.

With regard to the aspect of chauvinism, Chief Buthelezi stated:

We as Zulus think it despicable that people from other parts of the country with
different ethnic origins see fit to desecrate the memory of our king by the kind
of campaigns which we saw in evidence on Friday and Saturday ... we are not
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II rootless rabble, we are people with a heritage and a dignity and we will not
lolcrate people from other ethnic backgrounds who do nothing about the terrible
l' lH:umstances,. the betrayals of justice and democracy in the places where they
l'IIIlIC from and yet they carry out campaigns ofdenigration and vilification against
mc. whilst I fight the apartheid regime single-handed every day of the week,
wllll'h lhey would never try in areas from which they originally came.

rile impression Chief Buthelezi was trying to convey in this statement was
Ihal the students at Ngoye, by rejecting him, were rejecting the heroic tradi
lit III ()f resistance associated in African history with King Cetshwayo and which
(iatsha claims to personify in the modern period. This, however, is not cor
Il'l'!. for the reason that students at Ngoye do not regard Chief Buthelezi as
Ihl' l"arrier of that honoured tradition. Nor is Buthelezi correct in his assertion
I hat the protest was the work of non-Zulu students. In fact there is no evidence
lhal such students played any part in protesting against Inkatha. On the con
II ary. since the University of Zululand is by law meant to register only Zulu
'Ix'aking students, it was Zulu students - the vast majority of registered
'Ilidents - who resolved during a student body meeting to reject Chief
Blithclezi's rally.7 The target of Inkatha's violence was therefore not the tiny
handful of so-called 'foreign' students allowed by special exemption to study
.11 Ngoye, but the Zulu majority in the student body, the sons and daughters
IIf Ihose whom Chief Buthelezi claims to lead.

Notes

I. Quoted in South African Institute of Race Relations, (SAIRR) Annual
Survey of Race Relations in South Africa, 1980, Johnnesburg, p.506.
Ibid. p.52.
Quoted in Nicholas Haysom, Apartheid's Private Army: The Rise ofRight
Wing Vigilantes in South Africa, Catholic Institute of International Rela
tions, London, 1986, p.83.

4. See Fatima Meer (ed.), Institutefor Black Research Special Report: Unrest
in Natal August 1985, Institute for Black Research, Durban, 1985, and
Haysom, op. cit., p.84.

:'). Interview conducted by the author with ZD, a student at the University
of Zululand and witness to the events. Cassette and transcript in ANC
Archives, Lusaka.

6. Professor AJ Mittleton, Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the
Violence which occurred on 29 October 1983 at the University ofZululand,
(two volumes), Government Printer, Pretoria, 1985, p.74.

7. This attitude of the student body was confirmed to me in a series of inter
views conducted in Lusaka in 1983 and 1984 with students present at that
meeting.
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As Sol Plaatje put it, it was a 'gigantic plundering raid. They (colonialists)
,wept like a desolating pestilence through the land, blasting everything in their
path and pitilessly laughing at ravages from which the native races have not
., et recovered'. I

The Zulu Kingdom and Colonial Land Demarcation

Before the arrival of the first European colonialists on South Africa's shores,
the various indigenous peoples of the country owned and lived in the whole
of the territory now regarded as constituting the boundaries of South Africa.
The African people lived an independent life. The land, which was their main
means of production, was held in common, belonging to the people as a whole.
Every family in a village or community had a right to as much land as they
could cultivate. The kings were never the private owners of the land, neither
did they exploit it for personal use. They were, instead, mere administrative
custodians of the land on behalf of the people.

People bred cattle, sheep and other domestic animals; they cultivated sorghum
and other crops. They also mined and wrought iron, copper, tin, gold and
other minerals; they manufactured pottery and hide products. And although
the economy at that stage was one of subsistence, yet even as early as the twelfth
century trading contacts with countries like India, China and the Arab lands
had been made, with whom local products were exchanged for glassware,
ceramics and woven fabrics.

The contemporary tragedy for the African people of South Africa began with
the establishment of the Cape Colony in 1652. Taking advantage of their
superior weapons, the white settlers drove the Khoisan off their land, took
their cattle and some of th~m as war prisoners, and subsequently turned them
into slaves.

As the white population increased at the Cape, the settlers expanded into
the interior, where they immediately came into contact with Xhosa communities
long established as agriculturalists and stockbreeders.

When the settler farmers attempted to annex Xhosa territory, they met stiff
military resistance. This marked the beginning of two centuries of African
defence of their land. A detailed narration of these events is not the purpose
of this book; however, the significant point in the context of this study is to
establish that the colonialists, by violent means, forced the African people from
their ancestral lands into remote comers of the country and imposed their
authority over them.

I'll trace the colonial process of land demarcation and population distribution
III Natal can be done in an historically meaningful way only if, at the same
t II Ill' • an account is given of the principal events behind the rise and fall of
lhe Zulu kingdom, discussing in the process relevant aspects ofthe major wars
Illught against the white settlers, and how their outcome determined the land
qucstion then, and up to the present.

(>fal tradition traces the origins of the Zulu people to Malandela, who lived
'IX gcnerations before King Shaka, and who lies buried on the Babanango hill.
Numerous autonomous tribes and clans, of which the Zulu were only a small
part, lived in the vast expanses of the Natal territory and beyond, gathered
lIlostly near rivers and arable land, where chiefdoms presided over evolving
primitive communal societies. At this time no single Zulu state had emerged,
despite the community of language and the relative similarity of customs and
tradition.

The Zulu kingdom in the proper political sense only emerged after Shaka
succeeded his father, Senzangakhona, in 1816. During his rule, King Shaka
waged wars of unification which integrated various tribes and clans into a single
military democracy that stretched over the whole area of Natal and well into
some areas of what are today known as the Transvaal, Swaziland and the
Transkei.

Because of the successes of his military campaigns, and the enormous per
sonal power that he wielded throughout his empire, the traditions and customs
II f the Zulu royal lineage became the traditions of all the tribes and clans in
tegrated within his domain; and every inhabitant, whatever their origins, became
known as a Zulu, owing allegiance to King Shaka. According to the historians
Monica Wilson and Leonard Thompson, the repercussions of the rise of the
Zulu kingdom were felt 'from the Cape colonial frontier to Lake
Tanganyika'.2 By 1824, Shaka had effective political and military control of
the whole area from the borders of present-day Mozambique in the north to
the Mpondo and Bhaca chiefdoms of Faku and Madikane in the present-day
Cape province, as well as to the Drakensberg mountains in the west and In
dian Ocean in the east.

It was in 1824 that the first group of Whites settled in Zulu territory. The
group initially conceived the purpose of their settlement as the establishment
of a market place for the collection and export of ivory. As time progressed
they began to plan the creation of an agricultural settlement. This first group of
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settlers came into contact with the Zulu people as soon as they had landed;
the clan which had enjoyed undisputed possession of the bay at the point where
they landed were the Ntuli people. It was from the Ntuli that they learnt that
'all Natal was Shaka's property, whose headquarters are at KwaBulawayo'.3

The arrival of the white strangers was reported to Shaka, who expressed
his wish to meet them. They accepted his invitation, mounted their horses,
packed an assortment of gifts and set out to meet him. In turn Shaka provided
the strangers with food and shelter, but emphasised that although they were
free to stay in the territory, they were not to consider themselves an independent
entity, but were subjects of his domain.

Taking advantage of the friendliness shown to them, as well as the African
people's ignorance of the written script, let alone English, Shaka was presented
with a document on which the Englishmen wanted him to put his mark as
signature. The document purported to cede a large part of Natal to the settlers
for occupation and possession, and also gave them sovereignty over some chief
doms south of the Thukela river.

There is considerable doubt as to whether the king ever placed his mark
on the document. The so-called authorities on this question all present con
flicting evidence with regard to the period in which, and the person/s with
whom, Shaka supposedly signed the agreement. According to Bird,4 the
document granted land to FG Farewell and Company, and was dated 7 August
1824; whereas Mackeurtan cites a document dated 1828 in which King Shaka
supposedly gave James King 'the free and full possession of my country near
the coast of Port Natal ... together with the free and exclusive trade of all
my dominions';s Isaacs, on the other hand, referred to a period later than
1828, after James King had actually died, when Shaka supposedly made Isaacs
'the chief of Natal' and granted him a tract of land 'twenty-five miles by one
hundred, including Port Natal'.6

The myth of the existence of Natal as a distinct territory or political region
from Zululand, to which many historians? have subscribed, is without foun
dation in the pre-colonial era of South African history. This distinction came
about only as a result of the conquest of the Zulu people.

The false assumption persisted particularly after the death of Shaka in
September 1828, when Port Natal became virtually a colonial settlement, ser
ving as a centre for organising further land demarcation between so-called
'Natal' and 'Zululand'.

When King Dingane, who succeeded Shaka, attempted to assert the
sovereignty of his kingdom over the Port Natal community, by treating the
white traders and farmers as subordinates of the Zulu chiefs, he encountered
a hostile attitude. As in the case of Shaka, Dingane is supposed to have put
a mark of signature on a document drafted by Retief, leader of the Boer settlers,
on 4 February 1838 (written in English) ceding Natal from the Urnzimvubu
river to the Thukela, and from the Drakensberg mountains to the Indian Ocean,
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and specifically including Durban, to Retief as governor of the emigrant Boers.
~c.·1 icf is said to have put the document in his leather pouch, and today it lies
lin display in the Museum in Pietermaritzburg, supposedly confirmation that
Ihe land the Whites now occupy was granted to them by the leaders of the
A Irican people.

II is common knowledge that one morning, after Dingane had sounded out
hl\ councillors, including the commander-in-chief of the Zulu army at the time,
Ndlcla ka Sompisi, he invited the Boer delegation for a farewell breakfast,
which was to be followed by a display of the Zulu war dance performed by
I WI) regiments. The Boers were instructed to go into the kraal but to leave
Ihcir arms stacked by their saddle packs outside the cattle pen. In the midst
III Ihe display of rhythmic stamping and chanting, punctuated by the sounds
1)1 rattling assegais against oxhide shields, King Dingane suddenly sprang to
IllS feet and flung his arms out against the shields of the men besides him and
... houted 'Bulala Abathakathi! '(Kill the Wizards!)

The king' s cry was followed by the response of the regiments who seized
Ihe Boers and dragged them to a nearby hill for execution. Retief, who was
I he last to die, was held by two soldiers to witness the death of his compa
nilms as their skulls were smashed by knobkerries. This incident triggered a
\cries of small-scale violent clashes between the Africans and the white settlers,
which culminated in the famous Battle of Income on 16 December 1838.

At Income the Zulu army lost its cohesion and was defeated. The Boers ad
vanced to Mgungundlovu in search of Dingane, who decided to flee to the
north of the country. The defeat of Dingane's army, which was followed by
Ihe razing to the ground of his military headquarters and royal palace at
Mgungundlovu, led to the formal establishment of a Voortrekker republic,
called 'The Free Province of the New Holland in South Africa'.

At the beginning of 1839, the Boers solicited the assistance of Mpande, King
Dingane's half-brother, to pursue the king towards the north, where they
Ihought him to be in hiding. Mpande undertook to assist the Boers in their
search for the king until he was captured and killed; subsequently the Voor
Irekker republic endorsed him as its ally and proclaimed him the king of the
Zulu people.

Mpande co-operated fully with the colonisers of his country, taking great
care that he did not demand back the land of his people, and avoiding com
plaints to the white government. Many researchers in Zulu history have found
the example of Mpande, rather than Shaka or Dingane, to be typical of the
modern bantustan leaders in South Africa. Mpande, for example, always ad
monished his followers against any attempt to wage war against the Whites,
because they possessed superior weapons, and he always argued that to wage
war would be to play into their hands. Even though on numerous occasions
Afrikaner farmers invaded his territory and carved out more land for their
farms without permission, Mpande felt his role was to avoid giving offence.
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Thus, under his rule, the colonisers of Natal began to consolidate themselves
as a colonial government over the Zulu people. Mpande also signed many
treaties ceding land and potential ports, including St. Lucia Bay, to them.

It was by then a free-for-all situation for the Boers, as illustrated by Donald
Morris in The Washing of the Spears:

Although only 365 emigrant Boer families were living in Natal ... no less than
760 individuals had submitted (land) claims - most of them more than once.
A Commandant Rudolph, who had done little farming but a considerable amount
of commando riding, laid claim to 40 farms totalling 400 000 acres; Pretorius
himself wanted ten farms. A Mr Aspeling in Cape Town, who had never been
in Natal, outdid them all by claiming 3 500 square miles'.8

So extravagant were the land claims of the Boers that the English authorities
in the Cape grew anxious, fearing that unless the process was regulated
somehow, no land would be left for them, or indeed the Africans, who were
ever more being driven into remote corners of the country. Consequently by
the mid-I840s, Natal was annexed by the Cape Colony as a district, with
legislative power in the hands of the Governor and the Executive Council in
Cape Town. In December 1845, Martin West assumed duty as Lieutenant
Governor. On arrival in Natal, he decided that the land demarcation process
needed to be put on a legal basis for the purpose of assisting the Supreme Court
in the Cape Colony in the event of rivalries and land disputes, and to reserve
definite land areas for occupation by Africans.

The Natal Native Land Commission, to give effect to this policy, was ap
pointed in 1846. One of its members was Theophilus Shepstone, known among
the Zulu people as Somtsewu. He was a member of the Executive Council
and also served as Diplomatic Agent with the Africans in Natal. It was this
man, Shepstone, who first shaped the policy of creating African 'Reserves'
in Natal. Able to speak Zulu, much to the admiration of many Africans, he
seemed to King Mpande a benevolent colonial 'father', who understood and
appreciated all about the troubles and misery that had befallen the Zulu com
munity. He was there, placed by providence itself, to assist them to settle in
their own reserves without any futher interference from Whites.

The Commission set about drawing up the boundaries for the African reserves
on the Natal map, taking care that the land already occupied by the Boers as
farms, as well as the areas under direct British rule, were not included within
them. The reserves were eight tracts ofland in all, varying in size, and separated
by corridors of white settlement. Each location or 'reserve' averaged about
880 square kilometres (340 square miles), and each was intended to accom
modate 10 (){)() people. The land varied in quality and included a great deal
that was unsuitable for cultivation since the best land had already been occupied
by the Boers.

According to the original Shepstonian policy, the various African reserves
were to fall under the control of European magistrates and mission stations.
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'iy"tematically, the policy laid the first foundations of the land demarcation'I' Natal and the establishment of the territorial basis for what was later to
hl" Ihe hantustan policy.

rhl' scheme was ambitious, even in financial terms, but this did not deter
'ihl"pstonc, who was equally ambitious. He saw no problem at all in the govern
1lll'Ilt raising the money, about £5 500 a year, since he planned to tax Africans
1'"111 whom he believed more than £10 000 could be levied annually. In the
1'\l'llt of resistance, Shepstone reasoned that another method could be employed

IIlcorporating the traditional chiefs into the system, as employed servants
"' the government, who would then ensure that the tax system worked, Such
, Illd's. in addition to being given authority over their tribes, would be assisted
hv a police force, part of which could be organised from the ranks of the
Alricans themselves, If the people were told by the traditional leaders what
III do. Shepstone argued, then they would be less resistant to his land policies.
( hlL'e again, Shepstone laid the foundations for the role of the chiefs in the
present-day bantustan policy, almost a hundred years before the National Party
,"ame into power and passed the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951.

Those chiefs who refused to co-operate with Shepstone's administrative
llll'rarchy were simply deposed and new ones appointed from the same tribe.
I'his he did skilfully, selecting from the ranks of the traditional chiefs themselves

I II' their half-brothers, exploiting the existing rivalry for positions among them.
III a very short space of time, Shepstone created a whole machinery of native
authority working under the framework of European control, with himself as
Ihe .paramount chief.

. Natal' and 'Zululand' now existed as two distinct political, territorial,and
administrative entities; the former regarded as the official area for white set
Ikment with its own government, and the latter an African kingdom based
llIl eight parcels of land as a result of their conquest and ruled by a hierarchy
of traditional chiefs and headmen confirmed in their positions by the white
government in Natal.

By the end of Mpande's reign (he ruled in near tranquillity, showing no
particular discontent with the established boundaries, for a period of32 years),
Ihe Zulu population had increased so much that the reserves allocated to it
were proving unbearably small.

People needed grazing land for their cattle and fertile soil for their crops.
Gradually they became restless as more and more people were forced to aban
don their homes and seek employment in white Natal.

It was during this time that Cetshwayo, the king's eldest son from his first
wife, was maturing to manhood. And since it had not been made clear by the
king which of his elder sons (Cetshwayo or Mbulazi) was to succeed him,
Ihe two sons settled the question in the Battle of Ndondakusuka, where Cet
shwayo demonstrated his qualities of military leadership by his own Usuthu
regiment overpowering his half-brother's regiment (iziGqoza). When Mpande
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died in October 1872, it was Cetshwayo who became the king. Taking over
the leadership of the Zulu people at this particular time, King Cetshwayo was
naturally conscious of the land question. He was sensitive to the people's
restlessness in the reserves, and became deeply aware of the contrast between
the land areas occupied by the Whites and those reserved for Africans. It soon
became clear that Cetshwayo was not another Mpande.

When he came to power, he devoted much time to building up the Zulu army,
whose numbers and morale had deteriorated during his father's reign. With
his victory at Ndondakusuka, a new mood of militancy took root in an army
eager to restore the vanished glory and pride of the Zulu people.

White settlers, both English and Afrikaner, watched these developments with
alarm. Was the Zulu kingdom, under King Cetshwayo, going to be a friendly
neighbour or not? As usual it was Shepstone who had to provide the immediate
answers. Shepstone visited the king with the purpose of winning him over to
the side of the white settlers. Cetshwayo, however, was no 'push-over' for
Shepstone. Although he demonstrated a magnanimous character and willingness
to discuss anything with the British settlers, nevertheless, unlike Mpande, he
displayed a high sense of patriotism, and never stopped informing the various
chiefs that the pride of the Zulu people had been destroyed by the white settlers
who had dispossessed them of their land.

The Boer settlers, on the other hand, aggravated the existing tensions bet
ween the African and white communities with their constant claims for more
land; they maintained that it was a great mistake and an act of 'reckless ex
travagance' that Africans had so much land, a total of two million acres,
whereas they themselves had as 'little' as five million acres. They also chal
lenged the whole land policy advocated by Shepstone, pointing out that 'Natal
is a white settlement', and that 'Africans in Natal were foreigners'.9 They
pointed out that the Commission which had drawn up such 'large' reserves
for the Africans had not comprised a fair proportion of Afrikaner and English
settlers alike, but had been rather a one-sided English affair. The creation of
these 'large' African reserves, they argued, 'dried up the source whence an
abundant and continuous supply of Kafir labour for wages might have been
procured' . 10

Lieutenant-Governor Benjamin Pine was sympathetic to their views, and
as a result he appointed another Land Commission, this time comprising an
equal number of Afrikaner and English settlers. This Commission produced
a provocatively racist and typically colonialist report:

When not effectually restrained and directed by the strong arm of power, the
true and universal character of the Kafirs, as framed by their education, habits,
and associations, is at once superstitious and warlike. Their estimate of the value
of human life is very low; plunder and bloodshed are engagements with which
their circumstances have rendered them familiar since their childhood; they are
crafty and cunning; at once indolent and excitable; averse to labour; but
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hloodthirsty when their passions are inflamed. They pretend to no individual
I )pinion of their own, but show the most servile compliance to the rule ofa despotic
l'hicf, when it is characterised by vigour and efficiency.Cupidity is another strong
ly developed feature in the Kafir character; their general habits, like those of
olher savages, are debased and sensual to the last degree; possessing but a con
fused, indistinct idea ofa future state ... they cherish a belief in the most degrading
system of witchcraft. The Kafirs recognise no moral delinquency in deceit or
falsehood, but are remarkable for a disregard of truthfulness and gratitude. II

The Commission concluded that the government should place the African
population in smaller reserves spaced as far as possible from each other, since
lhis would facilitate easy control of the Africans by the magistrates, prevent
lhem from uniting and resisting the provision oflabour throughout Natal. When
I.ieutenant-Governor Pine read the report, he was so pleased that he
IInmediately wrote a letter to the Secretary of State saying, 'this is one of the
r!lost able official documents that has proceeded from this district.' 12

The subsequent history of the Zulu kingdom is long and complex, and to
~ ive any further account of it would be to move outside the scope of this book.
One issue, however, is relevant, namely the attitude of King Cetshwayo to
lhe land question as it was concluded by the above-mentioned Commission.
This is important for two reasons:

I. It will demonstrate that at no stage in the history of the Zulu people have
their genuine leaders accepted the legitimacy of the colonial land demar
cation, and that when the choice had to be made between fighting against
the colonialists or co-operating with their policies, the genuine leaders chose
the hard path of struggle, as King Cetshwayo had done.

2. It is common knowledge that Chief Buthelezi has periodically evoked the
name of King Cetshwayo to demonstrate that his own leadership of the
KwaZulu bantustan is justified and legitimate. He has, for example,
established the capital of his bantustan at Ulundi, a place where King
Cetshwayo had his royal palace.

It was during the reign of King Cetshwayo that the present boundaries of
the future KwaZulu bantustan were shaped and established. What was the king's
attitude? Did he want to co-operate with this scheme under any circumstances
or did he fight it in the same sense that the liberation movement in South Africa
is currently doing?

Tradition of Resistance Betrayed

Chief Buthelezi maintains that the founder of KwaZulu was King Shaka.
According to him 'the millions of people who live in KwaZulu '" live in that
land of their birth and in that part of South Africa in which their ancestors
and their forefathers died' (Speech at Imbali township, 16 December 1983).
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Such a statement implies that KwaZulu was not established by colonial con
quest since, according to Chief Buthelezi, 'the founding father of KwaZulu
was King Shaka', who lived in the pre-colonial era of Zulu history.

KwaZulu, however, is not a timeless geographic entity, nor is it an abstract
category existing merely in the memory and imagination of those who cherish
the pre-colonial era of Zulu history; instead, it is a concrete entity where peo
ple live today and not just in the past. Chief Buthelezi is the leader of the pre
sent KwaZulu bantustan which, like all the bantustans, was established on the
basis of the 1913 Native Land Act which gave 7 1/2 % of South Africa's land
area to the African people, land which comprises today pieces of land that
are·a caricature of the Zulu territory in its original historical sense. Millions
of people, whom Chief Buthelezi claims are in 'the land of their birth', were
actually forced into these ethnic compartments by the relevant departments
of the oppressor government, using bulldozers, police squads and other means.
These mass removal processes were conducted without consulting the people
concerned, and equally without ascertaining where they were born or where
'their ancestors and their forefathers died'. Millions of people in the bantustans
today have their origins in the territory designated 'white areas' by the South
African government, and many graves of their ancestors, including that of King
Shaka, are outside the KwaZulu bantustan boundaries.

None of the Zulu kings who experienced and fought the colonial domina
tion of his people, and saw the processes of land demarcation, would agree
with the notion that KwaZulu is their 'ancestral land' , not to mention venturing
to call it 'our beloved soil'. Such a notion negates the most obvious aspects
of the African people's tradition of militant resistance to colonialism. For Chief
Buthelezi to try to legitimise his participation in the administration of these
reserve areas by drawing parallels between bantustans and the areas that were
originally occupied by the African people in the pre-colonial era of South
African history, is to follow in the footsteps of the architects of the apartheid
policy of bantustans who refer to these areas as the traditional African
'homelands' .

Theil' argument is that the bantustans correspond to the areas historically
occupied by each African ethnic group, and that their fragmentation resulted
from tribal wars and succession disputes. As far as they are concerned, Whites
entered a South Africa that was uninhabited.

As late as August 1975, Eschel Rhoodie, then Secretary for Information,
could tell a French newspaper that 'neither the Blacks nor the Whites, have
a prior claim to the whole of South Africa. Each owns the territories they oc
cupied first.' 13

It could be said that I am isolating only one statement by Chief Buthelezi
and ignoring his other numerous statements in which he has complained about
KwaZulu's boundaries, and demanded that more land should be allocated to
his bantustan in order to consolidate it into a viable entity. True, Chief Buthelezi
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has repeatedly complained about the land, and there is a record of his numerous
... Ialements in which he has said that the present boundaries of KwaZulu are
11111 a legitimate pointer to what was the original territory of the Zulu people
hl' f( lre their conquest. The point at issue, however, is that in all these statements
hl' does not transcend the concept of 'homeland' in the bantustan context of
Soulh African politics; hence his call for 'more land for KwaZulu' and his
IIlsistence that the KwaZulu land areas should be consolidated. In the final
.llIalysis, therefore, he indirectly extols the virtue of the bantustan system by
placing it in the traditional context of South African history. The question is,
10 what extent can KwaZulu be regarded as a homeland for the Zulu people
l" ven if certain places of traditional significance like Ulundi were to be included
wllhin its boundaries?

It would be wrong in the first place to raise the question of 'homeland' for
Ihl' Zulu or any other ethnic group in South Africa today, and then give it
,I geographical allocation and definition. If by 'homeland' is meant, in a
~~l'l19raphical sense, the area where a major portion of the people of a par
Ilcular ethnic group are resident, then KwaZulu does not qualify for that defini
III In . The mass removals notwithstanding, only a comparatively small propor
lion of the Zulu people live in KwaZulu; the greater number live outside of
I he hantustan in so-called white South Africa.

If Chief Buthelezi rejects the present boundaries of KwaZulu, he should be
ullambiguous and claim the whole of the South African territory as the actual
'homeland' of the African people. To remind people about their ancestors and
forefathers in the hope that they will see Ulundi as a resurrected capital reflec
Iing their former prowess and independence in the days of King Shaka, is to
lIIiss an important dimension in the attitude that a genuine African leader would
;Idopt to the bantustans, seeing them as symbols of colonial conquest.

The attitude of King Cetshwayo to the colonial policy of land dispossession
was best illustrated by the events that led to the 1879 Battle of Isandlwana.

Once the British officials had reached the conclusion that the Zulu military
...lructure had to be dismantled and its 'thirty thousand warriors' transformed
'10 labourers working for wages' (Shepstone), Sir Bartle Frere, the British
lIigh Commissioner in Southern Africa, presented to King Cetshwayo an
ultimatum ordering him to disband the Zulu army and abandon the military
"ystem within 30 days, failing which British troops would invade his country
;lIld force the issue.

Following this ultimatum, the Governor of Natal, Sir Henry Bulwer, sent
a message to King Cetshwayo accusing him of brutal tyranny, provocation
and defiance. Cetshwayo was furious and, although he fully appreciated the
1rcmendous disadvantages that the Zulu army had in having to fight against
professional soldiers equipped with weaponry of the industrial age, nevertheless
chose to give a revolutionary reply to the arrogant accusations made against
him by Bulwer.
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Why does the governor of Natal speak to me about my laws? ... I shall not agree
to any laws or rules from Natal, and by doing so throw the large kraal which
I govern into the water. My people will not listen unless they are killed; and
while wishing to be friends with the English I do not agree to give my people
over to be governed by laws sent to me by them ... Go back and tell the English
that I shall now act on my own account, and if they wish me to agree with their
laws, I shall leave and become a wanderer; but before I go it will be seen, as
I shall not go without having acted. Go back and tell the White people this, and
let them hear it well. 14

This was more than a flash of temper. If the choice presented to him by
the colonisers was either to submit or fight, King Cetshwayo chose to fight.
The might of the British Empire did not intimidate him. Rather than collaborate
with the enemy's schemes, he said he would rather go into exile: 'I shall leave
and become a wanderer.'

It is interesting to note the contrasting image Chief Buthelezi presented when
he addressed the lnkatha Youth Brigade Leadership Course at Mahlabathini
on 27 June 1978:

For those who are overwhelmed by our frustrations to the extent that they see
no other way as a solution except war, let me remind them of a few sobering
thoughts. White South Africa is at present the best armed country in Africa ...
That is why I said recently that there are many white South Africans whose fingers
are literally itching to mow our people with guns. We should not play into their
hands ... I want to be frank. Inkatha has no intentions of changing its strategy
to accommodate the frustrations and ambitions of fools and rabble-rousers who
carry on rabble-rousing and who display the false bravado ...

How can such an attitude be said to be following in the footsteps of King
Cetshwayo, whose frustration at the hands of the colonialists led him to take
up arms and resist land dispossession?

On 22 January 1879, King Cetshwayo led a victorious Zulu army against
the British army during the heyday of the British Empire and of its colonial
might. The British army was not just the most powerful in the world at the
time, but was also the most modem and well-equipped that the world's leading
imperialist power could put into the battlefield. British soldiers were known
everywhere to be 'the best in the world for fighting in close ranks'15 - yet
the Zulu army skilfully outmanouevred and threw them into confusion, forcing
them to retreat to Durban in consternation and disgrace.

The British soldier of the day was armed with the most modem of rifles,
the Martini Henry, accurate up to 400 metres individual fire. Battalion volley
fire against massed opponents was accurate at 800 metres. British artillery units
were equipped with cannons and rocket tubes which fired lethal fragmenta
tion projectiles. In addition, the army used the Gatling machine gun which
caused the most horrific carnage.

The cavalry, armed with pistols, rifles and swords could be decisive
opponents to any army of simple foot-soldiers.
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Yet, despite the immense disparity ofweapons, Friedrich Engels marvelled that

... the Zulu army did what no European army can do. Armed only with lances
and spears, without any fire-arms, they advanced under a hail of bullets from
breechloaders up to the bayonets of the English infantry ... and threw them into
confusion more than once.' 16

Most historians regard this battle as one of the most humiliating defeats in
Ihe annals of Britain's military history. The news of the victory of the African
people at Isandlwana travelled by horse, steamer and cable to the rest of
Southern Africa and to the world, creating waves of horror and shock. Lord
Chelmsford, who had led the British troops, sent home requisitions for rein
forcements and these received immediate approval from the Disraeli govern
Illent. In a matter of days, five infantry battalions sailed from England, and
olhers from Ceylon, where, on arrival, they were integrated with the local
British forces, replacing the third regiment and the Natal Native Contingent
which had deserted en masse after the Battle of Isandlwana. Meanwhile the
I.ulu army had withdrawn from Isandlwana and retired to their homes, except
for a few soldiers to guard the royal palace at Ulundi. After such a victory
and glory, the Zulu army made no attempt to' prepare for a possible counter
attack by the British forces. Because of this unpreparedness, the Zulu kingdom
Illet its final destruction. In July 1879, with more than 23 ()()() troops, Lord
Chelmsford marched on to the plains of Ulundi, where the last pride of the
kingdom was mown down by an overwhelming barrage of cannonshells and
hullets. The British burned villages, massacred civilians, plundered kraals and
seized thousands of cattle. The scattered soldiers in various barracks as well
as the veteran generals of past Zulu wars thought it better to die fighting than
10 stand passively making verbal protests while they watched the destruction
of their kraals and the dwelling of their heroic king.

When Mkabayi, the doyenne of Zulu royalty and sister to Senzangakhona,
who had witnessed the rise of the Zulu empire and survived to see its fall,
heard the news about the burning ofUlundi by the British, she called her people
logether, announced that there was nothing for which to live, and silently cut
her throat. Such was the devotion of the African people to freedom and in
dependence, and so deep was their hatred of the colonial oppressors who robbed
Ihem of their land and gave them reserves.

True to his word, King Cetshwayo retreated from his royal residence and
hecame a 'wanderer'. The British soldiers tortured, flogged and bribed various
people forcing them to point out the king's whereabouts. Finally, they tracked
him down at Ngome forest and imprisoned him in Cape Town.

What the soil of Ulundi represents in the history of the African people's
struggle over the centuries is their refusal to be balkanised and restricted into
certain land portions prescribed by the colonialists. Names such as Cetshwayo,
Moshoeshoe, Hintsa and Sekhukhune, signify in South African history that
stubborn resistance by the African people against dispossession of their
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birthright, even if this meant, as it still means, having to go to prison or become
'wanderers' .

Instead of acquiescing to the colonisers, King Moshoeshoe of the Basotho
welcomed them with a rain of stones and spears as his army dug in at im
pregnable defensive positions at Thaba Bosigo. In the eastern Transvaal, by
their own confessions, the Boers were time and again beaten back and routed
by the armies of Sekhukhune. For one hundred years the Xhosa people waged
heroic resistance against the British and were subdued only after the treacherous
assassination of Hintsa by Sir Harry Smith.

The perspective of the liberation movement in South Africa today is one
of-continuing the historical struggle. The true link between the wars of resistance
of earlier times and modern endeavours to grapple with the enemy is sym
bolised not by the leopard skin regalia often worn by those whom the apar
theid regime allows to address meetings even during a state of emergency,
but by continued loyalty to the ideals of the total and genuine liberation of
South Africa and all the sacrifices that such a stand entails.

That is how Nelson Mandela saw the link in his own participation in the
liberation struggle, as he clearly told the court in 1964:

Many years ago, when I was a boy brought up in my village in the Transkei,
I listened to the elders of the tribe telling stories about the good old days, before
the arrival of the White man. Then our people lived peacefully, under the
democratic rule of their kings and their arnaphakathi, and moved freely and con
fidently up and down the country without let or hindrance. Then the country
was ours, in our own name and right. We occupied the land, the forests, the
rivers; we extracted the mineral wealth beneath the soil and all the riches of
this beautiful country. We set up and operated our own government, we con
trolled our own armies and we organized our own trade and commerce. The
elders would tell tales of the wars fought by our ancestors in defence of the
fatherland, as well as the acts of valour performed by generals and soldiers dur
ing those epic days. The names of Dingane and Bhambatha, among the Zulus,
of Hinsta, Makana, Ndlambe of the AmaXhosa, of Sekhukhune and others in
the north, were mentioned as the pride and glory of the entire African nation.

I hoped and vowed then that, among the treasures that life might offer me,
would be the opportunity to serve my people and make my own humble con
tribution to their freedom struggle.

Such has been the example of a man who faithfully followed the traditions
of the African ancestors, and who, like them, has had to pay a very high price
for the chosen path.
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When public discussion focused on the impending merger of the four British
colonies into the Union of South Africa in 1910, many Africans had reason
to believe in Olive Schreiner's prophecy that the South Africa on which the
20th century would open its eyes would be one widely different from that which
the 19th century saw at its awakening. Indeed, the walls dividing the various
racial and ethnic communities were breaking down under the impact ofan indus
trial revolution in South Africa. With industry bringing together all the peoples
of the country into common social intercourse, then it was logical to believe
that the problem which this century would have to solve, would be the 'accom
plishment of this interaction ofdistinct human varieties on the largest and most
beneficent lines, making for the development of humanity as a whole, to be
carried out in a manner consonant with modern ideals and modern social
wants. 'I

With Britain the victor in the Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902, the expecta
tion of the African people was that the establishment of the Union would mean
the extension of the Cape constitutional tradition (which gave restricted recogni
tion to the rights of Africans to political participation in the processes of cen
tral government) to the other provinces. 'It is to the English people throu~h

their Parliament and Government that we now look', wrote Tengo Jabavu In

expression of this faith:

... the rights of our people have not been safeguarded by Her Majesty's represen
tative; they have been sacrificed to the tender. mercies .of a c~~l an? unreason
ing majority of Dutch Boers, the eternal eneml~ of ?attve pohtlcal.ngh~s ...Can
this be looked upon with indifference by Her Majesty s Government In thiS decade
of reform, in this end of the 19th century?'z

In a communication to Joseph Chamberlain, then British Secretary of State
for the Colonies, the representatives of the African people reminded him of
the principle of the 'open door' under the formula of 'equal rights to all ci~ilised

men' advanced by British bourgeois democrats in relation to the franchise as
the only sound basis for a South African constitution. These representatives
took the position that, as the authority of the British government was extant,
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it was bound to protect the rights of all the peoples of South Africa in the
reconstruction and admission of the colonies (later to become provinces) into
the Union.

In the Cape, the British had developed and maintained the right of all the
people to vote for their representatives to parliament. This practice kept alive
the perspective that all peoples of various races and ethnic groups in South
Africa shared a common political destiny.

While it is true that the Cape franchise was qualified, this discrepancy did
not rule out, at least not at that stage, an African faith in such a political design
with the hope that, in the course of time, gradual participation by direct
representation would be extended to all Africans in the other provinces as well.
Limited as those voting rights might be, they were nevertheless an important
political lever in influencing events to the advantage of black people. Hopes
for the further development of this process were demonstrated by a slow but
steady growth in the size of the black electorate.

Declining Leadership Role of Chiefs

Although the Cape's short-lived liberalism went into retreat after the adoption
of the 1910 Union constitution, it provided a solid foundation for the political
outlook of the new African leadership, shaped by the rapid integration of the
economy into the capitalist mode of production. Africans in their new urban
conditions experienced an inevitable shift in their political vision. Modem
economic organisation tended to erode, albeit gradually, tribal loyalty as a
political sentiment among them. Industrial South Africa, in all the provinces,
produced an African who wanted no less than to exercise the right to vote,
whose loyalty was geared for democratic institutions rather than obedience
to chiefs. The question of leadership posed itself in concrete terms: leaders
were expected to provide an insight into complex social problems and work
out simple solutions. The only vehicle for such solutions was seen to be
knowledge, whether gained through sheer experience or formal education. Cer
tainly it could never be a product of hereditary instincts. With the capitalist
era producing and integrating a class of industrial proletarians drawn from
all ethnic groups and giving them a new perspective on social life, the leader
ship of a chief was seen as redundant, if not obsolete. How could a chief be
expected to solve the problems confronted in mines and factories remote from
his experience? How could pre-capitalist traditions resolve such problems as
transport and urban communication? Could he be relied on as a leader to ar
bitrate fairly in a conflict of two Africans, only one of which was from his
own ethnic group?

Govan Mbeki was commenting about this transition in the structure ofSouth
African society when he questioned the role ofchiefs as political representatives
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of African people in the industrial age:

If the Africans have had chiefs, it was because all human societies have had
them at one stage or another. But when a people have developed to a stage which
discards chieftainship, when their social development contradicts the need for
such an institution, then to force it on them is not liberation but enslavement. 3

When it became obvious that the Act of Union had rejected the Cape's con
stitutional principles, that it reaffirmed the progressive disenfranchisement of
the black majority and the consolidation of white political control throughout
South Africa, the African people reacted in kind, and formalised a union of
political interests among all the African peoples in the country, irrespective
of ethnic affiliation, by founding the African National Congress on 8 January
1912. Dr Pixley Seme wrote:

The African people, although not a strictly homogeneous race, possess a com
mon fundamental sentiment which is everywhere manifest, crystallising itself
into one controlling idea. Conflicts and strife are rapidly disappearing before
the fusing force of this enlightened perception of the true inter-tribal relations,
which relations should subsist among a people with a common destiny. 4

The colonial society with its self-confessed mission to 'civilise' the natives
nurtured the development of the kind of leadership from among the ranks of
the oppressed who boldly and capably articulated their grievances. They wrote
to the British government:

We were of the opinion that conditions had undergone a change, and that the
Natives were no longer to be looked upon as a class for special and exclusive
treatment, or to be governed by a policy of continued suspicion. We thought
that they were now to be received with confidence within the political family
circle as true citizens of the Empire, and that the doors of the Temple of Peace
would be thrown widely open that they also might enter freely in with their white
brethren to share in the coming prosperity which has been so eloquently described
by the great advocates of the Commonwealth.s

Ifby providing missionaries and schools the colonialists had intended to pro
duce a passive and pacified African, then Christianity had backfired on them
and produced, instead, an African intellectual whose political knowledge and
quest for a true democracy in South Africa was forged within the very
parameters of Christian education. This breed of leaders would settle for nothing
less than direct parliamentary representation. It was on the basis of this perspec
tive that organised political activity among Africans developed in South Africa.
They demanded the same measure of equitable justice and consideration as
the law extended to those of European descent. They called for a constitution
that provided all persons within the Union full and equal rights and privileges
subject only to the conditions and limitations established by law and applicable
alike to all citizens, without distinction of class, colour or creed.

Despite the demand for the democratic right of people to elect their own
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leaders, a certain respect for the chieftaincy lingered on among Africans, as
illustrated by the special invitations sent to all chiefs of the various ethnic groups
in Southern Africa by the Steering Committee that organised the founding of
the ANC. This polite respect proceeded from the recognition of three basic
factors:

I. Since some chiefs had played a progressive role in the earlier period of
resistance to colonial invasion, the ANC as the custodian of that tradition
of resistance felt obliged to give them due recognition, and that was why
King Dinuzulu ka Cetshwayo and others were made vice-presidents of the
African National Congress;
Large sections of the rural masses, despite the advent of industrial society,
still respected chiefs as traditional leaders in the village context and, in
so far as the ANC was the 'parliament' of all the African people, it was
crucial at that stage that all the people and their leaders be drawn into a
single movement of liberation;

J. Iforganised within a progressive movement of resistance, the chiefs showed
a tendency to join the people in struggle; when left to themselves, most
chiefs proved comfortably co-operative to government policy which sought
to integrate them into its scheme of African administration.

Therefore, when the ANC adopted its first constitution in 1919, despite the
fact that leading personalities in the African community had emerged from
outside the institution of chieftaincy, it provided for a forum within Congress
known as the Upper House of Chiefs. All kings, princes, paramount chiefs
and chiefs by heritage, as well as other persons of royal blood in the direct
Iine of succession among all the Africans in Southern Africa, had the right
to attend the meeting of Congress either in person or by representation. As
already indicated by the example of King Dinuzulu, they were accorded the
distinction of honorary vice-presidencies of the ANC. To belong to this category
meant a special place of honour and respect with the chiefs having precedence
over any other member of the audience during ANC meetings.

This did not mean that all matters on the agenda of ANC meetings had to
receive the approval of the chiefs. Only such matters which, in their purport,
affected the direct interests of all or any of the chiefs or places under their
jurisdiction had constitutionally to be referred to the chiefs themselves as an
organised body in their own House. They would then be allowed to conduct
a separate session for consideration and their decision would be final.

The constitutional powers conferred on the chiefs were, if we now judge
the matter with the benefit of hindsight, rather excessive, because no motion,
resolution or decision of any of the branches or provincial councils of the ANC
which, in the opinion of the chiefs, was hostile to their interests or in direct
conflict with the expressed desire of the majority of them, was considered valid
and operative. Yet, perhaps these were necessary provisions when we also
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consider how crucial it was at that stage to get the political consent of all the
ethnic groupings assembled within the ANC. Again, these provisions might
have been necessitated by the fact that, if disputes arose between chiefs or
their followers, then the dispute had to be settled by an organ which gave them
real decision-making power to prevent African leaders reverting back to the
era of inter-tribal feuds and faction fights on the battlefields.

In the final analysis, the ANC ensured by this arrangement that the various
ethnic groups and tribal organisations did not address problems only within
their local limits (a conduct which was rendered futile by the apparent indif
ference, ignorance and lack of co-operation among local organisations). In
stead, the various ethnic threads were knitted into a single rope safeguarding
the interests of the oppressed. The ANC was therefore to become, by the con
sent of all the representatives who assembled in Bloemfontein in 1912, the
medium for the expression of representative opinion. It was to formulate a
standard policy for all African problems and represent the requirements and
aspirations of the African people to the government of the country.

Ever since those days, it has been regarded as an act of genuine leadership
and a sign of a great sense of political responsibility 'to encourage mutual
understanding and to bring together into common action, as one political peo
ple, all the ethnic groups among Africans; and by means of combined effort
and united political organisation, to defend their common freedom and their
common rights. Equally, the enemy of the African people has since those days
been identified primarily as one who attempted to counter this feeling of
fellowship and brotherhood among the people, by sowing seeds of disunity
whether based on tribalism, regionalism or other factors.

Government Control of the Chieftaincy

From the perspective of the South African government, this alliance of the
people with the chiefs in various ANC campaigns, on such issues as land, the
franchise, labour, education, civil appointments, passes, liquor, etc., had to
be confronted and crushed since it radicalised the chiefs. The government felt
that a way had to be found to 'put the chiefs in their rightful place' - by this
was meant that they were to become servants of the government. Accordingly
the Native Administration Act no.38 of 1927 was passed to achieve this
objective.

This Act created a separate administration for Africans in South Africa. All
contractual transactions, rules of succession, court procedures, family rela
tions a~d personal obligations were to be based on this so-called Native Law.
Whereas in the case of other racial groups such matters were dealt with on
the basis of Roman-Dutch Law, Africans were given a separate legal defini
tion. Any person who was regarded as a member of 'any aboriginal race or
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tribe of Africa' was regarded as a 'Native' for the purposes of this Act, in
duding any person residing in 'a scheduled Native Area or a released area,
as defined or described in or under the Native Trust and Land Act no.18 of
1936 or on any land of which the South African Native Trust is the registered
owner. '

This definition of a 'Native' was so ambiguous that various courts had pro
hlems applying it to numerous practical cases. Was a Coloured person not
a member of an 'aboriginal race or tribe of Africa'? To settle such controver
sies, the Supreme Court of South Africa found itselfobliged to produce a more
precise definition on behalfof the legislature. In the case of Ngqoyi v. de Con
ciecao (1946) the court held that a person having blood:

other than pure Native blood is not a Native, even if he looks and behaves like
one; if his appearance leaves a doubt whether he is a pure-blooded Native, then
in the absence of any possibility of obtaining evidence of descent, he can only
be regarded as a Native if he behaves like one. But if his appearance belies the
allegation that he is a Native, and in addition he is shown not to behave as a
Native, then he cannot be accepted as a Native until he is proved to be a full
blooded aborigine.

The precise definition of 'Native' in the Act was not just a matter of interest
to legal scholars and jurists, but had practical implications for millions of people
in South Africa in terms of the way in which they were to be administered.
In terms of Section One ofthe Act, the South African Governor-General became
the supreme chief of all Africans and was consequently empowered to legislate
hy proclamation in all the African reserves. He was also empowered to define
the areas of the various tribes, determine the rights to occupation of land by
Africans, appoint and depose chiefs, make regulations governing marriages
and succession, and control meetings.

A person who fitted the defmition of 'Native' could only seek redress against,
or be sued by, another 'Native' in a Native Commissioner's court. In other
words, no African was to approach a magistrate's court except where there
was no Native Commissioner. Sections Nine and Ten of the Act established
the system of native commissioners who were authorised to hold a court in
respect of 'any offence committed by a native and in respect of the area for
which a native commissioner has been appointed.' The powers and jurisdic
tion conferred on them was above that of any African chief or king. Native
Commissioners were virtually the immediate administrators of the African
people, and were answerable only to the Minister of Native Affairs.

Below them was established the institution of chiefs. Section Twelve of the
Act gave the chief or headman authority to hear civil claims arising out of
Native Law and custom brought before him by natives against natives resi
dent within his area of jurisdiction. The extent of the jurisdiction of a chief
or headman was not specifically defined in the Act except for the mention that
the actions he could hear could only be those between Africans, and provided
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that the defendants were resident within his area of jurisdiction. These non
specified powers, instead of limiting the authority of the chiefs, provided an
enormous elasticity in actual practice. Chiefs could become despots, they could
levy unlimited taxes from their subjects, as long as their subjects (according
to the specifications of the Act) were Africans living within their jurisdiction.
So wide were these powers that, even in cases where the chiefs were themselves
a party to the dispute or charge, they could still preside as judges in matters
where they had an interest. In addition, chiefs were not obliged to keep a written
record of the evidence they had heard. Their judgement could only be appealed
to the court of the native commissioner having jurisdiction concurrent with
that of the chief.

The theory used to substantiate this administrative arrangement was that,
during the existence of the sovereign African 'states' in the pre-colonial era,

Native Law was an established system of immemorial rules which had evolved
from the way of life and natural wants of the people, the general context of which
was a matter of common knowledge, coupled with precedents applying to special
cases, which were retained in the memories of the chief and his councillors,
their sons and their sons' sons.6

How then the system of white native commissioners fitted within this reason
ing, no one could explain. Seymour, an authority on as well as an apologist
for this system, argued, as did Maclean, that 'a native chief was the ruler of
his tribe and the "father" of his people; each and every member of the tribe
was his subject under his protection, and "belonged" to him'. 7

From 1927 onwards, no chief who held political views contrary to those
of the government was confirmed in his position as 'chief by the Governor
General, irrespective of his hereditary right by African custom. Dozens of
chiefs were deposed and new ones appointed by government in their places.
In this way, the government systematically created an extension of its own
structure in the reserves by the use of chiefs, just as had been advocated by
Shepstone in the previous century. The aim of this government scheme was
to pacify many chiefs who would otherwise have earned the respect of their
people as fighters for their freedom. As time went on, most chiefs could no
longer be found within the ANC, and even those who did continue their
membership and attend its meetings, held views contrary to the express will
of the majority of the membership.

By the 1930s, Pixley ka Isaka Seme, in his capacity as President-General
of the ANC, was appealing to chiefs to take up their positions within the
Congress movement once again.

If our Congress is to be made a real success, it should be founded more firmly
upon its original Constitution, namely: that the African National Congress be
made really and truly to consist of two Houses - the Upper House of Chiefs
and the Lower House of Representatives or Delegates. The members of the Up
per House to be in the nature of a permanent body whose members succeed each
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other by hereditary rights and not by election. The Lower House should be com
posed of delegates elected by the branches of the Congress for the period of
two years ... The chiefs should be made to feel that they have a House of their
own in the African National Congress, wherein they can meet alone as chiefs
and without being inconvenienced by strangers ... It is time that our chiefs came
to realise that their office of Chiefs has very important duties attached to it ...
The chiefs today should realise that their forefathers won these positions of honour
and of high esteem by fighting hard for the salvation of their own people and
not by lying down and seeking personal comforts and pleasures. No chief should
be satisfied with his own position until he has exchanged views in an African
Conference with his brother chiefs of South Africa in the Upper House of the
African National Congress. It is their duty as chiefs to create such a Great House
for their own good and for the good of their own people. As your chosen leader
this year (1932), I hereby appeal to you and to every chiefto come out and help
build up the African National Congress. 8

Seme's plea was considered by many ANC progressives as wishful think
IIlg and out of date with the real situation; it was considered an echo of general
views held by Congress in the pre-1927 period, when chiefs like Ntombela,
Khumalo, Zibi, Mini, Msibi and others took their rightful place as honoured
leaders of the people within the ANC and campaigned openly against govern
Illent laws. Times, however, were changing. In this case Seme's sincere plea
was aimed at government-appointed chiefs, and seemed not to take into con
... ideration either the government's success in taking over the institution of chief
(aincy, or the predominant view on the concept ofleadership that already ex
isted within the ANC itself, as stated by Rev. ZR Mahabane, President of the
('ape Provincial African National Congress:

We are living in an age of democracy, when all peoples of the earth have become
conscious of their divine right to rule themselves, and for the benefit of
themselves. They will no longer submit to rule by autocrats for their own
self-aggrandisement.9

The Native Representative Council

When the question of the chiefs was considered 'settled', the government's
priority turned to the removal of all African voters from the common roll.
According to an entrenched clause in the 1910 Act of Union, the crucial pro
vision for the removal of Africans from the common roll in the Cape province
required a two-thirds vote in a joint sitting of both Houses of Parliament. In
anticipation of a possible failure to obtain this required majority, General Hert
109, then Prime Minister, went to parliament proclaiming the existence of
.swart gevaar!' (black danger!) as the central political issue in South Africa.
He pointed to the growing numbers of African voters in the Cape. He also
rderred to the demands of Africans from other provinces the same status as
I hose in the Cape, and warned that, unless they were kept absolutely outside
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of the central parliamentary structures, there would be no guarantee of con
tinued white supremacy.

All Africans needed, he maintained, was the establishment of an electoral
system by which they could vote indirectly, electing a small and specific number
of white members to represent them in the South African parliament. They
were also to have a 'Native Council' composed partly of elected and partly
appointed representatives to advise the government on African problems. The
Hertzog government published this legislative programme long in advance of
enactment, and subjected it to extensive debate even among Africans outside
parliament.

It was now clear that the extension of the Cape vote to all Africans was barred
altogether and permanently. What was to be done?

The African National Congress, as the foremost African political organisa
tion, supported by various publicists, proposed that a national conference of
Africans be convoked, in the same manner in which the Africans had responded
to the announcement of the fonnation of an all-white Union constitution. Trade
unions, the Communist Party, vigilance associations and church groups, all
endorsed the calling of a national convention with representatives from ex
isting African organisations and urged the subordination of all political dif
ferences to the overriding necessity for African unity.

The response to their appeal was massive. In the Cape Province, at an
emergency meeting of the executive committee of the Cape Native Voters'
Convention, representing the group most directly affected by the Bill, it was
unanimously resolved that the government be asked to preserve the Cape
African franchise unaltered on the grounds that:

1. it had always been wisely used as a voice of the African people since 1854
when it had been granted;

2. it was considered a backward step for the government to annul this
privilege, which had never been abused at any time;

3. the confiscation of citizenship without rebellion or treason was an irregular
and unprecedented course on the part of any modern state;

4. the entrenchment of the African vote in the 1910 Union Act had been a
gentlemen's agreement, implying the duty of honour that it be left un
touched as a privilege for future African generations;

5. apart from all considerations of political influence, this franchise was con
sidered a dearly prized symbol of citizenship, and 'highly appreciated by
its individual possessors';

6. its retention would make for peace and satisfaction among the various black
people that constituted the South African population, being, as it was, held
in trusteeship for the future of all other races who aspired thereto as the
consummation of true citizenship.
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The whole process culminated in the holding of the All African Convention
(AAC) at Bloemfontein in mid-1935. Under the chairpersonship of Professor
Tengo Jabavu, the delegates resolved that the policy of political segregation
of the white and black races embodied in the representation of Africans, as
proposed by the Hertzog Bill, was not calculated to promote harmony and peace
hctween the two races, because the logical outcome of its operation would
he the creation of two nations in South Africa, whose interests and aspirations
would inevitably clash in the end and thus cause unnecessary bitterness and
political strife. The denial to the African people of participation in the govern
ment of the country of which they were an integral part, on the basis of com
mon citizenship, was not only immoral and unjust, but contained the seeds
of inflamed passions and discontent.

Yet, despite all the protests and objections to these Bills, Hertzog succeeded
in persuading the required two-thirds of MPs to pass the Representation of
Natives Act No.12 of 1936. Africans were now to be represented by four
Senators (elected by Africans) as well as by three members of the House of
Assembly as representatives of Africans in the Cape Province only. The Act
further established two new seats in the Provincial Council of the Cape Province
to be filled by representatives of Africans in that province.

By the same Act was created the Native Representative Council (NRC) which
l:onsisted of the Secretary of Native Affairs (as chairperson), six Chief Native
Affairs Commissioners and sixteen African members. Of these sixteen, four
were to be nominated by the government and twelve elected. Members of the
NRC were to hold their seats for a fixed term of five years, just like white
members of parliament. Their functions were to be purely advisory. However,
all proposed legislation affecting Africans was to be submitted to the NRC
for consideration and to obtain its view. These views were then referred back
to the Minister of Native Affairs who was required to lay them before parlia
ment. If the NRC report related to matters concerning a Provincial Council,
a copy of such report was sent to the Administrator of the province for sub
mission to his Council. The NRC also had the right to make recommendations
to parliament concerning any legislation which it considered to be in the interests
of the African people.

Although the ANC had initially rejected the creation of the NRC, once the
Bill had become law, extensive debate took place over whether or not the
members should participate in a government-created structure whose purpose
was to keep the African people outside central political participation. The
specific question was whether the NRC could be used as an instrument of strug
gle against the government? Such a question could not be answered in the
abstract but in practice. So, prominent members of the ANC such as John Dube,
Selope Thema, Professor ZK Matthews, Chief Albert Luthuli, and others, stood
for election to the NRC.

This question is particularly relevant to our discussion because Chief
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Buthelezi has often cited the participation of these leaders within government
structures as examples of 'working within the system' , thereby seeking justifica
tion for his own participation within the bantustan structure.

Chief Buthelezi's comparison, however, cannot easily be made because the
NRC and the bantustans were, and are, different institutions at different
historical periods created for different purposes. That is why the correspon
ding tactics adopted by the mass movement with regard to the two institutions
also differed. The NRC had been instituted as a constitutional body advisory
to Government and parliament. This, to a certain extent, ensured that the views
of the elected representatives of the people were considered by the central
government. In this sense, the NRC was at least a statutory recognition of
the right of Africans to representation in the affairs of one South African na
tion. Bantustans, on the contrary, are supposed to be governments in
themselves, a constitutional severing of links to, and a violation of the princi
ple of, South Africa being one united entity.

Participation in the NRC resulted from canvassed opinions of the African
masses, who elected representatives to it, whereas bantustans represent the
rule by government-nominated chiefs, a practice which altogether excludes
the principle of democracy. To illustrate this historical fact of popular endorse
ment for participation within the NRC, mention can be made of an incident
at one of the largest meetings of the Africans held under the auspices of the
All-African Convention, during which a proposal to boycott the NRC was
defeated and a decision was taken to give the NRC a trial. Furthermore, the
NRC campaigned from and for a single political constituency, the African peo
ple, while the bantustans represent ethnic segments and the division of the
African people, absolutely negating the political traditions of the liberation
process in the period since 1912.

Those who joined the NRC did so for the sole reason of using it as an available
legal opportunity to fight the government's oppressive laws, whereas bantustan
leaders administer those laws.

When progressive members came to the view that the NRC was merely a
talking shop with no powers at all to influence the government in a progressive
direction, they did not hesitate to resign from their positions. Not a single ban
tustan leader has as yet even threatened to resign his post despite consistent
rejection by the apartheid government of the people's demands.

If the government saw in the NRC a body created to advise and assist in
the carrying out of the laws embodied in the policy of segregation, then the
elected councillors saw their role as that of unequivocal opposition to those
policies; they used it as a platform for the education of the government and
the general public on the Africans' legitimate demands. On many occasions
they prevailed on parliament to legislate on such matters as the recognition
of African trade unions and the proper financing of African education. They
gave evidence and reports on behalf of the African people to important
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gllvernment commissions on various aspects of African political life in South
Africa.

Clearly, the NRC was associated with the hope that, with the passage of
11l1lC, this advisory body would be accorded by the government a weight of
.Iulhority and responsibility, second only to that of the Legislative Assembly,
.lIId hecome a watchdog for African interests. The implication of this position
was that no important decision, affecting African welfare, directly or indirectly,
\\ (luld be taken either by parliament or by a provincial council without prior
~(lllsu1tation with the NRC, and that the views of the NRC would be given
,nious consideration by parliament. As Professor Matthews explained later:

It must be remembered that the Council was put forward by the European as
a substitute for parliamentary representation for the African, as an institution
I hat would provide adequate machinery for giving effect to the equitable princi
ple of consulting the African regarding legislative measures concerning his welfare
.. The Native Representative Council purported to be a body which would on

the higher level of policy and on a Union-wide basis do for the African popula
tion as a whole what the other organs of government did in the narrower sphere
(If purely local matters, ,. One would have thought that in the circumstances
this product of Union political philosophy would be accorded by the Govern
ment such respect that its prestige would have been enhanced and the validity
of the Union's political creed demonstrated to those who from the outset had
110 faith in it as a solution of our political problems, II

lI11w did the government treat this product of its own political making? In the
111'01 place, although the NRC was as a body expected to debate and give its
\ 'l'WS on matters of policy in African affairs, the very persons who laid down
IhlS policy in the country never considered it part of their duty to attend the
('ouncil's sessions. Although the Minister of Native Affairs made occasional
.Ippearances to open a session with a formal address, councillors were warned
Ih;11 they were not expected to reply to the Minister's speech, unless such a
I~'ply was couched in flattering terms of gratitude more suited to a king than
til a minister in a 'democratic' state addressing elected representatives of the
IH.-ople. Since they were freely elected, the councillors owed their allegiance
III Ihe people and not the government. The government, on the other hand,
kll Ihat it needed to hear the opinion of the Africans on matters affecting them,
hilI il did not give itself the benefit of this exercise. Whereas by law the MinisterI" Native Affairs was required to table a report ofthe proceedings ofthe NRC
III parliament, including the verbatim report of the proceedings, the Minister
did Ilot do so. The nearest he ever came to the fulfilment of this requirement
\\ ;.'0 his tabling of the resolutions of the NRC which could not be a true reflec
tl\ III ()f the views in the NRC, given its composition by elected and govemment
.,,'pointed members. It also became clear that the government did not have
.IIIY real desire to take the advice of the NRC seriously when obtained, or even
I d readiness to seek that advice on Bills affecting the African population, since
.1 Ilumber of such Bills were introduced into parliament without previous
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reference to the NRC for consideration as required by law.
In the course of time, the optimistic hopes of the African representatives

were dashed. One member of the Council, RH Godlo, described it as a 'toy
telephone with no connections to anywhere' .

By the time the National Party of Dr Malan came to power in 1948, the
NRC had reached a crisis point, with the government turning aside all its recom
mendations. Within the NRC itself, the feeling deepened that it was futile to
expend energy on an enterprise virtually ignored by the government. One of
the best illustrations of this came during the 1946 mineworkers' strike, when
most councillors wanted the government to look at the causes of the strike
and made several requests and passed motions to try to resolve the problems
pertaining thereto. Their motions were either ruled out of order by the chair
person or rejected out of hand. At this point Dr Moroka, a member of the
NRC, moved the following resolution:

This Council, having since its inception brought to notice of the Government
the reactionary character of the Union Native policy of segregation in all its
ramifications,. deprecates the Government's post-war continuation of a policy
of Fascism which is the antithesis and negation of the letter and spirit of the
Atlantic Charter and the United Nations Charter. The Council, therefore, in pro
test against this breach of faith towards the African people in particular and the
cause of world freedom in general, resolves to adjourn this session, and calls
upon the Government forthwith to abolish all discriminatory legislation affec
ting Non-Europeans in this country.

Dr Moroka's motion was adopted unanimously and the NRC adjourned
indefinitely.

Establishment of the System of Bantu Authorities

With the victory of Malan's National Party, the new government announced
its intention to repeal the 1936 Act and abolish the representation of Africans
in parliament, as well as the NRC. The National Party, Dr Malan said, was
in favour of something 'better' than the NRC, namely 'institutions for them
(Africans) in their own Reserves which will enable them to have a large measure
of self-government and which will enable them at the same time to retain their
own national character'. Two years later, Dr HF Verwoerd became Minister
of Native Affairs. In his earliest speeches in parliament, Verwoerd denied that
apartheid meant the creation of autonomous states.

The idea of ultimate 'independence' for the bantustans developed after Ver
woerd became Prime Minister in 1959. The first time he explicitly committed
his government to the possibility of ultimate bantustan 'independence' was after
his return from the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Conference in 1961, when
he said that
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we again unequivocally state the policy of the development of the different race
groups. The Bantu will be able to develop into separate Bantu States ..~ (but)
this is not what we would have liked to see. It is a form of fragmentation which
we would not have liked if we were able to avoid it. 12

Referring to the criticism that this policy was unjust, that it sought to create
political institutions for a majority ofthe populaton on a mere 13% of the land,
Verwoerd replied:

It is often said that the Europeans own a much greater portion of South Africa
than the Natives have in the Reserves, so that the latter are most unfairly treated
... Let us analyse that position and see whether it fairly states the case ... When
one realises the difference in the standard of living of the European family and
the Native family, then it is clear that for a family of five Europeans one should
have on an average 105 morgen and Natives an average of 16 morgen. That
means that the Natives could actually exist on one-sixth of the productive area
on which the European could. 13

The idea was not, he said, to create an All-African bantustan, but one based
on the various ethnic groups, which he claimed were independent nations. He
insisted that these ethnic groups had to be preserved 'for their own sake'. The
leaders of these bantustans were to be the chiefs, who, he was quite confident,
would be on the side of the government.

By 1951, the government was ready with the Bantu Authorities Bill which
abolished the Native Representative Council as the umbrella organisation
representing all Africans, and substituted for it a system of tribal authorities
based on the various chiefs in the rural areas. The Bill provided for the establish
ment of a hierarchy of the following bodies:

I. Tribal authorities, with administrative, executive as well as judical powers,
to consist of a chief or headman of a tribe or community in association
with tribal councillors, and to be constituted with due regard to tribal law
and custom. Provision was also made for a joint tribal authority for any
number of tribes or communities;

2. Regional authorities, to exercise control over two or more areas for which
tribal authorities had been established; the chairperson and members to
be chosen from amongst the members of the tribal authorities concerned.
The functions of regional authorities included the establishment and
maintenance of educational institutions, hospitals and clinics, construc
tion and maintenance of bridges and roads, suppression of stock diseases,
improvement of farming methods and afforestation. They could also levy
some money from each male adult African in their area of jurisdiction,
and could prescribe rates for services made available to persons in any
area of their control.

3. Territorial authorities, to exercise control over any two or more areas for
which regional authorities had been established; and once again the
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chairperson and members to be chosen from amongst members of the
regional authorities concerned. To the territorial authorities was assigned
any of the powers, duties and functions of a regional authority and also
powers relating to the administration of Africans as already prescribed
by previous laws. The final authority for deciding the size of the Bantu
authority (at all levels) as well as its composition, was left to the South
African State President in his capacity as the Supreme Chief of all 'Natives'
as laid down by the Native Administration Act of 1927.

This administrative system therefore reversed even that token representa
tion which Africans had had through the NRC. In contrast to the system of
Bantu Authorities, the NRC, despite its many shortcomings, was at least a
system of representation that recognised the single nationality of the African
people and the community of their political interests. Africans had a possibility
of presenting a united political stand on numerous issues that affected them.
This question of African unity across the ethnic divide is an important and
indispensable condition for their liberation. Although the NRC worked within
the framework of the government structure, it was still an acknowledgement
by the government itself that Africans were a social category above the primitive
traditional institutions and tribal formations. The Bantu Authorities system,
on the contrary, turned the clock backwards; it attempted to deform the social
processes of economic development by resurrecting obsolete tribal institutions.

As Malan stated in parliament, with typical racist arrogance and patronage,
when proposing the Bantu Authorities Act:

. .. slowly and gradually, when they achieve the ability for it and have the
necessary sense of responsibility, the Government would grant increasing rights
of self-government to Natives in their own areas. Even in these areas, however,
they will remain under European guardianship.

In other words, as far as the National Party was concerned, Africans were
still at the tribal stage of social development, and only chiefs were to be their
natural rulers because Africans did not have 'the ability to elect representatives
to democratic institutions or organs of government, and also they did not have
the necessary sense of responsibility. '

Among the amendments subsequently made to the Bantu Authorities Bill
was the provision that its implementation could only be preceded by consulta
tion with the African people before the changes affecting them were introduced.
This precondition of 'consultation' is an important issue in the discussion of
Chief Buthelezi's role when the Bantu Authorities system was brought to
Zululand because, as we shall demonstrate in the next chapter, it is this provi
sion in the Act which contrasts sharply with the picture often painted by him
that he joined the Bantu Authorities because there were no options, that it was
compulsory to join.

1

I
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Attitude of African Leaders

No genuine African leader supported the Bantu Authorities Act. To do so would
have been tantamount to endorsing the oppression of the people. The provi
sion in the Act that it was not compulsory to accept the system gave African
leaders scope for organising the people to protest and reject it. Walter Sisulu,
then Secretary-General of the ANC, told The Guardian newpaper that he was
satisfied that 'Africans in not only the urban areas but also in the rural areas
will reject this scheme'. And he went further to express his hope that not a
single chief would support such a scheme freely. 'The Africans will not allow
themselves to be pushed back into tribalism', he continued, and on behalf of
the ANC, called on all the African people to 'reject this new mockery since
it is just a new form of dummy representation' (14.06.51).

Chief Albert Luthuli, who was then the newly elected Natal provincial Presi
dent of the African National Congress, said with reference to the Bantu
Authorities Act, that 'it does not seem that the government has any intention
of leading the African people along the road of inte'ligent democracy' (The
Guardian, 28.06.51).

A former member of the NRC, Paul Mosaka, warned that some chiefs might
mistakenly see in the Bantu Authorities system an opportunity to raise their
status slightly, and yet 'they will wield no real power and will just be pup
pets.' He pointed out that the Act violated the principle of elected representa
tion. 'The tribal authorities will be allowed to discuss only what the govern
ment wishes them to discuss' (The Guardian, 28.06.51).

Attacking the Act in Parliament, Sam Kahn, a Native Representative MP
and member of the Communist Party, said that it did not, as the Minister of
Native Affairs claimed, give Africans a measure of self-government in the
reserves. Instead, it empowered the minister to become the 'Big White Chief
of South Africa and to appoint a number of underlings, 'carefully selected
puppets'. If progress was to be made in the reserves, it could not be made
by conserving tribalism, but by breaking it down still further. He pointed out
that tribal chiefs had a vested interest in the perpetuation of tribalism and wished
to retain all that was conservative in the system. Progress would mean their
elimination.

Nelson Mandela told the newspaper New Age, in an exclusive interview:

It is the same old story: back to tribalism and listen only to those few Africans
who know what the Government wants to hear. Africans will never be taken
in by this. Some new deal! It's another case of old wine in new bottles, but even
the new bottles have lost their shine (22.09.51).

Only the veteran African politician, AWG Champion, stated that, while he
believed in direct representation in the houses of parliament, he did not ad
vocate the boycott of the Bantu Authorities. 'If we keep away from the
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established institutions at present we shall be helping the government and no
one else'(llanga Lase Natal, 28.06.51). Champion's approach moved at a
tangent to the acknowledged ANC approach.

Towards the end of 1951, a joint planning council of the African National
Congress and the South African Indian Congress was set up to suggest how
the efforts of the whole national liberation movement could be co-ordinated
to secure the repeal of this Act together with other laws such as the Suppres
sion of Communism, the Group Areas and the Separate Representation of
Voters Acts. The proposals of this group were considered by the ANC in
December 1951.

Subsequently a letter was sent to the Prime Minister reiterating the stand
point of the oppressed people, made over many years to successive white
governments, that the African people demanded direct representation at all
levels of government, and not in tribal institutions. The letter also called on
the government to repeal all 'unjust and discriminatory laws' by 29 February
1952, failing which 'mass action' would be taken.

On 29 January 1952 the Prime Minister replied. 15 He said that his govern
ment had no intention of repealing 'the long existing laws differentiating
between European and Bantu' which were largely measures for the latter's
protection. 'While the Government is not prepared to grant the Bantu political
equality within the European community, it is only too willing to encourage
Bantu initiative, Bantu services and Bantu administration within the Bantu
community.' He advised Congress to reconsider its decision and to devote its
energies to a constructive programme of development, using the opportunities
offered by the Government for building up local Bantu government and
administration.

Three months later, the Congress replied to the Prime Minister stating that
it had no alternative but to embark on a mass campaign of defiance of unjust
laws. It pointed out, however, that as 'defenceless and voteless people, we
have explored other channels without success. Nothing contained in the Bantu
Authorities Act could be a substitute for direct representation in the councils
of state.' The letter further stated that it was the intention of Congress to con
duct the campaign in a peaceful manner, and that any disturbances, if they
occurred, would not be of their own making.

On the day chosen to commence the campaign, mass meetings of protest
against 'Unjust Laws' were organised throughout the country, and church
services to pray for freedom were also held in many areas. Volunteers, led
by Nelson Mandela, were called upon to come forward and defy apartheid's
'unjust laws'.

The only conspicuous rejection of the Defiance Campaign at that stage came
from King Cyprian Bhekuzulu ka Solomon in Zululand, as well as from a small
faction organised by AWG Champion in Durban, which called itself the ANC
Yase Natal. The factionalist behaviour of Champion was partly a reaction to
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his defeat by Chief Albert Luthuli in the provincial Presidential campaign of
the ANC, where the ANC members rejected Champion's conservative and
collaborationist policies. The ANC, under the guiding spirit of the Youth
League, was challenging conservatism and calling for dynamic movement
towards radical policies.

Chief Luthuli's position differed from that of Champion. Chief Luthuli
addressed thousands of volunteers in Durban's 'Red Square': 'This is one of
the most important days in the history of Natal,' said Chief Luthuli, 'for to
day Natal enters the resistance campaign. We pledge ourselves to make South
Africa a true democracy ... We have gone into this struggle voluntarily, and
nothing will deter us.' 16

By June, the whole campaign had been set in motion. Thousands of
volunteers, in both town and countryside, had come forward to contravene
various apartheid regulations and allow themselves to be arrested. No defence
was offered and no fines paid. Volunteers instead went to gaol. By the end
of September, close to 5 000 people had been arrested.

The Defiance Campaign produced two kinds of reactions from the govern
ment. The first was to impose sentences of increasing severity; the second
was to speed up the implementation of the Bantu Authorities Act, since its
success and acceptance would demonstrate to the white electorate and to the
world at large that apartheid's laws were getting the full co-operation of the
African people. The government sensed the mood of defiance everywhere,
and decided to send the Minister of Native Affairs himself, Dr Verwoerd, the
architect of the hated Bantu Authorities system, on a tour of the African
reserves, in order to consult with the chiefs.

It will be recalled that the Act provided for the establishment of Bantu
Authorities only after consultation. Verwoerd's trip, therefore, was ostensibly
in fulfilment of this requirement. This meant that there existed an option for
the chiefs to reject the system if they deemed it against the wishes of their
peoples. It is important to remember this conditional clause of the Bantu
Authorities Act today because, as we have already indicated, some bantustan
leaders create the impression that they were compelled ,to join the system,
whereas in fact acceptance was voluntary. It is true that the government used
various pressures on the people and the chiefs to accept the Act. But these
pressures were not in themselves an enforcement of the Act. They were rather
to persuade the chiefs to decide to accept the Act since the onus was on the
chiefs. From the point of view of the political analyst and the historian today,
it is interesting to speculate what the apartheid government would have done
had the Bantu Authorities Act been consistently rejected by all the chiefs, as
the ANC had suggested.
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As a chief I regarded myself as the servant of my people and I therefore decided
that I should not withdraw from their struggle for freedom by resigning from
either Congress or the chieftainship of my tribe '" The Department of Native
Affairs stressed the fact that a chief was regarded as part of the Government.
It was even suggested that I was a government servant, a view which I could
never accept ... I felt that the fight for democracy for all people in South Africa,
including my own people, demanded absolute loyalty on the part of the leaders
of the people, and on principle I could not resign from the African National Con
gress which is waging a struggle against fascism. The Defiance Campaign is
the most humane and legitimate way in which disenfranchised people can make
their political protest ... It has been suggested that we should use constitutional
means, but nobody has indicated what constitutional means we may use to gain
our freedom ... I shall continue to fight for the realisation of our goal, namely,
full citizenship rights for all people in South Africa irrespective of race or colour
(Advance 20.11.62).

When the Amakholwa tribe was informed by the Native Commissioner that
'Mr Luthuli is no longer your chief, they demanded an explanation as to why
the matter had not been discussed with the tribe before Luthuli was dismissed.
When told that Luthuli had been dismissed because of his association with the

4.

The first indication in Zululand that the Bantu Authorities Act would result
in the incorporation of the chiefs within the government's policy of apartheid
was the dismissal of Chief Albert Luthuli from his chieftainship in 1952 because
of his refusal to resign his ANC membership or withdraw from the Defiance
Campaign.

Luthuli was the elected chief of the Amakholwa tribe of Groutville and was
also the leader of the African people in Natal in his capacity as President of
the Natal provincial branch of the ANC. At the height of the Defiance Cam
paign in September 1952, he was called to Pretoria by Dr WWM Eiselen,
Secretary for Native Affairs, and told that the Department objected to his par
ticipation in the Defiance Campaign. He was ordered to end his political work
or to resign as chief of the Amakholwa people. Narrating this event to a reporter
Chief Luthuli said:
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African National Congress, spokespersons for the tribe asked the Native Com
missioner what would happen when the new chief was appointed because all
of them were members and supporters of the African National Congress (Ad
vance, 20.11.62). The Amakholwa people decided unanimously not to elect
another chief to replace Chief Luthuli and resolved to inform the government
that a new chief would not be elected largely because, as Chief Luthuli had
been dismissed from his chieftaincy because he was a member of the African
National Congress, there was no point in electing another chief since every
person in the tribe was a member of the ANC.

The example of Chief Luthuli, of preferring to share with the humblest of
his people the crushing burden of oppression rather than be a servant of the
racist government, was a bold lead which all people of conscience, all chiefs
who valued honour, were expected to follow. Because the issues before him
were matters of life and death, Chief Luthuli's duty was perfectly clear. In
November 1952, two months after his dismissal, he made an historic declara
tion: The Road to Freedom is Via the Cross, in which he stated:

I have been dismissed from the chieftainship of the Abase-Makholweni tribe in
the Groutville Mission Reserve ... I have joined my people in the new spirit
that moves them today, the spirit that revolts openly and boldly against injustice
and expresses itself in a determined and non-violent manner. Because of my
association with the African National Congress in this new spirit ... I was given
a two weeks' ultimatum by the Secretary for Native Affairs calling upon me
to choose between the African National Congress and the chieftainship of the
Groutville Mission Reserve. He alleged that my association with Congress in
its non-violent Passive Resistance Campaign was an act of disloyalty to the State.

He did not wish to challenge his dismissal, 'but I would like to suggest that
in the interests of the institution of chieftainship in the modern times of
democracy, the government should define precisely and make more widely
known the status, functions and privileges of chiefs.' His view had been, and
still was, that a chief was primarily a servant of his people. He was the voice
of his people in local affairs. Unlike a Native Commissioner, he was part and
parcel of the tribe, and not a local agent of the government.

... Laws and conditions that tend to debase human personality - a God-given
force - be they brought about by the State or other individuals, must be relentless
ly opposed in the spirit of defiance shown by St. Peter when he said to the rulers
of his day 'Shall we obey God or man?' No one can deny that in so far as non
whites are concerned in the Union of South Africa, laws and conditions that
debase human personality abound. Any chief worthy of his position must fight
fearlessly against such debasing conditions and laws. If the government should
resort to dismissing such chiefs, it may find itself dismissing many chiefs or
causing people to dismiss from their hearts chiefs who are indifferent to the needs
of the people through their fear of dismissal by the Government ...

As for myself, with a full sense of responsibility and a clear conviction, I decid
ed to remain in the struggle for extending democratic rights and responsibilities
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to all sections of the South African community ...what the future has in store
for ~e I do not know. It might be ridicule, imprisonment, concentration camp,
banIshment and even death. I only pray to the Almighty to strengthen my resolve
so that none of these grim possibilities may deter me from striving, for the sake
?f the good name of our beloved country, the Union of South Africa, to make
It a true democracy and a true union in form and spirit of all the communities
in the land. I

Verwoerd Visits Zululand

In October 1955, Dr Verwoerd called a meeting of all Zulu chiefs at Mona,
near Nongoma, to listen to his proposals for Zululand in line with the re
quirements of the clause on 'consultation' in the Bantu Authorities Act. Over
300 chiefs plus visitors turned up, including King Cyprian.

Before Verwoerd himself spoke, the officials of his Department fired the
first salvoes. CB Young, the Under-Secretary for Native Affairs, spoke about
rural development, and talked of the merits of the Bantu Authorities system
and the blessings that would flow from it. Then the Under-Secretary for Educa
tion spoke at length on the merits of Bantu Education.

Thereafter Verwoerd took over and proposed his Bantu Authorities Act,
showing how it would make the Zulu people regain their pride and how the
chiefs would once again be respected by their people. When he finished, he
indicated that he needed an immediate answer to take away with him. At that
stage, somebody from the floor suggested that since the chiefs had not been
made aware of the purpose of the proposals before leaving their homes, they
should be allowed the opportunity to go and report to their tribes before tak
ing a decision. The suggestion was followed by a typical Zulu outburst of
'Ngelethu!' (meaning: 'You have spoken our minds!' or 'Those are our own
ideas as well!').

This is not what Verwoerd expected. He did not want to be kept waiting
by the Zulu tribes while they took their time arriving at a decision. It should
be remembered that he considered himself to be a superior chief to all African
chiefs. At that stage of the meeting, he talked briefly with his accompanying
officials. They then called King Cyprian and informed him that Verwoerd
wanted to take away a definite answer, a precise decision, and that the Zulu
chiefs were expected to make up their minds immediately.

King Cyprian addressed the gathering:

MaZulu! I have been directed to inform you that the Minister will want a definite
decision from you about the Bantu Authorities Act, and that you are therefore
required to take a decision. As I am your child and can therefore not speak on
your behalf, I ask you to consider this request and to decide for yourselves. When
you have decided you will elect four men to represent your views to the Minister
(New Age, 3.11.57).
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Having said this, the king sat down. The meeting then discussed briefly who
should be chosen not only to represent the chiefs but to take advantage of the
opportunity to express their grievances as well as their fears about this Act
to the Minister.

During the course of this discussion, a question was asked as to whether
the same greeting of 'Bayethe!' could be used for the King and for the Minister
similarly. Amidst murmurs of disapprobation, one member of the audience
proposed that the Minister be saluted with 'Bayeza!' which sounds somewhat
like 'Bayethe!' but which actually means 'Europeans Are Coming!' Many
agreed, but some chiefs wanted 'Nkosi Yakomkhulu!' (Chief from the Great
Kraal!), and it was this suggestion which was finally adopted.

Ultimately the meeting chose as spokespersons Prince Phika Zulu, a member
of the royal family and the king's representative in Durban; Chief Charles
Hlengwa of Mbumbulu, who later became the KwaZulu bantustan's Minister
of Agriculture; Chief Mangosuthu Gatsha Buthelezi, chief of the Buthelezi
tribe in Mahlabathini; and AWG Champion, former President of the Natal
provincial ANC.

After the deliberations, the report-back meeting took place the following
day. The first speaker was Prince Phika, who complained to the Minister that
the 'sons and daughters of Zululand' who had built the city of Durban were
denied the right to go there whenever they wished. Chief Hlengwa told Ver
woerd about the unfulfilled land promises made by the government in 1936,
and spoke of overpopulation in the reserves and poor grazing conditions. Chief
Buthelezi made the longest intervention. Of all the chiefs of Zululand, only
Chief Buthelezi was a university graduate holding a BA degree. The press
reported his speech at length and stated that he was the most articulate of the
speakers at that meeting.

He started by expressing his gratitude to the Minister that there was no com
pulsion to accept the Bantu Authorities Act. He noted that some areas in
Zululand had not accepted the Act because they did not understand what it
meant exactly, and stated that the chiefs had to be given the opportunity to
watch the Act operate elsewhere before they accepted it. He went on: 'The
fact that the Act has not been accepted in certain areas should not be understood
as opposition to it or against public policy'. 2 Most tribesmen who did not
understand the Act, he explained, were concerned about the role that their
king was given by the Act and they feared that the Act might eliminate the
authority of the chiefs.

At that stage, Chief Buthelezi referred to the institution of chieftainship,
and said that he 'welcomed the government's promise to retain chieftainship'.
However, he said, many chiefs were being deposed by the government and
others prevented from taking up their rightful positions as chiefs because the
government listened to all manner of 'slanders against chiefs - slanders that
cannot withstand the test of evidence when at tribunal.' In this regard, Chief
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Buthelezi was probably making more of a personal plea, on his own behalf,
to Verwoerd as Minister of Native Affairs and responsible for confirming chiefs
in office, than on behalf of chiefs in general. This was because up to that stage
he had been regarded by the government as only an acting-chief of the Buthelezi
tribe. By this statement, he may have wanted Verwoerd to be aware that, if
there was anything that prevented the government from officially recognising
him as chief, it was because of slanders against him. 'A chiefshould be given
a chance to defend himself, 3 he told Verwoerd.

Towards the end of his speech, Chief Buthelezi thanked the government for
promising to buy white-owned farms where Zulu kings were buried. Referr
ing to the overpopulation of Zululand, he pleaded for the purchase of more
land by the government as proof of its sincerity. He also asked that Africans
be allowed to purchase all the shops in the African areas and that people should
be allowed to buy land in the reserves. His last remark was that the govern
ment should teach people better methods of stock-breeding and stock-care rather
than following the policy of cattle culling. 4

It was by that speech that Chief Buthelezi was introduced to the chiefs of
Zululand, many of whom did not know him and had never even heard about
him. As a speaker he certainly left a good impression on them, as well as on
journalists who covered the event.

For the first time his name appeared in newspapers, particularly Ranga Lase
Natal as well as New Age which ran an article by George Mbele entitled The
Zulu Chiefs Throw Back Honey at the Honey Bird ( New Age, 3.11.55).

The headline cleverly borrowed from words uttered by Verwoerd himself
when he told Zulu chiefs that 'You do not throw back honey at the honey bird. '

The fourth speaker, AWG Champion, also known in Natal as Mahlatham
nyama, wanted Verwoerd to clarify the definition of the 'Paramount Chief
under the Bantu Authorities Act.

At about 13.00 hrs, Verwoerd stood up to reply to the points raised by the
speakers. He started by attempting to discredit the speakers and treating what
they had said as uninformed fulminations. He likened what they had said to
water which flows down a river without benefiting anybody, and, in contrast,
referred to his own speech as water which, instead of flowing down the river,
was caught in a dam and watered both men and beasts. He told the chiefs about
self-government, and painted Bantu Authorities in glowing colours; but the
chiefs sat stolid and cynical, without any sign of enthusiasm for what he was
saying. It was at that stage that Verwoerd advised the chiefs never to throw
honey back at the honey bird (New Age, 3.11.55).

What the chiefs seemed not to appreciate, he said, was that the government
had found a way through the Bantu Authorities Act to encourage the hereditary
principle, and that was why schools were going to be set up to educate chiefs
and headmen. He foresaw a time when 'the Bantu have been properly organised
and the representatives of their major nations would have residences built for
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them in Pretoria. A liaison office will be established between the Department
of Native Affairs and the Bantu Authorities.'

On the question of the harassment of the chiefs, he said that no chief had
been deposed without justification. He pointed out that Zulus should have no
fears about the destiny of their king under the system of Bantu Authorities
because no other chief would be appointed to preside over it except King
Cyprian himself. In due course, he maintained, the Bantu Authorities would
control schools and administer the rural towns.

Did Buthelezi Oppose Bantu Authorities?

How can Chief Buthelezi's speech be analysed? Was he accepting or rejecting
the Bantu Authorities Act? What precisely was his attitude? There is a reason
why these questions need to be posed at this stage. Chief Buthelezi has said
on many occasions, but particularly in a speech he delivered at Imbali township,
Pietermaritzburg, on 16 December 1983, that he rejected Bantu Authorities
from their inception. He said: 'I, more than any other, fought the introduction
of homeland machinery designed by Pretoria. I stomped the length and breadth
of KwaZulu leading the fight against the introduction of the Bantu Authorities
Act .. .'

Is this true? Did he fight the introduction of the Act? Did he really stomp
the length and breadth of KwaZulu campaigning against the Act? Historical
facts will give us the answer, and we must consider them one by one, not
rushing anything, yet keeping these questions constantly in mind.

In 1956, the ANC wrote an Open Letter to all African chiefs, local and tribal
council members, leading teachers, religious ministers and other personalities
in the rural areas. Chief Buthelezi was one of those to whom this letter was
sent, and so was King Cyprian. It advised them to reject the Bantu Authorities
system and to let the National Party administer their own laws or risk the wrath
of the people. This Open Letter is reproduced in full as it reflects the policy
of the ANC to the Bantu Authorities system:

Year in and year out, laws are made whose sole object is the tightening of the
shackles on the people; the crushing of their hopes and the frustration of their
legitimate efforts to liberate themselves. The Bantu Authorities Act is one of
that treacherous collection of laws.

Dr Verwoerd claims that the Bantu Authorities Act was made for the benefit
of Africans, that it will restore tribal life; increase the responsibility of the Africans
in their own affairs to enable them to develop according to their own traditions.
These are shamelessly deceptive claims.

The real purpose of the Bantu Authorities Act is to create an administrative
machinery for the intensified oppression of the people. The Nationalists have
made so many vicious and revolting laws against which the people have pro
tested and struggled, that now they fear to enforce them directly themselves.
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They want to shift the burden of enforcing stock culling, Bantu Education and
passes for women to the chiefs who will thus become the immediate instruments
of the suffering and misery of their people.

The chiefs will also become the first objects against whom the people will
direct their wrath. The Nationalists will use the chiefs as a shield and in another
way. Every evil law which they will make against the people will be under the
excuse that it has been requested by the chiefs, even though the chiefs have in
fact made no such request.

Far from increasing the powers of the chiefs, this Act will reduce the chiefs
to policemen. They will have to carry out Verwoerd's orders without question.
Instead of being independent, the chiefs will be hounded by the Native Com
missioners to see that they carry out their orders to the letter. Under the Bantu
Authorities Act, it will also be the duty of the chief to see that he quells the
slightest protest of the people against the government. The witch-hunt for 50

called agitators which is now being conducted by the police will have to be con
ducted by the chiefs.

The Bantu Authorities Act is not intended to, nor will it, restore the unity
of the tribe. Instead it is intended to divide and disrupt the tribe. Byemphasis
ing the deceptive increase of power and enhanced position of the chief, the
Government hopes to encourage a jockeying for position, and to set brother against
brother, and thus to foment spying and bitter strife within the tribe.

All those who are distrusted by the Government will be eliminated, and those
who prove faithful to the government will be elevated. The Bantu Authorities
Act is intended to split the tribes into smaller, hostile and weaker units.

Finally the Act is designed to create strife and division among the various tribes.
The solid, courageous unity of the African people against the Nationalists is one
force which the Nationalists fear. Through the Bantu Authorities Act, the Nation
alists are trying to dissipate the energy of the people on fictitious tribal differences.
When the Nationalists contemptuously made the Bantu Authorities Act against
the protests of the people, they consulted nobody. Today, when they want to
implement it, they are pretending to consult the chiefs. Dr Verwoerd has been
running all over the country, making gifts of Bibles to chiefs, and trying to clothe
his wolf in sheepskin. But the people are alert and will not be deceived.

We must reject the Bantu Authorities Act. We cannot allow ourselves to be
used as tools against our own people. Let the Nationalists administer their own
dirty laws and face the wrath of the people (New Age, 26.07.56).

Although this Open Letter reached King Cyprian, he did not agree with it.
He had been persuaded by the officials of the Native Affairs Department to
accept the Bantu Affairs system. He also wanted to use his position as king
to push for the acceptance of the Act by the other Zulu chiefs. Verwoerd had
told him that he was greatly displeased by the negative response of the chiefs
at Nongoma; 'couldn't he, King Cyprian, persuade the chiefs to see the wisdom
of apartheid for their own benefit?'

In November 1957, King Cyprian called another meeting at his royal palace
at Nongoma, a special ceremony during which the king would announce to
the chiefs that he had accepted the Bantu Authorities Act. Of the 288 Zulu
chiefs in Natal, only 72 attended, including Chief Buthelezi. There were hun
dreds of people who also came, not to celebrate but to show angry disapproval.
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The first feature of the ceremony which provoked anger was the presence
of segregation or apartheid right there at the royal palace on that day. A fence
had been especially erected to separate Africans from Whites, and platforms
of different levels erected. On the highest sat the white officials, headed by
the Minister of Native Affairs, Dr De Wet Nel; beneath them on a lower
platform sat King Cyprian and his councillors together with other invited
African dignitaries.

Speeches were delivered by the government officials as well as by the king
and De Wet Nel presented King Cyprian with £1 000 for the Council that was
to be responsible for the initiation of the Bantu Authorities Act; this was the
sum for the Treasury. He also presented the king with a safe and a bull.

After listening to the speeches, most people attempted to ask questions but
were told to sit down. Many started to leave even before the ceremony was
over, and refused to participate in the feast that followed. Towards the end
of the ceremony, De Wet Nel was presented with a shield and an assegai.
Inscribed on the shield were the words 'This is to Arm You and to Give You
Strength in Whatever Discouragement You May Come Across '. When the
inscription was read to the gathering, people raised their fists and shouted
angrily. Some shouted: 'Why arm the Boers with our weapons, they don't
arm us with guns!' The chiefs and headmen ordered the people to remain calm.
A police constable even moved forward threateningly to silence the people
(New Age, 12.12.57).

The people were finally asked to close the ceremony by singing the National
Anthem. 30 nurses from the nearby St. Benedict Hospital of Nongoma refus
ed. They said that they could not when their rights had been sold for £1 000,
a bull and a safe. The majority followed their example, and a feeble anthem
was sung mostly by chiefs and headmen.

Two years later, in 1959, the first Zulu Regional Authority was inaugurated
at Eshowe. It was called Inkanyezi Regional Authority. People came to witness
the inauguration, but their tempers were running high. Some chiefs boycotted
the ceremony, some were just not invited, while some of those who did attend
refused to take part in the dancing that was arranged. There were shouts of
'Uyadlala!' (You are playing!) and 'Uchitha IsikhathiJ' (You are wasting time!)
and angry murmurs accompanied the speech made by De Wet Nel. He told
the audience that in time to come Zululand would also build cities as big as
Durban. There was derisive laughter. Referring to the women's strike against
passes, he said that there were people of all colours who had 'pushed women
into the fire and sheltered under the shade'. He added: 'They will lead your
people into destruction. These people must be destroyed. You must follow
your chiefs' (New Age, 5.11.59).

At the close of his address, De Wet Nel presented King Cyprian with a brief
case and said that he was now handing over authority 'to the Zulu nation'.
People from the audience shouted: 'Asimfuni uzibuse - hamba naye!' (We
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don't want Bantu Authorities, take it away with yOU!);5 King Cyprian,
greeting the Minister, said that he thanked him for giving the Zulu people Bantu
Authorities and added: 'I feel jealous that this was not introduced first in my
district in Nongoma' (llanga Lase Natal, 5.11.59). Many people bowed their
heads in shame at what was happening to the once great and heroic House
of Cetshwayo.

Before this meeting thousands of copies of a leaflet written by Chief Luthuli
and appealing to the people to stay away from the ceremony had been distributed
throughout Zululand. Luthuli wrote:

To attract the people to this festival of slavery, the Department will provide a
lot of food, meat and African beer.

To my people I want to say this: Although we are poor, suffering from grim
starvation, we are not dogs to be attracted by meat and beer.

Let us show them that we do not want food sufficient for one day only, even
though it is food which our families do not have.

We demand rights to be able to get to the urban areas to work for our children
and families, not to be gagged in the poor Reserves where we rot without any
means of livelihood. We demand an increase in wages for all workers. We demand
£1 a day.

We demand the reduction of taxes. We refuse to accept Bantu Authorities which
will add more taxes to us. Bantu Authorities means the culling of our stock,
cutting down our fields. It will not be able to answer the needs and demands
of the people. Therefore we say, away with it!6

Unlike the previous meeting at Nongoma when the king had accepted Bantu
Authorities, Chief Buthelezi did not attend the Eshowe meeting. Why? George
Mbele, who covered this meeting, wrote in New Age (5.11.59) that Chief
Buthelezi was one of those chiefs who had boycotted the meeting because of
his opposition to Bantu Authorities. Chief Buthelezi protested at the allega
tion that he 'opposed Bantu Authorities' and responded with a letter in the
next issue of the paper. Signed by 'Ashpenaz Nathan Mangosuthu Gatsha
Buthelezi, Chief of the Shenge Tribe, Mahlabathini, Zululand', it read:

My attention has been drawn to an article in your issue of the 5th November,
1959, appearing on page 8, under the name of George Mbele, entitled: Will he
be Exiled?
I wish to correct a certain impression it has created. The writer states, inter alia,
that' ... his absence from the Eshowe function was interpreted by many as an
indication of his open hostility to the establishment of Bantu Authorities and
rumours are rife amongst leading members of the Tribe that Chief Buthelezi'
may soon be exiled for his opposition to the Government.'

I would consider this article to have been very unfortunately couched. The
truth of the matter is that I did not go to the Eshowe function, merely because
I was not invited to attend and I learnt from official sources that attendance was
by invitation only. I did not boycott the function as is implied by your
correspondent.

I would further like to add that never have I ever declared any hostility to
the establishment of Bantu Authorities to your correspondent or to anybody either
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now or at any time. The Bantu Authorities Act is permissive and therefore volun
tary, that is at least legally speaking. I have never opposed the Government either
by an act of commission or omission as is averred in this article by your cor
respondent. The speculation about my banishment I leave to the Government,
to God and to the future (New Age, 17.12.59).

Accompanying the letter, New Age published an apology from George Mbele.
How convincing are the facts outlined in Gatsha's letter? I have found no written
or publicly known oral evidence to support Chief Buthelezi' s claims that he
opposed the introduction of the system of Bantu Authorities. He certainly did
not participate in the Defiance Campaign of 1952 when thousands of people
in Natal, following the lead of Chief Luthuli, took part in the campaign aimed,
amongst others, at the Bantu Authorities Act. Nor is there any record ofChief
Buthelezi expressing support for the women in Zululand who at the time were
locked in battle against the pass laws. Neither is there a record of his ever
having taken a stand against the Bantu Education Act of 1954 despite the
widespread protests against the imposition of an inferior educational system
upon Africans. There is also no record that in 1955, during the preparatory
campaign for the Congress of the People in which opinions were canvassed
for the Freedom Charter, that Chief Buthelezi attended any meetings in sup
port of the Congress of the People. This campaign involved not only people
who were ANC members. People from all political walks of life participated
in it, and sent delegates to Kliptown on 26 June 1955. Chief Buthelezi was
neither a delegate nor did he send a delegate.

What was Chief Buthelezi actually doing during these campaigns? Why did
he not join them? An answer is provided by Chief Buthelezi's official
biographer, Ben Temkin. Of Buthelezi's situation in 1956, Temkin wrote:

Buthelezi found himself cut off from the mainstream in South African politics.
He immersed himself once again in the day to day affairs of his tribe and his
family - he now had three children, two girls and a boy. It was during this
period that he began to do research to write a history of the Buthelezi tribe, a
work to which he has returned from time to time but which he has had to abandon
each time official pressures have mounted.

He also felt that this was an opportune time to press for the confirmation of
his chieftainship. He had been acting chief for more than four years and could
see no reason why the government should stall any longer in recognising his
fitness for office.

He was, however, to have to wait more than a year before the government
told him that his chieftainship would be confirmed and that he would be officially
installed in September 1957. Part of the reason for the delay was because his
mother, the Princess Magogo '" actively participated in the campaign against
passes. (She) had led a delegation of African women to the office of the local
Native Commissioner where they had handed in their passes. 7

Temkin explains Chief Buthelezi's non-involvement in the anti-pass laws
campaign as follows:
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The campaign posed a difficult problem for Buthelezi at the time, for he could
h?rdly 'p~blicly e~coura~e his own tribesmen to break the law and jeopardise
hiS posItion when It was Important that he be in a position of authority no matter
how far removed from the national scene. 8

Given these explanations of Temkin's, it is difficult to reconcile this record
of non-involvement in the great political issues of the day with Chief Buthelezi' s
claim of having 'stomped the length and breadth of KwaZulu leading the fight
against the introduction of the Bantu Authorities Act'.

Temkin also makes frequent reference to the contacts in these years between
Buthelezi and Chief Luthuli.

He writes that: 'Buthelezi saw in Luthuli's example the kind of path that
he might take' (p.54); that 'Luthuli '" did more than just encourage Buthelezi,
he was the pnictical inspiration for most of what the young man was to do
over the next few years' (p.54); that 'Luthuli would listen patiently and discuss
matters with (Buthelezi) ... and would repeat this formula to him: "I believe
in you. I trust your manliness ... ".' (pp.54-55); that

h~ (Buthelezi) watched Luthuli and other Congress leaders at work in an especially
difficult time when the avenues of legitimate protest were being closed one after
another. He also learned from the mistakes of those he watched and with whom
he talked. For many of them underestimated the steps that the government would
take to curb protest. (p.55).

Without explicitly saying so, Temkin seems to be trying to convey the im
pression that Chief Luthuli approved of the political role, and it was clearly
a limited one, that Chief Buthelezi was then adopting and that he had the ANC
leader's blessing and understanding. How convincing is this? It is difficult to
square it with a number of factors. For example, if the policy of the ANC
was to reject Bantu Authorities, as a result of which Chief Luthuli was forced
to surrender his chieftainship, why then would Chief Luthuli allow Gatsha
to make an exception to the policy? Why, then, was the same policy or strategy
not followed elsewhere, as in the Transkei where people like King Dalindyebo
Sabata were supported by the ANC precisely because of their opposition to
Bantu Authorities?

In Pondoland, Sekhukhuneland, Zeerust, the Eastern Transvaal and in
Zululand itself, many chiefs were being deposed, deported or banished for
their rejection of the Bantu Authorities system, and yet Gatsha claims he was
advised by Luthuli, as well as Sisulu and Mandela, to join the system. This
is what Chief Buthelezi has claimed in speeches and in private discussions,
such as in the case of an interview he conducted with Graham Watts on 1 July
1984, when he reiterated that he had been advised by ANC leaders like Luthuli,
Sisulu and Mandela to take up this position (Sunday Express, 1.07.84). But
why should Mandela give such advice to Gatsha when at that time he wrote
of his opposition to the Bantu Authorities system and his view that in time
the 'wrath of the people' would be directed 'not at the oppressor' but at those
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(chiefs) 'who will be burdened with the dirty work of manipulating the
detestable Rehabilitation Scheme, the collection of taxes and other measures
which are designed to keep down the people?' (Liberation, No.16, February
1956, p.17).

From the available evidence, the position can possibly be summarised in
this way. Chief Buthelezi is exaggerating when he speaks of his vigorous cam
paign against the imposition of the Bantu Authorities system. His priority in
the 1950s was to gain government confirmation of his chieftaincy of the
Buthelezi tribe and he knew well that involvement in national issues would
destroy his chances and tip the balance in favour of his brother, Mceleli. Temkin
has spoken of his anxieties in this regard and there is evidence that Gatsha
wrote letters to his friend, Dr Edgar Brookes, and others, asking them to in
tervene on his behalf with the government so that he could be installed of
ficially as a chief.

It needs to be pointed out here that, contrary to the claims that Chief Buthelezi
was once a member of the ANC, prominent leaders ofthe ANC in Natal, among
them Archie Gumede, MB Yengwa and Johnny Makatini, have said that he
never was. Of course, Buthelezi has not himself made this claim, but others
have done so. This error probably arises from the fact that in the 1950s Chief
Buthelezi did associate with certain individuals who were ANC members in
cluding, among others, Jordan Ngubane, MB Yengwa and Zami Conco. No
contemporary of Buthelezi during the legal days of the ANC remembers his
belonging to any branch of the organisation. Membership in those days was
organised in branches. Neither is there any documentary or oral record of his
having participated in any ANC conference, whether as an elected delegate
or an ANC branch leader.

Nonetheless there is some plausibility to Gatsha's claim that he consulted
the ANC about whether to take up the chieftainship and that he received some
encouragement to do so. There was never official advice to this effect and
there was never a formal decision by either the ANC nationally or provincially
in Natal. Instead there seems to have been tactical advice from Chief Luthuli
and the then ANC secretary in Natal, MB Yengwa, to Buthelezi that he could
use his position as a chief to fight the system of Bantu Authorities and also
use his influence to try to persuade King Cyprian to join the opposition to the
system. This was the gist of a discussion at an informal meeting of Luthuli
and Yengwa with Buthelezi at Nkonjeni in 1955. At this gathering Luthuli
asked Buthelezi to use his influence in persuading the king, as well as other
chiefs, not to accept Bantu Authorities. Chief Buthelezi then raised the pro
blems of his own chieftainship, which was being contested by his brother, and
the fact that the government had not yet confirmed him as chief. In this con
text Chief Luthuli expressed the view that it would be better if Gatsha took
the role of chief himself so that he could oppose Bantu Authorities, and pre
vent his brother from taking it, since there was no certainty as to how Mceleli
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regarded Bantu Authorities.
Cleady, then, this was only a tactical decision by Chief Luthuli, based on

an expectation that Gatsha would fight the system and thereby further the goals
of the ANC. It is also clear that it was the advice Gatsha wanted to hear; becom
ing a chief was a major priority with him, more important than that of a national
role in politics. There is little doubt too that, were he alive today, Chief Luthuli
would disapprove of Gatsha's subsequent conduct and be disappointed at the
outcome.

Strictly speaking, it was only in 1965 that Bantu Authorities came to Chief
Buthelezi's Mahlabathini district. Before 1965, his own district and region had
not been specifically approached by the relevant department. They had started
with other regions, and, as a result, Chief Buthelezi was not yet faced with
the challenge of accepting or rejecting a proposal specific to the Mahlabathini
district.

All along the matter was only that of principle as far as many areas of
Zululand were concerned. By 1965, no Territorial Authority had been establish
ed in Zululand either; instead there were 12 Regional Authorities composed
of 102 Tribal Authorities. Significantly, however, by mid-1965 about one
third of the Tribal Authorities had refused to accept Bantu Authorities, and
others (such as at Mahlabathini) had not reached a decision.

Even as late as 1965, the Minister of Bantu Administration was telling parlia
ment on May 7 that 'under no circumstances would I allow a Bantu Authority
to be forced upon any tribe ... If we did, how could we co-operate with
them?'9

In April 1965, senior officials of the Department of Bantu Administration
attended a meeting in the Mahlabathini district where they told Chief Buthelezi
and some 200 Buthelezi tribesmen that the Department had no intention of
interfering with traditional forms of tribal administration; 'it was satisfied, after
investigation, that the Bantu Authorities system could be applied without such
interference' (Sunday Times, 18.04.65).

The implication of this reference to 'interference' was that, although in terms
of the Act some members of a Tribal Authority are appointed by the Bantu
(or Native) Affairs Commissioner, while the rest are nominated by the chief,
the Department was prepared to appoint or confirm the Buthelezi Tribal
Authority on the basis of the persons who were already serving the Tribal
Council in Mahlabathini.

Chief Buthelezi was reported in the Natal Mercury (8.05.65) as saying that
he was relieved to hear that people's acceptance of the system was unnecessary,
as long as there had been consultation. If the law already empowered the
government to proclaim Tribal Authorities, his policy was 'to co-operate with
the Government and conform to the law'; but this co-operation did not mean
that the system was a solution to South Africa's problems.

What exactly was meant by 'consultation' as distinct from 'acceptance' as
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understood either by Chief Buthelezi or by the government? Was it to be
understood to mean merely being informed of the provisions of the Act and
how it was going to apply in the context of Zululand? It seems so. This the
government did in the Mahlabathini district in 1965, as required by the provi
sions of the Bantu Authorities Act, and Chief Buthelezi decided to 'co-operate
with the Government and conform to the laws'. A notice in the Government
Gazette of 17 September 1965 announced the establishment of a Tribal Authori
ty in the Mahlabathini district (with Chief Buthelezi as its head) to operate
with 67 councillors.

Two years after the Mahlabathini Tribal Authority was set up, King Cyprian
summoned about 200 chiefs and headmen to his Royal palace at Nongoma
to discuss the possible establishment of a Territorial Authority. The South
African government provided transport and tents. The meeting was chaired
by Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, described by the press as King Cyprian's cousin.
In his opening address the king said that, while it was not compulsory to accept
the system, it would be useful to have a body through which 'the views of
the Zulu nation' could be expressed.

At that meeting Chief Buthelezi expressed the view that the chiefs were not
competent to make such a decision. On an important issue, such as that before
the meeting, the people should be consulted, those in urban areas as well as
those in the reserves. A majority of the chiefs supported Chief Buthelezi's
view in spite of the king's patent wish that the meeting should decide there
and then to establish the Territorial Authority. There also appeared to be a
general feeling that the area of jurisdiction of any territorial authority should
embrace the whole of Zululand, including the white farming areas and so-called
Crown land. 10

More Tribal and Regional Authorities were established during the years that
followed. In August 1968 the king, accompanied by two of his leading coun
cillors (Prince Mcwayizeni was one of them), visited Pretoria to discuss the
matter with the Minister of Bantu Administration and Development. It was
reported that the delegation presented a memorandum compiled after Cyprian
had received delegations from Regional Authorities and met certain chiefs (Rand
Daily Mail, 15.08.68). By that time, Chief Buthelezi was head of a Regional
Authority - the Mashonangashoni Regional Authority. Giving his reasons for
accepting the Bantu Authorities system and the subsequent elevation of his status
within it, Chief Buthelezi told Drum magazine in October 1968 that the
acceptance of the Bantu Authorities was compulsory, not optional. This was
a change of interpretation. It had been stated by various government officials,
and acknowledged on many occasions by Chief Buthelezi himself as well as
King Cyprian, that the Act was 'permissive'.

Could it suddenly have become compulsory when it was Chief Buthelezi
who agreed to form a Regional Authority?

I
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Buthelezi Joins the Chiefs

An impression should not be created by our reference to 1965, when a formal
structure of the Bantu Authorities system came under the control of Chief
Buthelezi, that these were the years when he, after some sort of resistance,
finally decided to co-operate with the Bantu Authorities system. That is not
the case. But in order to understand exactly when Chief Buthelezi expressed
his willingness to co-operate with the system, it will be necessary to discuss
briefly who Chief Buthelezi is and how he came to acquire the chieftainship
of the Buthelezis. In the process of explaining this, a number of pieces of the
jigsaw will begin to come together.

We have referred to the fact that from 1953 Gatsha Buthelezi was regarded
by the government as an acting chief, but that his eligibility to be a 'chief
was being challenged by his elder brother, Mceleli, the first born of the first
wife of Chief Mathole. Mceleli did not recognise Gatsha as the rightful chief
of the tribe, but argued that Gatsha was being imposed by the Minister of Native
Affairs. The dispute was so fierce that it ultimately went to the Supreme Court
for settlement. How did the dispute come about?

Chief Mathole, Mceleli's father, had nine wives by whom he had a number
of children. But when he was an old man, and considered within the tribe as
one no longer able to father a child, King Solomon ka Dinuzulu (the father
of King Cyprian) who had a sister who had grown up without anybody pro
posing marriage to her (she was called Magogo Constance Zulu), sent a message
to Chief Mathole, couched in diplomatic Zulu idiom, suggesting that he should
take Magogo in marriage. This meant that Princess Magogo was to be Mathole's
tenth wife. As a loyal subject of the king, Chief Mathole complied and in
formed the tribe that it had to pay lobola for the princess.

For two years after the marriage, Princess Magogo failed to become
pregnant. Amidst widespread rumours about Chief Mathole's infertility,
Princess Magogo left the Buthelezi homestead and went to KwaDlamahlahla,
the royal palace of King Solomon, to complain that he had given her over
to a man no longer able to father children.

The matter was talked over between them, and Princess Magogo, being a
woman of strong character and will, went back to Mahlabathini to live among
the Buthelezis. Eventually she did become pregnant and gave birth to a son
on 27 August 1928.

When Chief Mathole was told this news, he was 'so astonished' that he felt
the whole story 'must be a lie of the Usuthu'. (Usuthu is the Zulu king's own
regiment at Nongoma, to which Magogo belonged) and gave the child the first
name 'Mangosuthu', literally meaning 'a lie of Usuthu'."

The other name, Gatsha, was a pet name given to this child by one of his
grandmothers, who was the widow of Chief Tshanibezwe. ChiefTshanibezwe
was the direct descendant and rightful heir of Chief Mnyamana. The meaning
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of this pet name is 'A Twig That Grows Out From The Main Stem Of A Tree',
or, in short, 'a branch'. It is worth mentioning here that in Zulu custom the
name of a new-born baby is not chosen arbitrarily or without reason, instead
it is either associated with a particular event in the life of the particular child,
or it is an expression of the wishes associated with that child's future. Later,
when he was christened, Mangosuthu was given two additional names,
Ashpenaz and Nathan.

In the course of the dispute for the chieftainship of the Buthelezi tribe bet
ween Mangosuthu and Mceleli, Mangosuthu asked the South African govern
ment to protect him 'from subversion by Mceleli'. In response, the govern
ment made it clear to him (Mangosuthu) that it could intervene only when it
was satisfied that he was sufficiently co-operative with the Bantu Authorities.
A letter to this effect was written by Dr WWM Eiselen to the Chief Native
Commissioner saying 'I shall be glad if Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi can be
made to understand that the Department expects a more tangible expression
of his obedience and loyalty to it as well as to the Paramount Chief
(Cyprian). '12

This letter was passed on to the Native Commissioner at Mahlabathini, who
quickly arranged for an interview with Chief Buthelezi and gave him a copy
of this letter from the Secretary. He also read it out to him while Chief Buthelezi
sat listening. When he finished reading, Chief Buthelezi explained that he was
'comp~ying with the system, not opposing it' and that he would do his 'best
to explain the Act to his tribe and to persuade them of its merits.'13

After this interview with Chief Buthelezi, the local Native Commissioner
sent the minutes to the Chief Native Commissioner and expressed his satisfac
tion with Chief Buthelezi's intentions. The minutes of this meeting clearly reveal
that it was at this meeting that Chief Buthelezi pledged his loyalty to the govern
ment of South Africa and promised to serve the Bantu Authorities system. These
minutes also reveal the government's pressure tactics used to gain compliance
with its wishes.

These minutes were also sent to Secretary Eiselen, who, in expressing his
own satisfaction with Chief Buthelezi, wrote:

... the Native Commissioner is to be complimented on his handling of the situa
tion ... Chief Buthelezi should continue in his efforts to convince the tribe of
the desirability of the acceptance of the provisions of the Bantu Authorities Act,
1951, and that it should be pointed out that non-acceptance of the provisions
of the Act by the tribe will be regarded as a disturbance of the good relationship
between them and the government and insubordination towards the Paramount
Chief. 14

Another incident of a similar nature will show how Chief Buthelezi was
pressured into co-operation with the system as early as 1951.

In 1950 it was announced that the Governor-General, Brand van Zyl, would
visit Fort Hare where Buthelezi was then a student. Not prominent in student
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politics, Gatsha did participate in some campaigns organised by the Youth
League. On this occasion it organised a boycott of the visit. When Van Zyl
came, almost every student boycotted the function, except only a few who
went to greet the Governor-General. Later in the evening, when these 'stooge'
students went to their rooms to sleep, they found their beds soaked with either
urine or water. The matter was reported to the disciplinary committee, which
called some students for questioning. Gatsha was among those called. The
allegation against him was that he was one of those involved and, despite his
contrary plea, he was among those expelled from the University. All attempts
to get him back in to the University failed and he had to write his final ex
aminations at the University of Natal, although he went to Fort Hare for the
graduation ceremony.

After those examinations, Gatsha was approached by Dr Eiselen for an in
terview since he was the candidate chief of the Buthelezis. Eiselen wanted to
find out from Gatsha why he had participated in the boycott of the Governor
General. Gatsha told Eiselen that he felt that he had been victimised for cir
cumstantial reasons. Eiselen then told Gatsha that, if he wanted to succeed
to the chieftainship, then his 'future record should be such that it would "wipe
out" the Fort Hare escapade.'15 It was for this reason, Gatsha told Ben
Temkin, that he decided to join the Department of Native Affairs in Durban,
'because by so doing, he would subject himself to close scrutiny by the govern
ment.'16 In March 1953, after two years as a clerk in the Native Affairs
Department in Durban, he was designated as acting chief.

In July 1954 a situation similar to that at Fort Hare repeated itself, but this
time in a different environment. This was the visit by the new Governor
General, Dr EG Jansen and his wife, to Eshowe in Zululand. ChiefButhelezi
went to greet the Governor-General, together with the other chiefs. In his
speech, Jansen called on the chiefs to support the Bantu Authorities Act.

Perhaps Chief Buthelezi's attendance was part of the process required by
Eiselen, to 'wipe out the Fort Hare escapade'. However, when the govern
ment still did not confirm him as chief of the Buthelezi tribe, Chief Buthelezi
wrote to Edgar Brookes explaining that the way seemed to be clear for an ap
proach to the Native Commissioner on the question of his assuming the chief
tainship.l? The authorities had to recognise that there were no impediments
to his taking his rightful place as chief. Dr Brookes wrote back to Chief
Buthelezi saying 'I am delighted at the mark of confidence that the tribe has
shown you. I hope that the difficulties will be over one way or another before
long. I am putting the case to the Chief Native Commissioner as you have
asked me to do.' 18

This was a critical period for the National Party government, especially with
regard to the success or failure of its African policy which relied on the opera
tion of the Bantu Authorities Act. The careful selection of chiefs was a central
question. Only a chief who showed unquestionable loyalty to the government,
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one with a very clear record of dependability, could be selected.
It was only on 6 September 1957 that Chief Buthelezi's wishes were fulfilled,

when the government confirmed him as the official chief in terms of the Native
Administration Act of 1927. The installation ceremony was conducted by the
Chief Native Commissioner, Mr A Turton (to whom Dr Brookes had written
a letter on Buthelezi's behalf), and by Senator Cowley (who had represented
Africans in the Senate in terms of the 1936 Act).

Turton, in his speech, made no attempt to hide the fact that the Government
expected Chief Buthelezi to implement the Bantu Authorities Act, and expressed
his full conviction that he was such a man to be relied upon. He also advised
the Chief always 'to have regard for his position and the advice of the
government. '19

Chief Buthelezi' s installation did not settle the dispute with his brother,
Mceleli, who travelled from house to house among the Buthelezis persuading
them that Gatsha was not their rightful chief. In the process of his campaign,
he collected donations from these people for a fund which he said would finance
the lawyers for the case that was to go to 'the judges in Pietermaritzburg' .20

Mceleli even travelled as far as Johannesburg to meet other Buthelezis.
By January 1958 the Mceleli campaign had developed to such an intensity

that a serious rift was already discernible in the tribe, leading to yet more un
quiet nights for Chief Buthelezi. He asked the Chief Native Commissioner
to stop Mceleli from submitting the claim for chieftainship. The Chief Native
Commissioner duly ordered Mceleli to abandon his claims or he would get
into trouble. But Mceleli refused. A month later the whole Buthelezi family
was summoned to the office of the Native Commissioner, and during the
meeting Mceleli was asked to drop his claims. Yet even this warning did not
deter him.

The matter finally went to the Supreme Court. It is interesting to note that
the action Mceleli brought was against the Minister of Bantu Administration
as the first respondent, with Gatsha Buthelezi as the co-respondent. Mceleli's
application to the Court was that an order be made declaring the appointment
of Gatsha as chief null and void. The matter was however dismissed on a legal
technicality, and Mceleli' s lawyers were told to reframe the whole claim
properly.

Meanwhile Chief Buthelezi wrote to one of his white friends, in response
to an t:nquiry about his attitude to the Bantu Authorities Act. In the letter Chief
Buthelezi stated:

... I wish to assure you that I am as loyal to the government as any chief. If
I felt that chieftainship was a cul-de-sac, I would not have bothered to take it
up with the education I have. To be quite specific, as far as the Bantu Authorities
Act is concerned, I have stated at public meetings in the presence of my tribe
that it would seem that the best thing would be to co-operate with it since my
cousin who is the Paramount Chief has done so. The people have not rejected
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the Act as far as I am aware. All that they have said is that I am trying to rush
them despite the choice given by the government - that they are watching it
in operation in the Usuthu ward.

I am not the person standing in the people's way to acceptance. I am prepared
to abide by any Act passed by Parliament. Parliament has chosen to make this
particular one permissive. My suggestion is that it should be made compulsory
like Bantu Education and other Acts of Parliament. The authorities insist it should
be taken voluntarily by the people. What do you expect me to do?,2\

In a 1959 New Year message, King Cyprian said that

the South African government's policy of Separate Development offered the Zulu
people a chance to regain their former self-respect and national pride. We have
been living in a state of uncertainty for many generations. In terms of the pres
ent policy in this country the road before us is clear. Development on separate
but parallel lines makes for orderly society.22

When he was interviewed after the publication of this message, Chief Buthelezi
said that the Zulu people should 'take as much as they could within the system'
and expressed the view that 'opposition to it could only be suicidal' .23

1960 saw intensified resistance to apartheid in South Africa, particularly
the Bantu Authorities policy, which culminated in the Sharpeville massacre
in March. Where was Chief Buthelezi during this time? What was he doing?
This was apparently a time when he was once again pre-occupied by the dispute
with Mceleli. His official biographer asks the reader to understand Buthelezi's
predicament by saying that

as far as Mceleli was concerned, it was no longer simply a question of protec
ting the chieftainship,because threats were being made on Buthelezi's life. The
number of people supporting Mceleli was also growing, a factor which could
lead to violence in the near future. ,24

As the world protested at the Sharpeville massacre, Chief Buthelezi wrote
a letter to Senator Cowley asking for his help with regard to both his personal
safety and the safeguarding of his chieftainship. On 26 March 1960, five days
after the Sharpeville massacre, Chief Buthelezi received a reply from Senator
Cowley who assured him that he had discussed his problems 'with a responsible
person'. Senator Cowley's 'responsible person' indeed began to act against
Mceleli. A warrant for Mceleli's arrest was issued, and Chief Buthelezi was
approached by Major Von Keyserlink of the South African Police to assist
the police in their search for Mceleli.

On 6 August 1960 Chief Buthelezi reported to the police that he had heard
that Mceleli was in Cato Manor in Durban. A short while later he wrote to
Major Von Keyserlink to complain about the apparent inefficiency of the police
in failing to apprehend Mceleli. 25

While this manhunt was going on, Mceleli was busy preparing a new legal
action. When he was ready his lawyers issued summonses on both the Minister
of Bantu Administration and Development and Gatsha Buthelezi which alleged
that tl)e Minister had forced Gatsha to become chief of the tribe in spite
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of the plaintiffs being the rightful heir. In its judgement, the Supreme Court
held that it had no authority in the matter of the chieftainship of the Buthelezi
tribe. Shortly after that judgement, Mceleli was banished to Sibasa in the
Transvaal for an indefinite period.

With Mceleli out of the way, Chief Buthelezi once again demonstrated his
loyalty to the government, writing to Ray Swart, the United Party MP, telling
him that he had attended the Union of South Africa Festival celebrations in
Nongoma, and asking whether that was not a 'pointer enough to his not boycot
ting official functions. '26

On 3 December 1960 Chief Buthelezi was reported in a leading article in
Contact to be 'the chief opponent in Zululand of the Bantu Authorities'. The
report followed a visit to Cape Town by Chief Buthelezi to attend a church
conference, where he had made a remark in the presence of Patrick Duncan
of the Liberal Party and editor of Contact which he (Duncan) construed as
an expression of opposition to Bantu Authorities. Chief Buthelezi was so
angered by the report that he at once asked Duncan to withdraw the article
and apologise. 27 He told Duncan the article gave an incorrect impression. He
also said that it was not rejection of the Bantu Authorities Act which prevented
his tribe from creating the structures of this system, but his people were 'wat
ching how Bantu Authorities were operating in other areas before making up
their minds on the matter. '28

Most probably fearing that the Department of Bantu Administration might
question him about this article, Chief Buthelezi took the initiative and submitted
an affidavit to the police in which he said that it was 'untrue that he opposed
the Bantu Authorities Act'. 29
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5. Buthelezi and the KwaZulu Bantustan

The Bantu Homeland Citizenship Act of 1970 provided that every African in
South Africa would become a citizen of one or other territorial authority area
established in terms of the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951. Only within these
areas could an African exercise the franchise rights accorded to whites in the
rest of South Africa. Those who were to be regarded as citizens of any of
the territorial areas included not just those Africans born in the area concerned
or domiciled there, but also any African person in South Africa who 'speaks
any Bantu language or dialect used by the Bantu population of the area; and
Bantu persons in the Republic who are related to any member of the Bantu
population by virtue of their cultural or racial background.' In pursuance of
this design, the Act required that every African be issued with a citizenship
certificate corresponding to the territorial authority area to which he or she
was considered to belong.

The Bantu Homeland Constitution Act of 1971 established legislative
assemblies to replace territorial authorities. This replacement could be done
by the State President after consultation by the Minister of Bantu Administra
tion and Development with a territorial authority. This step was considered
the first phase of self-government. The Act further provided for the creation
of executive councils, which later became cabinets. Various departments were
to be set up, assisted initially by civil servants seconded by the South African
government. After a legislative assembly had been established, it was to be
empowered to take over control of magistrates' and Bantu Commissioners'
courts in its area, in so far as their proceedings related to its citizens.

Once self-government was granted, the area concerned would have its own
national flag, and, with the South African President's approval, its own na
tional anthem. Subject to such approval, the Legislative Assembly would then
have power to alter acts of the South African parliament in so far as these
related to the matters it controlled and to its citizens.

According to the original plan, some matters could not be transferred to
Legislative Assemblies, even after self-governing status was granted, and these
included defence, foreign affairs, the preservation of peace and security, postal
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and telephone services, immigration of non-citizens, currency and banking,
as well as customs and excise. During the debate on this legislation, the respon
sible Minister told parliament that these terms had been accepted by all ex
isting territorial authorities, including that recently established in Zululand.
The policy from which this constitutional development proceeded considers
the various African ethnic groups as separate 'nations' whose origins and
rightful territorial areas were the designated 'homelands' in the rural backwaters
of South Africa.

In the view of the African people themselves, the establishment and existence
of separate African administrations'in their country is an attempt to rationalise
their retribalisation within the colonial framework of South Africa. It is an
attempt to exclude them from taking part in the administration of their own
country as well as from a fair share of the wealth they produce.

In the history of the struggle of colonised peoples for independence and self
determination, it has been the colonised people themselves who have demanded
self-determination on the basis of internationally recognised territorial boun
daries, or, in exceptional cases, on the basis of the boundaries agreed upon
between the colonising party and the colonised. The so-called Bantu self
government processes that were initiated by the National Party did not involve
consultations with the African people when the bantustan boundaries were
drawn. When the Minister of Bantu Administration and Development
announced in the all-white parliament that the bantustan scheme 'had been ac
cepted by all the existing territorial authorities', he was referring not to the
African people themselves, but to those chiefs whom the government had ap
pointed to supervise the functioning of this machinery. These chiefs were not
the elected leaders of the people. Most of them were not even traditional chiefs
in the customary understanding of the title in African society. They were ap
pointed in terms of the 1927 Native Administration Act. Their functions and
duties were outlined in the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951.

In so far as the bantustan programme was based on the provisions of the
Bantu Authorities Act, there could be no comparison between the concept of
genuine self-government and the bantustan administration by chiefs, paid
employees of the apartheid colonial government, carefully selected by the
Minister and also dismissable by him if he found them no longer suitable or
reliable for implementing the bantustan plan.

In each of Mozambique, Lesotho or Zambia there is a single, integrated
society, administered by a central national authority, which has jurisdiction
over all the inhabitants of the territory irrespective of race, colour or creed.
The bantustans, on the contrary, exclude from their jurisdiction any white per
sons, even if they are domiciled there. Bantu Authorities have no power to
legislate for Whites who live within their jurisdiction. Every time there has
to be an election for Whites in South Africa, the Whites living in the ban
tustans have to cross the 'borders' to vote for their candidates to the South
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African parliament. This very arrangement presupposes the inferiority of the
Africans, with whom the Whites cannot act in the same political administra

, tion. The only Whites that are active in the bantustan administrations are the
officials sent from Pretoria, who play the role of guardian.

As has been mentioned in an earlier chapter, when the bantustan policy was
originally conceived, their eventual 'independence' was not envisaged.
Likewise, the majority of people in South Africa have always considered the
whole country as their homeland irrespective of their racial or ethnic origins.
They have always rejected the concept of 'national states' in arbitrarily defined
areas. Africans are indigenous inhabitants of the country with an indisputable
claim to the whole of South Africa as their home and there is no part of the
country to whose development Africans have not made a full contribution.

It is partly on the basis of such facts that Chief Buthelezi, like the other
bantustan leaders, is regarded by most Blacks in South Africa as having 'sold
out' when the announcement was made on 9 April 1970 that the Zululand chiefs,
led by Gatsha Buthelezi, had decided upon the establishment of a Territorial
Authority. The announcement led to much press speculation about what had
prompted this decision. Had the chiefs found themselves excluded from
economic progress in their own territories in comparison with what the govern
ment was doing in the Transkei, where small scale industries were being built
with the financial assistance of the Bantu Investment Corporation (BIC)? Or,
perhaps, had the chiefs been bribed into following the lead of King Cyprian
who had made known his acceptance of the Bantu Authorities Act as early
as the 1950s?

It is well known that for many chiefs who accepted the system, the constitu
tional development promised in the Bantu Homelands Constitution Act of 1971
created possibilities for new material benefits. Once a bantustan reached that
stage of self-government, its own Legislative Assembly could decide on the
salary scale of both Cabinet Ministers and ordinary members. That is how,
for example, Chief Matanzima came at one time to be the most highly paid
person in South Africa's political structures, with his salary surpassing by far
even that of State President PW Botha. Chief Buthelezi personally earns
R35 000 per year,' excluding all other financial benefits that accrue to him in
the course of his work by virtue of his office.

The South African government gazetted Proclamation no. 139 on 22 May
1970 on which the constitution of the Zululand Territorial Authority and its
subordinate authorities was to be based. The proclamation contained new
regulations, supplementing the general provisions of the Bantu Authorities Act
of 1951. Provision was made, at the local level , for either tribal or community
authorities to hold office for periods of five years. A tribal authority would
consist of a chief, his traditional councillors, and such others as the chief, in
consultation with his councillors, might appoint, with the total not exceeding
a number fixed by the South African State President.
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A Regional Authority would consist of all chiefs of tribal authorities in the
region, together with not more than two representatives designated by each
tribal authority. The chairman of the Regional Authority would be the Para
mount Chief or his deputy, for the Regional Authority of which he was a
member; or if only one chief was a member, this chief would be chairman;
or if more than one chief were members, the chairman would be a chief
nominated by members of the authority, subject to the State President's ap
proval. Regional Authorities could appoint four members who, together with
the chairman, would constitute an executive committee. They would have power
to appoint staff.

The Territorial Authority would consist of the king (referred to as 'Para
mount Chief by the Proclamation) and his personal representative, together
with not more than five persons appointed by each Regional Authority from
amongst its members, to represent, as far as possible, each of the constituent
Tribal Authorities. The five persons chosen were to include at least three chiefs
(or, if there were fewer than three chiefs in the Authority concerned, all the
chiefs who were members of it). The chairman and deputy chairman of the
Territorial Authority would be elected by members, subject to the State Presi
dent's approval. The Authority would also elect a Chief Executive Officer (who
was to be a chief) and five other executive committee members, of whom at
least two were to be chiefs. Again, the State President's approval was necessary.
No portfolios were defined for these executive committee members.

The proclamation also provided an assurance to the 'Paramount Chief and
the other chiefs that they would continue to enjoy the personal status they
formerly possessed. This special clause, it seems, was inserted because, as
early as 1955, when Verwoerd came to introduce Bantu Authorities to the Zulu
chiefs at Nongoma, several spokespersons of the chiefs wanted to know what
the status of their king was going to be under the new Bantu Authorities system.
This clause was some kind of assurance that the Zulu king's status would re
main unchallenged by any of the chiefs.

On 9 June 1970, about 200 Zulu chiefs and other members of the Regional
Authorities met at Nongoma. They unanimously elected Chief Gatsha Buthelezi
as Chief Executive Officer, Prince Clement Zulu (a son of King Solomon ka
Dinizulu) as chairperson of the Territorial Authority, and Chief Charles
Hlengwa as the Deputy Chairperson.

On this day, the Minister of Bantu Administration and Development handed
to Chief Buthelezi a cheque for R12 200 towards the Territorial Authority's
expenses for the current financial year. Proclamation No.141 contained fman
cial regulations for the various Authorities, according to which each was to
establish a Treasury. In the course of his speech, the Minister said that the
'Zulu nation' consisted of 280 tribes, so that 188 tribal authorities had still
to be created. There were 22 Regional Authorities at that stage (another was
established shortly afterwards).
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In his reply, Chief Buthelezi said that 'all of us are united in assuring the
Minister of our co-operation'. He said that there might be people who had
reservations about certain aspects of the policy of separate development, but
divergence of views on any aspect of this policy did not mean disloyalty.

It was in the interest of South Africa, he continued, that the policy must
be made to work as soon as possible. 'Humanity is so much on the march
today, when the moon itself has become merely man's next stop of call, that
we cannot be expected to move towards self-determination and self-realisation
at ox-wagon pace.' The priority was to give 'the Zulu nation more territory',
for without this the scheme would not make sense. Not one day passed, he
maintained, without some of the people approaching chiefs for sites and arable
lands, 'and yet we are already forbidden by the officials of your Department
from granting these people land, as our areas are already occupied to their
full capacity. '1

Chief Buthelezi then read to the meeting an extract from a letter which he
said had been written by the late King Cyprian in August 1968, and which
had been presented to the Minister of Bantu Administration and Development.

This letter, he said, expressed the dreams of the Zulu people. The letter
read as follows:

Sir, Your Excellency, I believe that with the establishment of a Territorial
Authority, a new and historic day will dawn for the Zulu people. I believe this
will be a step in the direction of giving my people the self-determination, self
government and eventual independence and freedom which is the ambition of
every nation. I believe also that this will be a step that will enable our people's
interests and advancement to be cared for and promoted as never before, because
today we shall have a machinery whereby our people can, with your Depart
ment and government's assistance, play a part in finding out the needs of my
people and devising means to meet them. 2

Thereafter, Buthelezi went on to say that:

It is indeed very sad that our king was not spared to see with us today his dream
for .his people coming true ... I remember his saying to me on the eve of his
visit to Pretoria that, whatever the merits or demerits of this law were, it was
essential for us to have such a body as you have inaugurated so that we can speak
with one voice. 3

In the rest of his speech, Chief Buthelezi expressed his confidence that, with
the Minister's 'guidance and assistance', the Zulu people would succeed in
this exercise in self-government.

Soon after the inauguration of the Territorial Authority, Chief Buthelezi ad
dressed students at the University of Zululand after which they discussed with
him the reasons for his decision to work within the bantustan system.

He told the students that he personally had reservations about the philosophy
of apartheid but explained that as far as he was concerned, this policy was
not one of options, and that to pretend that the question of accepting or not
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accepting this policy ever arose at all would be grossly misleading. What was
worse, he said, such pretence gave the South African government undue credit
by giving the impression that the people had any latitude in this matter at all.

In my opinion, to say that we have 'accepted' apartheid, by serving our people
within the framework of the South African government policy would be as
nonsensical as to say that when great African leaders like the late Chief Albert
Luthuli, Dr ZK Matthews and others, served their people within the framework
of the United Party government policy of segregation as members of the Native
Representative Council, that they did so because they 'accepted' the segregation
ist policies of the United Party government. Nothing could be further from the
truth. 4

He told the students that there was a need for someone who was not a pup
pet of the South African government to lead the KwaZulu bantustan, someone
who would use the position to frustrate the plans of the apartheid system. In
that way the apartheid system and its bantustan scheme would be destroyed
from within, using the available platform like the legendary Trojan Horse.

After his talk, there followed questions from the student body as well as
discussions. Chief Buthelezi and the students discussed uninhibitedly various
issues concerning the bantustan programme as well as what the students saw
as the tradition of militant resistance to apartheid and its bantustan strategy.
What ultimately emerged from those discussions, according to Nkosazana
Dlaminj,5 (former President of the South African Students' Organisation
(SASO), and then on the Students' Committee that invited Chief Buthelezi to
Ngoye) was that the majority of the students adopted a sympathetic attitude
to Chief Buthelezi. They felt that here was a person who had joined the system
for the sole reason of destroying it from within, and who therefore needed
to be given a chance to do so. This view was not that of all the students, but
certainly of a majority. Most saw Chief Buthelezi as taking a position different
from that of Chief Kaiser Matanzima of the Transkei, an undoubted supporter
of separate development.

Problems of the Post-Rivonia Period

Chief Buthelezi emerged on to the South African political stage during a most
difficult period for the liberation movement. Since 1960, the people's organisa
tion, the ANC, had been banned. In 1964 the core of the national leadership
that had not gone into exile, was arrested and sentenced to life imprisonment
or other long stretches on Robben Island. In the political vacuum that followed
after the Rivonia arrests, the absence of an internally based leadership or, for
that matter, of any above-ground political movement opposing the schemes
of the apartheid regime, meant that Chief Buthelezi' s outspoken criticism of
apartheid policies attracted the attention of the mass media.
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Here was a person using the apartheid platfonn (and therefore free from
arrest and police intimidation) to raise openly the very political questions which
were being discussed in whispers and behind closed doors within the black
community. After the arrest of the leadership at Rivonia, the people's hearts
were gripped by a deep fear of open political involvement. This is no exag
geration. Not only were open politics a closed book, but everywhere there
was an apathy that often bordered on timidity. It was not that the hatred of
the system had died; or that the people's anger had vanished. But this hatred
and anger had become voiceless, without organisation and leadership.

Chief Buthelezi stated his awareness of the prevailing situation when he ad
dressed the Scandinavian Institute for African Studies in Stockholm in 1973.

It is also a well-known fact that when the African National Congress and the
Pan African Congress got militant in the early sixties they were clamped down
for the very reason that the authorities in South Africa could not tolerate the
militant way in which they articulated the wishes and aspirations of their peo
ple, despite the fact that they were leading an unarmed people.

There was a void, which lasted for almost ten years, on the African political
scene as no politics are allowed except within the framework of the policy of
Separate Development. Operating as I do with my reservations clearly spelled
out, I therefore do not believe that ... I have in any way sold my soul to the
devil, if I may use the expression.

He further explained that, although he disagreed with the system and did not
want to join it or even work within it, under the conditions prevailing in South
Africa at the time, he could not dare to refuse to participate. It was one of
those moments in history, he maintained, where he felt caught between the
devil and the deep blue sea. It was therefore one of those events where he
thought history would be the best judge of his actions in agreeing when he
was called to serve.

I did so because no other chance of serving my people in politics is allowed.
I did so also because I felt that when there is as much suffering as exists in that
situation, it is a moral obligation to alleviate the suffering of human beings in
however small degree one does it. For the moment I have scope for articulating
the wishes and aspirations of my people for the first time since the time of
Sharpeville. I think this is important even at the risk of these instruments ending
up as 'talking shops' in the same way in which the Native Representative Coun
cil was ultimately looked at by its members. At present we find that the challenge
is to do the utmost one can do towards the development of our people. This
is the only machinery through which one can legally make this attempt in South
Africa. It might rightly be said that the most we can achieve in this direction
would be to nibble at the edges. This I consider much better than folding arms
and crying about it.

It was a well argued case, undeniably. It was a position that appealed to many
people, both inside and outside South Africa, who appreciated the devastating
effect of the post-Rivonia apathy within the black community. Such people
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maintained that Buthelezi should not be dismissed out of hand and prematurely,
since, if he did succeed in fighting the system from within, he would have
made a worthwhile contribution to the common struggle for liberation.

As Chief Buthelezi shot to prominence in the mass media, particularly the
English-language newspapers, stories began to circulate that he was a new
.messiah' come down from the old days of the ANC Youth League. Others
l'ven saw him as the successor to Chief Albert Luthuli. To a large extent, he
was himself instrumental in the spreading of this belief since he constantly
mentioned his fonner association with the ANC Youth League, as well as with
Chief Albert Luthuli, in the various speeches that he made throughout the
country. He was called upon to officiate at public ceremonies; to open the
national congress of the National Union of South African Students (NUSAS);
It) attend the conference of the African Chamber of Commerce and to meet
with several foreign dignitaries, including the Deputy Prime Minister of the
Netherlands and the United States Assistant Secretary of State. In 1971 he was
even invited by the steering committee for the Black People's Convention (BPC)
10 share the same platfonn as Steve Biko during a conference at Edendale
h.:umenical Centre in Pietermaritzburg.

As he went around, journalists followed him, reporting every speech, state
ment or remark. Through this massive publicity, the English-language press
filled with its own choice of leaders the vacuum that existed in black opposi
lion to apartheid. Suddenly it was the bantustan leaders and those of the Col
oured Labour Party who were regarded as voices speaking on behalf of, and
as leaders of, the black people. The press even argued that the National Party
had been caught in a predicament of its own making; it had hoped to produce
mice but instead produced 'lions'. Captions in the newpapers of those days
would read: 'The Black Lion is Beginning to Raise its Voice', and this was
illustrated by a picture of the bantustan leaders after their latest summit meeting,
standing together, smiling for the camera.

Suddenly new 'heroes' of the black liberation struggle were emerging. Chief
Matanzima was also among them. He too would often appear in the newspaper
photos. No one wanted to be left behind. Regular meetings of the bantustan
leaders were held, often chaired by Chief Matanzima, and these would receive
maximum publicity. People were expected to look to these summit meetings
for political direction. At a certain stage these bantustan leaders agreed they
would never accept the so-called independence of their 'homelands', at least
not on Pretoria's tenns; they would always consult each other; they would
f()rm a united front presenting and representing black perspectives on South
African politics. Among some sectors of the population, especially among white
liberals, fears were even expressed that if these bantustan leaders continued
10 speak so openly and so boldly against the apartheid system, they too would
follow Mandela and Sisulu into prison. They therefore cautioned that they
should tone down their criticisms.
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Readers of the daily and weekly press, as well as of magazines like Scope,
Personality and Bona, were served the biographies of the new 'heroes' 
Mangope, Phatudi, Matanzima, Buthelezi, Ntswanisi. It was said that, apart
from their being chiefs, it was also their impressive educational credentials
which accounted for their leadership.

In 1972, Chief Buthelezi was voted 'Newsmaker of the Year' by the South
African Society of Journalists.

Then there were trips abroad arranged by the Department of Information
in Pretoria. The first, in 1971, included Chiefs Buthelezi, Mangope and Matan
zima. On arrival in Britain, all three chiefs were photographed with Dr Lut
tig, the South African ambassador to Britain, and the photo was splashed in
the international press. They stood on either side of Dr Luttig and smiled for
the cameraman. For the Department of Information in Pretoria, no better pro
paganda coup could have been devised. The chiefs were taken to Buckingham
Palace to meet Prince Philip, to whom Chief Buthelezi gave a Zulu traditional
stick. Then to Italy where he met Pope Paul VI. This trip was followed by
others, including some in Africa, where he met African heads of state including
Julius Nyerere, Kenneth Kaunda, Emperor Haile Selassie and William Tolbert,
as well as some personalities within both the ANC and the PAC. From the
point of view of the Department of Information in Pretoria, these trips were
also meant to counter the criticism that the South African regime clamped down
on black leaders, or that it did not issue passports to black people to travel
abroad. It was also hoped that, with the acceptance of this new brand of leader
ship, Mandela, Sisulu and others on Robben Island would be forgotten. These
were the times when there were calls for dialogue with the South African
government, when the legitimacy of the regime was supposed to be recognis
ed since, it was argued, the South African question did not present the same
problem of decolonisation as was the case with Angola, Mozambique, Namibia
or Zimbabwe.

The fact that some of these chiefs who were parading the world had been
personally instrumental in the implementation of the Bantu Authorities Act
in the 1950s, and that they had been responsible, by their conduct, for the
uprisings in Pondoland, Zeerust and Sekhukhuneland was altogether ignored,
if not forgotten.

By the time Chief Buthelezi returned from his 1971 overseas trip, the South
African government was ready to advance KwaZulu's constitutional status.

After discussions with the members of the Zululand Territorial Authority's
Executive Council, a South African government legal team drew up a draft
constitution for a KwaZulu Legislative Assembly. This was first discussed with
the Executive Council and then debated and adopted by the Territorial Autho
rity. There were also considerable discussions about the constitutional position
of the king, Goodwill Zwelithini, who had been officially installed in December
1971. According to the draft constitution, the king was, together with his
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personal representative, a member of the Territorial Authority. But it was
argued by Chief Buthelezi that the king should hold himself aloof from party
politics and should, thus, not be a member, although his personal represen
tativc could be included.
Ch~nges were accordingly made in the draft constitution which provided

that the king would take precedence over the Chief Executive Officer only
1111 ccremonial occasions, but not in respect of matters connected with the
husiness of the Legislative Assembly. Furthermore, the Chief Executive Of
fil'cr was given a considerable voice in the election of other Executive Coun
l'illors, a provision that gave Chief Buthelezi wide powers in the choosing of
his cabinet.

The constitution, as finally approved by the Territorial Authority and the
South African government, was gazetted as Proclamation R69 on 30 March
1972. It created a Legislative Assembly consisting of members of the Ter
ritorial Authority. A new Assembly was to come into being on a date to be
determined by the Minister of Bantu Administration and Development after
a request for its establishment had been made by the Executive Council, whose
mcmbers were to be: the personal representative of the king; three chiefs
appointed from among its members by every Regional Authority (this meant
the appointment of 66 representatives from the 22 then existing Regional
Authorities); the chief of each Tribal Authority; and 55 members elected by
the voters of Zululand (or KwaZulu as it was by then known).

Electoral divisions for the election of the 55 members were to be those of
the Regional Authorities. The number to be elected from each was to be in
proportion to the estimated total number of citizens resident there, but there
was to be at least one member in respect of each such area. The voters were
to be citizens of the KwaZulu bantustan over the age of 18 years, normally
domiciled in any electoral division, or whose districts of origin or those of
their antecedents were in such areas. Each voter would cast as many votes ~

as there were members to be elected in the electoral division concerned,
although they were not to cast more than one vote in respect of anyone
candidate.

The life of the Legislative Assembly would normally be five years, with
at least one ordinary session held annually, and special sessions called if
necessary. The Commissioner-General of the Zulus could attend the meetings
and address the Assembly. Each member was required to take an oath, swear
ing to honour and respect the South African State President and the Zulu
monarch, as well as declare loyalty and faithfulness to the Legislative Assembly
and its administration.

According to the new arrangement, in the election of the Executive Coun
cil, the Chief Executive Councillor had to be a chief, who would be elected
first, and would then submit a list of ten candidates nominated by him for elec
tion to the other seats. The constitution required that at least half the number
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of such elected Councillors should be chiefs. Their names would be read out
by the Assembly's secretary, no debate allowed, after which voting would follow.

Attitude of the South African Students' Organisation (SASO)

Not everybody in South Africa agreed with the view that Chief Buthelezi should
be regarded as being in the forefront of the liberation struggle. The foremost
exponent of a contrary view inside the country was the South African Students'
Organisation (SASO).

The emergence of SASO was itself a manifestation of the feeling among
black university students that organisation and leadership had to be created .
to fill the gap produced by the banning of the ANC in 1960 and the arrest
of the leadership in 1964. SASO was formed at the December 1968 Mariann
hill Conference of black student leaders, and was inaugurated at the July 1969
SASO Conference at Turfloop University.

At the beginning of the 1970s, SASO rapidly increased its membership and
gradually consolidated its position as an alternative voice to apartheid pro
paganda inside South Africa. By 1971, despite its in-built limitations as a
campus-based organisation, it had come to be accepted, even by the press,
as a relevant liberation organisation. A new pride was inculcated among black
students, a pride in themselves and their achievements; a pride in their com
munity and its history; a strong faith in the righteousness of their struggle and
the positions taken by those who were either in prison or in exile.

In its policy manifesto, SASO stated its belief in South Africa as a country
in which both Black and White live and shall continue to live together. It main
tained that white people, who were generally responsible for voting into govern
ment successive oppressive regimes, had to be made aware that one was either
part of the solution or part of the problem, not both. SASO upheld the concept
of Black Consciousness as its ideological creed, defining it as an attitude that
the black person needed to reject all value systems that sought to make him
a foreigner in the country of his birth and reduce his basic human dignity.
This was a political outlook that insisted that black people should build up
their own value systems, see themselves as self-defined and not defined by
others.

Following this definition, SASO saw in the bantustan leaders a typical e~

ample of the apartheid regime's attempts to define for black people who their
leaders ought to be, while it imprisoned and forced into exile the genuine leaders
of the people. Whatever other ideological as well as organisational shortcomings
SASO had (and these have been admitted by many of its former members), on
the question ofthe bantustan leadership it adopted a consistent policy, a perspec
tive which kept alive the memory of the genuine leadership both in prison and
abroad, and the political meaning of the sacrifices they had made.

Within the leadership and ranks of SASO, one of the most discussed topics
in the beginning of the 1970s concerned the position of Chief Buthelezi. Con
cern was expressed that because he was portraying himself as an opponent
()f apartheid and a reluctant participant within the bantustan scheme, there was
a danger that many people would sympathise with him and accept him as a
genuine leader of the people, accordingly serving the intentions of the apart
heid regime. For SASO, Chief Buthelezi, like other bantustan leaders, was
a manufactured commodity stamped: 'Made in Pretoria', a commodity which
the regime then used to demonstrate that black people were free to speak and
()ppose the government as they pleased, as long as they did it within the con
fines of the law and the political structures created for them.

As long as Chief Buthelezi was accepted as a genuine black leader, this would
reduce the value of the sacrifices of those who rejected his option and went
to prison or into exile for their political beliefs. IfNelson Mandela and Albert
Luthuli were persecuted by the South African government because, among
other things, they refused to accept participation within the bantustan scheme,
then those who participated in it should not share their glory and earn the mantle
of genuine leaders. Indeed, the easiest way to forget the ideals for which
Mandela had been imprisoned and Luthuli deposed from his chieftainship,
would be to recognise the leaders created by Pretoria. One of the SASO leaders
put this question clearly in an article in the SASO Newsletter in 1972:

... black people know that their leaders are those who are now either on Robben
Island or in banishment in exile ... They may have been branded communists,
saboteurs, or similar names - in fact they may have been convicted of similar
offences in law courts but this does not subtract from the real essence of their
worth. These were people who acted with a dedication unparalleled in modem
times. Their concern with our plight as black people made them gain the natural
support of the mass of black people. 6

SASO insisted that the oppressed people must refuse to accept as inevitable
that the only political action that could be taken against oppression was through
these institutions. Bantustans were intended to get the African people to fight
separately for certain petty 'freedoms' and 'gains' which were prescribed for
them long ago. Once that happened, the boundaries ofthe black people's world
would permanently be the circumference of the 13 % which comprised black
South Africa. This would lead to further political isolation from the rest of
the issues that should concern the whole nation, creating, instead, an 'I-am-a
Zulu' attitude that would definitely confront the unity forged through struggle
in the decades since the foundation of the African National Congress in 1912.
The SASO view was that those who treasured this unity and the traditions of
militant resistance to oppression should disassociate themselves totally from
any compromising stance. True, it might prove safe to work within the system,
yet doing so was selling one's soul.

Expressing this attitude in defence of the SASO/BPC accused during their
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1976 trial, Steve Biko explained their position in an exchange with the defence
lawyer, David Soggot.

Lawyer (Soggot): What about the SASO resolution which 'condemns the black
puppets who go overseas under the cloak of leadership and persuade foreign
investors to stay in South Africa with the belief that it is for the betterment of
the Black man'?

Steve Biko: This is an attack essentially on bantustan leaders. I think of Gat
sha Buthelezi especially. He did this. Sebe of the Ciskei also did this. They go
out into the world to invite foreign investment without any understanding of what
we, the representatives of the Black people, think. We believe they are puppets,
puppets to those who work against our interests for the interests of White socie
ty, and when I say White society, I mean society's government power struc
tures. So we are attacking them for speaking as if they are speaking for black
people, when they merely say what they are expected to say by those they
serve. 7

Under cross-examination by the State prosecutor, Biko elaborated his view
of Chief Buthelezi whom he described as 'certainly as black as I am in colour,
and possibly in aspirations, but (he) operates within a system which is created
for him by the White government and in that sense he is an extension of the
System.,g

It might be argued that the attitude SASO adopted to Chief Buthelezi was
too simplistic in regard to a problem that was itself complex. If Steve Biko
himself acknowledged in court the possibility that Chief Buthelezi might share
his own aspirations, with the inference that they only differed about the plat
forms they chose for fighting the same system, was it fair to dismiss him as
a 'puppet'? Was this not an overreaction?

Perhaps what needs to be established in this regard is the criterion for brand
ing someone a 'collaborator' in the context of the bantustan system. Chief
Buthelezi has himself repeatedly questioned this blanket categorisation of
everyone who works within the apartheid system as a collaborator. He has
often pointed his finger at students who studied within ethnically-based in
stitutions set up by the apartheid system to produce 'inferior' black people;
what of the teachers, some members of SASO, who were teaching Bantu Educa
tion? Could these be called 'collaborators' as well? Could it be that one could
operate within an apartheid-established institution and yet not be a supporter
of such a system; indeed, perhaps, even struggle to frustrate the system'?

There are two relevant points in this regard. First, does one have a choice
as to whether to participate in the bantustan system and, if so, what choice
is made? Second, where there is no choice but to operate within the system,
does one passively submit or does one fight from within? The point has already
been established that Chief Buthelezi had a choice and, for whatever reasons,
he joined the system. Students or teachers do not really have the same degree
of choice. If they wish for an education or employment, there is only one univer
sity they can attend or one teaching system they can work within. But that
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ooes not mean they must become politically quiescent. The opposite is ex
pected of them. They are expected to engage in political struggle, and indeed
they have. Students and teachers in Natal have joined the struggle against Bantu
Education, especially in the 1980s.

It is certainly true that Chief Buthelezi has issued many statements criticis
ing the policy of apartheid. Yet it seems, from a closer examination of such
criticisms, that he uses his mandate to draw attention to the imperfections in
the system. He is articulate in demanding the fulfilment of promises made by
the government, such as the land promises of 1936, but the real task is not
to fight for land consolidation but for its liberation. To perceive one's task
to be that of exposing the insincerity of the South African government, is to
take the position of the official opposition party in parliament, which works
within the system but not among the ranks of the freedom fighters. That kind
of opposition does not perturb the apartheid regime since it is catered for within
the functioning of the system. That kind of opposition plays by the rules of
the system without challenging it. Even so, in the early 1970s this limited op
positional role of Chief Buthelezi seemed too much for Pretoria.

Pretoria's Suspicion of Buthelezi

Perhaps it was Chief Buthelezi's prominence in the English language press,
and the kind of contacts he was reported to be making on his trips abroad which
caused the uneasiness that the South African government developed about him
in the mid-1970s. Or perhaps it was that as a bantustan leader he was expected
to comment only on political questions that related to Zulu affairs; he was now
moving beyond the confines of bantustan politics, particularly through the
various columns he was writing at the time. Perhaps Pretoria felt it was no
longer dealing with a typical bantustan leader but one embracing a broader
perspective on South African affairs brought on by the meetings Chief Buthelezi
was reported to be having with some leaders of independent African states;
or perhaps he was simply the product of a systematic image-boosting cam
paign by the mass media. Whatever the case, in this period the South African
government's relationship with Chief Buthelezi was not as cordial as that ex
pected in a typical relationship with a bantustan leader.

The first indication of this came in the formation of an opposition Zulu Na
tional Party in KwaZulu. The man behind this was Lloyd Ndaba, one time
information officer for the Bantu Affairs Department of the South African
government. Chief Buthelezi alleged at one point that Ndaba had been given
the addresses of chiefs in Natal by the Commissioner-General, Henri Torlage.
This enabled Ndaba to circulate his information bulletin among the chiefs in
an attempt to win their support for the Zulu National Party. In one of the cir
culars, Ndaba promised that, if his party were elected into the KwaZulu
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government, he would give King Zwelithini executive power 'similar to that
enjoyed by King Sobhuza in Swaziland. '9

Ndaba was obviously capitalising on the rift that existed between Chief
Buthelezi and the king at the time, sinc~ the king wanted those executive powers
which the constitution denied him. Given such executive powers the king in
tended appointing his own Prime Minister, probably Prince Clement Zulu.

In another pamphlet setting out his party's aims, Ndaba stated that the Zulu
National Party was pro-royalty and owed no allegiance to the 'son of a princess'
(Daily News, 13.01.72). This was a reference to Gatsha, whose mother was
Princess Magogo, the daughter of King Dinizulu. It also claimed that it had
the support of the former regent (after the death of King Solomon), Prince
Mshiyeni, as well as Prince Clement, AWG Champion, and the Soweto
millionaire Ephraim Tshabalala.

Subsequently, Chief Buthelezi claimed that Ndaba was being financed by
either the Bureau of State Security (BOSS) or the Special Branch of the South
African Police. He said that 'there is no doubt that Ndaba has access to funds
other than those arising from his business' (Natal Mercury, 28.01.72). He
reasoned that, since Ndaba's business was merely a fish and chip shop situated
near Baragwanath Hospital, it was hardly a base on which to found an indepen
dent news magazine or from which to finance frequent trips to Swaziland where,
apparently, Ndaba had a white wife.

Some people questioned the accuracy of Chief Buthelezi' s association of
Ndaba with the South African Police. Their view was that there had been a
personal clash between the two. Ndaba was the former editor of the journal
Africa South,1O which he (Ndaba) alleged was closed down by the Zululand
Territorial Authority because it was opposed to Buthelezi. The two men had
attended school and university together. Ndaba studied medicine before being
employed by the Bantu Affairs Department. Was Chief Buthelezi not trying to
portray himselfas a person ofwhom the South African government disapproved,
and against whom it was then supposedly setting Special Branch Police to found
opposition parties? This is what Ndaba claimed. Chief Buthelezi disagreed and
claimed to have known Ndaba long enough for his conclusion to have an ele
ment of truth." He said that the very job which Ndaba was doing could only
be filled by one who had pledged himself to propagate the ideology ofapartheid.

After the Ndaba affair, an attempt was made to create another opposition
party, called Umkhonto ka Shaka, (Shaka's Spear) led by Chief Charles
Hlengwa. Chief Hlengwa was once tipped as a future Chief Executive Officer
of the Zululand Territorial Authority. He was a respected chief in the Zulu
royal family, especially close to Prince Mshiyeni.

When Chief Buthelezi became the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Hlengwa
became, first, the Deputy Chairperson, and later, after the Legislative Assembly
was inaugurated, Deputy Speaker of the House. In the course of time Chief
Hlengwa came to quarrel with Chief Buthelezi over the role of the king in
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the KwaZulu constitution. This led to a vote of no confidence being tabled
against him in the Legislative Assembly. The motion alleged that Chief Hlengwa
had been involved in attempts to oust Chief Buthelezi in favour of the king.
When the motion was debated, Chief Buthelezi supported it, saying that 'the
disciplining of the chairman on procedural grounds was necessary for reasons
of precedent in order to uphold the dignity and authority of the chairman. '12

Months later, Chief Hlengwa organised Umkhonto ka Shaka. Once again Chief
Huthelezi alleged the new party was backed by Pretoria, and that Chief Hlengwa
had been seen in the company of a Special Branch policeman. 13 A meeting
to discuss this issue was called by Chief Buthelezi at Umbumbulu, Chief
Hlengwa's district, to which several chiefs were invited. The purpose was to
discuss the alleged support of Umkhonto ka Shaka by the South African govern
ment. Chief Hlengwa, however, never turned up for the meeting.

It could be said that Chief Buthelezi was being hypersensitive to criticism,
let alone opposition, and was repeating the old tactic of associating opposition
with the hated Security Police. However, actual evidence in this case supports
Gatsha's view. A copy of a deposit slip for R12 000 at a branch of Volkskas
Bank was produced by Chief Buthelezi, after being handed over to him by
a defector from Shaka's Spear. From this amount, executive members of the
party were drawing R150 a month and Chief Hlengwa R300. The amount had
heen deposited by a Mr Francis Fouche, an agent of the Bureau of State Security
(BOSS). In a speech on 15 June 1974, Chief Buthelezi spoke out against
Pretoria's plots.

It is a sad day when officials of a department that falls directly under the prime
minister can interfere in the politics of another racial group - a complete nega
tion of the letter and spirit of the Non-Interference Act. Is that honesty? Is that
what is meant by people when they say that however much one may disagree
with the government, they are sincere? Is it sincerity to thwart the wishes of
the Zulu people by attempting to topple me by such foul means from a position
to which I was lawfully elected in terms of their own policy? When they tell
the world that Black people have been granted self-determination as ethnic groups,
is this what the world understands by self-determination - that government of
ficials should attempt to prostitute the Zulu people through such bribery and cor
ruption? Does all this become a people who have always been known as God
fearing? What of the scandalous plots to fake elections? Now the whole world
can see why government sources have falsely accused me of delaying elections
when all they mean is that the KwaZulu Assembly's decision to use citizenship
cards merely upsets their plot to rig elections. How many homelands have had
their elections rigged if this be the mentality?

Soon the sour relations between Chief Buthelezi and the government took
the form of public exchanges between him and the then Minister of Bantu Ad
ministration and Development, MC Botha. This particular controversy arose
from the government's attempts to pressurise Chief Buthelezi not to attend
an international conference in the Netherlands. The government expressed fears
that, if he went to Holland, he might meet elements who could have a bad
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influence on him on the question of violence. Chief Buthelezi was outraged
at the suggestion, and decided to hit back at the Minister through the press,
calling his fears unwarranted 'since I am committed to non-violent change,
(and) I feel I could have made interesting contacts at the meeting' (Daily News,
15.03.72). When MC Botha was asked by the media to comment on Chief
Buthelezi's remarks, he said that he was 'not prepared to play ping-pong
diplomacy with him' (Natal Mercury, 16.03.72).

Interestingly enough, Chief Buthelezi declined the invitation to go to Holland,
as advised by Botha and Vorster. He explained his position this way: 'I have
bowed down to the wishes of the government in the interest of my people.
Not going to Holland is not going to change my image. But I must work within
the framework of government policy and not defy government wishes' (Daily
News; 15.03.72).

This raises the question as to how far Chief Buthelezi can go in differing
with the government. The answer to this question is perhaps suggested by the
Holland trip events. Chief Buthelezi can express independent views, many of
which have correctly been hailed as anti-apartheid positions. But when it comes
to the crunch, whenever Chief Buthelezi has found himself having to choose
between his own independent views and those of the South African govern
ment, he has repeatedly found himself trapped by the obligations of his job
as an employee of the government.

Protests he has made, and condemnations he has uttered, but in the final
analysis, it is as a subordinate to Pretoria that he has had to take decisions
and act upon them. The convenient retreat is to say that such a decision has
been taken 'in the interest of my people.' To whom is he referring by 'my
people'? Whoever they are, the other interests he cannot ignore are those of
the system within which he works. It is a permanent trap which no one who
works within the system can escape. As already stated, the system has its rules,
and working within it means obeying those rules. Defiance means no longer
working within the system and the system will eject one as a foreign body.
Putting a wrong piece on a chessboard, and moving it in an unaccepted way,
means the game either comes to a stop or that the unaccepted piece has to
be taken off the chessboard. MC Botha and BJ Vorster did not want Chief
Buthelezi to go to Holland. Those were the demands of the system. The chief
had to choose between breaking the demands, defying the rules and thus
frustrating the system, or complying. It is as straightforward as that. He chose
to comply.

Criticism of the government? Yes, this may often have proved embarrass
ing to the government. The government may even have contemplated promoting
an opposition party to him, and, perhaps, even rigged elections to have someone
more convenient and agreeable to its overall designs. Yet the government would
tolerate Chief Buthelezi' s 'pin-pricks' so long as he abided by the fundamen
tal rules of the system. And this is what he did, and continues to be prepared
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to do. It might indeed have come as a shock for Buthelezi that the South African
government had gone to the extent of raising funds to pay the allowances of
Chief Hlengwa and other opposition party members (probably even for Ndaba's
publications), but the question is: who pays for Buthelezi's own allowance?
Who finances the publications of the KwaZulu bantustan?

The Strategic Purpose of Bantustans

The principal purpose of the creation of bantustans is often obscured by Chief
Buthelezi when he cites reasons to justify his co-operation with the system.
For him, the main strategic objective for their creation is that the South Mrican
government wants to establish independent sovereign states for the various
African ethnic groups. Thus, he cannot understand why he is said to be co
operating with the bantustan system because he has rejected the 'independence'
plan for KwaZulu. He stated this in a policy speech at the First Ordinary Ses
sion of the Fourth KwaZulu Legislative Assembly in October 1983:

(Some people) say they have objections to me as a leader (because), after all,
I aJ:.l1 a homeland leader which means I co-operate with the homeland policy ...
In what way? My position in KwaZulu was not created by the homeland policy.
The consummation of the homeland policy is the pseudo-independence which
has been accepted in the Transkei. I have blocked independence in KwaZulu
forever.

According to him, the only people selling out are Matanzima, Mangope,
Sebe and Mphephu. Chief Buthelezi even expressed lamentation over the ac
ceptance by these chiefs of so-called independence for their bantustans.

We all felt betrayed by the acceptance of independence, so-called, by first Transkei
and then by Bophuthatswana. Both Paramount Chief Matanzima and Chief
Mangope had been present at the Umtata Summit Conference where we had jointly
pledged ourselves not to accept independence of the kind which Pretoria was
offering us. I have never departed from KwaZulu's very deep and irrevocable
commitment never to follow in the footsteps of the Transkei or any other 80

called homeland who accepted Pretoria-style 'independence'.

Certainly, the notion of 'independent' African states has been pronounced on
many times by the creators of the bantustan strategy. Faced with the necessity
for rationalising the policy of re-tribalising the African people, and desperate
to find an internationally acceptable formula under which the Africans should
be seen to be managing their own affairs, the apartheid ideologists have argued
that by creating bantustans and giving so-called independence to them, the South
African government is doing for the Xhosa, Tswana or Venda people what
Britain, Belgium and France eventually did for the Kenyans, Congolese and
Algerians respectively - namely, ultimately recognising the right of these
formerly colonised people to self-determination.
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'The policy of the National Party in respect of the black people with our
homeland policy', said BJ Vorster speaking as Prime Minister in Parliament
on 23 April 1968, 'is to afford these people an opportunity of exercising self
determination. We have stated clearly that we shall lead them to independence'.

'To self-determination?' queried an Opposition Member of Parliament. 'Yes,
Sir, self-determination', replied Vorster. 'If they prefer independence and if
they are ripe for it, this parliament will decide and this parliament will grant
them independence'. 14

It would seem, on face value, that the principal concerns of the apartheid
rulers is an honest endeavour to grant the oppressed people of South Africa
their right to self-determination as required by the United Nations Charter.

In this context, while the stance adopted by Buthelezi of refusing the so
called independence of KwaZulu should be applauded, such a stand does not
absolve him from the charge that he collaborates with the essential purpose
for which the system exists - the provision of labour to the economy of white
South Africa.

During debates among themselves in parliament, the leaders of the apart
heid regime have never concealed the main reason why they established ban
tustans. In 1968, Froneman, then deputy Minister of Justice, Mines and Plan
ning, revealed:

We are trying to introduce the migratory labour pattern as far as possible in
every sphere. That is in fact the entire basis of our policy as far as the white
economy is concerned, namely, a system of migratory labour. 15

John Vorster, then Prime Minister, also offered this reason as their main policy
direction when he replied to questions from the opposition party:

It is true that there are Blacks working for us. They will continue to work for
us for generations, in spite of the ideal we have to separate them completely
... The fact of the matter is this: we need them, because they work for us ...
but the fact that they work for us can never entitle them to claim political rights.
Not now, nor in the future. 16

South African political and legal processes guarantee that whether or not a
particular bantustan is 'independent' it will not interfere with the availability
of cheap African labour. And in order to ensure that the bantustans keep within
their borders people who, driven by starvation, would always be ready for
recruitment to White South African industries, their boundaries have been so
carefully drawn that none of the industrial areas and fertile farms of South
Africa are included within them. In this way the millions of people settled
within them are deprived of the means of livelihood deliberately so that they
are forced to answer the call of monopoly industrialists by registering in the
labour bureaux for work.

It was Chief Buthelezi himself who once complained:

Only thirty per cent of KwaZulu is arable land ...when the Zulu Territorial
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Authority was inaugurated in 1970 I made it clear that without consolidation
of land, ,the pr~sent g?~ernment's policy would not make any sense ... I pointed
out to hIm (Pnme MInIster) that consolidating in terms of the 1936 land quota
could hardly be adequate in terms of setting us up as a separate independent
state in terms of his government's policy.,. To me the most important area which
concerns all of us is that of the development of my people. At present we hardly
have any employment opportunities for the KwaZulu citizens; no wonder we
have only about a third of citizens in KwaZulu at any time. More than 60%
of our able-bodied males are away most of the time. 17

Of course KwaZulu is not, never can be and was never meant to be
economically viable. Most of its able-bodied males must always be away. That
is how bantustans fit into the strategic framework of the South African economy
as a whole. And whether a bantustan has been qeclared 'independent' or not
is immaterial.

The task of the KwaZulu government is to administer this poor economy,
to keep law and order among the unemployed, old people, the disabled, women
and children, and to ensure the labour flow into the central economy.

According to data compiled by the Bureau for Economic Research at the
request of the KwaZulu Government in 1975, more than 15% of the Zulu
population fell within the age group 5-9 years. Those younger than 15 years
represented 44.3%, and those between 15-64 years, the nucleus of the labour
force, made up 52% of the population. Of the economically active male Zulu
population, 61.9% were in white areas and only 36.7% in KwaZulu itself.

Recent research on the classification of the Zulu population by employment
and sex reveals that it is women who are mostly employed in the various sec
tors of the bantustan economy - agriculture, commerce, manufacturing and
construction. Some 53% of all Zulu people live in the urban townships, and
only 47% are located in the rural areas. The age and sex structure of KwaZulu
also contributes significantly to its inability to develop a strong and produc
tive economy. In the 15-64 age group, the female: male ratio is 75: 1 - grotes
quely disproportionate. Judging KwaZulu only by its resident population, some
analysts have concluded that, even if this bantustan were to be isolated from
South Africa, its 'resident population would still prove too small to provide
sufficient markets or manpower basis for autonomous, internally directed
development. '18 The expanding population generates a corresponding growth
of the labour force and the need for more land. In KwaZulu the male labour
force is increasing at the rate of over 100 000 a year, and such people aug
ment the need for employment at a corresponding rate.

What are the prospects? The only two areas in the bantustan with any signifi
cant industrial growth are Isithebe and Empangeni. Both of these areas,
however, provide little assistance for the hundreds of thousands that need jobs
every year.
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South African government policy is to establish 'border industries'. Relatively
large sums of capital have been invested in the white border areas of KwaZulu:
Hammarsdale, Newcastle, Ladysmith and Richards Bay. Manufacturing con
cerns have been established in these areas, offering employment to workers
commuting from homes situated in the bantustans. A distance of 70 km and
a travelling time of 90 minutes is considered the maximum acceptable distance.
Tens of thousands of commuters thus travel to and from work by bus and train.
It is difficult to estimate the inconvenience and hazards the workers have to
face in this way, an experience that does not arise among Whites since they
live in the cities themselves and enjoy better transport facilities.

Bus companies, like Putco, frequently take advantage of this potential source
of profit - the commuters - by increasing fares. In some cases this is resisted,
especially where workers are organised, as they often are in urban areas like
Durban, but the fate of the workers in the rural parts of KwaZulu is worse
since there the rule of the chief is still strong, and the KwaZulu government
is hostile to strikes.

The labour bureau is the key institution in the process of labour allocation,
through which the employer in the white cities and the work-seeker in the ban
tustan are brought into contact with each other. The aim of the labour bureaux
is to ensure that work-seekers, locked within their respective ethnic reserves,
a're systematically channelled to the demand centres in white areas, including
the 'border industries'. There are 130 labour bureaux in KwaZulu, strategically
placed so as to provide an efficient service to industries in white South Africa.

The poor infrastructure also hinders the development of the economy. For
example, the railway line connecting Vryheid with the port of Richards Bay
moves strictly along a white corridor, bisecting KwaZulu, in the same way
as all other rail routes and roads connecting northern Natal with Durban do.
Except for 96 kilometres, the Vryheid-Richards Bay road carefully and
deliberately avoids KwaZulu. Travellers on these roads can tell simply by
whether a national road is tarred or not whether they are in white Natal or
KwaZulu.

In 1960, a year after the government passed the legislation providing for
the so-called self-government of the bantustans, only one dormitory town,
namely Umlazi, then with 906 houses, was situated in the territory known to
day as KwaZulu. Between 1960 and 1965, a further nine dormitory towns were
developed, of which Madadeni and Osizweni (both outside Newcastle) were
the largest. By 1970 14 dormitory towns had been developed with a total of
31 527 housing units overall. The term 'town', even though prefixed by 'dor
mitory', is not, however, appropriate since in conventional economic
understanding, Umlazi, Madadeni and KwaMashu are nothing more than con
centrations of houses, all or most of which have no electricity, and are struc
tured in an identically uniform pattern on either side of the straight streets,
a design shown to be of particular advantage to the police and army when
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confronted by an uprising or a stay-away strike there.
A map of KwaZulu may show where its mineral wealth is located, (and there

are many such maps on office shelves of white officials seconded to the
KwaZulu bantustan). At first glance, there is an impressively elaborate and
extensive grouping of symbols indicating the various mineral deposits. But
a look at the script that interprets this map reveals the fact that all these sym
bols represent minerals still being investigated; their presence on the map is
merely an indication of KwaZulu' s mining potential. On one such mapl9 there
are five minerals listed, indicating that they are earmarked for further explora
tion: sand, kaolin, limestone, dolerite and coal. In the explanatory note below
the table-diagram (provided by the Bureau for Economic Research on Bantu
Development at the request of the KwaZulu government) a note of apology
is added with reference to the coal on the list. It states that the mining cor
poration 'has started prospecting for coal and promising results have been
achieved in this field by private concerns' . A major coal deposit near Nongoma
was announced as early as 1975, but twelve years later, at the end of 1987,
no mining had begun there.

Some might find this whole demonstration of KwaZulu's mining activity
ridiculous, but seemingly not Chief Buthelezi. When he was asked to write
a Preface to the 1975 KwaZulu Economic Revue, he commented:

This Economic Revue indicates not only the humble achievements we have made
so far ... For us in KwaZulu, this report presents a challenge, and is a great
source of inspiration which will do much to instil a sense of purpose and give
direction to our efforts.

Ideologists of the apartheid policy, like Dr Connie Mulder, formerly South
Africa's Minister of Information, once explained that 'mineral rights belong
to the group in whose area the minerals are found. '20 This means that the
bantustan leaders' sense of purpose and direction ofefforts must not be towards
claiming South African gold and diamonds, but should find a great source of
inspiration in such humble achievements as the prospect of mining sand,
limestone, dolerite, kaolin and coal.

Only 18.7% ofland in KwaZulu is arable, of which 12.1 % only is utilised.
The area is suitable neither for modest stock breeding nor for crop farming.
Surveys done over fairly long periods, reveal that development in any of these
basic areas remains fairly static. Economists in the KwaZulu government count
the wealth of their area in terms of goats, sheep, cattle and forests, as though
this area was somewhere in Rwanda or Burundi and not in metal- and mineral
rich South Africa.

As early as 1954, when the government set up the Tomlinson Commission
to provide a blueprint for the bantustan policy, 30% of all land reserved for
Africans was found to be 'badly eroded' and another 44% 'moderately eroded'.
Such statistics were updated by the Institute of Social Research at the Univer
sity of Natal, which stated that' if the factors of excessive slope and low rainfall
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alone are considered, about 70% of the areas of the Bantu Reserves can be
regarded as land of poor quality and generally unsuited for cultivation. '2\

Referring specifically to KwaZulu, a leading environmentalist at the Univer
sity of Natal, Professor John Hanks, warned in a series of lectures that the
condition of the soil was deteriorating sharply. Ovegrazing had stripped all
vegetation from large areas, erosion was proceeding fast, and about 200 million
tons of top soil were being washed annually into the sea. Because of the pressure
on the land, crops like sugar-cane were being planted right up to the banks
of the rivers, eliminating the riverine bush and allowing each of the regular
floods to wash away more of the fields. With a continually rising population
and disappearing topsoil, the area could face a prolonged period of real
famine. 22

The 1954 Tomlinson Commission reported that the soil and vegetation could
only be saved if the population density was reduced immediately by half in
order to slow down the process of deterioration. It estimated that the Nquthu
district in KwaZulu 'if fully developed agriculturally', could adequately sup
port only 13 000 people as opposed to the 30 000 already there by 1951. What
has happened since 1951? A study23 by Clarke and Ngobese in the Nquthu
district, estimated that by 1980 some 120000 people would be living there.
This proved to be an underestimation. In February 1979, doctors at the local
hospital in Nquthu estimated that the population of the area had already reached
the 200 000 mark/4 particularly as a result of the government's forced
removal schemes.

At the village of Nondweni alone more than 30 000 people live in a
corrugated-iron ghetto. From 1977 to 1980, 113 people died here, 73 of them
children. According to Dr JF Seigel, the Medical Superintendent at the Charles
Johnson Memorial Hospital, kwashiorkor, marasmus and pellagra are com
mon diseases; 80% of the people suffer from dietary deficiencies. A study
of malnutrition in KwaZulu, conducted jointly by Professors Lawrence
Schlemmer and Paul Stopforth, both from the Institute of Social Research,
revealed that the people's physique in the KwaZulu bantustan was deteriorating:
people were becoming small, stunted and mentally enfeebled. 25

Chief Buthelezi's response to the economic plight of KwaZulu is to devise
an economic strategy within the bantustan framework, hence his continued
efforts to attract outside investment.

But is this a viable strategy for liberation? For almost two decades now he
has been attempting to negotiate with the South African government for an
increase and consolidation of land. In reply the government has repeatedly
said that it will not consider any increase. The land intended for the bantustans,
when all the processes of consolidation have been completed, must comprise
no more than 13.7% of the total land area of South Africa, as laid down in
the Land Act of 1936.

The Deputy Minister of Development and Land Affairs, Ben Wilkens, said ,
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in November 1984 that the 'decades-long' process of land transfer to the ten
hantustans was almost over, and that the land quota for all of them, except
the Transkei, KaNgwane and KwaZulu, was complete. All that remained was
the final proposals for these three bantustans, the settling of a number of regional
and local land disputes, and the transfer of some earmarked land.

Preliminary consolidation plans for KwaZulu were published on 23
September 1985 by the Commission for Co-operation and Development. They
were to serve as a basis for the hearing of further evidence by all interested
parties. The KwaZulu administration was unimpressed. In its memorandum
the Commission said that the consolidation of KwaZulu was the most difficult
in its task of homeland consolidation. This was due to its having a large number
of detached areas, making consolidation into one geographical unit 'impossible',
as well as to the topography of Natal and the expense of acquiring highly
developed agricultural land there. The Commission proposed that a further
381 000 ha of land be added to KwaZulu. It would cost R195 million to buy
out 72 000 ha from white farmers and R200 million to relocate people. 26

The Commission said that 42 000 people would have to be moved in terms
of the new proposals. But the Association for Rural Advancement (AFRA)
disputed the figure and said that a conservative estimate for the number of
people to be moved was 241 000. According to the new proposals, KwaZulu
would be reduced to 15 areas (four major and eleven minor segments) instead
of the ten proposed in the 1975 plan. The Commission recommended the clear
ing of black spots (there are 181 'black spots' due for clearance in these terms);
the inclusion of the entire Ingwavuma area in KwaZulu; that Hluhluwe and
Mfolozi game reserves should be ceded to KwaZulu, as well as Lamontville;
that the white corridor from Richards Bay to Vryheid should be closed, but
with Eshowe left as a white spot surrounded by bantustan territory; and a large
piece of the Transvaal between Swaziland and northern Natal be included. No
white towns were proposed for cession to KwaZulu.

Residents of Lamontville, St. Wendolins, Hambanathi, Klaarwater and
Clermont (townships earmarked for incoporation) rejected the proposals. They
maintained that they were a part of the Durban metropolitan area. Clermont
residents, who have freehold rights, feared that they would lose them if incor
porated in KwaZulu. 27

What are the implications of this perpetual request for more land as well
as for consolidation? Where does it take the millions of African people who
are already trapped within the bantustans? It is to play into the hands of the
government which is responsible for creating the racial dichotomy in land
ownership. The argument between the bantustan leaders and the government
will go on and on without end, until the source of the problem is addressed
squarely as is being done by the liberation movement.

From the perspective of the South African government, the purpose of the
establishment of bantustans is served whether or not they are independent.
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That is why MC Botha told a National Party meeting in Pietermaritzburg in
April 1974 that his government would withdraw its subsidy to any bantustan,
including those declared 'independent', if it adopted policies unacceptable to
the South African government. 28

Today, fourteen years later, Pretoria is still the effective paymaster of
Kwa~ulu and all the bantustans. As such, they can never be the vehicles for
the true freedom of their people.
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kings; and three, that Chief Buthelezi is a prince.
Chief Buthelezi has on numerous occasions claimed that his present leader

ship position in KwaZulu is a hereditary traditional right; that it was not one
created by the bantustan constitution. Addressing the Foreign Affairs Com
mittee of the British House of Commons in May 1986, he reiterated:

A glance at how the KwaZulu bantustan evolved from a Territorial Authority
to a Legislative Assembly suggests that there was something unusual in the
choice of the personnel to lead it, in terms of the traditional Zulu leadership
structure. In 'normal' circumstances of bantustan politics, the king of the Zulus
would have been supreme head in the evolution of a new Zulu 'state'. In the
historical tradition of the Zulus a king was never a symbolic figurehead, but
always had executive powers. All the chiefs were subordinate to him in terms
of real authority and political power.

It was King Cyprian who accepted the Bantu Authorities Act in the 1950s.
During a series of meetings with Zulu chiefs between 1955 and 1960, various
leaders of the South African government used King Cyprian's acceptance of
the system as a lever and rallying point to get other chiefs to work within the
bantustan system. In their speeches, they openly acknowledged that the Zulu
.king was the key figure in this whole process, and even went further to assure
the chiefs that their king's status, as the principal traditional leader of the Zulu
people, would not be altered by the system of Bantu Authorities.

If the South African government had reservations about the king's ability
to shoulder such an undertaking, it might have been expected, in terms of Zulu
custom, that the government would tum to a prince, one of the king' s brothers
or sons to replace the king in such a post. There are many such princes in
KwaZulu, all of whom hold positions in the traditional hierarchy more senior
than the chiefs. But this is not what happened. The South African government
had its own approach to the question of leadership, which had more to do with
the provisions and requirements of the Native Administration Act of 1927 than
with Zulu tradition and customs.

It is necessary here to dispose of three controversial issues closely related
to this question: one, that Chief Buthelezi was a logical contender for, and
appointee to, the position of 'Prime Minister' by virtue of his being the son
of Princess Magogo, the daughter of King Dinizulu; two, that the choice of
Chief Buthelezi as head of the KwaZulu government was consistent with the
role traditionally filled by the Buthelezi chiefs as 'Prime Ministers' to Zulu

I was born to occupy a leadership position in South Africa ... I am a leader by
hereditary right and follow in the footsteps of my father, grandfather and great
grandfather, who in tum followed in the footsteps of their forebears to the time
of the founding father ofKwaZulu, King Shaka ... I and my forebears have always
occupied influential positions as prime ministers ... to successive Zulu Kings.
Whatever Whites did or could have done, I would have had to play one or another
political role ... Not only does my line of descent go back to the founding father
of KwaZulu, King Shaka, but the transitional period for South Africa towards
the end of the last century saw my forebears both on my father's side and on
my mother's side, as prime actors. King Cetshwayo was defeated and was the
last reigning monarch of a sovereign and free KwaZulu. He was my mother's
grandfather ... My great-grandfather was Prime Minister to King Cetshwayo
. .. I provide this detail about my own background because it is a detail known
to Black South Africa and accepted by them as establishing my bona fides. I

Three years earlier, on 16 December 1983, Chief Buthelezi had told a Prayer
Meeting in Imbali township, Pietermaritzburg:

I am an hereditary chief in a long line of succession of those who have filled
the position of Prime Minister to Zulu kings. It is in response to this demand
of my ancestry that I took up my political role in KwaZulu. That role was pre
ordained for me long before apartheid emerged in this country. I was a chief
in my own right before the National Party ever dreamt of the current homeland
policy objective.

In the written texts of some of the speeches delivered by Chief Buthelezi and
subsequently distributed by Inkatha or the KwaZulu government propaganda
machinery, Chief Buthelezi is referred to as 'prince' or 'mntwana' (its Zulu
translation). His speeches of 24 March 1979 and 22 July 1979, to the Second
Ordinary Conference of the Inkatha Youth Brigade and to a rally of the South
African Black Alliance respectively, bear such descriptions. In addition, Wessel
de Kock, author of a book sympathetic to Chief Buthelezi and Inkatha, not
only asserts that 'Chief Buthelezi was destined to be prime minister of the Zulu
nation',z but writes that he is 'a prince of the Zulu nation, a scion of the royal
house' .3 Chief Buthelezi's biographer, Ben Temkin, likewise includes at the
end of his book an appendix reportedly written by Zami Conco, which claims
that 'the correct form of address that should be used in addressing Buthelezi
is Mntwana, meaning Infanta or Prince, a title given to all direct descendants
of the Zulu kings'.

Temkin also makes a point of adding that 'Buthelezi is a direct descendant
of the Zulu kings, hereditary prime minister to the Zulu king ... '4 As has
already been made clear, Temkin is wrong in regard to Buthelezi's direct
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monarchical descent, and hence the claim that he should be referred to as
Mntwana or 'Prince' is wrong too.

It is true that Chief Buthelezi is related to the Zulu royal family through
his mother who was the daughter of King Dinizulu. But that in itself adds up
to nothing in his claim to hereditary leadership as prime minister of the Zulus.
Chief Buthelezi's mother was not the only daughter of King Dinizulu. There
were nine in all. The first daughter of King Dinizulu was Princess Phikisile,
who was the mother of Dr Pixley Seme, the founding member of the ANC.
Dr Seme never considered himself a claimant to 'premiership' in the Zulu tradi
tional hierarchy. The second daughter was Magogo, Gatsha' s mother. The
other daughters of King Dinizulu and their children are as follows:

(i) Sulumane, who married Shange and gave birth to Rogers Thanduzalo Shange;
(ii) Zamokunye, who was married to a Khumalo; .
(iii) Mkhandandlovu, also married to a Khumalo;
(iv) Ntishisane, who married Cebekhulu and had a son called Kuthukakwenzeka;
(v) Woniwengani, married to one of the Mbathas;
(vi) Mhlabamuni, who married Mhloluthini Mbatha, and gave birth to a son called

Gilbert Mathendelana Mbatha
(vii) Mpiyayamaxhegu, who married a Dlamini and gave birth to a son called

Langalethu.

In other words, Chief Buthelezi's position in the Zulu royal hierarchy is no
different from that of Pixley Seme, Rogers Shange, Kuthukakwenzeka
Cebekhulu, Gilbert Mbatha and Langalethu Dlamini, all of whom were sons
of the daughters of King Dinizulu. They too have a line of descent through
their mothers which goes back to King Cetshwayo, and to King Shaka. Were
they not also 'born to occupy a leadership position in South Africa'?

None of these sons of the daughters of King Dinizulu had the title of 'Prince'
or 'Mntwana' as Chief Buthelezi is sometimes called. The title of 'Mntwana',
which literally translated means 'child', was used in Zulu tradition to refer
to the children of the king. Chief Buthelezi is not the child of a king. The
usage of this title is therefore without traditional or customary foundation. The
Nguni cultural group, of which the Zulus are a part, is patrilineal in its tradi
tion of succession. In Zululand, since the time of Malandela, who lived six
generations before King Shaka, the general rule of succession was that the
eldest son of the great wife of the king succeeded his father, and only the sons
or daughters ofthe king were referred to as 'prince' or 'princess' or 'rnntwana',
not the children of the king's daughters, who would nonnally not marry another
prince in the same tribe. Princess Margaret's children in England are not
referred to as princes or princesses.

Turning to the question of the traditional premiership role of the Buthelezis,
it is certainly true that Chief Mnyamana was the premier chief or what Gatsha
prefers to call 'Prime Minister' during the reign of King Cetshwayo. Chief
Mnyamana did not inherit this title. He was appointed to it by the king in
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recognition of certain of his leadership qualities. Each Zulu king appointed
a chief councillor or premier chief, but it was certainly not always a Buthelezi
chief who was so appointed.

The premier chief during the reign of King Shaka was Ngomane, who re
mained King Shaka's 'Prime Minister' long after the death of Shaka's mother,
Nandi. Ngomane was not a Buthelezi but a Mthethwa. Then came King
Dingane, whose premier chief was Ndlela ka Sompisi. He, too, was not a
Buthelezi but an Ntuli. After King Dingane, the kingdom was led by King
Mpande, who appointed Masiphula ka Mamba as the premier chief. His sur
name was Ntshangase and not Buthelezi. It was only when Cetshwayo was
king of the Zulus that a Buthelezi featured - Chief Mnyamana. Cetshwayo
was the last king of the sovereign Zulu kingdom as founded by King Shaka,
and before it was divided into various chiefdoms by the British.

What emerges clearly from Zulu history is that there is no established Zulu
tradition that obliges kings to appoint chiefs from particular tribes for the so
called role of premier. The premiership is not an hereditary title. Chief
Buthelezi's claim is therefore not substantiated by history. Chief Buthelezi has
used the circumstance that placed his own great-grandfather in this position,
and has then made a 'tradition' of it.

But even as a tradition it fails, because no Buthelezi other than Gatsha has
held such a position. When Dinizulu took over as king after Cetshwayo, he
appointed Mankulumana as his premier chief. Mankulumana ka Somaphunga,
a direct descendent of Zwide, was a Ndwandwe (also known as Nxumalo),
not a Buthelezi.

It was Mankulumana who stood trial with King Dinizulu in 1908, charged
with high treason following the 1906 Bambatha rebellion.

He had been implicated on the evidence of Bambatha's wife, Siyekiwe, who
told the court in Pietermaritzburg that on Bambatha's arrival at Osuthu (King
Dinizulu's royal residence), and in the presence of Bambatha's wife and
children, Mankulumana gave Bambatha a gun and cartridges and instructed
him to go back to Natal to start an uprising there with the support of Chakijana
and Ngqengqengqe. No Buthelezi chief was regarded as senior to Mankulumana
in the structure of Zulu political power during Dinizulu's time.

When the king was found guilty of high treason and sentenced first to im
prisonment at Newcastle, and later to banishment on a lonely farm in
Middelburg, it was Mankulumana who went to prison with him and stayed
with him in banishment until the king's death in 1913. Although there was
a Buthelezi chief in Zululand, it was not he but Mankulumana who gave the
funeral oration at the graveside of King Dinizulu.

Chief Buthelezi knows these facts but is silent about them. He is silent too
about the dubious history of his great-grandfather, Chief Mnyamana. Although
Chief Mnyamana served King Cetshwayo faithfully, he betrayed King Dinizulu
when he joined forces with the British and with the renegade forces of Zibhebhu
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ka Maphitha of the Mandlakazi faction to fight the Zulu king. After the Battle
of Ulundi in 1879, King Cetshwayo was captured by the British forces and
banished from Zululand. Zululand, once a close-knit kingdom, was divided
by Sir Garnet Wolseley, the British High Commissioner to Zululand, into thir
teen independent chiefdoms. Some chiefs, like Zibhebhu, Hamu and Hlubi,
saw in the defeat of the Zulus at Ulundi an opportunity to establish and extend
their own power. Chief Mnyamana was also offered an independent chiefdom
but declined, electing to serve under Hamu precisely at the time when Hamu
deserted to the British side.

Apparently Chief Mnyamana did this in the belief that Hamu would suc
ceed to Cetshwayo's position under the new order, and that he would retain
his position as the king' s premier chief. However, in 1880 Chief Mnyamana,
realising that there was no intention of making Hamu the king, changed his
stance and asked to be made chief in his own right. When this was refused
by the British administration, he began to agitate for the return from banish
ment of King Cetshwayo. In 1884, King Cetshwayo died, and in May 1887
the whole of Zululand was declared a British reserve territory. 5

When King Dinizulu ascended to the throne, and the British found him un
friendly to the colonial power, Melmoth Osborn, the British Resident in the
Southern Zululand Reserve, thought it wise to use Zibhebhu as a counterweight
to King Dinizulu and the royal family. He sought the aid of the Natal gar
rison, as well as of loyal Zuro levies and Chief Mnyamana to fight King
Dinizulu. Chief Mnyamana sided with the colonialist forces against the Zulu
king.

The British and Mnyamana's forces tracked down the king and arrested him
at Ceza, after which he was tried for treason, sentenced to ten years' imprison
ment and exiled to St. Helena. At the trial of King Dinizulu, much reference
was made to the role of Chief Mnyamana by the king's advocate, Harry
Escombe. Shula Marks, in her study of the 1906 Zulu Rebellion, wrote that
'the Buthelezis had become estranged from the Usuthu when Mnyamana had
given his allegiance to the British in 1887, and fought against the Usuthu dur
ing the 1888 disturbances.'6 This view is corroborated by such scholars as
Jeff Guy and CT Binns, as well as in official records. 7

In King Dinizulu's praise poem there is mention of this incident when
Zibhebhu and Mnyamana aided the British police sent to arrest King Dinizulu
at Ceza in 1888.

One mouth chances to make a reply
It goes to see those who have two mouths each
They take one another's part
Zibhebhu and Hamu take one another's part
Ziwedu and Mnyamama take one another's part
He is the expeller of the rockrabbit from Ceza ... 8

This estrangement between the Buthelezis and the Zulu royal family still
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existed during the time of Mnyamana's heir, Chief Tshanibezwe, who tried
to seek reconciliation by sending his young men to assist in the building of
King Dinizulu's huts.

Where Do The Buthelezis Come From?

Oral tradition traces the founder of the Buthelezi tribe to a Sotho herbalist
who came'to Zululand before the time of King Senzangakhona. This man had
the reputation for always being in the veld collecting herbs to heal people,
a skill he had learnt from his place of origin, which was probably in present
day Lesotho or the Orange Free State. Because the Zulus could not pronounce
his name, they decided to name him by this reputation of collecting herbs:
'butha' (collect) 'intelezi' (herbs) - these words synthesised to a single pro
nounceable 'buthelezi'.

The first chief of the Buthelezis in recorded Nguni history was Shenge, the
father of Ngwane, who was the father of Phungashe and Mvulane. When
Ngwane died, Phungashe took over as chief since he came from the Ndlunkulu
house. This was during the era of Shaka. And what did Chief Phungashe do?
Instead of being King Shaka's 'Prime Minister', as one might expect from
such statements of Chief Buthelezi as 'I am a hereditary chief in a long line
of succession of those who have filled the position of Prime Minister to Zulu
kings,'9 he tried to fight Shaka. The confrontation, which took place near the
Umfolozi river, led to the complete routing of Chief Phungashe's forces by
two of Shaka's regiments, the Fasimba and Mbelebele, led into battle by
Mgobhozi and Mshokobezi respectively.

Chief Phungashe fled the battle zone and sought refuge among the Ndwand
we under King Zwide. It was here that King Zwide killed him on the advice
of his influential mother, Ntombazi.

After the death of Phungashe, a son of his brother Mvulane, called
Ngqengelele, became the chief of the Buthelezi. He and his brother, Khoboyela,
grew up together at the Zulu royal court after the Buthelezi had been incor
porated into the Zulu group. Ngqengelele was famous in the royal court for
his knowledge of the medicines that cured children's diseases, an ability at
tributable to the skills first brought by their tribal founder. King Shaka often
consulted him for medical advice, but he was never a premier chief or a noted
military commander.

It should be remembered that guards of different kinds lived at the Zulu
royal court - porters who closed the gates at night and opened them in the
morning; sentinels who kept strict watch over the women of the royal court
even while they worked in the fields. There were also special milkers; experts
for building the king's huts and making his utensils; cooks and butlers (izinceku)
whose duty was to look after the food; praise poets (izimbongi) who had to
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keep near the king, especially on public occasions; numerous attendants such
as the shield-bearer, the snuff-bearer, the insila (who was a menial responsi
ble for attending to the cleanliness of the king's body, bathing him, dressing
his hair and usually sleeping in the royal hut, cross-wise before the doorway),
and also isisindabiso (the royal anus wiper, whose duty was to accompany
and assist the king when he went to stool). It is rumoured that Ngqengelele's
work involved, among other things, emptying every morning the king's wives'
urine containers.

But these roles, prestigious as they were, did not add up to being a premier
or even senior adviser. The fact is that there has really only been one Buthelezi
serving as a king' s prime minister. During the period of King Solomon
Maphurnzana ka Dinizulu, Chief Buthelezi's father, Chief Mathole, did advise
the king, but he was what in Zulu is referred to as 'induna yebutho ' or leader
of a royal regiment; nor was he the only one, as there was more than one
such regiment.

Conflict with King Zwelethini

In the early 1970s clashes developed between Chief Buthelezi and King
Zwelithini, during which Chief Buthelezi time and again demonstrated his
power over the king. These need to be analysed in historical perspective because
they serve as a further demonstration that the apartheid system has enabled
chiefs who lead the bantustans to assume tremendous power over some of the
persons to whom, by traditional custom, they should be subordinate. This ac
count, taking up the discussion with the death of King Solomon, will yet again
show just how dubious is the claim by Chief Buthelezi that he is the 'Prime
Minister' by traditional right, not by fiat of the South African government.

King Cyprian, Solomon's heir, was Chief Buthelezi's first cousin, since
Gatsha's mother was Cyprian's aunt. For these family reasons, the two men
were very close. The king even accompanied Chief Buthelezi to his gradua
tion ceremony at Fort Hare. As the only chief in Zululand who was a univer
sity graduate, Chief Buthelezi proved a great asset to King Cyprian, particularly
because he had majored in Native Administration and History. He was his
closest adviser on many political questions. He also attended the Royal Coun
cil in his capacity as chief of the Buthelezi tribe.

Their intimacy went beyond political matters. For example, when on 6
September 1957 Chief Buthelezi was officially installed as chief of the Buthelezi
tribe by Mr A Turton, the Chief Bantu Affairs Commissioner, King Cyprian
attended the ceremony. His attachment to the chief was also demonstrated when
tragedy struck the Buthelezi family. Chief Buthelezi's nine-year old son,
Mabhuku, was killed in a car accident when his wife, Irene, was driving. The
car crashed into a donga and Irene and two other children,
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Ntuthuko and Phumaphesheya, were seriously injured. King Cyprian called
at Nkonjeni in Chief Buthelezi's Mahlabathini district, and was one of the pro
minent mourners to comfort the chief.

Their relationship, however, did have its difficult moments. In 1959, for
example, Chief Buthelezi tried to revive an organisation called Inkatha ka Zulu,
which had been founded in 1922 by King Solomon, but which became defunct
within ten years because the emissaries sent to collect funds embezzled them.
The purpose of the organisation was to restore Zulu culture and unity around
the king. When Chief Buthelezi first introduced the idea to the king, he was
initially very enthusiastic, but later withdrew his support. One of his reasons
was that Chief Buthelezi was trying to reassert himself through Inkatha. 10

King Cyprian's lack of support led to the dropping of this plan.
Let me cite another incident. In 1968 at a rally in Nongoma, King Cyprian

was to be made a commissioner of the Boy Scouts. Chief Buthelezi accom
panied him to the ceremony. This was just before the king died. Chief Buthelezi
saw somebody carrying a bottle of whisky to the king, who was in his bedroom
and changing into his scouts' uniform. Knowing that the king was a diabetic
and that doctors had advised him to stop drinking, Chief Buthelezi entered
the king's bedroom with the intention of asking him not to take any alcoholic
drink. When he entered, King Cyprian rebuked him for showing such bad man
ners as to enter his bedroom without permission. Chief Buthelezi apologised
and left the room, but reported the incident to his mother, Princess Magogo.
She took up the issue of the king' s drinking with the king himself in a meeting
attended by Prince Phika Zulu, Chief Buthelezi's uncle. The king dismissed
their concern, to considerable jeopardy of his health and life.

From that incident onward, Chief Buthelezi became distanced from the king
and their relationship cooled. In September 1968, King Cyprian died, barely
44 years old, in a diabetic coma. Chief Buthelezi had been correct in advising
the king against drinking. After the death of the king, Prince Israel Mcwayizeni,
also a son of King Solomon, became the regent, as the future king, Goodwill
Zwelithini, was still at school.

Almost from the day of his appointment, Prince Mcwayizeni excluded Chief
Buthelezi from meetings of the royal council, in which he had participated
during the life of King Cyprian. It was during this period, more than any other,
that Chief Buthelezi was made aware that he was regarded by the Royal Council
as neither a direct member of the royal family nor an automatic adviser to
Zulu royalty. The only functional connection to the royal family was that he
had been named in King Cyprian's will as one of the trustees of his widow's
funds, which meant that he was part of the collective responsible for the future
king's maintenance. II

The negative attitude of Prince Mcwayizeni to Chief Buthelezi also merits
explanation. A simplistic explanation given by some was that the Prince was
closer to Pretoria and avoided Chief Buthelezi who was then regarded by
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Pretoria with suspicion. This explanation is unlikely. It is true that Prince
Mcwayizeni was one of those members of the royal family who supported King
Cyprian's quest for Zulu self-government. He had even accompanied the king
,when he went for consultations in Pretoria over this. But the relations between
Prince Mcwayizeni and the government were not good, particularly·since the
death of the king. The South African government did not want him to be the
regent, but had chosen Prince Ndesheni Kamnyaziza Zulu for the role. The
royal family defied Pretoria and appointed Prince Mcwayizeni.

It would be an oversimplification to suggest that the Prince and the govern
ment saw Chief Buthelezi as anti-government. How could Chief Buthelezi have
been so considered when, less than a year after the death of King Cyprian,
he was appointed by the South African State President (on 21 March 1969)
to chair the Mashonangashoni Regional Authority? Anti-government chiefs
did nqt receive such appointments. Indeed, anti-government chiefs were likely
to lose their positions as chiefs and not gain promotions.

Perhaps the only logical explanation for the cold feeling between the two
is that Prince Mcwayizeni regarded Chief Buthelezi's ambitions with suspi
cion, as perhaps King Cyprian had when he rejected the idea of reviving Inkatha
in 1959. Prince Mcwayizeni did not attend Chief Buthelezi' s installation on
21 March 1969, the occasion when, in the presence of 11 Boshoff, the then
Commissioner-General for the Zulu, Chief Buthelezi claimed that 'we Zulu
people are law-abiding people ... I cannot foresee us easily losing this trait
which is so ingrained in us. '12

The rift between Chief Buthelezi and Prince Mcwayizeni became so wide
that the regent fmally pushed for the chiefs exclusion from the board of trustees
of the late king's funds. This happened in November 1968 and, by this deci
sion, Chief Buthelezi was excluded from participating in all the matters con
cerning the royal family. He did not participate again until he was elected to
the position of Chief Executive Officer (Prime Minister) of the Zulu Territorial
Authority in 1970.

If Chief Buthelezi's hereditary position had been a matter of such signifi
cant tradition among the Zulu people, why did some people in the royal family
itself not note a traditional irregularity in his exclusion? Why did other chiefs
of Zululand not intervene on his behalf and ask the reasons for his exclusion?
Why did even his mother, Princess Magogo, not try to claim the traditional
rights of her son? Why did the Chief himself not resort to the courts? The
reasons are obvious. During this period between 1968 and 1970, ChiefButhelezi
busied himself with his rightful traditional position as the chief of the Buthelezis
at Mahlabathini. Had he been a traditional premier chief, or even a 'prince',
he would surely have taken other action.

This experience was to teach Chief Buthelezi many lessons about power in
KwaZulu, which he had to settle in his favour during the drafting of the ban
tustan constitution. He was determined not to allow the king to have more
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power than himself. That is why when the matter of the KwaZulu constitution
was discussed with the South African government's legal team, Prince
Mcwayizeni and Chief Buthelezi adopted diametrically opposed approaches.
The Prince told the officials that the royal family would like to see a form
of Zulu government in which the future King Zwelithini would have executive
political powers. Chief Buthelezi on the other hand strongly advanced the view
that the king should only perform ceremonial functions, and 'should hold
himself aloof from party politics'; 'the king must personify the unity of the
Zulu nation'; 'the king must be kept out of the heat and dust of politics' ,etc.

That view prevailed and was reflected in the final constitution gazetted on
30 March 1972. This of course did not make for good relations between the
heir, Zwelithini, and Buthelezi. The preparations for King Zwelethini's
coronation were made without the participation of Chief Buthelezi. He was
away on one of his periodic trips to the United States. However, when he
learned of the coronation he came back immediately in the hope of participating
in the preparatory events. On his arrival in South Africa, news spread that
he was to be the Master of Ceremonies at the coronation itself. Actually a
decision to that effect had been taken. It was a responsibility that would give
him great prestige among the tens of thousands of Zulus who were expected
to attend the coronation, and it would help confirm his claims that he was the
Prime Minister. However, the manner in which the royal family treated Chief
Buthelezi showed that they did not see him as such.

This became evident when Prince Herbert Zulu was chosen by the royal
family to replace Chief Buthelezi as the Master of Ceremonies. As Temkin
notes, 'for Chief Buthelezi, the days preceeding the coronation of the young
king were very trying'. 13

The word 'trying' was an understatement. According to reports in the Natal
Mercury (3.12.72), King Zwelithini refused to accept a golden crown said to
have been chosen for him by Chief Buthelezi. The press in Natal in those days
reported on the mounting tension in KwaZulu between the Prime Minister and
the royal family. The press speculation on the 'golden crown' was not substan
tiated, and could have been untrue. When Chief Buthelezi was asked to com
ment on the report, he flatly denied it. However, it is clear that tension was
high, and this could not have been otherwise when the leader of the KwaZulu
government was being offered no role at all at the coronation functions.

To counter this exclusionist strategy, Chief Buthelezi travelled to the royal
residence in the company of Peter Becker to 'greet the future monarch' . 14 On
arrival at the royal residence, he was kept waiting for a long time before he
was allowed to see the king. Growing impatient over this long period of waiting,
he once again requested permission to greet the king. He was then told that
he could not speak directly to the king but could only do so through Prince
Clement Zulu. Fed up by this treatment of him, he stood up defiantly and went
straight to King Zwelithini and greeted him. 15
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On coronation day, the tension between the King and Chief Buthelezi was
made worse by a number of events. First, with the chief marching at its head,
the Buthelezi regiment was snubbed when it tried to advance towards the king
to salute in homage. Then, the Minister of Bantu Administration and Develop
ment, Mr MC Botha, told the audience that precautions should be taken to
ensure that their king was not 'relegated to a mere figure-head' .16 Thereafter,
the outgoing Regent, Prince Mcwayizeni, announced that a Royal Council
would be formed to assist the king which would be constituted personally by
the king on the advice of senior princes. There seemed little doubt that Chief
Buthelezi would not be amongst its members. To make matters worse, soon
after the coronation the new king sent a delegation to Swaziland to study that
country's constitution and how King Sobhuza exercised power in relation to
the Swazi parliament. The significance of this delegation was not lost on Chief
Buthelezi.

All this hostility to Chief Buthelezi on the part of the king and senior princes
hardly serves to bolster the Chief s claims to have won the premiership by
traditional inheritance rights.

The real showdown with King Zwelithini began in 1975 when Chief Buthelezi
accused him of having involved himself in party politics on several occasions.
This accusation was made publicly and in the presence of the king. Later the
KwaZulu government decided that all invitations to the king must first be
scrutinised by the cabinet and any visits which the king might wish to make
outside of the Nongoma Tribal Authority must first get cabinet clearance.

In 1979, dissatisfaction with the king's activities was revealed in the KwaZulu
Legislative Assembly following Chief Buthelezi's allegations that the king had
advocated requesting Frelimo's assistance because talking to Whites was a waste
of time, and that the king had referred to Chief Buthelezi and the KwaZulu
government as the 'lackeys of the Whites' (Daily News, 6.06.79). Chief
Buthelezi had also alleged earlier that a member of the royal entourage, Mzamo
Zulu,' had threatened to shoot him (Post, 3.08.79).

In a week-long debate, Legislative Assembly members outlined the back
ground to the dispute, alleging torture in the Nongoma district and that the
king and close relatives had conspired with a certain employee of the Iron and
Steel Corporation (Iscor) to form a political party, the [nala Party. According
to Chief Buthelezi, the aim of the Party was to give the king greater political
power so that he would have the right to appoint the Chief Minister of Kwazulu.

During the debates, the king refused to attend the Assembly despite three
invitations requesting his presence. After he failed for the third time to attend
the meeting of the Assembly to answer to allegations against him, a delega
tion was sent to his royal palace at Nongoma. On their arrival the king snubbed
them, receiving them in silence. When the delegation reported back to the
Legislative Assembly, the members, obviously angry, called for the reduction
of the king's salary to R8 000 per annum (a cut of more than R13 000), and
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called for an official inquiry into the allegations relating to his 'unconstitu
tional' conduct.

Outlining the allegations against the king, Chief Buthelezi said that these
included the king's participation in political activities, advocacy of violent means
to overthrow the political status quo and assaults on various people. On the
day of this session, the king attended at last, but when Chief Buthelezi
enumerated all these allegations, the king immediately left the Assembly in
a rage (Post, 8.08.79).

In a way, the king's leaving the Assembly ended the crisis, as the Assembly
afterwards unanimously passed a resolution ending the inquiry and restoring
the king' s full salary. Chief Buthelezi later announced that the royal family
had spoken to the king and the whole matter had been settled amicably.

In 1980, following this dispute, Chief Buthelezi once again announced that
the king would no longer be permitted to give interviews on his own to the
press. In future, he said, the king's private secretary, SJ Mkhize, and the
KwaZulu Minister of Justice, J Mthethwa, would make all arrangements for
press interviews and would also attend them. This decision to muzzle the king
was apparently taken after he had told Pace magazine that he had been 'show
ing the way' in practical fashion to his people, but that the contribution of
the KwaZulu government politicians 'unfortunately sometimes consists only
of rhetoric' (Sunday Tribune, 3.02.80). The king also referred to his leaving
the Assembly the previous year, and said that he did not know why he had
been accused of misdemeanours as nobody had 'been able to prove anything
against him.'

In August 1980, it was announced that the king had attempted to join the
South African Defence Force (SADF). Observers interpreted this action as
the king's further challenge to Chief Buthelezi and speculated that it was the
king's expression of support for armed struggle, and that, had the ANC and
Umkhonto We Sizwe already had a military presence in KwaZulu, the natural
thing would have been for the king to join the People's Army in the bush.
As soon as the king's application to join the SADF was received by the
magistrate at Nongoma, he forwarded it to the KwaZulu cabinet for approval.
Following a meeting of the cabinet, Chief Buthelezi announced that the cabinet
had turned down the application (Rand Daily Mail, 13.08.70).

.These were new times in Zululand. Never before in the history of the Zulu
had their king been subject to the control of a chief. Yet the bantustan system
was able to make it possible. From time immemorial, the social cohesion of
the Zulu state had centred in all its facets on the king. Tradition sanctioned
this symbolic nature of Zulu unity in him. As Max Gluckman has written,
'he stood as final judge who was bound ... to defend legal rules which helped
control Zulu social and ecological relations. For Zulu moral values stood the
king, not only the symbol of social cohesion but also its artificer. '17 Chief
Buthelezi's precedence over the king underlined the new powers that were
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vested in the 'chiefs by the laws of the South African government. It was the
same situation in the Transkei where King Sabata Dalindyebo, the head of
the Tembu, was subordinated by Chief Matanzima, a minor chief traditionally
junior to the king, but who, because of his support for the bantustan system,
was given constitutional powers to override King Sabata.

It is significant that the methods Chief Buthelezi used to silence King
Zwelithini were similar to those that were employed by the Chief Native Com
missioner and his Department to punish King Solomon ka Dinizulu. In 1930,
when the Governor-General of South Africa, the Earl of Athlone, visited
Eshowe to meet the Zulu chiefs, King Solomon stood up at the meeting while
the Governor was still talking, pointed a finger at the white officials who sat
next to him and said: 'You are doing a bad thing here. What right have you
to all these people? I am the king of this country ... What do you mean by
turning the king of this country into a dog?'18 And as the Governor continued
to talk, King Solomon sat down but looked at him shaking his head, showing
his disapproval of what was being said. For this behaviour, the Chief Native
Commissioner recommended to Pretoria that half the king's annual stipend
of £500 be withheld. History constantly repeats itself.
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7. Inkatha

The early 1970s was a difficult period for Chief Buthelezi. He found himself
under serious political attack from many quarters, particularly the rejuvenated
trade union movement in Natal and black students in SASO. In order to bolster
his increasingly challenged national political role, he decided to create an
organisational power base, outside of the legal framework of the bantustans,
with which to confront critics of his political positions.

Yet, in so doing, Chief Buthelezi exposed the essential paradox in his political
stance. While trying to project a national political role, he was again forced
back to his political roots and to turn to the only political constituency readily
available to him - the Zulu people trapped within the framework of the ban
tustans. To do that most effectively he decided to revive an organisation which
could accommodate all Zulus in a single cultural movement and to which every
Zulu could feel an attachment. This was lnkatha ka Zulu, originally set up
in 1922 by King Solomon ka Dinizulu as a means of attempting to preserve
Zulu culture and generate support for the Zulu monarchy which, at the time,
was threatened with disintegration. .

Mobilising the Zulu as a distinct political constituency through lnkatha was
not an act to which the South African government could object because it was,
in fact, in line with their bantustan strategy as each bantustan leader is seen
as the official spokesperson of his or her ethnic group. The media, both in
and out of South Africa, contribute to this image by uncritically referring to
Chief Buthelezi as the leader of 'six million Zulus'.

In choosing to revive lnkatha, Chief Buthelezi was exploiting a solemn sym
bol of unity in Zulu culture. Among the most sacred articles of the Zulu, of
which the king was a custodian, is the inkatha, a sacred coil symbolising the
unity of the people, the circular power of which is believed to be able to round
up all traitors and disaffected subjects and join them together with the rest
of the 'nation' in affection for the king. Tradition has it that should the in
katha be destroyed, the king and his family would suffer illness and misfor
tune until a new one was made and consecrated, since it was believed that
a king and 'nation' without aninkathaangered the spirits. By custom the inkatha
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was handed down from generation to generation, and was used by King Shaka
and up to the reign of King Cetshwayo when it was burnt by the British at
the Battle of Ulundi in 1879.

The inkatha is as thick as a human ann, with a circumference as large as
that of a human body. The grass from which it is made is collected from the
spot where men sit at the royal kraal, and is smeared with insila (dirt) from
the king's body and with medicine known only to the royal herbal doctors.
This dirt is obtained by the king standing on a mat and rubbing his whole body
so that the dirt falls on the mat. The inkatha is then made in secret in the royal
kraal, and on that day a beast is killed. On its completion, all the men in the
'nation' are summoned to be sprinkled and given herbal powders to swallow,
after which they bathe in the river, to be sprinkled for a second time on their
return.

The size of the inkatha is supposed to increase with its age. This was partic
ularly so in the nineteenth century, for it was added to before every campaign.
When the soldiers were being doctored for war, they were made to vomit into
a hole in which grass taken from the house in the king's kraal had been put.
Later this grass was taken out by the doctors and added to the inkatha. This
grass would then be covered with the skin of a python. Python skin was con
sidered a powerful sticking power and symbolised binding the 'nation' in loyalty
to the king.

lnkatha was used then on all great occasions. For example, on his corona
tion the king stood in the centre of the inkatha in peace attire, while izimbongi
(praise poets) sang his praises and called upon ancestors to be with the king
and the 'nation'. Even when the king was ill, he was made to sit on the inkatha
while doctors treated him. With this name, lnkatha, Chief Buthelezi was evok
ing therefore a deep-rooted cultural sentiment among the Zulu people, as well
as a name ideal for his purposes, as by linking a cultural symbol to political
action it created in people's minds, particularly those of rural Zulus, that the
idea to be against lnkatha was to turn one's back on one's 'nation' and culture.

lnkatha as an organisation was revived under a new constitution at a meeting
at the KwaMzimela Diocesan Centre near Melmoth. Chief Buthelezi referred
to the organisation as 'the National Cultural Liberation Movement' and those
who assembled at KwaMzimela to found it shared a common understanding
that this organisation was first and foremost a cultural movement for the Zulu
people, and that it would serve as a centre around which the Zulu people were
to be organised. National unity and models for development were to be based
on Zulu culture but adapted to the requirements of the current political situation.

The organisation's stated aim was that of 'fostering this spirit of unity among
the people of KwaZulu throughout Southern Africa, and between them and
all their African brothers in Southern Africa'. It was also agreed that the
organisation would help to 'promote and encourage the development of the
people of KwaZulu, spiritually, economically, educationally and politically' .
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On the issues ofbroad liberation politics, the frrst Inkatha constitution pledged
itself to ensure that all forms of 'discrimination and segregation' based on colour
were abolished.

To this end, Inkatha expressed its willingness

to co-operate with any movement or organisation for the improvement of the
conditions of the people and to secure the most efficient production and equitable
distribution of the wealth ... in the best interests of the people ... locally and
internationally with all progressive Mrican and other nationalist movements and
political parties which work for the complete eradication of all forms of col
onialism, neo-colonialism, racialism, imperialism, discrimination and to strive
for the attainment of African unity.

Membership of the movement was to be voluntary and open to all who ac
cepted these objectives, provided that such persons were above the age of 18
and not members of organisations which in the opinion of the Central Com
mittee were ineligible for affiliation to the organisation. Such members paid
a fee of R3 01.1 joining, and an annual fee of R2, except for those under the
age of 18, who were to pay 50c as members of the Inkatha Youth Brigade.

Chief Buthelezi did not attempt to disguise the fact that this was his venture
into the arena of national liberation politics. Addressing the gathering at Kwa
Mzimela, Chief Buthelezi said:

After a period of more than five years ofoperating within the framework ofpolicy,
we have decided to get out of defensive and reactive roles. We have decided to
mobilise ourselves by reviving our National Cultural Liberation Movement.

If Inkatha was to be seen as continuing the tradition in Zulu culture after
which the organisation was named, then a role within it had to be fashioned
for the Zulu king. With the king and Chief Minister then in conflict, relating
to the Legislative Assembly, here was a cultural tool for reconciliation, whose
social meaning was precisely that all quarrels must be buried for the sake of
Zulu unity. Chief Buthelezi thus needed the king's support for this organisation.

To obtain this, Article Seven of the Inkatha constitution stated:

Ingonyama as the King of the Zulu people and his successors, shall be the Patron
in-Chief of the Movement, and likewise all chiefs and deputy chiefs shall be
patrons of the Movement in their respective regions, areas or wards; the chairmen
of Regional Authorities are automatically patrons of each Regional Authority area.

Tailored strictly along the lines of African administration as provided for in
the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951, the structure of Inkatha gave the chiefs
a role that was above that of ordinary members. It relied on them to mobilise
and organise for swelling the movement with membership in their constituen
cies. The formula was as old as that of Theophilus Shepstone, who believed
that Africans could be effectively and efficiently administered if their tradi
tional chiefs were co-opted into the colonial administration and made the front
runners in implementing government policy. To ensure that this would be
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successful, the government had to invent 'tradition' and appoint to leadership
only those chiefs who promised co-operation.

King Zwelithini welcomed the formation of Inkatha. At least here, he
thought, the chiefs would have a role to play. Perhaps, through Inkatha, the
king saw an avenue where his own position could be properly recognised. I

But the king misjudged Chief Buthelezi's intentions, if that is what he had
hoped, since article 8 of the constitution ensured that he would not be anything
beyond the 'Patron-in-chief, whatever that meant. Article 8 of the constitu
tion provided that:

Any member of the Movement shall be eligible to be a candidate for the office
of President of the Movement provided that: (i) a member of the Movement
shall not be qualified to be a candidate for the office of President of the Move
ment unless he is a citizen of KwaZulu who under the KwaZulu constitution
qualifies for election to the office of Chief Minister.

Article 14 (i) limited the king to an advisory role to the president, as well
as only allowing him to address meetings on 'any national issue, other than
purely controversial political matters ... '

An interesting implication follows from the above. As a cultural organisa
tion, Inkatha's President would logically be regarded as the cultural head of
the Zulu people. In terms of traditional custom, the king is the cultural head
of the Zulu and thus the logical candidate for the presidency. Yet Article Eight
had removed him from contention, leaving the Chief Minister as the most likely
contender. Therefore, just as the KwaZulu bantustan constitution had reduced
the traditional political status of the king, Inkatha's constitution extended that
to the king's traditional cultural standing.

Reference to such terms as 'nation' or 'nationally' in the constitution did
not mean the African people as a whole or the black oppressed people, but
referred to 'KwaZulu citizens' in terms of the Bantu Homelands Citizenship
Act of 1970. That is why, according to article 9 of the constitution, no person
was eligible for election as a member of the Central Committee of Inkatha
unless he or she was 'a citizen of KwaZulu'.

Article 23(3)(d) stated that each Inkatha constituency committee 'shall per
form the following functions, to encourage members of the movement to work
collectively in order to advance the economic interests of KwaZulu'. With
regard to the Inkatha branches, article 26(3)(d) stated that 'each Branch Com
mittee shall perform the following functions: encourage members of the Move
ment to work collectively in order to advance the political and economic in
terests of KwaZulu and of Blacks in South Africa.'

Armed with this constitution, Chief Buthelezi emerged from KwaMzimela
to announce to all South Africans at a press conference in Melmoth:

Inkatha plainly declares itself to be an instrument of liberation ... The business
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of black liberation is our business .,. The important thing I wish to stress here
is that it is absolutely vital in our struggle for liberation for every organisation
which emerges among Blacks to make possible unity with other black organisa
tions. Division and the chewing of the cud of mutual recrimination have been
the bane that has thwarted our struggle for far too long ...

We must organise now as effectively as we can ... I have always known that
we need structures which spurn rural and urban areas and which spurn provinces.
This kind of structure now exists in the form of Inkatha ... The era of action
has dawned in Southern Africa, and nothing, not even military might, can suc
ceed in snuffing it out ... History now demands that we take our rightful place
in Africa. History also demands, however, that what is South Africa's rightful
place should be determined by the majority of the people of this country. I believe
that now the Whites must see the 'writing on the wall' and must now realise
that the country must move towards majority rule.

These proclamations presented the black community with a riddle. Was Inkatha
an instrument of liberation or a ruling party in KwaZulu? If it was concerned
with African liberation, why was it Zulu-centred? What kind of liberation could
come from a party rooted in apartheid structures, where people joined as
members of Regional Authorities and a bantustan Legislative Assembly? How
was it possible for lnkatha to resolve the contradiction of functioning on an
ethnic base and seeking solidarity across ethnic divisions?

While the overwhelming majority of black people adopted a suspicious at
titude, a minority decided to join Inkatha in the hope that it might still prove
a useful organ in organising people for a struggle against oppression. However,
what 'attempts there may have been to develop a national base for Inkatha can
not have been facilitated by the streak of chauvinism which Chief Buthelezi
occasionally allows to surface. In 1979 he stated at a ceremony to mark the
looth anniversary of the Battle of Ulundi:

King Shaka had already achieved what other leaders also sought to achieve by
the time the British arrived. In the case of King Shaka what other black leaders
in other regions of South Africa were still busy trying to achieve, was already
a fait accompli for the people of this region of KwaZulu .,. The Zulus were
already a closely-knit political unit which had reached a state of nationhood which
no other black group had reached in the whole of South Africa. In fulfilling the
destiny of this country for all its people, the importance of Zulu coherence must
never be underestimated by anyone.

In 1983, he put the blame for the resistance of the people of Lamontville
township to its incorporation into KwaZulu on the role played by non-Zulus:

We are sick and tired of people of Xhosa extraction here in our midst ... Lawyers,
men of the cloth and people who penetrated our own organisation, of Xhosa
extraction, cannot be allowed the freedom in our midst to wreak havoc among
our people and our youth.

Such an approach is wholly foreign to the traditions of the liberation struggle
in South Africa.
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Since the foundation of the ANC in 1912, the liberation movement in South
Africa has always emphasised the unity of the oppressed people.;When the
ANC was founded, it set itself the task of uniting the African people into a
powerful and effective instrument for liberation from all forms of discrimina
tion and national oppression. An African nationalist is one who stands for these
principles. Chief Buthelezi, on the contrary, seems primarily concerned with
the coherence of the Zulu ethnic group, and such a stand is at odds with the
usual conception of a 'nationalist'.

For Chief Buthelezi it is the 'KwaZulu Legislative Assembly that plays the
pivotal role in South African politics'.

Yet the liberation movement from its very outset took the position, in the
words of Dr Pixley Seme, that 'We are one people. These divisions, these
jealousies, are the cause of all our woes and of all our backwardness and
ignorance today'.

Ever since that day in 1912 when these words were uttered at the inaugural
conference of the ANC, the liberation movement in South Africa has been
characterised by the emphasis it places on this question of unity. The African
National Congress is the vanguard movement in this struggle specifically to
safeguard this unity.

In 1980, a campaign for the release of Nelson Mandela and other political
prisoners was launched in South Africa. In response to the campaign Chief
Buthelezi complained that the names of certain ANC leaders were being built
up at his expense. He said that no one had approached Inkatha to support the
campaign. In any event, he would have cautioned against it, if he had been
approached at the time, since he had been conducting private negotiations with
the South African government on the issue. The prospect of Mandela's release,
Chief Buthelezi claimed, had been upset by this campaign which had a better
chance of succeeding if it were conducted in a low key. At a public meeting
in Soweto in April 1980, he admitted that he had told Inkatha members not
to support the campaign because some people were using Mandela's name to
create political capital for themselves. In the same speech he also accused the
ANC of using Mandela's name in an attempt to destroy his own political leader
ship and credibility.

A resolution adopted by the Inkatha National Council in 1980 stated that

the National Council considers the current Release Mandela Campaign an ill
conceived piece of gimmickry, albeit an exceptionally clever and deliberate ploy
to undermme present day black leadership and bring about unbridgeable divi
sions in the. black ~ommunity. The campaign is even more ominous as it ap
pears to be mternatIOnally orchestrated and could thus be a signal to an interna
tional onslaught against the black man's self-determination in this country.

The National Council went further to recommend 'that the training of Youth
in physical preparedness be stepped up to pre-empt a situation where
unscrupulous people take advantage of the non-violent stance of the Movement
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to bully its members.'
When he heard that Release Mandela committees were mushrooming in

Natal, particularly in Durban, Chief Buthelezi accused 'three Xhosa lawyers'
- referring, it is believed, to Mxenge, Poswa and Skweyiya - of pre-empting
a plan on which he was 'working quietly and secretly with the South African
government for the release of Nelson Mandela'.2

In 1983, responding to accusations that he had not joined in the campaign
for the release of political prisoners, Chief Buthelezi claimed in his speech
at the Imbali prayer meeting on 16 December:

It is an absolute lie to say that in 1980 I refused to join the Free Mandela Cam
paign. I was never asked to do so, and everyone knows the simple truth of the
matter. That truth is that the Free Mandela Campaign was a political gimmick
devoid of any real intentions and that it was used in an attempt to get a demonstra
tion of political support away from me.

The Role of the ANC in the Formation of Inkatha:
Its Relationship with Buthelezi

Three important developments occurred within Inkatha in the first two years
after its launch:

1. Its membership increased rapidly from 30 000 in 1976 to some 250 000
in 1979, making it, according to Chief Buthelezi 'the largest black political
organisation ever to have emerged in the history of South Africa. '3

2. When the Arnold Bergstrasse Institute conducted an attitudinal survey in
1977, it found that 50% of Inkatha's supporters also supported the ANC.
Lawrence Schlemmer, Secretary of the Inkatha Institute, commented that

this seems to suggest that Inkatha has managed successfuily to establish some
continuity with the ANC in the minds of ordinary Africans, due no doubt
to Buthelezi's former membership in the ANC and the symbolism ofa uniform
resembling that of the ANC. 4

3. Inkatha's constitution was amended with references to 'Zulu' and 'African'
replaced by 'Black'. The 'Zulus-only' eligibility clause for membership
of the Central Committee was scrapped and the king was no longer
automatically to be the Patron-in-chief. The only clause that remained in
effect was the one dealing with the President having also to be the leader
of KwaZulu. The wording itself did not refer to 'KwaZulu', but talked
of the 'Head of the Government in any Government which the movement
by virtue of having attained victory at a general election ... ' .

What had happened? The answer was that the African National Congress had
intervened and suggested these changes in the constitution. But why was the
ANC associating with a bantustan leader, and even going further to help found
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an organisation like Inkatha?
The position of the ANC on bantustans has to be explained. Ever since the

first bantustan was set up in the Transkei in 1963, the ANC has rejected the
concept of bantustans as a deceitful manoeuvre to direct the attention of the
international community away from the real problems in South Africa. The
emphasis placed on the international community is a deliberate one because
there is no way in which the apartheid regime could deceive the African people
about the legitimacy of bantustans.

The problem posed by the bantustans, however, goes further than the ques
tion of a principled approach to them. Facing the liberation movement under
the leadership of the ANC has also been the question of what strategy and
tactics to adopt to deal with the problem.

When the question was posed in the ANC, concern was expressed by its
leadership about the need to organise and politically activate the masses of
the African people in the bantustans against the apartheid system as a whole,
including against the bantustans themselves.

Consequently, the ANC considered it of vital importance to encourage the
formation in the bantustans of mass democratic organisations where none ex
isted and urged that those which existed should be strengthened. In pursuit
of these aims the ANC maintained contacts in the Transkei, Lebowa, Venda
and Bophuthatswana. One outstanding example of this ANC contact was that
with King Sabata Dalindyebo, who opposed Chief Matanzima from the 1950s.
It was also in this context that the ANC maintained regular contact with Chief
Buthelezi.

The ANC holds the view that revolutionary tactics in struggle include bold
initiatives to make contact with the masses of the people, wherever they are.
In practice, this contact naturally calls for highly complex and diversified work
in the form of organisation, propaganda, agitation, and even meetings with
some leaders in these bantustans. But the ANC considered that contact with
the masses of the people in the bantustans needed to go beyond meetings with
their leaders into forming mass-based organisations that were not directly linked
with these hated institutions. These organisations could keep close to the people
and meet their requirements, and the best of their members might be selected
as cadres of the revolution.

Consequently, the ANC believed Chief Buthelezi would use the legal op
portunities provided by the bantustan programme to participate in the mass
mobilisation of the oppressed people on the correct basis of the orientation
of the people to focus on the struggle for a united and non-racial South Africa.
In the course ofthe ANC's discussions with him, it was agreed that this would
also necessitate the formation of a mass democratic organisation in the ban
tustan that he headed. The ANC felt that it was historically bound to build
a democratic movement in the countryside that would be directed to the path
of revolutionary action by the people themselves and, for this purpose, solve
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the actual political problems posed by this population in tenns of their organisa
tion and activation. In so far as Chief Buthelezi then displayed what the ANC
considered 'a democratic consciousness', however limited, it thought it wise
to deal with him. The strategy did not work.

Oliver Tambo, President of the ANC, confessed that

unfortunately, we failed to mobilise our own people to take on the task of resur
recting Inkatha as the kind of organisation that we wanted, owing to the
understandable antipathy of many ofour comrades towards what they considered
as working within the bantustan system. The task of reconstituting Inkatha
therefore fell on Gatsha Buthelezi himself who then built Inkatha as a personal
power base far removed from the kind of organisation we had visualised, as
·an instrument for the mobilisation of our people in the countryside into an ac
tive and conscious force for revolutionary change. In the first instance, Gatsha
dressed Inkatha in the clothes of the ANC, exactly because he knew that the
masses to whom he was appealing were loyal to the ANC and had for six decades
adhered to our movement as their representative and their leader. Later when
he thought he had sufficient of a base, he also used coercive methods against
the people to force them to support Inkatha. 5

Chief Buthelezi seems to have seen in this contact with the ANC an oppor
tunity to outshine those who opposed him. One particular person who gave
him problems at that time was Dr Ntatho Motlana, chairperson of the Soweto
Committee ofTen. Dr Motlana remarked on one occasion that Chief Buthelezi
was a 'collaborator' and a 'traitor'. Chief Buthelezi hit back. On 18 October
1979, Chief Buthelezi read a 48-page speech in which he described Dr Motlana
as a 'political baboon' and a 'political leper', among other tenns of abuse.
He told the meeting 'there is an unholy alliance between the so-called black
radicals, white students and the small band of biased reporters both black and
white, and the cocktail set drifting in and out of embassies.'

Chief Buthelezi gave a detailed history of his association with the ANC and
the Zulu chieftainship. Referring to Dr Motlana time and again in his speech,
he said that Motlana was a disgrace to everything that Blacks held dear. 'Since
his outbursts against me,' he continued,

I have had a serious problem in trying to restrain people choking with anger
over his utterances which they take as insults to themselves. What creates a revul
sion in me in doing what I have done today is that after shaking up the political
skunk which Motlana is, this leaves my hands stinking. This gives me a lot of
anguish and I was given no choice by Dr Motlana when he called me a traitor
in spite of my unblemished record of loyalty to the black cause. Those who are
with him will find themselves tainted. He is a political passport to political disaster
and any member of the Committee of Ten who has political integrity and a desire
to serve the people, and not the private interests of an elitist group, must aban
don Dr Motlana before they are destroyed with him (Sunday Post, 22.10.79).

Chief Buthelezi went on to quote from No Easy Walk To Freedom, a collec
tion of Nelson Mandela's speeches and articles, to justify his stand on par
ticipation in government-created institutions in order to prevent the fulfilment
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of a~artheidobjectives. He also read aloud two letters written to him by Nelson
Mandela. Then he told the audience: 'From jail I hear a message from Nelson
Mandela and Walter Sisulu telling me to go on doing what I am doing on behalf
of millions of black people. From my brothers in exile I get the same message. '

The two letters from Nelson Mandela which Chief Buthelezi read at the
stadium did not of course carry any message that he should go on doing what
he was doing. That was his own invention. The first letter had been written
by Nelson Mandela on 4 November 1968, after the death of King Cyprian
in which he had said:

His passing away took me completely by surprise for I did not have even the
slightest hint of the king's fatal illness. Although a few years back I had heard
that his health was somewhat indifferent, a friend had later informed me that
he had much improved - a fact which seemed to be confirmed by photographs
that I subsequently saw in various publications and which on the face of it ap
peared to indicate that he was in good health. The unexpected news consequent
ly shocked me immensely, and I have since been thinking of the royal family
in their bereavement.6

But why was Nelson Mandela writing to Chief Buthelezi on this issue? The
answer was given in the second paragraph of the letter:

You and the late king were closely related and bound to each other by a long
and fruitful friendship, and his death must have been a severe blow to you. I
met him twice only, in my Johannesburg home and in my office, and on both
occasions he was accompanied by you.7

Although Nelson Mandela and the ANC had strongly objected to the decision
by King Cyprian to accept the Bantu Authorities system in the 1950s, Mandela
was still moved by his death. As he said in this letter from prison, 'the death
of a human being, whatever may be his station in life, is always a sad and
painful affair; that of a noted public figure brings not only grief and mourning
to his family and friends, but very often entails implications of a wider
nature' .8 Concluding the letter, Mandela wished Buthelezi happiness and
good health.

There was no mention of bantustans or any encouragement that Chief
Buthelezi should continue with what he was doing.

The second letter was written by Mandela on 3 August 1969 in response
to a message of condolence in a telegram sent by Chief Buthelezi to Mandela
after the death of his son by his first wife. The letter began:

Death is a frightful disaster no matter what the cause and age of the person af
fected. Where it approaches gradually as in the case of the normal illness, the
next of kin are at least forewarned and the blow may not be so shattering when
it ultimately lands. But when you learn that death has claimed a strapping and
healthy person in the prime of his life, then one must actually live through the
experience to realise how completely paralysing it can be. This was my experience
on July 16 when I was first advised of my son's death. I was shaken from top
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to bottom and for some seconds 1 did not know how to react. 9

In the second paragraph Mandela recounted how he had received the news
of th~ death of his 76 year-old mother just after she had visited him on Robben
Island. Mandela then thanked Chief Buthelezi once again for his telegram,
which he said had made him feel 'mighty, strong and confident' because of
'the good wishes and messages of solidarity'.

In the third and final paragraph, Mandela wrote that his thoughts very often
went back to the 1940s when he had first met Gatsha's parents at Mzilikazi.

Your father, the son of Mzila, was really a grand old man that 1 admired and
respected in all sincerity. He was dignified, courteous and confident and
throughout the four years of my stay at Mzilikazi, we were on friendly terms.
The conversations 1 had with him indicated a man who was proud of the tradi
tions and achievements of his people, and this respect, more than anything else,
fascinated me. But though he loved and respected his own history and culture,
he was sensitive to modern and progressive ideas and valued education ... 1 have
not forgotten the old lady and the warm smile with which she always greeted
me. 1 valued it even then, but you have to be behind bars for at least seven years
to appreciate fully just how precious human kindness can be.

The letter then closes with the usual 'Yours sincerely, Nelson.'
Absolutely nothing about Chief Buthelezi's role and the bantustans; absolutely

no encouragement to go on as he was doing.
Chief Buthelezi's speech attacking Dr Motlana was greeted by anger from

the black community. Curtis Nkondo, a prominent educationist in the Transvaal,
told the Sunday Post (23.10.79) that he was reluctant to waste time exchang
ing insults with people like Chief Buthelezi because such action moved people
away from politics into personal confrontation. He did not 'intend to hurl mud
at anybody because no one can hurl mud and still have clean hands.' Mrs Joan
Makhando, a Soweto housewife said she did not care a hoot about Chief
Buthelezi and all other homeland leaders. 'Chief Buthelezi is trying to help
his masters to sell the policy of apartheid. We do not want the second citizen
ship in the land of our birth. He can keep that for himself and his lnkatha
followers. He should also keep out of the way of our leaders' (Post, 23.10.79).
Sizwe Ndlovu, a Soweto teacher, said that people should take no notice of
Chief Buthelezi who was 'an obedient employee who cannot let his boss down.
We have to bear with him and all his colleagues doing this difficult task of
selling apartheid,' he said (Post, 23.10.79).

However, lnkatha had its own way of dealing with opponents. Dr Oscar
Dhlomo, the Secretary-General of lnkatha, warned Dr Motlana that he would
be dealt with 'harshly indeed' if he vilified the movement and its leaders. In
Durban, close on 100 men tarred and feathered Alex Mbatha who was a delegate
of the Johannesburg-based Solidarity Front to the Anti-South African Indian
Council conference. Dr Motlana had been scheduled to address the meeting
but was unable to make the trip to Durban. MJ Naidoo, who was the convener
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of this conference, told the Rand Daily Mail that a group of people led by
Winnington Sabelo, a former mayor of Umlazi township and a member of
the Central Committee of lnkatha, disrupted the conference when they attacked
Alex Mbatha, whom they mistook for Dr Motlana. Mbatha was surrounded
by the warriors who were shouting that they wanted Motlana, and although
he protested that he was not Motlana, the crowd, led by Sabelo, tarred and
feathered him. The Anti-SAIC conference was postponed, because, according
to Naidoo, they 'felt that violence was imminent and in the circumstances believed
that postponement was the best course to adopt.'

Chief Buthelezi, caught up in this crisis -of rejection by the leaders of the
black community, resolved that he should hold a meeting with the ANC leader
ship, and ask the ANC to bring its influence to bear on those, like Dr Motlana,
who were continuously calling him a traitor. It was therefore not the ANC
but Chief Buthelezi who proposed the holding of this meeting. According to
Oliver Tambo, the President of the ANC:

During 1979, in one of its sessions, our National Executive Commitee considered
the very serious question of how to respond to a request by Gatsha Buthelezi
for him to lead a delegation of Inkatha to meet the leadership of the ANC. By
this time, divergences were becoming evident on such questions as armed struggle
and disinvestment. After due consideration, the NEC decided that it was correct
to meet the Inkatha delegation, once more to explain the position of our move
ment, and to ensure unity of approach to the main strategic requirements of the
struggle. An express and agreed condition of holding the meeting was that it
would be secret and its deliberations confidential. However, Gatsha announced
that we had met and explained the purpose, the contents and the results of the
meeting to suit his own objectives, much to the delight of the commercial press
of South Africa and other forces in the world that had, in fact, concluded that
Buthelezi was possibly 'the Muzorewa' of the people of South Africa ...

(I) have dealt with Chief Gatsha Buthelezi at some length because, although
his efforts are doomed to fail, in a way he is our fault. We have not done and
are not doing sufficient political work among the millions of our people who
have been condemned to the bantustans. The artificial boundaries purporting
to fence them off from the rest of our country do not make them any less a vital
and integral part of the popular masses fighting for national liberation and social
emancipation in our country. 10

As stated by Tambo, the ANC still hoped in 1979 that Chief Buthelezi could
shoulder certain tasks given to him, and that the mistakes he was committing
were those of a basically honest human person.

Chief Buthelezi, however, seems to have requested a meeting for no other
reason than to publicise it as proof of his links to the ANC. Hardly had he
left London where the meeting took place, than he briefed some officials in
the British Foreign Office about the meeting. After he returned to South Africa
from London, he addressed a press conference about the meeting. This was
a clear breach of the mutually-reached agreement under which the meeting
would be held. What was his reason for exposing a meeting which he had
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voluntarily agreed to keep secret, whose deliberations were to be treated as
confidential? The reason is perhaps that if Chief Buthelezi assumed the mantle
of the internal wing of the ANC (which, perhaps, is the reason he always talks
of 'the ANC mission-in-exile'), it would legitimise his positions and give him
strategic leverage in his battle against critics like Dr Motlana, (former) Bishop
Desmond Tutu, Tom Manthatha and others.

President Tambo came to this conclusion:

The storm that erupted as a result of our meeting with the Inkatha delegation
in 1979 demonstrated the absolute need for a clear and common understanding
and an acceptance of the basic strategic and tactical positions of our movement
by the membership of the ANC as a whole, our allies, the broad democratic
movement of our country and the masses of our people. It also became clear
that, once more, whatever the ANC did was seen by the millions of our people
as a matter of vital importance to their future and one over which they had a
right and duty to intervene, to express an opinion, to influence. We had defeated
the attempt of the apartheid regime to isolate us from our people and reasserted
our position as the representative of these masses, recognised by them as such. 11

How Powerful is Inkatha?

This question of membership is vital for Inkatha's image. It is its member
ship that has drawn the press, both internally and internationally, to the conclu
sion that it possesses the necessary degree of legitimacy as a liberation move
ment because it has mass support.

The Times in London published an article by Woodrow Wyatt (a former
British Labour MP) on 26 October 1985 in which he said

It is trendy to denigrate Gatsha Buthelezi, Chief Minister of KwaZulu. He, too,
is utterly opposed to apartheid but he is not in favour of sanctions or revolution.
He claims, credibly, a following of some six million Zulus ... Buthelezi's Inkatha
organisation has over a million card-carrying paid-up members and is run on
democratic lines. What fatal disease have we got that impels us to support blood
thirsty minorities against reasonable majorities?

In analysing Inkatha 's strength, we must start with its membership. Professor
Lawrence Schlemmer, Director of the Inkatha Institute argues that members
are predominantly Zulu and located in the rural areas of the KwaZulu ban
tustan. Despite Inkatha's attempts to mobilise outside the Zulu ethnic group
and territory, 95 % of its membership was Zulu and that, of its then near 1 000
branches, only 36 existed outside of Natal, while only 203 were in urban
areas. 12 In 1982 John Kane-Berman updated Schlemmer's figures noting that
there were 1 200 branches by that year, and that, although 30 branches were
in Soweto alone, the majority were still in rural KwaZulu. 13

Both Schlemmer and Kane-Berman are advocates of Inkatha's 'national
liberation' credentials. Despite the clear information they have provided about
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the ethnocentric nature of Inkatha, they attempt to argue that the few branches
found outside KwaZulu are proof that the organisation extends beyond the Zulu
group and territory, even if Inkatha membership is most heavily centred in
the rural areas of KwaZulu. On this basis Schlemmer maintains that Inkatha
espouses broad political goals with its membership supporting an inter-ethnic
political dispensation for South Africa as a whole.

In contrast, Roger Southall argues that Inkatha's structural location in rural
KwaZulu obliges it to put primacy not upon national liberation but goo-political
solutions to problems arising in the bantustans. He further challenges what
he considers the exaggerated extent of Inkatha' s popular support, and insists
that the prominence of Inkatha is achieved through sheer force of repetition
and by a well-polished propaganda machine rather than by any intimate ac
quaintance with the situation on the ground. 14 It is, therefore, this situation on
the ground that needs assessment. Why are Inkatha members located mostly
in the rural areas of KwaZulu?

These are the areas still under the Bantu Authorities Act, and which are con
sequently administered by the chiefs. Chiefs constitute the main fabric of the
bantustan system since they are all automatically ex-officio members of the
KwaZulu Legislative Assembly. The lives of the people in the bantustans are
regimented in conformity with a carefully prescribed plan, based on loyalty
to the authority of the chief and tendency to obey all orders without question.
The peasants in the bantustans are instructed when to plough and when to reap,
when the young men must come to the chiefs place to find out if there is any
work for them in the industrial areas or when they have to hear new decrees
from'the government. Govan Mbeki called the chiefs 'the 'new jockeys riding
the Reserve horse'. Grouped around them, he further explained,

are the headmen, their representatives in the villages ... The Nationalist govern
ment has turned the chiefs into the pivot of the bantustan scheme. They con
stitute a ruling aristocracy, but one directly answerable to the government. The
chiefs are chiefs because the government has ordained that they may be so ... IS

Chiefs thus use their acquired power to extort from the individual peasants
both legal and unofficial taxes before granting a permit for one thing or another.
Large sums of money, much of it in bribes, have accordingly been collected
by the chiefs from the rural masses, since without the chief's co-operation no
permission may be obtained to cut wood, or thatching grass, or to brew beer.

It was most probably because he recognised this that Chief Buthelezi told
the members of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly in October 1983:

There is also the fact that all of us here are returned to this House by Inkatha.
What do we do for the movement in our own constituencies? I will now ask
branches to monitor the activities of each member of the Assembly, so that we
can better judge whether members of the Assembly are playing the role they
are elected by the people to play or not.

Such a statement was appealing to an institution of chieftaincy which could
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create the conditions to swell the ranks of Inkatha with the vast masses of the
down-trodden rural people. ·Chief Buthelezi may also know that those who
disagree with the chiefs' wishes stand to lose the little land that they have.
This is supported by a University of Zululand's research study conducted in
1983, which claimed that in KwaZulu 'tribal authorities are unpopular with
the people they control; many allege that they have to pay 'bribes to get land
or pensions' (The Star, 19.09.83).

And who constitutes the majority of the population in these rural areas? It
is the women on their own, whose men are migrant workers in the cities, women
with no means of livelihood. These lone women are vulnerable to heavy-handed
persuasion, and coercion from chiefs to join Inkatha. According to Southall,
it is this fact which 'accounts for the disproportionate amount of females who
are members, for a vast number of economically active males are absent from
the rural areas as migrant workers.' 16

In 1982, Meer and Mlabal7 surveyed a sample of women in the Nquthu
district of KwaZulu and discovered that only 3.5% of those who responded
to their questionnaire freely admitted to Inkatha membership. The survey also
showed that there was a 64.5% non-response rate, an indication perhaps that
even those who had been persuaded to become members had been intimidated
and were not prou~ of the fact. When asked whether their joining Inkatha had
been motivated by devotion to Chief Buthelezi or Inkatha's policy, 8.5% cited
devotion to Chief Buthelezi and 5.5% policy. Some 86% refused to respond
to this question.

There is little doubt, therefore, that the chiefs are the moving force behind
the expansion of Inkatha in the rural areas, and that lone women are powerless
against the chiefs. Numerous reports have alleged that chiefs in the various
Bantu Authority areas compete among themselves to impress the KwaZulu
Legislative Assembly with the extent of Inkatha membership they can claim
in their constituencies.

This view was confirmed by Schlemmer, who said that the strong rural base
of Inkatha can be ascribed to the active co-operation of the chiefs who are
all ei-officio members of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly, and who 'could
fairly readily be persuaded to mobilise their constituents. Inkatha enables chiefs
to become involved as key figures in a modern political organisation.' 18

An official of the Inkatha Institute admitted in an interview with Colleen
McCaul in March 1983 that Inkatha' s rural support was largely mobilised
through the ·chiefs, and that the chiefs and Inkatha personnel have power to
distribute resources. She went further to explain that the rank-and-file members
of Inkatha in rural areas knew that it was far easier to get land, housing and
reference books by becoming an Inkatha member. She also said that taking
out KwaZulu citizenship gave access to certain resources, such as the land
which is allocated only to those with Lodger's Permits attained through
KwaZulu citizenship. 19 I
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People displaced from their areas in the processes of mass removals to the
bantustans are in a particular predicament. If they do not become Inkatha
members, they have no channels through which to fight for resources. Only
Inkatha provides the administrative link between the resettled communities
and the KwaZulu administration in Ulundi. It is against this background that
Southall questions whether payment of a membership fee to Inkatha is a real
indication of support or merely seen as another of those tribal levies habitually
imposed by the chiefs.

Some migrant workers from KwaZulu have stated that unless they can display
their Inkatha membership card at the labour bureaux, they will not have ac
cess to job vacancies in the industrial areas. Many work-seekers have found
the Inkatha card the most convenient method of getting ajob, particularly within
KwaZulu.

Yet Chief Buthelezi proudly told the Konrad Adenauer Foundation in West
Germany on 6 June 1983 that Inkatha is 'a mass organisation ... with hun
dreds of branches scattered across the length and breadth of South Africa ...
it is necessarily dominated by peasants and workers and is also necessarily
a cross section of South African black society which is as equally represen
tative of our business and professional classes as it is of the working class. '
The impression created is that it is a broadly based organisation containing
large numbers of workers and peasants who join freely and readily.

Another seeming bastion of Inkatha membership is the KwaZulu
bureaucracy, such as teachers and civil servants, as well as some members
of the professional and business community in KwaZulu. According to the
Daily Dispatch (14.05.81) 'as a result of a recruitment drive at secondary
schools, some 29% of Inkatha membership was under 18 years of age.
Membership was varied and included subsistence farmers, white collar workers,
civil servants, professionals and businessmen.'

The 'carrot' of promotion has been another device employed to boost
membership. In 1978 Chief Buthelezi announced in the KwaZulu Legislative
Assembly that Inkatha membership would in future be taken into account when
promoting civil servants. He also said that many school principals had, despite
directives from the Minister of Education and Culture, failed to set aside time
for Inkatha Youth Brigade activities. It was important, he said, 'for our political
survival, the survival of our people and our cultural survival' that headmasters
and school inspectors were imbued with the spirit and principles of Inkatha.
Oscar Dhlomo, KwaZulu Minister of Education and Culture, made it clear
that .teachers who were not members of Inkatha would be regarded with
suspicion.

In June 1979 Dhlomo announced in the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly that
Inkatha was to be made a compulsory subject in all KwaZulu schools. Any
principal or circuit inspector who failed to implement this decision would be
charged with misconduct. During the same year, there were rumblings of
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discontent amongst teachers. The inclusion of Inkatha as part of the syllabus
in KwaZulu schools and the insistence that all teachers belong to Inkatha
angered them. Some press reports indicated that teachers were secretly meeting
and drawing up plans to form a new political party to contest lnkatha' s domi
nant position in KwaZulu politics.

Some teachers have of course used their positions to draw some students
into Inkatha structures. Many such students regard their membership of In
katha as improving their chances of passing the examinations at the end of
the year. On 6 September 1979 Dr Mdlalose, KwaZulu Minister of the Interior,
said that teachers' guides had been prepared by the Ministry of Education and
Culture for teachers who were not competent in Inkatha and that teachers who
did not comply with these requirements would be 'subject to disciplinary
measures by the Department.'

All the teachers in KwaZulu are sent Inkatha documents. It is hardly sur
prising therefore that a third of Inkatha membership is from the school-going
youth in the KwaZulu bantustan. 2o

Schlemmer himself admitted that Inkatha membership had benefited 'by using
the sanctioning power of the KwaZulu administration to nudge teachers, civil
servants and others into co-operation. '21 Chief Buthelezi denied in an inter
view with Joe Thloloe that the senior positions at Ulundi were occupied only
by members of lnkatha. His own Minister of the Interior, Dr Frank Mdlalose,
stated that they 'are all members of the Inkatha movement and the senior of
ficials of Inkatha are there in the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly, and all the
members of the cabinet are senior officials of lnkatha. '22

It would be difficult to deny this interlocking between Inkatha and the
KwaZulu government because it is something experienced by people in their
daily lives; this is not a secret statistic buried in files at Ulundi. Take, for ex
ample, the first KwaZulu elections in 1978. According to CC Majola, a former
KwaMashu Community Councillor, 'just before the elections, the whole Chief
Executive Council came from Ulundi to address a public meeting to impress
upon the residents of KwaMashu that they are not for the South African govern
ment but for the KwaZulu government by voting for Inkatha. '23 This view
was supported by David Msomi, the Regional Organiser of Inkatha in Natal,
who stated that

the South African state is fearful of the emergence of Inkatlul using the vehicle
of the KwaZulu government as the stepping stone for the attainment of its aims
and objectives ... If you look at the relationship between the KwaZulu govern
ment and lnkatha ... it is using the minimum resources which are provided by
the KwaZulu vehicle for the achievement of its aims. 24

In other words, lnkatha has the entire KwaZulu state apparatus behind it, with
a South African government subsidy of R200 million per annum for the
KwaZulu Legislative Assembly. This factor cannot be ignored when assess
ing the strength of Inkatha, for without it Inkatha could scarcely manage the
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resources necessary to run a propaganda machine as well as provide all the
facilities, including buildings and transport, that it uses in mobilising member
ship. This has been admitted by some lnkatha officials, like Clarissa Fourie,
the Professional Officer at the Inkatha Institute, who told McCaul that 'In
katha can only survive through government resources. Inkatha lives on the
KwaZulu government. It supplies a base, a platform for Inkatha to operate
in a deprived community. It cannot survive on membership fees alone. '25

Inkatha's Urban Support

Professor John Brewer of the Department of Social Studies at Queen's Univer
sity, Belfast, has criticised the research of Schlemmer, Kane-Berman, and even
Southall, whom he accuses of inferring members' attitudes and motivations
from their socio-demographic characteristics. He calls this method 'non
empirical analysis' resulting in sweeping generalisations about the organisa
tion. Brewer then set out to provide 'empirical data' about who Inkatha's
members were and why they had joined. In November 1978, he wrote to Chief
Buthelezi for permission and assistance for his research seeking to establish
the political attitudes, motivations and socio-demographic characteristics of
lnkatha members. Buthelezi refused him any assistance because he felt 'that
the research would do Inkatha great harm.' Still determined to carry out his
survey, Brewer found another route by restricting his sample to the KwaMashu
township in Durban. In all, 255 residents were interviewed.

Of the 255 respondents, 105 were Inkatha members (41.2%). Of these,
82.3% said that they had wanted to join. Having said this, 81 % of them added
that membership had helped them in their employment or career; and 75.2%
indicated that Inkatha membership was necessary in obtaining employment.
23.8% of the members were students, with the majority having joined through
the school recruiting system. 26

Reference to the Brewer survey does not necessarily imply that his conclusions
were correct or definitive. The major shortcoming lay in the fact that he general
ised for lnkatha as a whole from a local sample. His sample does not furnish
insights into the nature of support among non-Zulus, women, migrant workers,
youth and rural dwellers. Thus he deduced too much from his limited material.

Yet, limited though it was, his survey demonstrated that a large majority
of those in the urban areas who join lnkatha 'voluntarily', do so for reasons
of social security. lnkatha is seen as a useful welfare organisation rather than
a political movement, and it would therefore be sociologically incorrect to com
pare it to other political movements in its membership, since it is regarded
by its members in a different context. For example, an lnkatha member in
Soweto told McCaul he considered Inkatha to be a very good company. 'A
company?', asked the interviewer. 'la, it's a company. It is a company for
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the black people. I pay maybe two rands every month to Inkatha and sometimes,
if I want to open a shop, Inkatha lends me money. It's a very good
company! '27

Indeed this is the impression given by many people in the urban areas, and
explains why, when an opinion poll was conducted by the press, as in the case
of The Star in 1980, to ascertain the political rather than welfare attitudes among
Soweto residents, the support for Inkatha was only 9 per cent and for the Soweto
Civic Association 69%. This poll was taken during the very year when In
katha set up a Development Office in Ulundi, under the directorship of Eileen
Shandu, 'to answer the question: what does Inkatha do other than being in
volved in politics? How does it answer people's day to day needs?'28

The answer comes in the form of a credit union scheme, a stokvel, where
people join by buying shares, and are in turn given assistance when they need
it. Not only individuals but also whole communities can be given such
assistance. According to Eileen Shandu,

when a community requests Inkatha's development aid, we go out to the com
munity and ask them to outline their problems. If these are related to broader
problems such as health or schooling, we refer them to the relevant KwaZulu
government department; smaller problems are dealt with by US.

29

In addition the Inkatha Bureau for Community Development and Youth
Affairs teaches young people various skills like plumbing, electricity and
building. And this is the office that is also responsible for training Inkatha
paramilitary units. Inkatha's perspective was best summarised by Peter
Davidson, the Inkatha Public Relations Officer on the Rand, who said that
'Inkatha is not doctrinaire but practical.' By practical is meant a concern with
welfare services rather than 'doctrinaire' issues of political liberation. 30

It would be wrong, however, to regard the coercion of chiefs in the rural
areas and the welfare orientation of Inkatha as the only basis for its large
membership. That would be an oversimplification. There are other factors like
the cultural aspect, by which some people are made to identify sentimentally
with the organisation; the dissemination of its teaching through the schools
and the media (more so now that Inkatha owns the newspaper Ilanga Lase
Natal); as well as the mistaken belief by many people that Inkatha was much
the same thing as the ANC. All these factors converge in the explanation of
Inkatha's high membership. Since by their very nature the factors are con
tradictory, this contradiction manifests itself in the very nature of the move
ment; with some of its members considering it a genuine liberation movement,
while others see it as a company, and still others see it as an auxiliary arm
of the South African police force.

Another device by which Inkatha inflates its membership is the constitu
tional provision for the affiliation of whole organisations as members, such
as the Witwatersrand Taxi Association, Inyanda, the National African Federated
Chamber of Commerce, the KwaZulu School Inspectors' Association, the Natal
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African Teachers' Union. Membership of these and other affiliated organisa
tions is included in the total of Inkatha membership, despite the fact that not
all the members of such affiliates consider themselves members of Inkatha.
In the same way, some chiefs report the membership of their whole tribe by
virtue of a fee paid by the treasury of a tribal authority to the Inkatha coffers.
When Inkatha membership is announced, those poor tribesmen - some of
them away in the urban areas working, not even aware that their chiefs have
paid subscriptions for them from the tribal fund to which they were originally
asked to contribute for other purposes - are then counted as members of
Inkatha to impress donors and political supporters.

Another discrepancy in counting the Inkatha membership is that once a per
son has been counted, whether such a person later resigns or dies, the name
remains on the membership list. Gerhard Mare,3! in an unpublished seminar
paper entitled: 'Inkatha: What Content To Populism?' delivered at the Univer
sity of Natal on 28 August 1984, revealed that' ... by the end of 1980, despite
having gained 61 000 new members, there were only 187000 paid up
members'. In other words, there were only 126000 renewals out of250 000,
which also means that a total of 124 000 members did not renew their member
ship. Chief Buthelezi himself is quoted by the Sunday Tribune (4.11.79) as
saying that 'only five per cent of the Inkatha members at this time have paid
up.' Five per cent! Yet during that same year Inkatha issued statistics claim
ing that the organisation's membership had reached 250 OOO! The following
year it announced that it had reached the 300 000 mark. This means that if
only 5 per cent of the membership announced in 1979 had paid their dues by
November of that year, then the remaining 95 % paid up in one month only,
between November and December, which made Inkatha not only retain its
250 000 membership but also formed the basis for a 50 000 increase in the
following year.

Perhaps, in the circumstances, the only reliable indicator of the depth of
genuine support for Inkatha can be deduced from the various opinion polls
whose results are available. Let us see what they reveal.

.In 1984 two surveys were conducted. A sample of 300 people from St.
Wendolin's32 were asked to respond to three basic questions. 89% said that
they were opposed to incorporation into KwaZulu; 81 % said that their condi
tions would worsen under KwaZulu and 97% said that Inkatha had done nothing
to help the community. The same questions were asked in Chesterville and
Lamontville on the basis of samples of 305 and 736 respectively. Those op
posed to incorporation into KwaZulu were 79% and 87% respectively; those
who felt that conditions would worsen under KwaZulu were 79% and 88%
respectively; and those who said that Inkatha had done nothing to help the
community were 100% and 97% respectively.33

In four opinion polls on the political leadership preferred in the urban areas,
the following results were recorded in 1985:
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1. In a poll conducted by Ilanga Lase Natal in KwaMashu, a township that
is considered a strong Buthelezi political base in Durban, and second only
to Umlazi, Nelson Mandela was favoured by 64% and Gatsha Buthelezi
by 19% (Sunday Tribune, 5.05.85).

2. A MORI/Markinor poll reported that in Durban Mandela was favoured
by 47% and Chief Buthelezi by 27% (Sunday Times, 15.09.85).

3. The Institute for Black Research at the University of Natal found that in
the Durban metropolitan area, 53 % preferred Nelson Mandela while only
five per cent favoured Chief Buthelezi.

4. Mark Orkin's Community Agency for Social Enquiry did a national survey
in September 1985 and found that 31 % of the population chose Nelson
Mandela while eight per cent opted for Chief Buthelezi, incidentally the
same percentage that chose PW Botha (Natal Mercury, 9.09.85).

Whereas some political scientists have concluded that Chief Buthelezi is a
'pragmatic' leader able to employ the membership of his organisation in daily
social engagements (and by this they mean various self-help projects such as
sewing, cooking, raising chickens and pigs, growing vegetable gardens as well
as other Inkatha development projects), a discussion of how powerful Inkatha
is politically, and its contribution to South African liberation politics, must
take into account other factors.

Inkatha members have never been mobilised for a single mass campaign
against the apartheid system, whether jointly with other democratic political
organisations or alone. Instead, they have been mobilised against those
democratic political organisations, like the UDF and the Congress of South
African Trade Unions (COSATU). What then is the real political significance
of the one million membership that Chief Buthelezi proudly trumpets?

Inkatha's inactivity on the liberation front, despite its tag as a 'liberation
movement', is not surprising. The reason lies not so much in the unwilling
ness of its leadership to engage in mass political actions, as in the fact that
it is impossible to politically mobilise a mass of people who have joined In
katha for reasons other than political struggle. The political attitudes and motiva
tions of Inkatha members place them in an altogether different position from
that of a people organised to struggle for freedom. They tend to place primacy
on the social problems that confront them within the KwaZulu bantustan. In
stead of uniting and identifying with other oppressed people in the struggle
against apartheid, Inkatha membership is motivated inwards to engage in the
politics of KwaZulu and not South Africa.

In 1979 Chief Buthelezi said that Inkatha envisaged consumer boycotts as
a possible non-violent strategy in the struggle against the apartheid system.
During an address to the Natal branch of the Commercial, Catering and Allied
Workers' Union, he stated that the mobilisation of worker power and consumer
power was the most powerful non-violent method of liberation (Star, 2.08.79).
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But just how faithful has Inkatha been to this strategy? The record shows
that not once in its history has Inkatha used the tactic, despite its professed
faith in non-violent methods. Indeed, it has rather used its resources against
those using this common weapon in the non-violent arsenal. In July 1985, all
community organisations and trade unions in South Africa called for a con
sumer boycott. In all major centres, vast masses of the people were drawn
into the boycott campaign. Inkatha, however, refused to participate. When
Inkatha was asked why it was 'boycotting the boycott', its officials said that
it was not prepared to support the boycott because it had not been consulted,
and moreover it thought that the time for a boycott was not yet ripe.

The Inyanda Chamber of Commerce, a business organisation affiliated to
Inkatha, opposed the boycott with fervour. Its president, PG Gumede, 'declared
war' on the Federation of South African Trade Unions (FOSATU) and called
on Inkatha in Pietermaritzburg to 'crush' the boycott. He urged consumers
to 'flock' to the city centre, assuring them that Inkatha would protect them
against intimidation. He said Chief Buthelezi believed that FOSATU's per
sistence with the boycott was a challenge to Inkatha and his leadership.

Such was the role of Inkatha during this consumer boycott campaign. In
deed, Inkatha may be likened to a 'train' scheduled to carry the oppressed
people to freedom. Some people have boarded it with the sincere belief that
it would do just that. But it has been standing still beside the platform all this
time, because the 'train' has no wheels, and so cannot move. The only time
it reveals any real energy is when it mobilises its resources to unleash violence
and terror against the very people who are struggling for freedom.
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8. Inkatha Vigilantes:
The Hidden Hand of State Terror

An alarming feature of the South African political scene since September 1984
has been the emergence of vigilante violence in black townships. ChiefButhelezi
frequently refers to this phenomenon as 'black-on-black violence'. The world's
media, particularly in Western capitalist countries, have given great publicity
to these attacks by blacks on other blacks, including such horrific methods
of killing as the 'necklace'. It is important that this issue be placed in its proper
context.

Nicholas Haysom's study of the emergence of right-wing vigilantism in South
Africa, based mostly upon affidavits from township residents, provides evidence
that the South African government, through its security and administrative
organs, has played a key role in the emergence of vigilantes. t Utilising the
services of bantustan authorities and urban community councillors, the govern
ment has unleashed death squads in a· terror campaign against progressive
organisations and persons in many parts of the country.

The use of vigilantes has been the South African state's response to the
breakdown of its authority structures in the townships, particularly the com
munity councils, and their replacement by revolutionary organs of people's
power in the form of street committees. This breakdown of local apartheid
structures in the townships followed the call by the ANC to the people of South
Africa to render the country 'ungovernable and apartheid unworkable'. Respon
ding. to this call, hundreds of organisations affiliated to the UDP launched a
campaign against township administration by community councils. By mid
July 1985,240 black community councillors had resigned from these apartheid
serving structures.

Community councils were established in 1977 as a 'new' structure for the
local adminisfration of Africans in the urban areas. They represented the
government's revamping of the 'old' Urban Bantu Councils which had col
lapsed after a sustained boycott of them. According to the South African govern
ment, the setting up of community councils was an attempt to accommodate
the political aspirations of Africans in urban areas since they were not allowed
participation in either the central organs of state power or in the bantustan
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structures with their rural orientation.
In practice the community councils comprised a modified version of the old

Urban Bantu Councils. People rejected them because they were not ajust reply
to their political demands. Their acceptance would have meant recognition
that Whites had the sole right to participate in parliament while blacks are
granted limited managerial responsibility in the shadow of the white City Coun
cils. The very severely restricted nature of their authority underlined the govern
ment's policy of treating blacks as 'temporary' inhabitants of white areas. The
government's perspective on community councils was stated by the then South
African Prime Minister, John Vorster, in an interview with the South African
Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) on 2 December 1977:

With South Africa's Black states (bantustans) well on their way to eventual in
dependence, greater responsibilities for running their own affairs are being con
ferred on the black urban population with the establishment of community
councils.

The collapse of the community councils in 1984 was, therefore, a blow to the
government's strategy for urban Blacks. It led to the declaration of a State
of Emergency and the immediate occupation of the townships by the army
and the police in an attempt to stem the tide of revolt.

The State of Emergency

The declaration of a State of Emergency in 1986 set the stage for a reign of
terror for millions of South Africans. The security forces were given sweep
ing powers to arrest without charge, to search and seize property, to impose
curfews, to seal off areas and to use whatever force they deemed necessary
against anyone disobeying their orders. Townships were cordoned off and
thousands of armed soldiers marched shoulder to shoulder in township streets,
raiding houses of suspected UDF members or sympathisers, tearing the blankets
off the sleeping occupants and forcing them at gunpoint out of bed.

In a few months the total of people detained, including children under 14
years of age, rose to over 50 000. In an attempt to conceal its activities, the
government detained journalists and introduced unprecedented press censor
ship. Not only South African journalists but also those from abroad were pro
hibited from publishing statements deemed by the state to be 'subversive'. They
were also prohibited from filming, recording or describing any action taken
by the security forces. Journalists were required to rely upon the State Bureau
for Information for reportable news.

In.this Orwellian atmosphere, the truth of what was taking place in the town
ships, and the whole political context of so-called 'black-on-black' violence,
was distorted as the apartheid media tried to discredit the morality of the free
dom struggle, projecting an image of black people as involved in faction fighting

I

among themselves over political and ideological differences.
In fact, the collapse of community councils brought about a new balance

of power in the townships. Local power effectively moved from the apartheid
state to the alternative organs of people's power. In these semi-liberated zones,
people stopped taking complaints to the police and instead set up people's courts
and other organs for settling disputes among them. Some ofthis activity involved
punishing counter-revolutionary elements. People stopped paying rent and saw
this as part of the process of liberating themselves from apartheid structures.
Alternative education was taught in schools as a substitute for Bantu education.

Under these conditions the South African state needed to regain its lost
ground. With the army and police unable to restore the old civic order, it began
mobilising vigilantes from among the old community councillors and their sup
porters. These were reinforced by contingents of police out of uniform and
criminals specially released from long-term imprisonment under the promise
that, if they successfully eliminated members of the UDF, their sentences would
be set aside. The New Nation, (1.10.87) reported a claim to this effect by an
ex-prisoner, Ngxola, the organiser of the National Union of Ex-Prisoners for
Crime Prevention and Re-adjustment (NUEPFOCAR). Speaking in Durban
where NUEPFOCAR was launched, he named vigilante groups such as the
'A Team' operating in Natal a~d the Witdoeke in Cape Town as the main
organisations involved in this mission. 'Organisations with shady aims are using
ex-prisoners to further their aims and even kill or maim political opponents,'
he claimed.

So began the wave of attacks on the life and property of UDF activists. These
attacks were usually simultaneously orchestrated, indicating a high degree of
planning. Numerous attacks were launched in scattered parts of the country.
Large gangs of well-armed vigilantes, some numbering as many as 1 500
persons, launched assaults in the townships, with the blatant inactivity or ac
tive assistance by members of the security forces. In many cases township
residents captured by the vigilantes found themselves arrested en masse by
the police.

In August 1985, Trevor Manuel, the UDF Western Cape secretary, charged
that clashes which the media had attributed to the conflict between UDF and
AZAPO supporters in the Eastern Cape in April 1985, and which had also
been portrayed as so-called 'black-on-black' violence, were, in fact, the work
of unemployed labourers recruited by the police and administration board of
ficials outside government labour bureaux, supplied with T-shirts and sent on
a campaign of destruction against UDF members. This counter-revolutionary
activity was accompanied by an extensive campaign of disinformation aimed
at exacerbating the differences between the UDF and AZAPO and attempting
to drive them into a mutually destructive conflict.

Later the leadership of both organisations issued a statement denying respon
sibility for the attacks on each other. The national leadership of AZAPO
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subsequently discovered that a certain Rev. Ebenezer Maqina, AZAPO's local
leader in Port Elizabeth, had been working with the police to attack UDP
leaders. Por this reason, AZAPO expelled Rev. -Maqina from its ranks and
the organisation pledged itself to be on guard against the regime's manoeuvres
to set it on a collision course with others.

At Crossroads, Nyanga, KTC and other areas near Cape Town, thousands
of UDP activists were attacked by vigilantes known as the Witdoeke, acting
in collusion with the security forces. At Ashton, in the Western Cape, vigilantes
calling themselves the 'home guard', and employed by the local Development
Board, were restrained by a Supreme Court order from imposing a curfew
on township residents, after they had shot dead eight people and wounded others
in August 1986.

In Uitenhage vigilantes went on the rampage in early 1986, attacking UDP
activists. They wore white bands in the same style as the Cape Town-based
Witdoeke. Calling themselves Ama-Afrika Poqo, they spread terror among the
residents ofthe Uitenhage townships, particularly KwaNobuhle. As hundreds
of people fled from them, scores of residents were arrested by the municipal
police waiting nearby.

Even the conservative Eastern Cape newspapers dismissed suggestions that
these events represented spontaneous clashes between different sections of the
community. Major Eddie Everson of the South African Police was reported
by the Weekly Mail (8.01.87) to have described Uitenhage's vigilantes as 'just
a group of concerned people.' He said the vigilantes 'tried to get hold of
troublemakers, removed furniture from specific houses and set it alight.'

When asked why the police did not stop their activities, he said that they
were not able to do so because of the group's size and the fact that it was
operating over a large area. Taking advantage of this attitude the Ama-Afrika
Poqo vigilantes went ahead and invaded the Port Elizabeth townships of New
Brighton, Zwide and KwaZakhele.

In a startling inside account of how vigilantes operate, one of its members
told the Weekly Mail (23.01.87) that, although they often came into contact
with the security forces, they were never stopped from attacking the people
they had targeted. In the Port Elizabeth townships, vigilantes armed with home
made swords, pick handles and pangas, and wearing stockings over their faces
and white sweatbands around their heads, went from house to house kicking
doors open and dragging out those they knew to be members of the UDP.
As they did so, they shouted: 'We will clean up Port Elizabeth, there will be
no more Charterists, no more UDF'.

The security forces were exploiting the unfortunate situation of certain
unemployed people in order to recruit them as vigilantes. This was confirmed
by the confession of Abraham Zwane, a 19-year-old unemployed youth from
Katlehong who, after being convicted on a charge of smoking marijuana, was
released from prison in exchange for agreeing to working as a police infonner.
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He was later recruited as a vigilante. Zwane, who was captured by township
residents after participating with the police and a group of 13 other vigilantes
in firebombing the homes of seven political activists in Thokoza and Katlehong
townships in the East Rand, was presented at a press conference by the UDP
in June 1986. He confessed to participation in all attacks against the seven
activists and to have been instructed by the security police to eliminate Satch
Chawe, a Katlehong Youth League activist. During the attacks, an innocent
woman, Margaret Komane Ogoloda, had been burnt to death and a three-month
old baby also killed. He had been paid R120 for his services and promised
a further R500 for the elimination of Satch Chawe.

The story was the same in scores of other townships. In all these areas the
main targets of the vigilante attacks were those identified with popular resistance
to apartheid and popular self-government emerging through the new revolu
tionary organs of people's power. Towards the end of 1986 this process was
accompanied by the training of thousands of kitskonstabels ('instant cops') who,
after a three-week training programme, were set loose in the townships to
operate in vigilante style. Many of the kitskonstabels were recruited from
amongst vigilante activists, and sent to a special camp in the Transvaal where
they received their training as unifonned or plainclothes contingents of the
state security forces. It is no wonder that Murphy Morobe, the UDP's Acting
Publicity Secretary, described the vigilantes in South Africa as being 'no dif
ferent from the death squads of Latin America.'

Yet despite the blatant collaboration between vigilantes and the fonnal agen
cies of the state security structure, propaganda by the apartheid media has
repeatedly attempted to project the vigilantes as 'ordinary township residents'
or even as 'older people fed up with the intimidation of the youth.' Attempts
have also been made to portray the vigilantes as the 'moderates' in the com
munity defending themselves against the 'radical comrades'. In this way the
state has hoped to distance itself from the atrocities committed by the vigilantes.
But this propaganda has signally failed, in the light of the flagrant co-operation
between the vigilantes and the state security forces.

Inkatha and the Community Councils

In 1978-79, when community councils were established, the lnkatha leader
ship avoided expressing its attitude to the question of participation in, or a
boycott of, the community councils. It was only towards the end ofthis period
that Buthelezi clarified the position.

I say to you bluntly: do not be ashamed to enter the fray at the level of com
munity councils ... they are not the vehicles of individual enrichment. They must
be turned into chariots which rush us into battle ... I can see in the short term
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and medium term, blacks pouring their strength into the community council system
and so joining one council after another so that the very structure of division
is turned into a mechanism of unity. 2

Such a stand could, of course, scarcely promote the unity of the people since
the overwhelming majority rejected these councils. When Chief Buthelezi made
this statement, most of the people saw it as extending his participation in the
bantustan system to the urban areas, in what amounted to an alliance with apart
heid: His earlier statements that he was a reluctant participant in the bantustan
system seemed now negated by his willingness to participate in the community
councils. This logically led to considerable loss of support for Inkatha in the
urban areas.

By 1983 Inkatha was participating actively in community council elections,
and in KwaMashu and Umlazi townships, the councils consisted predominantly
of Inkatha members. Inkatha dominated official political life in these townships
as the South African government allowed it to operate freely, whereas leaders
of organisations such as the Umlazi Residents' Association were detained.

Against the background of the call in 1984 to render South Africa 'ungovern
able and apartheid unworkable', Inkatha found itself in a difficult position.
Its options were either to join the people's campaign and abandon 'dummy'
institutions, or continue its participation and thus be part of the forces making
South Africa governable and apartheid workable. From the angle of the
democratic movement, whose strategy was to demolish all community coun
cils, Inkatha occupied a structure that the people wanted demolished.

Despite this, the people never considered individual Inkatha members as
their target. They singled out only the structures of the community councils
for a boycott campaign. The South African government, on the other hand,
saw in Inkatha 's dissension a useful base for recruiting and arming vigilantes
who would defend the community councils and join the onslaught against the
United Democratic Front.

Lamontville and Hambanathi

Natal was comparatively calm and free of the vigilantes until the events of
1984 in Lamontville and Hambanathi.

When the residents of Lamontville realised that their community councils
were no more than a rubber stamp for the Port Natal Administration Board
(PNAB), they began organising outside of them and set up a number of
organisations to represent the people. The most prominent of these were the
Joint Rent Action Committee (Jorac), the Joint Commuters' Committee (JCC),
and the Lamont Parents' Education Committee. Through these organisations,
the people of Lamontville fought rent increases by the PNAB as well as the
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raising of bus fares by the Durban Transport Management Board.
Jorac assumed the leadership role in the community, to conduct a campaign

against the incorporation of the township into KwaZulu and against the com
munity councils. This inevitably led Jorac into conflict with Inkatha. A series
of incidents in Lamontville occurred which Jorac members believed were aimed
at creating communal divisions and at diverting the people's attention away
from the actual problems of the community. One such was the attack on Jorac
chairperson, Reverend Mcebisi Xundu, whom Chief Buthelezi described as
a Xhosa who was misleading Zulus in Lamontville.

In October 1984 the mayor of Lamontville, Mrs Nxasane, called a public
meeting to be addressed by community councillors and Inkatha Central Com
mittee members. The meeting was attended only by about 100 people. Its pur
pose was to assert Inkatha 's presence in Lamontville, promote enthusiasm for
the c~mmunity councils and mobilise support for the idea of incorporation in
to KwaZulu. Yet even this purpose was accompanied by violence as, accord
ing to one resident, armed Inkatha warriors rounded up residents from the
SJ Smith Hostel and marched provocatively through the streets of the township.
Clashes occurred. In the process, a young girl was shot dead, several people
injured and seven KwaZulu government cars burnt. This conflict was inevitable,
given the fact that, as reported by academics of the University of Natal, 87.2%
of Lamontville residents rejected incorporation into KwaZulu. 3

Again, during the unveiling of Msizi Dube's tombstone, which was attend
ed by 6000 people, Inkatha vigilantes arrived. A student who attended the
occasion reported how Inkatha vigilantes from as far away as Empangeni,
Mzumbe and other outlying areas, led by Chief Calalakubo Kaula, entered
the church where the people assembled to honour the former chairperson of
Jorac. As the crowd moved to the graveside, the vigilantes went to Mrs
Nxasane's house where they fetched weapons. 4 In an effort to avert conflict,
the organisers of the unveiling directed the crowd away from the usual route
to the cemetery, which passed the mayor's house.

At the cemetery the vigilantes stopped people from going to the tombstone,
alleging they were insulting Chief Buthelezi. They then attacked the crowd,
who retaliated and killed four vigilantes. Some of those captured by the crowd
said that they had been recruited to kilI,S while others said they had been told
they were going to the funeral of an Inkatha member.

Residents claimed that, after this incident, the community councillors,
together with a few Inkatha supporters in the township, held regular meetings
at the SJ Smith Hostel, the purpose of which was to plan attacks on community
leaders who supported the UDF. Alarmed at the considerable opposition to
the community councils and Inkatha in the township, Chief Buthelezi announced
that he planned to hold a rally in Lamontville to which Inkatha members from
as far away as Johannesburg would come. Community leaders believed that
the real intention of the rally was an effort to assert control by
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lnkatha over the area. Some community leaders feared, however, that the rally
might give vigilantes the opportunity to avenge the deaths of fellow vigilantes
killed during the Dube tombstone unveiling ceremony.

Fearing that violence would erupt, the leadership of Jorac met Chief Buthelezi
at the Maharani Hotel in Durban. Jorac officials wished to avoid bloodshed.
If Chief Buthelezi insisted on the rally, Jorac said, then he should agree that
his 'peace rally' be held outside Lamontville. This meeting ended in deadlock,
with Chief Buthelezi insisting to the Jorac delegation that they had no right
to create a 'no-go' area for him and Inkatha. 6

In order to avoid bloodshed, the majority of the Lamontville residents
evacuated the township before the rally. The small attendance of people from
the township was seen as a demonstration that the residents did not associate
themselves with Chief Buthelezi.

In Hambanathi,7 the area's Residents' Association had been involved in a
campaign to improve the conditions of the township ever since 1975, when
plans were announced to remove the inhabitants to Ndwedwe, about 20km
inland in KwaZulu. Because of this plan, the Port Natal Administration Board
showed no interest in the township. No capital expenditure was approved for
badly needed community amenities such as schools, sewerage, roads, electricity
and additional houses. Constant approaches to the government met with the
reply that expenditure would not be possible as the area was due for removal.

When new plans were announced in 1983 for Hambanathi to be incorporated
into KwaZulu, the residents protested. They joined Jorac along with other
PNAB.:.administered townships. From then on the KwaZulu government and
lnkatha became intensely hostile to the community's attitude. Despite repeated
public statements by Jorac that the issue of incorporation was a matter be
tween Pretoria and the township residents, the KwaZulu government continued
to shower abuse on Jorac and its leaders, using crude tribal verbiage. Again
the South African government found an issue by which it could attempt to divide
the community, and recruit vigilantes from amongst lnkatha members to join
the security forces in fighting the UDF.

In July 1984 Mr Magwaza, the principal of the Hambanathi Higher Primary
School, who was also an executive member of the local branch of lnkatha,
had his car burnt. A meeting of the community was called in protest. UDF
members participated in the meeting and condemned the act. However, Norah
Dlamini, a member of the Central Committee of the lnkatha Women's Brigade,
insisted that the UDF had been responsible for the attack. Three members of
the Masakhane Tongaat Youth were arrested and charged with the offence.
The charges against them were later withdrawn.

In apparent retaliation for the attack on Magwaza' scar, leading members
of lnkatha led an attack on the Zamani creche during an inter-denominational
service on 15 July 1984 and set fire to the offices of the Tongaat and District
African Child Welfare Society.
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A delegation of the Hambanathi Residents' Association met officials of the
PNAB with a view to defusing the tension in the township. A meeting between
Inkatha and the UDF was suggested, and the Residents' Association agreed
on condition that a neutral venue and neutral chairperson be found. Before
the meeting (scheduled for September 1984) could be held, however, a reign
of terror descended upon the residents of Hambanathi. It began with a meeting
of the local Inkatha branch during which calls were made for the homes of
UDF supporters to be attacked. Soon thereafter about 200 vigilantes, mostly
non-township residents, stoned and set fire to the homes and cars of eight leaders
of the civic association. Teacher and community leader Ian Mkhize narrowly
escaped when a mob broke into his house and threatened to murder him. The
following day, Musa Chibana, a community councillor, led an attack on the
home of David Tyaliti, one of the leaders in the community. Tyaliti' s family
repulsed the attack, but, when Tyaliti himself took some of the weapons used
in the attack to the police, he was charged with possessing illegal weapons.

Sunday 24 August 1984 has become known as 'Bloody Sunday' in
Hambanathi. It marks the day when the chairperson of the Community Coun
cil, A Majola, led an attack on the homes of several members of the Ham
banathi Residents' Association. Two visitors to the township were killed in
the attack. On the same day two buses and two kombis (with Empangeni
registration plates) carrying Inkatha vigilantes, invaded the township. Accom
panied by the South African Police in armoured four-wheel drive cars with
flame-throwers, they set ten houses alight and murdered Alfred Sithole, school
teacher and community leader.

Weeks of sustained violence followed. Vigilante groups, made up of Inkatha
members and some known gangsters, stopped and searched vehicles at night
and forced all men in the township to take part in patrols. There were repeated
attacks on the houses and property of UDF members. By October over 25
families had been made homeless. The Family Welfare Society was forced
to suspend its services in the area for the safety of its staff, which meant that
a creche, a pre-school centre, an advice office, and all child welfare services
were suspended. Teachers were forced either to resign or teach for no more
than two hours a day. Leaders of the Residents' Association were forced to
flee the townships.

Ian Mkhize, one-time mayor of Hambanathi, described the situation:

Jorac went to reason with lnkatha, that the war Jorac was waging was not against
fellow oppressed, but against the Nationalist Government and that opposition
to the incorporation of the township into KwaZulu was against the government's
ideology aimed at making people lose their citizenship rights. But lnkatha refused
to understand our point of view. Chief Buthelezi said the only way the leaders
ofthe people would be allowed to return safely to Hambanathi, would be if they
withdrew charges against 34 lnkatha members and apologised to Mrs Norah
Dlamini. Although the leaders were allowed to return in January (1985),
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... On 5 May UDF supporters were falsely accused of attacking Inkatha members
and a group of Inkatha supporters again began patrolling the streets and forcing
UDF supporters on to the streets. Several people were assaulted and three homes
were burnt. This time the refugees took refuge in the Phoenix settlement which
was attacked on August 9. 8

On 5 May 1985, Mrs Getrude Masinga alleged that a large crowd of lnkatha
men had arrived at her house in the morning and dragged her husband away.
Two hours later they had come back for her. She said:

They hit me with sjamboks and sticks and knobkerries. As the mob was driving
us, they said they wanted us out of our houses because they wanted them ... (they)
were brandishing all sorts of weapons, even guns, and the police did not even
try to restrain them or take the weapons from them. When we were driving away,
we saw two South African Police vans with policemen inside. They did not show
any concern about what was happening. They saw these people with all these
dangerous weapons but they did nothing. I am sure they saw everything that
was happening.9

Mrs Gladys Tyaliti was attacked three times in the month of May 1985. Describ
ing her situation she said that 'a heavily armed lnkatha mob stormed into my
house and broke the windows and doors. While I was fleeing they hit me with
knobkerries, sjambokked me, slapped me and stabbed me. '10 She alleged that
all this had taken place in the presence of the Natal Development Board police
and South African Police.

When the community council was approached over the predicament of these
families chased out of their houses by vigilantes, it responded by letter: 'In
view of the sad situation and our vain attempt to bring about peace, we feel
now, in the interest of all, that it would be advisable for your own interest
to look for alternative accommodation' (Sunday Tribune, 26.05.85).

In mid-1985, further initiatives for peace were under way. These were not
helped by a statement released by Chief Buthelezi after a speciallnkatha meeting
in which he accused 'the external mission of the ANC', UDF and Cosas of
'laying of foundations ... of a black civil war situation throughout South Africa,'
and alleged that these organisations were

... on a war path, and were being encouraged by the ANC to unleash violence
against Inkatha supporters ... If Inkatha supporters finally decide to defend
themselves and anything happens to people 'on the other side', then Inkatha is
criticised. What can we recommend? That the police be removed from our
townships? If we make that recommendation, what would we recommend to take
the place of the police? II

He said that lnkatha could not ignore the present crisis otherwise it would be
seen to 'fiddle while South Africa was burning'.

The ANC mission in exile and those who worked to further its ends in our country
would prefer to see Durban going up in smoke.

I
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The perpetrators of violence are going to be fed continually with incident after
incident which they can use to persuade the deprived population of this region
to reject the politics of negotiation. 12

Naturally, the attacks have not come only from one side. There was retalia
tion. However, what is certain is that in the actual arena of violence, the pre
sent vigilante activities were a co-ordinated campaign under the guidance of
the army and police. By this means, the South African army authorities hope
to relegate the direct use of the army and even the police, to a lower level,
and only employ them as a back-up force, so that with its ostensibly 'clean'
hands, it can then 'win the hearts and the minds' of the black population.

In some cases, the South African security forces have not hesitated to 'cook
up' incriminating evidence to link some of their activities to the liberation move
ment, such as leaving Soviet-made weapons or ammunition near the scene so
as to give the impression that the activity was carried out by ANC or Umkhonto
we Sizwe cadres.

Soviet-made weapons, however, have also been found in the possession of
Eugene Terre'Blanche's Afrikaner Weerstand Beweging (AWB) movement.
In 1982, two of its members, Jan Groenewald and Jacob Viljoen, were found
guilty of possessing AK-47 assault rifles, and were sentenced to imprisonment,
suspended for five years. The accused were all former members of the securi
ty police. The weapons were discovered in the Cullinan, Delmas and Venter
dorp districts on farms belonging to members of the AWB.

Victoria Mxenge

On the night of 7 August 1985, thousands of people were at a cinema in Umlazi
attending the memorial service for the murdered UDF leader, Victoria Mxenge.
Towards the end of the service, busloads of armed men arrived in Umlazi and
marched on the cinema. As the 300 or so men approached the cinema, they
split into two columns, one circling the building to block all entrances, and
the other moving to the front of the hall where they began smashing taxis and
private cars. One witness told the press that she heard vigilantes shout the
lnkatha war cry, 'Usuthu!', and start attacking the people.

From where I was in the gallery, I saw people being forced through the door
by a spear-wielding mob. I also heard shots fired, and I saw one of the speakers
use a hose on the mob. When the attackers entered the building, some of us
jumped to the ground floor in fear and because by that time there was teargas
everywhere. When I managed to get outside the building, I saw the mob being
driven off by the mourners. I also saw police in landrovers, hippos and Casspirs
firing teargas and I understand that they had been observing the whole incident
al)d only took action when the attackers were being driven off. 12

Another survivor alleged that 'the police fired teargas canisters. We were
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coughing and could not see our attackers who planted their assegais into our
torsos with high zest. I had to squeeze my way as I felt a forest of sticks rain
ing on my head' (Tech Times, September 1985).

A member of the Masakhane Tongaat Youth Organisation (MATOYO) said
'lnkatha attacked private cars and taxis alike, breaking windows, and slashing
tyres. '13 He went on to describe how he managed to escape by jumping into
a taxi which was full of blood and glass. The driver was rushing two people
with gash wounds to hospital. They both died on the way.

On 24 August 1985, 8 000 mourners attended the funerals of eight of the
victims of the cinema attack. The burial itself again became a target of In
katha vigilantes. As the funeral of Thami Khuzwayo drew to a close, four
busloads of Inkatha vigilantes arrived. Some 300 men, armed with spears and
shields, chased mourners from the cemetery. They were led by Winnington
Sabelo, Prince Gideon Zulu and M. Nzuza, all members of the Inkatha Cen
tral Committee and KwaZulu MPS. 14

A few days later, Business Day (28.08.85) reported Winnington Sabelo as
speaking in the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly, warning UDF sympathisers
to get out of the black township of Umlazi by the weekend or 'face the
consequences. '

After Sabelo had spoken, Inkatha resolved to 'protect' Umlazi residents'
lives and homes as well as the property of the KwaZulu government. Sabelo
claimed that the people of the township were fed up with troublemakers, most
of whom were known to Inkatha, and had vowed to 'go it alone' to get rid
of them. He also warned residents from Lamontville and Hambanathi in
Tongaat to leave Umlazi township by the weekend. 'People harbouring them
should see that they left or should leave with them' (Business Day, 28.08.85).

Responding to Sabelo's recent statements, the Progressive Federal Party's
spokesperson on law and order, Peter Gastrow, said that Sabelo was

fuelling the flames of violence. He should not be allowed to proceed with his
plans because it will amount to him taking the law into his own hands. The last
thing we need in Durban after the recent unrest is a second wave of violence.
To now try and settle political scores will slowly tum the unrest situation around
Durban into an endemic one rather than an explosion as we witnessed recently
(Daily News, 26.08.85).

The Church Under Attack

Sabelo went on to say that the next move to prevent trouble from starting again
in the townships would be to close down churches which were 'the nests of
rival organisations'.

Residents and students of the Pietermaritzburg-based Federal Theological
Seminary of South Africa (Fedsem) - the largest theological training centre
in the country - were given a six-day ultimatum to leave the premises 'or
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else it would be burnt to the ground.' This message was delivered to the Fedsem
president, Dr Mgojo. Indeed, one Sunday, a few hundred armed vigilantes
held a meeting at the Imbali township Community Hall, where KwaZulu
Member of Parliament, VB Ndlovu, urged the community to get rid of the
seminary. He said it had fomented unrest and harboured 'criminals', and he
made specific mention of Robert Duma, who had sought refuge there. That
very afternoon, about 100 armed Inkatha men, led by PC Pakkies (an Inkatha
member and mayor of Imbali township), Jele (the chairperson of Imbali In
katha branch) and Ndlovu marched to the seminary and told Dr Mgojo that
if the Seminary was not empty by the following Friday 'it would be burnt to
the ground. '15

Within a week a court interdict had been granted restraining Pakkies and
Ndlovu from attacking the Seminary and evicting its residents.

The threats directed at the Federal Seminary can be understood in the light
of the generally significant role played by all sectors of the church in South
Africa in opposing apartheid. It also mirrors Chief Buthelezi's verbal attacks
on individual members of the church who play a leading role in their com
munities, persons such as Rev. Allan Boesak, Archbishop Desmond Tutu and
Dr Beyers Naude. .

Addressing the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly early in 1986, Chief Buthelezi
attacked the leadership of the South African Council of Churches (SACC) for
producing the Kairos Document, which analysed the violence in South Africa
in its correct historical perspectives. Chief Buthelezi and Inkatha have been
particularly critical of Archbishop Tutu, whom they have accused of being
embroiled in party politics, for what they regard as his open endorsement of
the ANC, to the exclusion of Inkatha.

In April 1986 Chief Buthelezi also attacked Tutu, Boesak and Naude for
having signed a document of the Dutch Council of Churches criticising In
katha. The document accused Inkatha of violence against other Blacks and
of fitting into the government's 'divide and rule' homeland policy. The docu
ment alleged that 'one can no longer speak of peaceful change in (South Africa).
There is a fundamental difference between the primary violence of the op
pressor and the counter-violence aimed at the liberation of the oppressed'
(Business Day, 18.04.86).

The onslaught on the church also targeted individual priests in Natal such
as the Reverend Dlamini of D Section in Umlazi, Reverend Kwela of the
Lutheran Church in Sobantu and Reverend Mabuza of the Methodist Church
in KwaMashu.

In August 1985 Reverend Kwela was forced to flee the township after an
armed mob invaded the church grounds and threatened to kill him and his son,
as well as bum down his church, if he failed to leave the township immediately.
Reverend Mabuza was forced to endure a terrifying experience at the hands
of vigilantes. This is how he narrated his own story:
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On 9 August, between 6.30 and 7 a.m., I was in my bedroom in my pyjamas
when I heard male voices singing outside. I thought this was taking place in
the street. I peeped through the window and saw men armed with sticks,
knobkerries and spears. By this time they had started calling out my surname
loudly and threatening us with statements like 'Mabuza open the door, we have
come for you!' My son started crying softly, saying to me 'Baba, baba' (father,
father). This I recall as the most cutting crisis of it all. I then locked the door
and asked the others to kneel with me in a circle and to hold each other. My
son kept on crying out to me. I tried to comfort him by saying that he should
not cry as we were going to join our late father and mother. Both my wife and
I no longer have parents. This however, did not stop him crying.

We started singing a hymn in Zulu in preparation of what I thought was im
minent death. By this time, we could hear windows being broken somewhere
in the house. We were singing the second verse of the hymn; we heard someone
saying 'we are giving you one hour to leave this place'. On hearing this we opened
the bedroom window and entered the dining room. On entering the dining room,
we saw that there were people at almost every window shouting at us.

One person came to the window of the study which was open and called me
to'come to the window. I went towards him. He accused me of conducting UOP
meetings in my church. I denied this. He then said that I was accommodating
UOP meetings because boys came to hold a meeting in my church. Again I denied
this accusation. I told him, however, that a meeting of our church leaders had
agreed to allow the KwaMashu Youth League to use the church on Mondays
from 6.00 pm until 8.00 pm as they had nowhere else to go. We had felt it our
duty to give them a venue as they are the youth of KwaMashu and there is nothing
illegal about what they are doing.

I then told them that a mob had come in May of this year and threatened the
youth and that they had since stopped coming. The man then said that I had to
come to the stadium on Sunday to clear my name there. The other people were
still busy shouting at me while we were talking. Then the telephone rang; I
answered it, it was Reverend Poswa from Ntuzuma. I told him that I was being
attacked, and asked him whether he could call the police to come and escort
us out of the house and the township. Reverend Poswa promised to telephone
the station commander. The people then left. I then went into the bedroom to
get some of my stuff so that we could flee. However, the mob returned and call
ed me. The same man who had spoken earlier, said that I should go with him
as I was being called (I do not know by whom). I changed my pyjamas for a
pair of trousers and a coat. I opened the front door. I was escorted to a bigger
group of people. As we walked, I was told to lift my right hand, make a fist
and shout: 'UOP is a dog, it separates people', I repeated these words until I
had reached where the bigger group comprising over 100 men with weapons
stood. They were about a hundred yards away from my home.

I was surrounded by this crowd and a Mr Shabalala, whom I know as a com
munity leader in Lindelani, extended his hand to me in greeting. I felt relieved.
However the same accusations that had been levelled at me earlier were repeated,
that I was accommodating UOP meetings in my church, which I do not regard
as a crime anyway. Once again I denied the accusations ... Someone whom I
could not identify accused me of telling lies. He said that I had attended a meeting
in my church after a funeral of a certain Mr Biyela at Empangeni. At this meeting,
this person said, I and another had discussed a plot to kill him. I told the group
that firstly, I did not know a Mr Biyela who had died, nor had I been aware
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of the funeral, nor, furthermore, had I ever been to a meeting with anyone at
any time to discuss anyone who had to be killed, I swore before God and them
that I was telling the truth.

Mr Shabalala who was well known to me as an Inkatha member, then said
that I would have to write a letter and go to the stadium that Sunday to clear
my name. I promised to do so. I was then released. As soon as I reached home
we prayed and thanked God; thereafter we took our belongings and fled the
township. 16

So intense and ferocious had the assault on the UDF become, and so over
whelming was the evidence of Inkatha involvement, that the Secretary-General
of Inkatha, Dr Oscar Dhlomo, had to defend Inkatha members by saying that
they were patrolling township streets to restore 'law and order'. Dr Dhlomo
said that these vigilantes were Inkatha defence units originally set up to pro
tect top Inkatha leaders and now 'extended to its members and residents of
Umlazi and KwaMashu' .17

When confronted by evidence that scores of people had died at the hands
of these gangs, Dr Dhlomo turned around and denied that the vigilantes were
officially sanctioned by Inkatha. So, to what extent can the responsibility for
the death of those people be placed at Inkatha's door?

One of the most heavily involved in these operations was Winnington Sabelo,
a community councillor in Umlazi, a member of the Central Committee of
Inkatha and KwaZulu Member of Parliament. It was Sabelo who came out
clearly as a spokesperson of this campaign. He openly warned that:
1. all UDF members and supporters and all those 'harbouring' UDF people

had to leave Umlazi;
2. churches were 'nests' for rival organisations and that they would be closed

down;
3. cars bearing number plates from outside Umlazi would not be allowed

into Umlazi.
The Central Committee of Inkatha and the KwaZulu cabinet did nothing

to prevent Sabelo from implementing his threats. Nor was he subjected to any
disciplinary measure after he had carried them out. 18

In an affidavit, one resident of Umlazi said, 'On Saturday August 10, I was
chased by Inkatha impis because I refused to join them. Shortly after I left
my home, Mr Winnington Sabelo, policemen in full uniform, and Inkatha impis
searched for me.' 19

In another, Rosalia Gasa (wife of Umlazi Residents' Association Chairperson
David Gasa) swore:

On 12 August at 2.00 a.m. we were sleeping at our home. I woke up to go to
the toilet. On my return from the toilet, I heard a loud bang and breaking glass
and thereafter saw flames in the kitchen. I rushed to wake the other people. I
collected some water and started extinguishing the flames. I was later joined
by my husband and other members of the family. The car had driven away by
the time we got outside and was no longer in sight.
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My husband issued a statement in the Ilanga newspaper condemning the at
tack on the house. On August 21, someone phoned and spoke to our child, Max
well Gasa, and threatened to kidnap him, because of the statements my husband
had made. On August 23, my husband left our home to hide, as he feared for
his life after all the threats. The following day at about 4.30pm a boy came run
ning into the house and told me to leave immediately as members of Inkatha
were coming to bum the house. I quickly moved out of the house and ran away.

As we were moving out, I saw a group of about 200 men. I saw one of them
carrying a big plastic container. I ran to my neighbour's house and my home
remained visible throughout. I saw one Makhathini, who led them to my house.
He pointed out the house to the group. They then started breaking the window
and threw some petrol into the sitting room. They set the house alight. They
also butchered my husband's pigs. The house and all its contents were destroyed.

On September 5, a certain person, who asked me not to reveal their identity,
came to me and informed me that they had attended an Inkatha meeting and
that it had been resolved that I should be kidnapped and killed if I did not reveal
my husband's whereabouts. I have since learnt that Mr Sabelo has a list prepared
of all people whose houses should be burnt. Further it has been reported to me
that my husband's name appeared on the list as one of the people who has to
be killed. 20

Members of UDF affiliates in the Pietermaritzburg township of Imbali found
themselves on the receiving end of similar attacks. Those affected applied for
and won a court interdict which restrained well-known Inkatha members from
assaulting or threatening them in any way. The documentation submitted to
the Pietermaritzburg Supreme Court is detailed and explicit. The first appli
cant, Henry Khehla Mabhida, a trade union organiser, stated in his affidavit:

On Sunday 8 September 1985 at approximately 5.00 p.m., I was standing in
front of my gate at my residence in Imbali when a group of people approached
me. These people, armed with assegais and knobkerries, stopped in front of my
house where I was standing. They appeared to be in an aggressive mood and
the second respondent, Mandalala Mandla, who appeared to be the leader of
the group, began swearing at me and hurling abuse at me.

He told me that as my son was a member of the UDF he advised me to pack
my belongings and to leave my house together with my family, failing which
he and the other members would return that night and evict my family and myself
forcibly. He informed me that I was expected to vacate the house by not later
than 8.00pm that night, and the third respondent, Thulani Ngcobo, addressed
me, stating that I deserved to be stabbed to death.

The first respondent performed a demonstration of his skills with the assegai
and knobkerrie in order to intimidate me and promised that if I did not vacate
as they demanded I would be a victim of his skills. I believed that my family
and I were in grave danger and I accordingly made arrangements for my family
to leave our home and live elsewhere. However, I remained and that night at
approximately 9.oopm I saw a group of armed men approaching my house and
I got into my house and put off the lights. The group of people came and stood
in front of my house and called upon me to come out of the house to confront
them and they, after repeating the earlier threats, stated that they would be
returning to kill me as I had not complied with their demands. The crowd then
left .. , The incident of September 8 did not appear to be a spontaneous incident
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as I was aware that a meeting, immediately prior to the crowd arriving at my
home, had taken place at the Imbali Community Centre. 21

The six other applicants, all members of organisations affiliated to the UDF,
such as the Imbali Civic Association and the Imbali Youth Organisation, sub
mitted affidavits which described almost an identical pattern of events. Those
like Mrs Yengwa, former members of Inkatha but who had since changed to
join the UDF, were singled out and their houses petrol-bombed by Inkatha
vigilantes. Telling the story of her own case, Mrs Yengwa said in her affidavit:

The attackers were all around the house and people were suffocating and being
burnt alive. Afraid of going outside and getting shot, I had a row with my hus
band who wanted to go out and I was trying to stop him. We heard from our
neighbours that our attackers told them not to intervene and to remain in their
houses. This attack was made at about l.ooam on Sunday. These people left
an hour after their attack and they threatened that they were coming back.

All in all my husband was shot eleven times, my daughter Zinhle was shot
on the body and in the stomach, Vuyisani, my son, was shot behind the knee,
Zamisile was shot on the leg and my house was burnt. We could not recognise
these men, since they were hooded, but everybody knows who burns people's
houses and kills. 22

All this evidence suggests a prima facie case of Inkatha involvement in, and
complicity with, the vigilante violence in Natal since 1984. It is interesting
to note that, though Chief Buthelezi has frequently condemned so-called 'black
on-black' violence, he has never once openly and publicly criticised, disciplined
or even investigated Inkatha members for their involvement. It seems signifi
cant too that the residents of the townships have time and again accused the
police and SADF of either failing, or being slow, to protect the townships
from vigilante acts. The exception was the instance when the residents of
Lamontville successfully beat off a vigilante attack. At that time, when the
vigilantes needed protection, they got it.

This leads logically to the suspicion that the South African army and police
were happy to give the vigilantes a free reign in repressing the people's strug
gle against apartheid.

And since the occurrences in Natal are not an isolated instance of vigilante
activities, it seems clear Inkatha vigilantes fit within the overall strategy of
the state to harness counter-revolutionary forces for use against the liberation
struggle.

Inkatha's record suggests a further conclusion, namely that far from being
a non-violent movement, as its constitution proclaims, Inkatha is not loath to
use violence against its opponents.

Such an organisation can hardly be said to be 'moderate' or presenting a
peaceful alternative to the present apartheid government in South Africa. It
has become a dangerous, counter-revolutionary organisation, an obstacle to
the overthrow of the apartheid regime.
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Inkatha and the Indian People

At a certain point in 1985 the vigilante violence in Natal assumed a racial dimen
sion, when its range of targets broadened to include the Indian community.
On various occasions Chief Buthelezi has made hostile references to the ac
Jivities of Indian politicians and organisations and warned the Indian community
not to forget the events of 1949. This was a reference to communal violence
in and around Durban in that year, about which the conventional view is that
it represented an attack by Africans against Indians whose alleged commer
cial exploitation and racial arrogance they are said to have resented.

The riots occurred at a time of intense government hostility to both India
and Indian political movements in South Africa. This was because the South
African Indian Congress, under the leadership of Dr YusufDadoo and Dr GM
Naicker, had been engaged in a campaign of militant passive resistance in Natal
while the recently-independent Indian government had made the treatment of
Blacks in South Africa a question of international debate by raising the issue
at the United Nations. This had aroused considerable 'anti-Indian' sentiment,
especially in the newly elected National Party government.

In fact the hostility during the 1949 events was principally not between
Africans and Indians, but between Whites and the Indians. The Africans in
Durban were only utilised through the activities of agents provocateurs as in
struments for venting this hostility. Before the passing of the Group Areas
Act in South Africa, Africans and Indians had lived in common neighbourhoods
around Durban, in such places as Cato Manor and Inanda. It was not the
Africans living side by side with Indians that participated in these attacks, but
contingents of migrant workers living in single men's hostels, who were roused
to a state of frenzy by rumours and then set loose to attack the Indians.

As in 1949, in 1985 there was almost no advance warning of the attack on
the Indian community. Target for the assault was the Inanda township, an area
occupied by both Africans and Indians. For three days in August Indians, their
houses and businesses, became the targets for sustained mob violence, again
largely by African non-residents. Again security force protection of the In
dian community was significantly lacking.

So what lay behind this onslaught? There seem to have been two factors
indicative of a convergence of interests between the South African and KwaZulu
governments. First, when the South African government launched its new con
stitution in 1983, giving the Coloured and Indian communities their own
chambers within parliament, the overwhelming majority of Indians rejected
this deal. 80% of the Indian electorate boycotted the tricameral parliament.
The whole exercise produced a militant political response, particularly from
the Natal and the Transvaal Indian Congresses. When the UDF was formed,
leaders of the Indian community joined it and actively participated in its cam
paigns against the apartheid system. This political stance continues, as in 1949,
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to evoke considerable hostility from the regime, sufficient to predispose it to
do little to stop vigilante action against the Indian community. The second and
more important factor relates to the land shortage in KwaZulu. In these cir
cumstances, the possession of land by the Indian community of Inanda was
resented and was an issue open to manipulation by skilled propagandists. Indians
had occupied land in Inanda from almost the moment they arrived in the country
as indentured labourers in 1860. Six years later, 2 326 of the 5 041 Indians
were living in Inanda. By 1881 Inanda's Indian population had doubled to
9 157, the largest single concentration of Indians in South Africa.

By 1924 Indians occupied 791 farms, 16632 acres in extent, most of which
were under cultivation. Approximately half of the farms were owned by their
occupiers, while the rest were on leasehold or used for sharecropping. Whatever
the possible injustices of this land allocation in reference to Africans, it was
basically a result of the policy of the white government of the time. Indians
never dispossessed Africans of their land. However, it does seem that the at
tack on Inanda was an attempt to drive Indians out of one of those rare areas
where Africans could still acquire freehold property. With competition for land
bound to favour Indians because of their relatively favourable economic posi
tion on South Africa's social ladder , one way of getting them out was to drive
them out.

After the 1985 events, the Institute for Black Research surveyed a sample
of 488 respondents drawn from the African, Indian and Coloured townships
in the greater Durban metropolitan area. The sample was randomly selected
and devised to ensure a spatial spread of respondents. The results revealed
the traumatic impact on the political affiliations of people as a consequence
of the unrest, with the radicalisation of African political opinion as the most
significant feature.

Chief Buthelezi had lost considerable support, while the UDF had increased
its following in the African community. Significantly, the UDF had the highest
declared support of any organisation among Africans and Indians. Inkatha sup
port dropped from 19.8% to 5.3 %. There was no support for Inkatha in the
Coloured community. Meanwhile Mandela' s support rose highest in Umlazi
(63.3%), Clermont (60%), and KwaMashu (50%). Chief Buthelezi's highest
support was in KwaMashu, where he got only 12.5%. In Umlazi he received
3.3% and in Clermont he received no support at all. 23

When questioned about the causes of the trouble, Africans saw the unrest
largely in political terms, as instigated by the police and by Inkatha. Indians
and Coloureds saw the unrest in economic terms (against business) and in racial
terms (against Indians). Noticeably, Africans did not identify Indians as the
targets of the attacks.
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Inkatha Defends its Positions

1986 opened with a scathing attack by Chief Buthelezi on those whom he con
sidered to be Inkatha opponents. Speaking at an Inkatha Central Committee
meeting in Ulundi during the first week of January, he reaffirmed his organisa
tion's commitment to non-violence:

It is a deep moral commitment and lnkatha members, unlike some of our pious
clerics, are actually dying to oppose violence. We are not in business to be drawn
into internecine black feuding. We are not in business to annihilate the ANC
mission in exile. We are in business to liberate our country. All I say is: God
help anybody who stands in our way. Those who do will understand more fully
how determined we are. If they do not understand it now they will understand
it tomorrow after they have blundered because they did not understand. If they
do not understand it tomorrow, they will perhaps understand it the second time
when they have blundered more grievously. If they do not understand it the next
time, they will most certainly understand it in the life hereafter. We are the true
sons and daughters of Africa, and those of us who come from this part of our
country have warrior blood coursing through our veins. We are quite capable
of adopting an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth philosophy for that which
we cherish so deeply (Sunday Tribune, 12.01.86).

Chief Buthelezi' s words seem to have been understood by Inkatha vigilantes
as a threat to its opponents which soon showed itself when a group of armed
vigilantes attacked more than 300 delegates to the conference of the National
Education Crisis Committee at Rajput Hall, Chatsworth. The conference was
held to decide whether to resume the nationwide school boycott which had
been suspended to give the government the opportunity to end the state of
emergency, withdraw police and troops from the black townships and release
detainees.

Only hours before the start of this historic conference, busloads of armed
vigilantes stormed the hall where the delegates were registering. Delegates
to the conference ran from the hall in panic when they heard youths shouting
'The Zulus are coming!'.

Scores fled to a neighbouring white area and were taken in by householders
who locked their doors and barred windows.

Witnesses said that the attack began at about 2.00 p.m. when hundreds of
armed men raided the hall. Some delegates fought back and two of the at
tackers were killed. They were later identified as Inkatha members (The Star,
2.04.86). Seemingly this was not the first attack on the delegates. According
to Mpho Scott, a conference official, during the night a petrol bomb attack
had been made on a hotel where 300 delegates were staying and several cars
had been damaged by fire.

After these events, Chief Buthelezi's response was to criticise the motives
of the National Education Crisis Committee (NECC) while denying that he
ordered its meeting in Durban to be disrupted.
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NECC did not assemble in Durban to concern itself with matters of education,
just as the Soweto Parents' Committee did not assemble at the University of
the Witwatersrand to concern itself with matters of education. It suits political
or.ganisations aiming to make South Africa ungovernable to have pupils back
at school, where they can be better mobilised than they could if they were in
small groups scattered throughout our black townships ...

They chose Durban as a venue because they wanted to mobilise black pupils
here to do their political work for them. It was aimed at giving evidence that
it was possible to attack me from bases very near to my home. The violence
which erupted is the expression of anger of ordinary men and women in the
street. It is an expression of black youth anger (The Star, 2.04.86).

He further said he was appalled at the reports that the South African police
attributed the action of disrupting the meeting to Inkatha. He called 'on the
Minister of Police to publicly repudiate this statement. I am the president, and
know what Inkatha is instructed to do' (The Star, 2.04.86).

What evidence is there, apart from the statement by the police and the known
political identity of the two Inkatha members killed during the attack, that the
attackers were Inkatha members? Most suggestive is the fact that three Putco
(Public Utility Transport Corporation) buses which transported the vigilantes
were hired by Inkatha, according to Putco's Public Relations Officer, Pat
Rogers. Speaking to the press, Rogers said that the company was not aware
at the time of the intention of the passengers. He said that after the clashes,
drivers were requested to pick up Inkatha reinforcements and to return to the
scene of the clashes, but the drivers refused (Daily Dispatch, 2.04.86).

Realising the blunder of admitting that the attacks on the conference were
by Inkatha, the South African Police asked the Sunday Tribune to 'correct'
the report which it had carried the previous week to this effect. The police
denied doing this. The Sunday Tribune, in any case, stood by its report. It
had received the information from two different police spokespersons. Mike
Cohen, its crime reporter, was told by Major Steve Van Rooyen in Pretoria
that Inkatha backed the vigilantes. The same information was given to the
Tribune reporters in Durban by the police liaison officer in the city, Captain
Winston Heunis (Sunday Tribune, 6.04.86).

Realising the damage being done to Inkatha's image, Oscar Dhlomo issued
a vigorous denial of the press charges. He claimed that they had

no substance whatsoever ... On behalf of lnkatha I can state quite categorically
that the movement has absolutely nothing to do with these groups ... lnkatha
abhors black-on-black conflict and has stated so time and time again. By linking
lnkatha to the nefarious deeds of the groups described as vigilantes, the Weekly
Mail has seriously maligned the leadership of the movement and its 1.2 million
paid-up members. lnkatha has not and never will be involved in instigating
violence. It has deplored the savage acts of the supporters of other well known
organisations in burning and stoning opponents alive. Numerous statements have
condemned the murder and mayhem being carried out in the name of liberation.
One wonders then why lnkatha 's name is being linked to those who are allegedly
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working as 'proxies to the security forces.' Because Inkatha certainly is not.
The answer, I believe, is that a vicious smear campaign has been mounted

to denigrate Inkatha and sow confusion about the movement.
Inkatha's stance on violence, the free enterprise system and foreign invest

ment has angered its opponents and therefore we can state as fact, because the
evidence at our disposal is irrefutable, that a concerted effort is being made to
break us.

Confusion now reigns about Inkatha because high profile activists with other
political allegiances do their best to make this so (Weekly Mail, 14.03.86).

Nonetheless the case for Inkatha's involvement in violence is compelling.
At an Inkatha meeting in Hammarsdale in January 1986, a speaker said: 'If
a person doesn't understand the language Inkatha speaks, whether it is English,
Afrikaans, Zulu or French, then the only language they understand is blood'
(Saspu National, February 1986). Soon after that meeting, on 8 February
1986, vigilantes attacked the Rufaro section of KwaNdengezi", a township near
Hammarsdale, and kidnapped Bheki Nkosi, the leader of the KwaNdengezi
People's Organisation (Kwapo). Nkosi's body was later found with his head
cut off.

The evidence against Inkatha is not mounted by the press alone. Inkatha
has been accused in numerous sworn affidavits, and, where restraining inter
dicts against Inkatha have been sought, they have usually succeeded. What
would be the Inkatha leadership's explanation of the two successful Supreme
Court interdicts stopping two KwaMashu councillors (known members of In
katha) and a member of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly from assaulting
or threatening certain township families?

In April 1986 community councillors Wilson Jwara and Napoleon Mhlongo
and the KwaZulu MP, Gobizizwe Bhengu, were served with an interdict by
Johannes Ntombela and Moses Mthembu. Judgement was given against the
Inkatha members by Judge Nienaber.

Ntombela alleged Jwara and Bhengu and two other men came to his home
and said they had heard that his son intended to burn down KwaZulu govern
ment buildings. Jwara had threatened that if anything was burnt in the townships
'he would hold us responsible and would come to our home, surround it, and
throw bombs at it.'

Ntombela said that he reported the threats to the police but was told that,
apart from taking down the details, nothing could be done. Mthembu made
similar allegations saying that Jwara and Bhengu were among a group of armed
men who came to his home and threatened that he and his men would burn
down the house and kill everyone if any KwaZulu government building were
damaged (Sunday Tribune, 13.04.86).

In another case in the same week, Judge Page granted an interim interdict
restraining a KwaMashu councillor and prominent member of Inkatha,
Mhlongo and Fanifani Manyathi, from assaulting or threatening the families
of Engelina Nzuzu or Gentleness Zuma.
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They were also restrained from damaging or threatening to damage the homes
or properties of the applicants.

In May 1986 prominent Inkatha officials were named in a Supreme Court
application in Durban as being behind the violence directed at the family of
a UDF supporter at Ntuzuma township. The urgent application was brought
by Samuel Dlamini and his son Kisa against the Chairperson of the Inkatha
Women's Brigade in Ntuzuma, Virginia Shandu. Samuel Dlamini had been
badly assaulted by vigilantes in three attacks on his home during March, and
colour photographs illustrating his injuries were handed in to court. He said
in the application that he believed that the incidents were the actions of Inkatha
impis.

He claimed in court that in early March three members of Inkatha met with
Shandu at her home in Ntuzuma and planned to attack the Dlamini home. A
few days later, Dlamini's wife heard Shandu talking to another senior Inkatha
official, Mandla Shabalala, a member of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly.
She said the two of them were discussing where local UDF supporters lived;
Shabalala asked Shandu to point out their homes and said he would bring his
'amabutho' (warriors) to burn these houses down. Their house was later
attacked by about 20 men armed with rifles, shotguns and sticks (Sunday
Tribune, 4.05.86).

The Sunday Tribune (4.05.86) reported that ten Inkatha youth leaders, among
them Ntwe Mofole, the Inkatha national youth organiser, had appeared before
the Ntuzuma magistrate's court charged with the attempted murder of a trade
unionist, Thami Mohlomi, the secretary of the Congress of South African Trade
Unions.According to the charge sheet, during the attack on Mohlomi's home,
this group fired gunshots injuring Nonhlanhla Biyela in the thigh and narrow
ly missing Simon Alpheus Mtshali. In December Mofole and one other accus
ed were convicted and sentenced to four years imprisonment, two years being
suspended (The Star, 12.12.86).

In another court application, brought by Belinda Mfeka and Simon Mfeka,
the Natal Supreme Court granted a temporary interdict against Thomas
Shabalala, a member of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly. Belinda Meka,
in an affidavit, said she had been accused by Shabalala of being a UDF sup
porter, and was threatened with assaults and eviction, since, according to
Shabalala, the township was for Inkatha and not for the United Democratic
Front (Cape Times, 29.05.86).

Earlier, on 1 June 1986, the City Press had published an interview with
Thomas Shabalala in which he was quoted as saying: 'With this, I will leave
hundreds of UDF supporters dead on the battle field. I long for the day when
there will be open war between the UDF and Inkatha - it will prove who
is who in the political battle'. He also stated that he had 'an army of 208 "cops"
under his control, each paid R130 a month'. When giving this interview,
Shabalala - an Inkatha central committee member - was said to be 'rubbing
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his pistol affectionately'.
In Chesterville location the vigilantes adopted the most gruesome methods

of killing their opponents. A popular soccer player, Squzo Ngubane, was shot
by them and had his genitals cut off and his eyes and brains gouged out. 24

The following day another victim, Mduduzi Gumede, was also found hacked
up. Witnesses said that they had seen vigilantes (who called themselves the
A-Team in Chesterville) collecting Gumede's blood in a bowl. His brain, too,
was gouged out.

In September 1986 the Inkatha Youth Brigade held its annual conference in
Ulundi. The keynote address was delivered by ChiefButhelezi, and in the course
of it he said that 'oppression' had turned the youth brigade's members into 'war
riors for freedom'. There had been a time, he stated, when 'Inkatha was turn
ing the other cheek' and the youth brigade's cadres were regarded as 'the sissies
of the struggle. Now you gird your loins with Inkatha power and strength to
pursue noble objectives. I am very proud of you. You are the joy of my life.
I feel a deep sense of comradeship with you' (Weekly Mail, 5.09.86).

In November 1986 differences emerged within the membership of Inkatha
on the whole issue of the vigilantes. Unable to deny that they were in fact
Inkatha members, some Inkatha supporters in Magabeni called a meeting, to
which they invited the UDF, to condemn the'gun-toting Inkatha impis'. The
meeting was initiated by Chief Siyanda Luthuli of Magabeni, and was attended
by about 600 residents. Present among these were Colbert Nkushubane,
member of the Central Committee of Inkatha, Simon Oscar Xaba, a promi
nent.member of Inkatha and the KwaZulu representative, AZ Mlotshwa. The
meeting heard speakers complain of 'gun-toting thugs under the leadership
of certain Inkatha members roaming townships to eliminate UDF supporters'.
It was alleged at the meeting that some of the vigilantes were led by Colbert
Nkushubane himself (City Press, 2.11.86).'

An Inkatha member informed the meeting that he had been instructed to
join the vigilantes, and told that they had 'buckets of bullets'. He asked: 'What
kind of Inkatha is this? It is not the Inkatha we know' (City Press, 2. 11.86).

Nkushubane argued that he was a victim of a smear campaign and that his
house had been petrol-bombed twice recently. Defending Inkatha, Mlotshwa
said that 'what a party member did in his own time did not necessarily
demonstrate that party's policy' (City Press, 2.11. 86).

Defending Inkatha from this evidence of violent actions by certain members,
Chief Buthelezi wrote:

Human frailty being what it is, Inkatha's members are drawn into the violence
which dominates most of our townships. It is totally impossible for me to discipline
every single member of Inkatha into pacifist behaviour in a climate in which
violence has been so vigorously stimulated by the External Mission of the ANC
and its internal surrogate, the UDF. Inkatha is committed to non-violence,
peaceful change and negotiation. It is also a fact that the External Mission of the

i
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AN~ and its supporters within South Africa ... have openly called for South
Afnca to be made 'ungovernable' and officially and actively pursue civil war ...

The ANC urges the assassination of black town councillors, policemen,
me~bers of the defence force and any other individual who disputes them. Part
?f Its ~rogramme too is to annihilate lnkatha and other black groups opposing
Its tactICS and strategies. This is the organisation which is seen as the liberators
of South Africa. lnkatha members have been hacked to death, they have been
necklaced, their houses have been burned to the ground. Their children have
been blown up by grenades and shot by AK-47 rifles. Faced with trat amount
of butchery of lnkatha members, one can only expect violent reaction to violent
onslaught. These are the realities within which Inkatha pursues its commitment
to democracy and to non-violent tactics and strategies ... ' (Letter to the Editor,
Guardian, United Kingdom, 15.11.86).

Again Chief Buthelezi takes no blame for the actions of the organisation
he leads. Specific charges are not answered. Instead, blame is cast on others.
Chief Buthelezi has been known for his quick responses against people within
the KwaZulu government and Inkatha who differed with him, whether it was
Barney Dladla or Sibusiso Bhengu. And why did he not take similar action
against characters like Mrs Shandu, Sabela, Shabalala and scores of others
who have had to be charged in Supreme Courts?

Chief Buthelezi is caught in a dilemma, and this dilemma constitutes the
elements that make up the major crisis for his political leadership. If he publicly
condones attacks by Inkatha vigilantes, he will compromise his and Inkatha's
much-publicised policy of 'non-violence'. But ifhe publicly reprimands senior
colleagues in the Central Committee involved in vigilante activities, he risks
losing support. This view has been confirmed by Dr SibusisQ Bhengu, one
time Secretary General of Inkatha.

Elected in 1975, he resigned his post in 1978, disillusioned with Inkatha's
direction. For years he kept silent and avoided making his criticism of Inkatha
public because 'I hoped Buthelezi would change'. He has now given up that
hope, and from Geneva, where he is executive secretary for research and social
action at the Lutheran World Federation, he said:

Our original belief was that we would be a national organisation. We only agreed
to be related to KwaZulu as an umbrella because there was no way to operate
an anti-apartheid movement openly. Inkatha has only a few non-Zulu individuals,
no large groups. Most Zulu opinion-makers are against Inkatha. I cannot see
what contribution Inkatha has made towards liberating South Africa.

Many other people who were leading members of Inkatha agree with me. Some
have stayed on because they feel that now that people have been mobilised it
is not good to break Inkatha up. Others are biding their time. Others have left
the country. Inkatha's warriors are terrorising people and committing acts of
vandalism. Inkatha is no longer part of the struggle. It's on the wrong track.
Inkatha has been hijacked and is merely assisting the South African regime'
(Guardian, United Kingdom, 19.09.86).
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9. Buthelezi and the Working Class:' Uwusa

Since each of the bantustans occupies the same structural position as a labour
reserve within the political economy of South Africa, their development strategy
focuses on attracting 'foreign' investment with the existence of a stable and
cheap labour force.

In the 1960s the South African government adopted a policy of attracting
industry to the border areas of the bantustans in an attempt to stem the influx
of Africans into urban areas as well as to give the bantustans some economic
legitimacy as self-governing entities by establishing the conditions for a degree
of job creation.

To facilitate this arrangement, the South African government issued a series
of labour proclamations in the early 1970s giving rights to industrialists in
the bantustans to pay sub-minimum wages far below those in other industrial
areas. These proclamations excluded bantustans from all the provisions of the
Labour Relations Act (then called the Industrial Conciliation Act). It is therefore
not surprising that all bantustans have sought to control trade union activity
within their territories, although differing in means towards this objective.

Proclamation R84 of 1970 as amended I repealed the Industrial Conciliation
Act of 1956 in regard to the black workers in the bantustans. It also repealed
minimum wage and conditions of service measures applicable to black workers
in South Africa. By excluding bantustans, black workers employed in these
territories were left at the mercy of employers. For example, the South African
Research Service reported in 1984 that 'workers in the bantustan clothing in
dustry work a 45-hour week as compared with 40-hour week in the main urban
areas.' Until recently the minimum hourly wage at the Isithebe Henred Freuhauf
plant in KwaZulu, was 80c compared to RI.80 in other plants of the same
company operating outside KwaZulu. Isithebe is KwaZulu's main industrial
growth point, housing by 1980 a total of62 factories. In that same year, when
the Metal and Allied Workers Union (MAWU) was organising at the Vickers
Lenning, FA Poole and Henred Fre1Jhauf plants at Isithebe, the employers in
these companies stated that they were willing to recognise MAWU unions in
KwaZulu only on condition that they did not seek parity in wages with plants
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outside the bantustan. 2

According to the Bureau for Economic Research, Co-operation and Bantu
Development (BENSO), total employment (excluding agriculture and services)
in all bantustans amounted to 597 505 in 1980, with KwaZulu's share being
305 240. 3 These figures are inflated as a result of BENSO's wide definition
of an 'economically active' worker. Nevertheless, it does indicate the number
of African workers subjected to severe exploitation in the bantustans.

Attempts by trade unions to press for improved wage and working conditions
have brought them into direct conflict with the bantustan administrations, whose
investment strategy relies on the existence of a docile and cheap workforce.

In addition, since bantustans are ethnic political entities based on tribal struc
tures and have undemocratic and authoritarian practices, bantustans inevitably
come into conflict with the national character of trade unions with their
democratic structures. They have harassed trade unions with security legisla
tion, detaining members and leaders or even banning them altogether. In
Bophuthatswana, trade unions can function only on condition that they recognise
its 'independence'. The Transkei bans all trade union activity within its borders,
and workers have no legal right to strike. Ciskei's Central Intelligence Ser
viCe has detained hundreds of trade union officials, and in the process banned
a union in September 1983. KwaZulu has been the only bantustan to support
officially and even encourage selected trade union activity. When KwaZulu
reached the stage of 'self-government' in February 1977, it was able to replace
South African industrial laws with legislation which provided for the registra
tion of black trade unions and for the establishment of an industrial court which
would administer judgement on reported unfair labour practices. In actual fact,
however, no trade union has been registered in KwaZulu, no industrial court
has ever sat and no judge has ever been appointed. Only in 1984 did the National
Sugar Refining and Allied Industries Employees' Union (NASARAIEU)
become the first union to affiliate to Inkatha. According to KwaZulu labour
law, no prohibition is placed on unions joining a political party, neither are
unions prohibited from granting financial or other assistance to a political party,
nor influencing its members to assist any political party or any candidate for
election to any office or other position in a political party or to any legislative
body established by any law. Speaking at a meeting with the AFL-CIO in June
1983, Chief Buthelezi explained that Inkatha had always adopted a stance of
support for the workers' movement in South Africa, and that it had explicitly
avoided and would continue to avoid any attempt to take over the role of trade
unions. However, he said, some formal interaction was needed between In
katha and unions, since Inkatha wished to have trade union interests represented
on its central committee; at the same time, he insisted, Inkatha hoped that trade
unions would in due course reciprocate and establish the possibilities for In
katha's presence on their decision-making bodies. This link, Inkatha believ
ed, would make it possible to plan effective strategies which would mount
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the right degree of pressure on employers and authorities to force industrialists
to discharge their wider responsibilities.

Chief Buthelezi further proposed that the Inkatha Institute should be used
as the base from which to negotiate what course of action would best serve
the joint interests of both the trade union movement and Inkatha. He pointed
out that the proposal was a matter of urgency because Inkatha could no longer
'defer the question of what it can do for its workers who dominate its
membership. '4

These views of Chief Buthelezi were greeted with scepticism. The national
trade union movement in South Africa has always considered any co-operation
with ethnic-based bantustan structures a negation of both their dedication to
fight for national unity as well as for recognition of South Africa as a single
country. Moreover, there was uncertainty about what Chief Buthelezi really
meant in the light of the practical record of the KwaZulu administration's at
titude to workers' grievances, as demonstrated, for example, in two strikes
in 1982 involving the KwaZulu Bata Shoe Company at Loskop. The workers
at Bata received wages between R14 and R28 per week, compared with the
starting wages of a labourer of R46.55c per week prescribed by the national
industrial council for the entire footwear industry outside of bantustans. The
union estimated that Bata's wage bill in KwaZulu was approximately one third
of that of equivalent establishments in South Africa. The strike centred around
management's refusal to deal with the National Union of Textile Workers
(NUTW) as well as the demand for the reinstatement of fired union members.
In the course of the strike, the union appealed to the KwaZulu government
to intervene.

The KwaZulu government, however, failed to engage the company in con
structive negotiations. A press statement by NUTW claimed bitter frustration
and disappointment with KwaZulu government officials. Perhaps NUTW did
not know that Inkatha has a company called Khulani Holdings (Pty) Ltd which
is in financial partnership with the KwaZulu Bata Shoe Company. Also, ac
cording to the KwaZulu government's tri-partite agreement scheme, the Bata
Shoe Company is one of those companies in KwaZulu which have joint share
capital with the KwaZulu government.

Eventually Bata broke the NUTW strike by firing 250 workers and hiring
non-union labour. Two years later, in 1984, the NUTW once again called upon
the KwaZulu government to intervene when a renewed dispute broke out bet
ween the union and the company at the Loskop factory. In its tum, the com
pany approached the relevant KwaZulu Minister, after which workers and union
members were intimidated, arrested and beaten up by the KwaZulu police,
who supported management in an attempt to break the strike. During the course
of 1986 the NUTW members were physically prevented from attending trade
union meetings and were assaulted by Inkatha vigilantes in Hambanathi
township. The union had to apply for protection in the Natal Supreme Court.
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KwaZulu and lnkatha's own economic interests obliged them to take sides
not with the workers and trade unionists but with management. Chief
Buthelezi's support of the KwaZulu workers' right to form trade unions was,
it seemed, only part of a campaign to mobilise workers as a constituency to
bolster lnkatha membership. But this should have come as no surprise to those
who knew the background of recent labour history in Natal.

The 1973 Natal Workers' Strike and Barney Dladla

In the first KwaZulu Cabinet, Barney Dladla was the Councillor for Com
munity Affairs, responsible broadly for the social welfare of KwaZulu's
citizens. In the cabinet hierarchy he was second only to the Chief Minister.
After a brief involvement in the affairs of the South African Congress of Trade
Unions (SACTU), Dladla had become a modestly successful small trader in
Estcourt, near Pietermaritzburg. The initially good relationship between Dladla
and Chief Buthelezi began to sour in 1973 over two main issues. One was
the role in KwaZulu of the Bantu Investment Corporation (BIC), a South
African government-funded parastatal, and the other related to Dladla's sup
port for workers during the 1973 strikes in Natal.

Up until the passage of the Bantu Homelands Self-Government Act in 1959,
no outside capital investment had been allowed into the private sector in the
bantustans. This was because their function was seen as being purely that of
a labour supplier to the central government and developing the private sector
was regarded as either unnecessary or a threat to the smooth flow of labour.
This attitude changed with the further conception of the role of the bantustans
as represented by the 1959 legislation, namely, constituting the arena where
Africans would, in terms of the Verwoerdian ideal, 'enjoy their political rights
to self-determination'.

To ensure that this development represented no threat to white hegemony
in greater South Africa required the insertion into power of a safe political class.

Guaranteeing their docility required that this class and its allies be given
a stake in the system, a material level of prosperity which would create in
them a need to 'defend the system'. In theoretical jargon, this process is usually
conceptualised as the 'creation of a middle class', which is what it is, or, more
precisely, the creation of a petty bourgeois ruling class. Hence the establish
ment of BIC which was to be the conduit for a controlled flow of capital in
a specific and carefully selected direction. In addition to the viability of the
enterprise, extra-economic factors such as the applicant's political reliability
and ethnic origin had to be considered before a loan application was granted.

By 1969 BIC had granted loans to 653 African traders and businesspersons.
Of these, only 245 were for the starting of new enterprises. 5 In response to
criticism of its low level of activity, BIC announced in 1970 a five-year plan
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to spend R6 million in KwaZulu constructing business premises and housing
for lease to Africans, while R14 million was to be made available for business
loans.

In 1973, BIC agreed to a request from Chief Buthelezi to build an interna
tional hotel in Ulundi. Seemingly sometime in this period 1970-73, BIC agreed
to grant a loan of R76 000 for the construction of a residence for the Chief
Minister. 6

Trouble began to develop between Dladla and Chief Buthelezi when, in 1973,
Dladla alleged that too many strings were attached to BIC's aid and he com
plained of the arrogance of some BIC officials who, he argued, were the ef
fective rulers of the bantustans, including KwaZulu (Rand Daily Mail,
31.05.73). In reply Buthelezi pointed out that KwaZulu had no instrument of
its own through which to develop economically and therefore had to rely on
HIC. He read statistics to show the employment opportunities created for blacks
by BIC. Black businesspersons, he said, had difficulty raising loans from com
mercial banks because they did not own the land on which their businesses
stood and so could not offer security, but BIC made loans to them all the same.
He said that while he sympathised with some of the suspicions which 'some
people' had ofBIC, these would be allayed by the establishment of a KwaZulu
Development Corporation through the initiative of BIC. Then, he said, 'most
of the causes of friction between the Zulu public and the Corporation as
operating now would be eliminated. '7

Dladla was not convinced and repeated his allegations of malpractice,
including a charge that BIC was demanding that property owners transfer
ownership of their stands of land to BIC as a condition for the granting of
a loan. 'When these people came down from Pretoria, we were told that they
were here to help us. But now that their tasks are done here, we discover that
they had stolen our wealth and were sending it back to Pretoria'. 8

Chief Buthelezi was not pleased with what he considered to be 'Dladla's
rambling attack on BIC'.9 He said that Dladla's evidence was not convinc
ing and, furthermore, he suspected that these attacks were being made for per
sonal reasons. The conflict between Dladla and Chief Buthelezi developed to
the point where Buthelezi had to call for a special meeting of the Executive
Councillors, whom he asked for an unequivocal vote of confidence to reaf
firm their loyalty to him. Dladla voted with the others. Yet an uneasy rela
tionship persisted between the two.

Almost at the same time, a more serious conflict developed between the two.
To understand this second conflict fully, one needs to know something of the
events of the 1973 Natal workers' strike in which Dladla participated and in
which he offered to negotiate with the bosses on behalf of the workers.

Between January and April 1973, more than 160 strikes occurred in Natal,
affecting 146 businesses and involving 60 000 workers. The industries most
seriously affected were steel, engineering, textile, transport and cement
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products. By mid March, at the SAPPI Paper Mill in Mandini, more than 1 (){)()
workers went on strike after rejecting a 25% pay increase. Over the next fort
night, the strikes gained momentum and extended to the Richards Bay
Empangeni industrial area. More than 1 000 workers at the Alusaf Aluminium
Refinery and close to 2 000 clothing workers at Richards Bay went on strike
for higher pay and better working conditions. The South African government
dispatched a large army unit to Alusaf to maintain supplies of aluminium.

Barney Dladla addressed the workers at Alusaf and told them they were strug
gling in a just cause. He urged them to continue the strike until their demands
were met. He promised to organise funds from overseas supporters of the libera
tion struggle to feed workers while they were on strike. The South African
government's Minister of Finance, Senator Owen Horwood, warned Dladla
not to interfere with matters outside his homeland. Addressing a National Party
meeting near Durban, Horwood said: 'It is we and not Dladla that will decide
what goes on there' (Natal Mercury, 30.01.73).

When the strikers marched, Dladla was at their head, promising that, if the
police did shoot, they would have to start with him. Nor did he confine himself
to Richards Bay. He encouraged the striking workers in Durban, where about
1 200 employees ofthe Frame Group's New Germany Pinetex Mill had struck
for higher wages in the wake of a new wage order published by the Minister
of Labour. Police arrested 250 workers as the strike spread through ten textile
factories. The strike reached a climax with a march of about 5 (){)() workers
led by Barney Dladla on the Frame Group's main textile mill at New Ger
many, where negotiations with management were conducted. When the results
of the negotiations were announced, workers regrouped at the nearby Cler
mont Stadium where they were addressed by Dladla and Halton Cheadle (The
Star, 29 and 30.01.74; and Rand Daily Mail, 30 and 31.01.74).

Already by this time the Durban Chamber of Commerce had called for
government action 'to prevent homeland authorities from becoming involved
in negotiations or disputes in White areas'. Four trade unionists, including
Cheadle, with whom Barney Dladla had been working closely, were banned.
It also became clear that the government wished to undermine Dladla's work,
but because he was a cabinet minister in a bantustan, they could not ban him
as they had done with the trade unionists, since this would create a precedent
whose repercussions could lead to the exposure of the bantustan scheme as
an outright sham.

Indirect methods were used instead; the pro-government Trade Union Council
of South Africa (TUCSA) condemned Dladla's involvement in the strikes,
warning'African homeland politicians' against being involved in labour and
industrial relations (Rand Daily Mail, 2.04.74). Barney Dladla hit back at
TUCSA by saying that it sought to bring the newly-established independent
black trade unions 'under the heavy hand of the White leadership' so as to
deprive them of all militancy and political commitment. TUCSA's general
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secretary, Arthur Grobelaar, replied that 'Mr Dladla's aspirations remain those
of a sectional Black Power politician and he is basically trying to find an issue
which will gain him the senior political position in KwaZulu politics, that of
Chief Executive Councillor' (Rand Daily Mail, 13.05.74).

At the TUCSA congress in September of the same year, the incoming presi
dent, TP Murray, said that very few homeland leaders had ever seen a factory
unless they drove past one in their cars. 'I certainly don't want anyone from
the homelands coming into the engineering industry to tell us how to run that, '
he continued.

Naturally, Dladla became a hero among the black workers, a remarkable
achievement for a person working within the bantustan system. Letters of praise
and congratulations flooded the press as well as the offices of the KwaZulu
government, singling out Dladla as an example of outstanding leadership. One
such letter, written by John Dlangamandla, said:

All African workers ... have the greatest regard for that great son of KwaZulu,
the Hon. Barney Dladla ... to Chief Gatsha I say: inject more men of the calibre
and conviction of our hero, Barney Dladla, and you will not need to do all the
thinking and talking for KwaZulu. We the workers are looking forward to have
in the KwaZulu Parliament men of conviction and men who will not sit silently
through the session not knowing what to say(Rand Daily Mail,15.05.74).

Little did such admirers of Dladla know that they were doing his cause no good.
We have already referred to Chief Buthelezi's sensitivity to criticism and

opposition. When attacked or challenged, he is capable of responding with
extravagant language, witness his earlier responses to Hertzog Dube as 'a nasty
piece of work', and Nthatho Motlana as a 'political leper' and a 'skunk' (see
chapters 1 and 7). In the KwaZulu Legislature (October 1983) the ANC was
described as the 'reaper from death'; those who are engaged in armed struggle
have been termed 'rabble-rousers who display the false bravado' and as 'stooges
who are driven by frustrations and ambitions of fools'. Few people can trade
in words with Chief Buthelezi. Behind the shy smile lurks a quick temper.
The revelation of this latter trait has been a surprise to those who knew Chief
Buthelezi when he was a student at Amanzimtoti Training College and Fort
Hare University, as well as when he worked in the Native Affairs Administra
tion offices in Durban before he became a chief. They find it difficult to relate
this violent temper, the verbal abuse and brutality to the good mannered and
almost shy person they had known him to be. MB Yengwa, who first met
Buthelezi as a young boy in 1947 at Mahashini in the Nongoma district, sug
gested that these characteristics developed in the course of time because of
Chief Buthelezi' s chosen political environment, the contradictions within it
and therefore ultimately within himself. 10

At the height of Barney Dladla's popularity, particularly among the workers,
Chief Buthelezi convened a meeting of the Executive Council. There Dladla
was accused of having acted without consulting the KwaZulu cabinet when
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he had negotiated with the employers on behalf of the workers. Dladla replied
that the strikes had constituted an emergency situation and there was no time
to let issues make their way through the long bureaucratic process of cabinet
meetings before he acted. The meeting insisted, however, that he had exceeded
his prerogatives. It was held to have been the task of Solomon Ngobese, the
KwaZulu Urban Representative, and not of Dladla, to negotiate between
workers and employers when this was necessary (Rand Daily Mail, 23.05.74).

Chief Buthelezi decided to reshuffle his cabinet and told Dladla to relin
quish his post of Executive Councillor for Community Affairs and assume a
less prestigious portfolio in the Justice department. This meant that he had
to move from Pietermaritzburg to Nongoma. Dladla realised that this was an
attempt to move him from his working class constituency and power base.
He protested by letter, stating that it would dislocate his family and would
cause him great inconvenience. Chief Buthelezi rejected Dladla's plea. This
led to heated arguments between them which leaked to the press.

On 28 June 1974, Dladla issued a statement to the press. He explained that
there were three points of difference between himself and Chief Buthelezi:
1. The involvement of BIC in KwaZulu;
2. The relationship between the KwaZulu government and the trade unions;
3. Their responses towards the attitude of the 'Third World' countries in rela

tion to policies that they adopted towards South Africa.
With regard to Buthelezi's attitude to BIC, Dladla made the allegation that

the Chief 'could not oppose the BIC because they are to spend thousands of
rands on his new house.' II

With regards to 'Third World' policies, Dladla believed that Chief Buthelezi
was playing down the possibility that change in South Africa could come about
through armed struggle. During a trip when they met with Presidents Nyerere,
Kaunda and Tolbert, Emperor Selassie and Kamanda wa Kamanda (the Deputy
Secretary of the OAU), Dladla differed with Chief Buthelezi on the emphasis
that the chief was placing on non-violence. According to Chief Buthelezi
himself, Dladla asked him: 'Is it really necessary for us to sing a song of "1
am-not-committed-to-violent-change" for the sake of solidarity? Personally
I choose to keep quiet rather than embarrass the "Third World". '12

There was no going back at this stage. The conflict between the two men
was fundamental and irreversible. It was not merely a question of a clash of
personalities or a struggle for power and influence. The two represented
diametrically opposed class interests and political positions. Unless one of them
forsook his standpoint and the corresponding strategic outlook, there was no
way in which they could be reconciled within the same cabinet. Chief Buthelezi
knew this, but had no constitutional power to dismiss Dladla outright. So he
referred the matter to the Legislative Assembly.

Dladla told the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly that he refused totally to move
to Nongoma and would rather do his new job from his home in Estcourt. But
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if that was not acceptable, he was 'quite prepared to be kicked out' of the
KwaZulu cabinet (Natal Witness, 30.07.74). On 28 August 1974 Dladla was
dismissed from the Executive Council after a special session of the Assembly
had voted for his expulsion.

Less than a year later, workers at Newcastle boycotted the bus service run
by the Trans-Tugela Transport Company which was sponsored by the BIC.
Bus services between Newcastle and the African townships of Madadeni and
Osizweni (12 km and 23 km from town, respectively) were run by the BIC.
Large numbers of workers at Iscor, Veka Clothing Factory, Bester Homes,
Durban Falkirk and other large concerns were transported to and from work
by this bus company which decided to increase fares from eight to thirty cents.
During the bus boycott, violence developed -- vehicles were stoned, two
bottlestores looted, and two beerhalls wrecked. Two men were killed and
several others injured when the police opened fire on the crowd. Four white
officials were held hostage in a compound by the workers and three policemen
were seriously injured.

The remarkable feature of this boycott was that among the slogans chanted
by the workers, were those that expressed rejection of Gatsha Buthelezi and
the BIC. Some Iscor workers claimed that Chief Buthelezi did not dare in
tervene in that strike because BIC was building him a home. These slogans
of the workers referred to a view that the price increase was really an 'in
direct tax' necessitated by the need to raise funds to repay the loan for the
construction of the Chief Minister's residence. 13

After the 1973 Strikes

Most workers believed the actions taken by Barney Dladla on their behalf to
be essentially those of the KwaZulu government. In this way such workers
in Natal identified Chief Buthelezi as generally supportive of the trade unions.
This explains why, in 1975, 87 % of Durban workers interviewed in a survey
by researchers Eddie Webster and Judson Khuzwayo named Buthelezi as their
leader. While other bantustan leaders were openly hostile to workers' con
cerns, Chief Buthelezi and the KwaZulu government were perceived as cham
pioning the rights of the workers. Even King Zwelithini, as early as 1972,
during the Durban Coronation strike, had offered to negotiate on the workers'
behalf with management, and had only withdrawn after Chief Buthelezi had
insisted that, as king, he should remain above controversy. Taken together,
all these positions by leaders of the KwaZulu bantustan raised the expecta
tions of Natal's black workers. To this extent, the conflict between Chief
Buthelezi and Barney Dladla was seen by many as a mere power struggle and
not an indication that Chief Buthelezi was necessarily on the side ofthe bosses.
There were exceptions to this opinion, but as yet insignificant in scope.
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After the dismissal of Dladla, Solomon Ngobese intervened in disputes
although 'he did more to anger workers than to aid them.' 14 Dladla had in
sisted that union shop stewards should join him in talks with management,
whereas Ngobese would see employers only on his own. For example, when
workers at the Dano textile plant struck, they asked Ngobese to take up their
case, but charged afterwards that he had ignored them and made a separate
deal with the company. Workers did not call on him again and, from 1975
onwards, Chief Buthelezi steadily fell out with the unions as the KwaZulu
government was no longer seen to be aiding them.

The 1973 Natal workers' strike marked the beginning of reorganisation by
the trade union movement in South Africa. If, in the decade or so before, work
ing class organisation had been absent, these strikes were an indication of a
revival.

Trade unions emerged from the 1973 strikes with the recognition that scat
tered workers, competing with one another, could never better their working
conditions and earn decent wages. Only on the basis of unity could the work
ing class develop a consciousness of its power in South African society. These
strikes, like all trade union activity, were schools of solidarity and struggle.
Workers were beginning to recognise that capital was a concentrated social
power, backed by the apartheid state, while the workers had only their in
dividuallabour power at their disposal. Under these conditions, no agreement
between capital and labour could be reached on just terms until workers con
solidated their numerical strength in unity.

Extensive debate took place among trade unionists about the way forward
from 1973. One view argued that unions had to establish themselves inside
the factories and develop grassroots' membership, only approaching manage
ment for recognition after workers were organised. This would mean shifting
the burden of organising to shop stewards elected inside the factory. Another
view insisted on the prime need to develop a worker education programme.
In favour of this approach was, among others, Harriet Bolton, who came up
with the idea of establishing the Institute for Industrial Education (lIE), with
Chief Buthelezi as its chancellor and Professor Lawrence Schlemmer as its
chairperson.

The task of the lIE was to organise a correspondence course on labour issues
with the intention of providing a certificate at the end of it. However, the lIE
did very little to advance trade unionism, partly because it was not controlled
by the trade unions themselves but by an elite group of intellectuals who were
concerned with education in general rather than on factory floor matters. Chief
Buthelezi's chancellorship thus went nowhere, as far as this institute was con
cerned, and finally he also resigned from it.

Worker militancy was meanwhile steadily advancing. In 1975 there were
135 strikes throughout the country, 96 of which were work stoppages in Natal.
1976 was dominated by the Soweto uprising, during which absenteeism of up
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to 75% was reported by businesses in Johannesburg, with a general workers'
stay-at-home strike in August called in support of student demands. On the
afternoon of 24 August, hundreds of Zulu hostel-dwellers banded together to
form an impi, following severe damage by arson at Mzimhlophe hostel. Arm
ed with sticks, assegais and pangas, these men went on the rampage through
Soweto, breaking into homes and attacking residents. The World newspaper
(25.08.87) reported that police stood by as the hostel men attacked, and they
were even seen inciting workers to violence. Chief Buthelezi' s role in all this
became the subject of much dispute. Some leaders of the Soweto community
suspected his influence as being behind the hostel workers' actions, while others
believed that he could not have encouraged the Mzimhlophe hostel-dwellers'
actions because, after he arrived in Johannesburg, he accused police at a press
conference of inciting hostel dwellers to violence (Sunday Times, 29.08.87).

In 1977 the government appointed the Wiehahn Commission to investigate
legislation relating to labour matters, and the Riekert Commission to inquire
into other legislation relating to the utilisation of personnel. By this time, not
only the government but also monopoly capital had become sensitive to the
growing power of the workers, most of whom were organised in unregistered
independent trade unions.

Speaking at the annual meeting of the Midlands Chamber of Industries,
Professor Wiehahn, chairperson of the Commission of Enquiry, called for
African workers to be trained in trade unionism, and expressed the view that
unless this happened, 'hostile elements trained abroad' could take over the
reins of workers' organisations in South Africa. The country needed properly
formed workers' organisations in factories and other establishments so that
'a dynamic new labour relations culture can be developed,' he added (Rand
Daily Mail, 22.07.77).

In the October 1977 issue of Optima, Dr Zac de Beer, executive director
of the Anglo American Corporation, commented that it was unwise and self
defeating to deny workers the ultimate right to form organisations they wanted.
Reiterating this view, Harry Oppenheimer argued:

It will do no good for the government to refuse to recognise black trade unions,
for they are increasingly obtaining power to force recognition by employers ...
Indeed the best thing in the circumstances would be to encourage the growth
of racially mixed trade unions in order to prevent, if possible, political action
on a racial basis by black trade unions. 15

In this climate, Chief Buthelezi continued to give trade unionism rhetorical
support, and later allowed unions to organise in KwaZulu. But he did little
to aid them. The reason seems to be that, after he had formed lnkatha in 1975,
he was only really interested in those unions which would seek to join lnkatha.
While some workers in Natal continued to regard Chief Buthelezi as their leader
in the region, they nevertheless saw the trade unions and not lnkatha as their
protagonist inside the factories. Gibson Thula, then lnkatha's chief urban
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representative, urged unions to work with lnkatha and stressed that they would
not 'necessarily' have to join it in return for its help. lnkatha aimed, he said,
to help them win factory battles and would not impose itself on them.

In 1979 Chief Buthelezi renewed his appeal for trade unions to work with
lnkatha, arguing that their interests and those of political groups were 'in
separable'. But he went further to warn the unions that, without lnkatha sup
port, they would not make any headway. Speaking to a meeting organised by
the Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers' Union of South Africa
(CCAWUSA), he said that no strike could succeed without lnkatha support,
adding that lnkatha was willing to back them with consumer action. In their
response, both FOSATU and the Consultative Committee of Black Trade
Unions rejected lnkatha's offer of help.

In September 1982 a delegation of unionists from the AFL-CIO and the
African American Labour Centre (AALC), the African arm of the former,
visited South Africa to 'examine recent labour developments' . The delegation
consisted of Irving Brown, director of the AFL-CIO international affairs depart
ment; Patrick 0' Farrell, executive director of the AALC; Sol Chaikin, na
tional vice-president of the AFL-CIO; and Frederick O'Neal, also national
vice-president of the AFL-CIO. Reports had identified Brown as a CIA oper
ative in 1967, allegations Brown called a 'smear' (Sunday Tribune, 12.09.82).

During the visit, members ofthe KwaZulu government, among them Simon
Conco (later UWUSA's General Secretary), met with them, but other unions
like SAAWU and MACWUSA refused to meet the delegation. MACWUSA
stated that its refusal was due to the AFL-CIO's support of the Reagan ad
ministration's 'constructive engagement policy with South Africa'. It also held
that the Federation's decision to award the George Meany Human Rights Award
jointly to Chief Buthelezi and the late Dr Neil Aggett was 'an insult' to Dr
Aggett 'by implying that they are in the same class' (The Sowetan, 14.09.82).
It later transpired that the mission of the AFL-CIO included an attempt to
establish a training programme for some unions, to be organised in South Africa
by the AALC. The programme, with a total budget of US$ 1 million would
include the secondment of AALC staff to act as lecturers and trainers in South
Africa and cash grants to selected black unionists. The programme, however,
was opposed by the unions in South Africa who were concerned about the
allegations that the AALC was linked to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
and that such a programme could serve to promote American investment in
terests rather than serve South Africa's long term needs.

It was after this visit that Chief Buthelezi went to Geneva in June 1983, where
he submitted a memorandum to the AFL-CIO. On 14 June 1983, he had
discussions with Irving Brown in Geneva. In October delegates to the biennial
conference of the AFL-CIO approved a resolution demanding that US cor
porations doing business in South Africa should 'bargain in good faith with
their African employees and offer them the same training and promotional
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opportunities as are available to their other employees.'

1985: The Formation of COSATU

November 1985 saw the formation of the Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU) in Durban, following four years of discussion among dif
ferent union groupings. This was the biggest union federation in the history
of South Africa, comprising 33 affiliates with a total of 500 000 signed-up
and 450000 paid-up members. COSATU embraced the eight affiliates of
FOSATU, which disbanded, and the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM)
which, with its entire 100 000 membership, disaffiliated from the Council of
Unions of South Africa (CUSA).

Elijah Barayi, vice-president of the NUM, was elected president of
COSATU. Other leaders were Chris Dlamini and Jay Naidoo, elected to the
positions of vice-president and general secretary respectively. In his opening
address to the congress, Cyril Ramaphosa, general secretary of NUM and con
venor of the conference, set the tone for the new period of militant trade union
struggles in South Africa.

The struggle of workers on the shop floor cannot be separated from the wider
struggle for liberation ... Our most urgent task is to develop unity among workers.
We would wish COSATU to give firm political direction to workers. If the
workers are to lead the struggle for liberation, we have to win the confidence
of other sectors of society ... Where we do plunge into political activity, we
must make sure that the unions under COSATU have a strong shop-floor base
not only to take on employers, but the State as well. Our role in the political
struggle will depend on an organisational strength. 16

The founding conference of COSATU passed a number of resolutions that
indicated its resolve not to separate economic from political struggles. These
included a call for the immediate lifting of the State of Emergency, the
withdrawal of the South African Defence Force (SADF) from the townships,
and the unconditional release of all detainees. COSATU also' rejected the ban
tustans and the whole concept of federalism as a 'total fraud' and reaffirmed
its belief in a unitary state based on one person, one vote.

After the election of Elijah Barayi as president, he addressed a workers'
rally in Durban. He attacked bantustan leaders and singled out Chief Gatsha
Buthelezi as an example. 'Instead of giving money to the pensioners and the
poor,' he said, 'the puppet leaders ofthe bantustans fly around the world say
ing blacks will suffer if there is disinvestment (Finance Week, 5-11.12.85).

Seven days after Barayi's speech, Chief Buthelezi announced that lnkatha
was considering forming its own trade union federation to challenge the new
body. An lnkatha spokesperson told the Sunday Star that his organisation had
'all along tried to steel' clear of politicising labour' and had therefore encouraged
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Inkatha members to join existing trade unions. COSATU, however, he said,
had been hostile to Inkatha from the outset. Chief Buthelezi was reported by
Business Day (6.12.85) as alleging that COSATU was a front for the ANC,
which COSATU denied.

Speaking to the Sunday Times (8.12.85) Dr Oscar Dhlomo, Inkatha's
Secretary General, reaffirmed Chief Buthelezi's intention to form their own
trade union federation. He said that the move was being considered because
COSATU was 'hostile' to Inkatha. He further stated that Inkatha's Central
Committee had resolved to urge every Inkatha member who belonged to a
trade union 'to be vigilant' and to report to him any discussion among trade
union executives in which Inkatha was 'treated as an enemy'. It had also been
resolved to

reserve our right to mobilise the full strength of Inkatha workers to find alter
native means of negotiating for worker rights if any particular trade union
abandons this prime responsibility in favour of playing a party political role.

UWUSA: What Manner of Trade Union?

About 50000 people came to King's Park Stadium in Durban on Mayday 1986
for the launch of the United Workers' Union of South Africa (UWUSA). Ac
cording to some commentators, the large attendance constituted an overwhelm
ing show of support for Chief Buthelezi, who landed at the stadium in a
helicopter and delivered the opening address. This viewpoint was strengthened
by the fact that, on the same day, but at a different venue in Durban, COSATU
had organised a Mayday rally which attracted about 10000 workers.

In his speech, Chief Buthelezi said to the crowd: 'I would like to know
whether, in fact, it is your wish that disinvestment and sanctions should be
imposed in South Africa. Shall I tell those overseas that you are now ready
to suffer even more deprivations than you are suffering already?'17 There
were cries of 'no' from many in the audience.

This theme was selected by Chief Buthelezi because, according to an Inkatha
pamphlet announcing the launch of UWUSA, Elijah Barayi had attacked Chief
Buthelezi by declaring COSATU's support for economic sanctions against South
Africa. According to the pamphlet, Inkatha did not support disinvestment
because 'it believes that the free enterprise system is the most powerful system
man has devised which is capable of fostering sustained economic growth'.

Chief Buthelezi was also quoted in this pamphlet as saying that Inkatha would
'not stand by ... when the African National Congress Mission in Exile and
the United Democratic Front move in to usurp the function of those trade unions
which are so deeply valued in all Western industrial societies ... ' He further
said that Inkatha was faced with a situation in which cross-cutting member
ship between it and COSATU could become a problem, and warned that
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Inkatha would, if necessary, enter 'the field of labour relations'. Trade unions
that put politics before employees' rights would prey on the benefits of workers
and contribute to the poverty of those who had no viable unions to fight for
their rights, he said.

Inkatha would not sit back when COSATU 'politically poached' members
and tried to hijack the South African trade union movement.

At its launch, UWUSA elected its office bearers. Its president, PS Ndlovu,
was not a worker but personnel manager with the giant Tongaat-Hulett group,
a subsidiary of the Anglo American Corporation. Elected general secretary
was Simon Conco, the director of Khulani Holdings Ltd, and as treasurer Peter
Davidson, an hotelier, a director of Khulani Insurance Brokers and part-owner
of a number of businesses in KwaZulu. What manner of trade union is it that
is headed by non-workers, indeed, by capitalists and aspiring capitalists?

Among its basic principles UWUSA stressed that it was

committed to liberating the free enterprise system from racist apartheid control
and to make it a vehicle for the progress of the country's working class ...UWUSA
is committed to the promotion of business by both the public and private sectors
and to investment by foreign investors in a broader commitment to ensure that
the country's economy is strengthened ... UWUSA is committed to non
interference in business and union and labour affairs by political organisations
or political institutions ...

On its Policy Standpoint, it stated:

UWUSA believes that political issues should be resolved through negotiation
rather than violence '" UWUSA's attitude to COSATU is not intended to be
confrontational. Instead, UWUSA believes that COSATU's standpoint on various
socio-political and economic issues is non-productive, self-destructive and negative
. .. UWUSA shares the views of the President of Inkatha, Chief Buthelezi, con
cerning the future political dispensation of South Africa ...

What is the actual strength of UWUSA? Who were these 50 000 people who
assembled at King's Park Stadium for the launching of UWUSA?

The launching of UWUSA was viewed by Inkatha as a trial of strength.
Hundreds of buses and trucks were hired to collect people from all over the
country, particularly from the rural areas, using the services of chiefs who
had prepared for the event well in advance. Some people came from as far
away as Johannesburg and Pretoria.

Inkatha is well known for its tactic of bussing people to wherever Inkatha
needs to make its presence felt, such as to break a strike or a boycott. For
example, the Weekly Mail (20.08.87) reported that 'the Inkatha leadership has
backed the controversial bussing of hundreds of supporters to Ladysmith to
break the OK Bazaars boycott'. OK Bazaars was being widely boycotted na
tionally in support of strikers who had stopped work over a wage dispute. In
Ladysmith, the KwaZulu Minister of Pensions and Welfare, Steven Sithebe,
led 400 Inkatha supporters into the store in an open challenge to the strikers.
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According to Joe Nkuna, an executive member of the South African Youth
Congress (SAYCO), speaking at a press conference in London's Africa Centre
in 1987, he had been suprised when he visited Durban on the day of the
UWUSA launch. He saw people getting into a bus in Umlazi going to King's
Park stadium. When he had asked some of them where they were going to,
'they told us that a number of cattle had been killed for a braaivleis (meat
roasting feast). So the people had actually come to a braaivleis. '

Obviously not everybody was invited or attended on the basis of a braaivleis.
The question is: to what extent was the King's Park UWUSA rally an index
of working-class support?

Not a reliable indicator, certainly. Many rural people are vulnerable to
pressure and it is reasonable to feel there may have been some applied to 'per
suade' people to travel vast distances to attend a political rally. On the other
hand, a free trip to the 'big city' plus the prospect of a 'meat feast' could act
as a desirable incentive to many rural peasants. Neither can much credence
be placed in the crowd size which attended the respective UWUSA and
COSATU rallies in Durban as the COSATU strategy for Mayday 1986 was
to decentralise its observance by holding rallies in all major urban areas of
South Africa.

One method for assessing the actual extent of working-class support for
UWUSA would be to check the record of the present trade union groupings
in South Africa. Were any of them affected in membership after UWUSA was
formed? It seems no unions have defected from COSATV. The only unions
to read messages of support for UWUSA at its launch were the African
DOlllestic Workers Union and the in-company National Union of Brick and
Allied Workers'. Yet even these unions are not affiliated to Inkatha. Inkatha' s
only union affiliate before the formation of COSATU was the National Sugar
Refining and Allied Industries Employees' Union, also an in-company affair
started by Tongaat-Hulett. This union is currently facing financial difficulties,
and major corruption charges have been levelled against its former general
secretary, Selby Nsibande. Another message of support read out at the UWUSA
rally came from the Black Staff Association of the South African Transport
Services (SATS), a union described by the General Workers' Union during
its recognition dispute with SATS in 1982 as the'SATS personnel department
dressed up as a staff association'.

It is impossible to be specific as to the extent of working-class support en
joyed by UWUSA in Natal. Despite the assistance given to UWUSA by
employers in their fight against COSATU, COSATU remains the major union
grouping in the province.

However, UWUSA has made its presence felt. As the labour arm of In
katha it has become linked to the 'war' which Inkatha has declared on the
progressive movement. Its specific target is the Congress of South African
Trade Unions and its affiliated unions.
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UWUSA and COSATU: A Campaign of Terror

Since the launch of UWUSA in May 1986, acts of violence and intimidation
against rival union members have increased to the extent that one can refer
to an organised and systematic campaign. With inadequate protection from
the relevant security authorities, victims have often had to appeal to the courts
for protection. Below are details from two separate cases of UWUSA violence
extracted from affidavitsl8 presented by two Natal law firms to the provincial
Supreme Court.

1. Murder of MAWU Members
On 5 December 1986 Phinias Sibiya, Simon Ngubane and Flomena Mnikathi
were murdered at an isolated spot on the road between Mpophomeni Township
and Lions River in Natal. The deceased were amongst approximately 950 Metal
and Allied Workers' Union members dismissed by BTR Sarmcol, a British
based company, from its Howick factory on 2 May 1985, 19 months earlier.
Since that date the BTR workers had been on strike. Sibiya was chairperson
of the shop stewards' committee and had been a member of the MAWU Na
tional Executive Committee. He was a leading figure in the legal case by which
MAWU members sought reinstatement at BTR Sarmcol. Ngubane was a
member of MAWU and one of the dismissed BTR Sarmcol workers. He was
also a member of the shop stewards' committee, and one of the leading actors
in the play The Long March, which the strikers had staged to depict the strug
gle of BTR Sarmcol workers for recognition and reinstatement. Flomena
Mnikathi was the daughter of a member of MAWU and an active voluntary
worker on the Sarmcol Workers' Health Committee in Mpophomeni.

All three lived in Mpophomeni, an African resettlement township near
Howick. It falls under the jurisdiction of the KwaZulu bantustan and is
administered by its officials. Approximately 350 of the dismissed BTR Sarm
col workers lived there.

During the days preceding 5 December and on the night of 5 December itself
groups comprising approximately 200 people in all entered Mpophomeni. They
were strangers to the community but gathered in the community hall on that
night. At approximately 5.30 p.m. the lights of Mpophomeni were switched
off and remained off all night.

The group comprised mainly members of the Inkatha Youth Brigade and
Inkatha itself. Many were wearing Inkatha Youth Brigade T-shirts and Inkatha
uniforms, and some wore lapel badges with a picture of the KwaZulu Chief
Minister on them. Some carried Inkatha flags and banners. On that Friday
night, a small group of men entered the yard of Micca Sibiya's house, across
the road from the community hall. Micca Sibiya is the half brother of Phinias
Sibiya. Also a member of MAWU and a dismissed BTR Sarmcol worker, he
was also a member of the shop stewards' committee. At the time, Micca Sibiya
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was talking to Phinias Sibiya while Simon Ngubane and Flomena Mnikathi
were sitting in a nearby motor vehicle belonging to Philip Dladla. Dladla,
another member of the BTR Sarmcol shop stewards' committee, was away
in Durban at the time.

The group of men, who were armed with handguns and spears, surrounded
the car. They ordered the persons out of the car and forced them and Micca
Sibiya to accompany them to the community hall. There they were led into
an annex adjacent to the main hall. In the annex there were a large number
of PeOple armed with handguns, sPears, pangas, sticks and knobkerries. Among
them were some men dressed in KwaZulu police uniforms. They were armed
with handguns. Micca Sibiya and his companions were questioned about their
membership of MAWU and their failure to join Inkatha. They were intermit
tently assaulted by the crowd. Men dressed in KwaZulu police uniforms par
ticipated in the assaults and threatened to shoot them. The men in police uniform
also demanded the keys of Dladla's car in order to search it.

According to the affidavit, Micca Sibiya and his companions were later
escorted out of the hall and forced into Dladla's car. Ngubane tried to escape;
a shot was fired at him and his escape failed. He was thereupon forced into
the boot of the vehicle. Four armed men then got into the car. The one who
drove was dressed in a KwaZulu police uniform. The car was then driven in
convoy out of the township and on to the national road in the direction of Lions
River. The convoy was led by a car driven by a leading member of Inkatha
from the Mpophomeni township. While travelling, Phinias Sibiya was robbed
of approximately R200 of union money in his possession. The convoy even
tually stopped beside the national road approximately 20 kilometres from
Mpophomeni. Micca Sibiya and his companions were ordered to remain in
the vehicle, but as one of the captors alighted Micca Sibiya jumped out and
fled. One of the captors shot at him, wounding him in the hand, but he managed
to escape. He rolled down a bank and over a small cliff, where he hid for
the rest of the night.

During the night Micca Sibiya heard a number of single gunshots intermit
tently over a long period. When it grew light, he made his way to a nearby
farm house and in due course to the Howick police station where he reported
the incident and made a statement to a member of the South African police.
The charred bodies of Phinias Sibiya, Ngubane and Mnikathi were subsequently
found in Dladla's burnt-out car at the spot where Micca Sibiya had escaped
the night before.

Early the next day the crowd emerged from the community hall, some car
ryirig Inkatha flags and banners. They were singing songs and shouting chants
against MAWU and COSATU. Most were armed either with guns, pangas,
spears, sticks or knobkerries. The crowd split into groups and moved into the
township where attacks were made on people and property. They broke into
houses, forced the occupants out and assaulted them. Nearly all houses in which
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Metal and Allied Workers' Union shop stewards lived were visited. I'n the
course of these attacks an Mpophomeni youth was killed by one of the groups.
Other people were injured, some seriously.

Eight were admitted to hospital. A pensioner died of an asthma attack after
being chased by members of the crowd.

In addition, damage was done to property belonging to people in the
township. The groups eventually returned to the community hall, whereafter
large numbers of people from the Mpophomeni community gathered around
the hall.

The South African Police kept the people from the Mpophomeni community
apart from those in the hall.

When Metal and Allied Workers' Union officials arrived in the township
on Saturday morning, they were ordered by the South African Police to leave
immediately. The South African Police then disarmed the people in the hall
and later in the day escorted them out of the township and allowed them to
go free.

During the evening, the South African Police arrested three men and a young
boy from Mpophomeni allegedly for possession of dangerous weapons. Subse
quently, the South African Police arrested the National Organiser of Inkatha
and other Inkatha members in relation to these events. COSATU lawyers waited
in vain for the arrested persons to be brought to court. Later, however, all
those detained were released and no prosecution ever materialised.

The Congress of South African Trade Unions' lawyers were informed that
the police docket was in the hands of the Senior Public Prosecutor to decide
what further steps to take in the matter.

In the meantime, the lawyers, Bowman and Co., proceeded with civil ac
tions for damages on behalf of those who suffered injury to their persons or
property and who lost relatives in the events of 5 and 6 December 1986. On
28 April 1987 notice was given to the KwaZulu Minister of Police of the in
tention to institute action against him. During the week commencing 2 June
1987, various summonses were issued against the KwaZulu Minister of Police,
Inkatha, Inkatha official Joseph Mabaso, and Thusi, a KwaZulu government
official, in which a total amount of R412 450 was claimed on behalf of 36
claimants. In the action concerning the murders of Phinias Sibiya, Simon
Ngubane and Flamino Mnikathi, the main allegations were that office bearers
and members of Inkatha, including Joseph Mabaso, the national youth organiser
of Inkatha who presided over the meeting of the Mpophomeni Community
Centre, and members ofthe KwaZulu police who attended the meeting in their
official capacity, forced the deceased by violence and threat of violence to
travel by motor car to a deserted place near Lions River, where they were
shot and/or burnt.
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2. Murder of NUM Otlicial
On Monday 11 May 1987, a case was brought before Judge Page in the Pieter
maritzburg Supreme Court on an urgent basis, and an order granted in terms
of paragraph l(a) of the Notice of Motion, the effect of which was that
UWUSA, its officials and members (including those persons responsible for
the death of John Ntshangase) were interdicted from unlawfully assaulting,
threatening violence, intimidating or interfering with members and officials
ofthe National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), as well as unlawfully interfer
ing with NUM's trade union activities. UWUSA was ordered to read out the
court order to its officials and members at Vryheid Coronation Colliery
immediately.

The basis of the NUM case was the murder of John Bhekuyise Ntshangase,
an official of NUM, on 5 May 1987 at Vryheid Coronation Colliery as a result
of an attack on him by an official and members of UWUSA. A number of
NUM members were injured in the attack, which took place in and around
a mine office in broad daylight and in full view of a number of witnesses.

According to Harrison Mbulelo Nxitywa, chairperson of the Coronation
branch of the NUM, in an affidavit to the Supreme Court of the Natal Provin
cial Division in June 1986, a branch of UWUSA was formed at Coronation.
Officials of UWUSA and its members at the mine began to direct threats of
violence and intimidation at officials and members of NUM. They also ex
erted severe pressure on Zulu-speaking members of NUM to resign and join
UWUSA. In July 1986, a number of senior NUM shaft stewards left the mine
and, in their absence, Nxitywa was elected chairman of the shaft stewards'
committee.

During the period from February 1987 a number of incidents of intimida
tion, violence and threats occurred at Coronation. These were again directed
at officials and members of NUM by officials and members of UWUSA.
Nxitywa explained the mine committee system, which operates independently
of the trade union there. Some ofthe worker representatives on the committee
are also union shaft stewards, while others are not. Many NUM members were
dissatisfied with their worker representatives whom they felt had failed to repre
sent their interests adequately. In February 1987 a caucus meeting of the
underground workers' representatives was held as a result of which represen
tatives met with a Mr R Westermeyer, the industrial relations officer. At this
meeting P Mhlungu, an UWUSA employee representative and chairperson of
the underground workers' caucus, said that certain workers in other sections
of the mine were troublesome, as they were Xhosa employees, and that if
management would not deal with them, he (Mhlungu) should be empowered
to do so.

After this meeting rumours circulated that there would be attacks on Xhosa
speaking mine workers. As a result, Nxitywa and others met with manage
ment to complain about these threats.

t
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The matter was also reported to the NUM head office which raised the issue
with the Anglo American Corporation, which owns Coronation. As a result,
Coronation management issued a statement advising all workers that acts of
intimidation would be dealt with in a severe fashion. During March 1987
Nxitywa was informed by one of his colleagues, Abion Mavuso, that Andries
Mbata, an acting section hostel manager, who was known to be an active
UWUSA -member, had come to his house carrying weapons including a
knobkerrie. Mbata told Mavuso that he had come to kill him as he is a Zulu
who lived with and supported Xhosas and was responsible for increasing NUM
membership at the mine. Mbata challenged Mavuso to start a fight with him
but Mavuso, who was unarmed, told Mbata that he should start the fight. Mbata
told Mavuso to arm himself as he and others would come back at night to at
tack him. Mbata then left. Mavuso reported this by telephone to Mr LO Smith,
the acting personnel manager, and Westermeyer. He was told to lodge a
grievance the following day, which he did.

A disciplinary enquiry was held and Mbata received a verbal warning, the
mildest form of disciplinary action at Coronation. Mavuso was aggrieved by
this and requested permission to appeal against the decision. This permission
was refused. Mavuso then approached John Bhekuyise Ntshangase, the NUM
official for Natal, who wrote a letter to the mine management. As a result
Mavuso and Ntshangase were told that the matter would be re-opened. As yet
this has not happened. Westermeyer has however repeatedly told Mavuso that
he should drop the case if he wanted to retain his job in the Industrial Rela
tions Department.

On the night of 9 April 1987, the UWUSA branch at Coronation held a
meeting on the mine. The meeting ended at approximately 19.45 and a group
of people began to chant and sing after leaving the meeting. They marched
up and down the married quarters' village. The group was led by Mdletshe,
the chief induna at the mine, Isaac Buthelezi, the chief security officer, James
Ntombela, an UWUSA organiser and official, and Mbata. The ~inging and
chanting was in Zulu and included words to the effect that the 'NUM is dead,
a person has died'.

The matter was reported to management by Ntshangase and Mavuso, and
the personnel manager undertook to call a meeting to discuss the matter. This
was never done. In mid-April 1987, Alfred Mthethwa, an NUM member, in
formed Nxitywa that he had been threatened by Victor Zulu, one of the leading
and most active UWUSA members at Coronation and the chairperson of its
Coronation branch. The threats were that Mthethwa would be reported to the
King, who is his clan head, for being an NUM member and that he would
be fined a number of cattle. Mthethwa subsequently left the mine on casual
leave as a result of the threats.

The incidents described above illustrate the climate of intimidation that had
come to exist at Coronation by the end of April 1987. UWUSA members and
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officials had been able to behave in a provocative fashion and to commit bla
tant acts of intimidation without the mine management taking strong action
to stamp out such conduct. On 5 May, Ntombela and Zulu entered the office
where Ntshangase was working and attacked him with knobkerries covered
with blasting wire. According to Nxitywa's affidavit, Ntombela struck at
Ntshangase's head with this weapon. He continued to do so and Ntshangase
attempted to dodge the blows. He saw several of these blows land on
Ntshangase's head and upper body. While he was doing this, Zulu came up
and began to pull what appeared to be a sword or large dagger from the horn
he was carrying. Those inside the office panicked when the assault began and
tried to flee. Some managed to escape by forcing their way through the group
blocking the entrance; others climbed out of the window. Ntshangase managed
to get to his feet and staggered towards the door of the office. Ntombela and
Zulu followed him from the office into the passage. A few seconds later
Ntshangase, who was bleeding visibly from his head wounds, fell to the ground.
He managed to stand up again, and staggered along the walkway towards the
crush office, but Ntombela, Zulu and others in their group followed him, con
tinuing to strike him with their weapons.

As Ntshangase reached a flight of steps near the crush office, he again fell
down. He got up but fell down again near the hostel manager's office. There
someone helped him to his feet and assisted him to the Industrial Relations
Office. Once Ntshangase had fallen at the steps near the crush office, the group
of people did not continue to pursue or hit him and began chanting in Zulu
UWUSA, Umnotho! (UWUSA is wealthy). The group, led by Ntombela and
Mhlungu, then moved to an area where cars are parked, opposite the Industrial
Relations Office, where it continued to chant.

The chief security officer of the mine, Mr JC Vorster, then arrived at the
scene of the violence. When asked why those who had assaulted Ntshangase
were not arrested, he replied that he did not know who had assaulted
Ntshangase. While Ntshangase was loaded into the ambulance, a white Mazda
pick-up van arrived to whisk away the UWUSA men who had participated
in the violence. Ntshangase died at the Vryheid hospital. His death caused
great anger among NUM members at Coronation.

On 8 May 1987, NUM lawyers wrote to UWUSA drawing the attention
of its leadership to the fact that the attack on Ntshangase appeared to have
been planned, premeditated and intended to intimidate other workers from join
ing NUM. This intimidation had the effect of disrupting normal trade union
activities on the mines. They therefore asked UWUSA to indicate that it did
not condone violence directed against the members of NUM, and to under
take that it would not in any way interfere with the normal trade union ac
tivities of NUM but would do everything to ensure that its members and of
ficials desisted from actions of that nature.

Until the formation of UWUSA, there had been no campaign of politically-
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motivated violence by workers against other workers. NUM, with 225 000
paid-up members, is the largest trade union in the mining industry in South
Africa. Ever since its founding, its aim has been to recruit and unite all workers
in the mining industry into a single labour organisation in order to enhance
their economic and social welfare. Membership of NUM is open to all workers
in the mining industry, regardless of race and ethnicity. In fact, NUM has,
on a number of occasions, actively sought to combat the ethnic tensions in
mines, most often provoked by employers. These tensions are accentuated by
the migrant labour system as well as the fact that the vast majority of
mineworkers live in single sex hostels away from their families.

Since 1983 NUM has recruited members in the mining areas of Northern
Natal, where a substantial number of coal workers have joined NUM. When
UWUSA was formed, it concentrated its recruiting activities on Zulu workers
and became particularly active in recruiting members in the Natal coal mines,
particularly in the vicinty of Vryheid where the Coronation and Hlobane Col
lieries are located. Since the formation of UWUSA in May 1986, threats of
violence and intimidation have been directed against NUM officials and
members, as poaching from the NUM's established membership, it seems,
has been the quickest way to build up UWUSA membership. Severe pressure
has been exerted by officials of UWUSA on Zulu-speaking workers to resign
their membership of NUM and join UWUSA.
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I shall not argue that the economic ostracism of South Africa is desirable from
every point of view. But I have little doubt that it represents our only chance
of a relatively peaceful transition from the present unacceptable type of rule to
a system of government which gives us all our rightful voice. The alternative
.. , (is that) violence, rioting, and counter-rioting will become the order of the
day. It can only deteriorate into disorder and ultimate disaster.

The economic boycott of South Africa will entail undoubted hardship for
Africans. We do not doubt that. But if it is a method which shortens the day
of bloodshed, the suffering to us will be a price we are willing to pay. In any
case, we suffer already, our children are undernourished, and on a small scale

The debate in South Africa over the issue of international economic sanctions
against the regime of apartheid has been going on for more than three decades.
It originated principally with the South African liberation movement towards
the end of the 1950s, and gradually gained momentum internationally as anti
apartheid movements were formed in Europe and America.

There is, perhaps, no single issue related to the solution of the South African
problem that has received as much international attention. Numerous con
ferences, research documents, pamphlets and resolutions have been, and con
tinue to be, concerned with this issue. Its significance seems to develop in
ratio to the momentum of the liberation struggle.

There are various angles from which the question has been addressed. First,
there is the moral argument that foreign corporations strengthen the economy
which, in turn, bolsters the regime's capacity to pursue its repugnant and
discriminatory practices. Second, there is the strategic view which argues that
sanctions will weaken the regime which, in turn, facilitates the efforts of the
liberation movement and furthermore adds a powerful, non-violent weapon
to the arsenal of tactics available to the movement.

This was the view of Chief Albert Luthuli. Winner of the Nobel Peace Prize,
he attached a great deal of importance to the question of sanctions as the only
strategy, short of military intervention, by means of which the international
community could make its contribution to the solution of the South African
question. In his autobiography he wrote
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(so far) we die at the whim of a policeman. I

In those days, neither the South African government nor the Western industrial
nations took Chief Luthuli' s plea seriously. The South African government
ignored his message because they were certain that the West, which derived
such enormous profits from its investments in South Africa, would not forsake
them for the sake of a moral principle. The Western governments, for their
part, did not heed his warning because they regarded South Africa as one of
those rare places in the world where profits were great and risks small. As a
writer in Fortune magazine noted, South Africa was a place where 'labour is
cheap, the market booming, the currency hard and convertible' (July 1972, p.49).
Such favourable conditions for foreign investors were provided by the system
of apartheid itself. Foreign companies invested in South Africa precisely
because of apartheid, and not in spite of it, because the cost of production
in South Africa was not as high as in their mother countries. Apartheid, by
definition, is a system of institutionalised racism, a system by which the transna
tional corporations are able to reap huge profits' from the intensive exploita
tion of black labour, which is trapped by colonial-type laws into economic
subservience, with the black people denied any kind of political and economic
equality with white workers.

Industrialisation in South Africa was, therefore, contingent upon the
maintenance of this cheap labour system. The greater the intensity of exploita
tion, the faster the economy could develop, and the greater was the surplus
to slice off for white appropriation. In this way the apartheid state secured
for the white population in general a standard of living superior to any other
enjoyed by working people elsewhere in the modern world. It is in this sense
that the economic and political interests of the white people as a whole are
served by the survival rather than by the destruction of apartheid.

What is the condition of the black people? At the very centre of this
phenomenal industrialisation has been the mass poverty of the black popula
tion, particularly the Africans. And the very centre of this social arrangement
has been the migrant labour system in which the bantustans playa major role.
The question has often been raised: how has all the massive foreign invest
ment in South Africa alleviated the poverty of the black people?

It was not until the establishment of ANC diplomatic missions abroad, and
particularly after the 1976 Soweto massacre, that Chief Luthuli's call for sanc
tions began to be taken seriously in the Western world, even though as an
option to be rejected. At the United Nations, member countries raised the ques
tion of imposing mandatory sanctions under articles 37-42 of the Charter. But
each time the matter was referred to the Security Council, the representatives
of the United States, Britain and France vetoed it.

The Security Council has only once agreed on mandatory sanctions against
South Africa. Resolution 418 of 1977 banned the sale to South Africa of
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'arms and related materials of all types, including ... weapons and ammuni
tion, military vehicles and equipment, paramilitary police equipment, and spare
parts'. Also banned were new licences, equipment and supplies for manufac
luring such equipment. Although the ban was mandatory, countries such as
Israel and West Germany have broken it by various ways and means.

The United Nations General Assembly has passed a number of resolutions,
hut these are not binding since the Charter gives binding powers exclusively
to the Security Council. Labelling apartheid a crime against humanity, and

reaffirming its conviction that the imposition of comprehensive mandatory sanc
tions by the Security Council ... is the most appropriate, effective, and peaceful
means by which the international community can assist the legitimate struggle
of the oppressed people of South Africa,

the General Assembly has called on individual member states to impose such
sanctions. A Special Commitee Against Apartheid was established to monitor
and promote the total isolation of South Africa.

All over the world, individual governments and organisations are now put
ting pressure on South Africa to abandon its inhuman policies. Historically
speaking, some progress has been made in this field, although greater challenges
still lie ahead. Various international bodies have agreed on various crucial
measures in this regard, the highlights of which have been:
1. In 1973, most oil-exporting countries decided to impose an oil embargo

on South Africa. Although Iran, under the Shah, dissented, with his over
throw in 1979 it has also joined the oil boycott.

2. In 1985 and 1986 the European Economic Community (EEC) imposed
two sets of very limited sanctions which included bans on the purchase
of South African arms and military equipment; military co-operation; oil
for South Africa; computers and other sensitive equipment for the South
African military and police; new nuclear collaboration; imports of South
African gold coins, iron and steel; and new investment in South Africa.

3. In 1985 Commonwealth member countries agreed to impose more or less
the same type of sanctions as the EEC. In August 1986 seven Com
monwealth countries met to consider the report of the Eminent Persons'
Group (EPG) , and they agreed, with Britain dissenting, that member coun
tries of the Commonwealth should stop all air links with South Africa;
end the import of agricultural products, uranium, coal, iron and steel; and
no longer invest any new profits. Tourism as well as new bank loans were
also to be banned.

4. .The Nordic countries - Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark and Iceland
- decided to act together to ban all exports of arms to, and new nuclear
contracts with, South Africa. Commercial air links were banned, as was
the export of computer equipment for use by the military or police. These
governments further pledged themselves never to promote trade with South
Africa. They also resolved to 'discourage' new investment, loans, leasing
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and transfer of patents and manufacturing licences.
5. In October 1986 the US Congress voted for limited sanctions by passing

the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986. Overturning a presiden
tial veto, it made it illegal in the United States to make new public and
private loans and investments to South Africa; to export crude oil,
petroleum products, nuclear technology, computers, software and services
to the South African military, police and any other agency involved in
the administration of apartheid. Direct and indirect imports from South
African state-owned firms were banned, and so were the landing rights
for South African Airways and US carriers serving South Africa.

6. Nearly 200 US, British and other foreign companies have withdrawn from
South Africa in the 1980s, and many others have reduced their involve
ment. Universities and dozens of other institutions (including some
churches and trade unions) with apartheid-linked investments have disposed
of them. Major banks such as Barclays have been forced, by the disinvest
ment campaign of the anti-apartheid movement in their own countries,
to withdraw.

Opponents of Sanctions

Not everybody, however, agrees with the need to impose sanctions against
South Africa. Its principal opponent is naturally the South African govern
ment which sees 'each trade agreement, each bank loan, each new investment,
as another brick in the wall of its continued existence' (Prime Minister Vorster,
August 1972).

This theme was repeated in Parliament by Barend Du Plessis, South African
Minister of Finance:

I believe it is in our interests that many more foreign shareholders should invest
in South Africa. Every shareholder who has a stake in South Africa is an am
bassador for South Africa abroad and is also an anti-disinvestment lobbyist which
is, of course, to our advantage [15.04.85].

In October of the same year, the Minister for Manpower, Piet Du Plessis,
told the National Party Congress in Durban that calls for sanctions were con
sidered to verge on high treason. In his speech he warned of possible imprison
ment for those who continued to call for sanctions. Echoing the Minister's
threats; an editorial of Die Beeld newspaper pointed out that, under the State
of Emergency, 'encouraging sanctions or disinvestment is an offence subject
to a maximum fine of R20 000 or ten years' imprisonment'.

Another opponent of sanctions is Chief Buthelezi. Together with other bantu
stan leaders, Chief Buthelezi has frequently made known his identification with
the South African government on this question. It would not be an exaggera
tion to state that he has become the principal personality of the regime in its
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strategy against the sanctions campaign. His views have been used in a series
of advertisements opposing sanctions, placed in international newspapers and
paid for by the South African government and the Trust Bank.

He expressed his views in August 1985 when he gave evidence before the
British House of Commons' Foreign Affairs Committee and when he presented
a memorandum to the British Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher.

I have admired, Madam Prime Minister, the extent to which you and your govern
ment ha.ve.refused to bow to pressure to take indiscriminate action simply because
apar.theld IS mo~ally repugnant ... Blacks in South Africa who have jobs with
foreIgn compames would never be persuaded to relinquish their jobs to further
the aims and objectives of those who pursue the disinvestment lobby.

When the EEC and the American Congress imposed some limited sanctions
against South Africa, Chief Buthelezi told the Foreign Affairs Committee in
January 1986 that: 'The pressure of EEC partial sanctions and President
Reagan's partial sanctions are as far as you can go ... I do not think you should
overplay your hand in it, because then it would be destructive.'

The main argument used by Chief Buthelezi against the sanctions campaign
is that sanctions would hurt black people most, the same argument used by
the South African government and Western governments. Even as early as
1976, he said to an American business group:

I cannot bring myself to say to the poor and suffering of this country that I am
working for the cessation of foreign investment in South Africa. Investment means
increased prosperity and it means jobs for the unemployed, clothes for the naked
and food for the hungry.

The Strategic Issue at Stake

Calling for sanctions against South Africa is not to be unmindful of the tremen
dous difficulties and deprivations that black people would face as a result. The
main purpose of sanctions is to weaken the capacity of the apartheid regime
to suppress the black majority. For example, the South African economy is
critically dependent on imports of fuel, machinery, arms and other industrial
material. If these were cut, the government would be compelled to get them
through the black market at exorbitant prices. These exorbitant prices, however,
are money. And as time passes, she would find herself with less and less money
to pay for them even on the black market. In that way some kind of 'apartheid
tax' is imposed on her. Joseph Hanlon and Roger Omond, who have conducted
much research on this question, argue that

if sanctions push the apartheid tax high enough, the Pretoria government will
no longer have enough money to pay for the war and to fund white luxury con- 
sumption. The war will come first and white lifestyles will be hit. Most white
South Africans will begin to rethink their positions only when they no longer
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benefit from apartheid. 2

That there will be some side effects to this process is.undeniable, and this
will include further deterioration in the conditions of black people. The issue
at stake, however, and a matter which is of strategic importance, is whether
or not the imposition of sanctions can contribute to the liberation of South
Africa. .

The South African government and its allies, including Gatsha Buthelezi,
have always raised the question of the suffering of black people if sanctions
are imposed on South Africa.

Oliver Tambo has dealt at length with this proposition. Speaking from Ad
dis Ababa on Radio Freedom in August 1986, he said:

This argument came, in the first instance, not from the oppressed, because it
was the oppressed who called for sanctions ... Those who were resisting the
sanctions came up with a cheap argument that 'this is going to hurt the very
people we want to help'. I think some of the slave-owners advanced the same
argument about the emancipation of slaves. They said: 'You want to free the
slaves; what is going to happen to them? They will die without us; we are help
ing them'.

It is the multinationals who are quick to advance this argument because it is
the multinationals who are going to lose their profits when once the sanctions
begin to bite ... The multinationals are reluctant anyway to halt the system which
yields them such profits. We are involved in a life and death struggle; we sacrifice.
It is our lives that we are sacrificing, that we are ready to sacrifice. Sanctions
will not kill us. It is the apartheid system that is killing. Even sacrifice as a result
of sanctions does not involve death which we get from the apartheid system.
If sanctions will not kill us, sanctions will help us to kill the system that kills us ...

Ifpeople today are facing bullets, no one should fear that if the apartheid system
were attacked, those people would die. Unemployment runs into millions as far
as the Africans are concerned; part of that is precisely due to the apartheid system
itself. So it is nothing new to be out of work. What would be new, if sanctions
were employed, is that the white supporters of the regime would be thrown out
of work because firms would close down. The government does not care if
Africans lose their jobs by the million, but the regime would care if Whites lost
their jobs by the thousands or even by the hundreds. If hundreds were thrown
out of work as a result of sanctions, they would want to do something about it. 3

In other words, if sanctions produce conditions that will lead to the govern
ment's reassessment of its policies, which is the reason for all these punitive
measures after all, then Blacks would see sanctions as weakening the system
that oppresses them. It is not that sanctions are called for so that the oppressed
people can be out of work; the call for sanctions is for ensuring that apartheid
comes to an end.

The oppressed people are ready to make any sacrifices in order to see this
system ended. What Chief Buthelezi sees as 'suffering' , the oppressed people
see as 'sacrifice'.
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What is the View of the Church?

I f there is one other institution that greatly concerns itself with the question
of the suffering of the people in general, it is the church. What is the attitude
of the church on this question of sanctions, given the likely suffering of the
black people as a result?

In May 1986, the Catholic Bishops' Conference issued a statement that
sanctions were the 'most effective of non-violent forms of pressure' against
the South African government. 'Economic pressure has been justifiably imposed
to end apartheid ... such pressure should continue and, if necessary, be inten
sified.' Archbishop Denis Hurley, the president of the Catholic Bishops' Con
ference, went further to explain that 'the measure of how bad you think apart
heid is lies in whether you call for economic pressure. If you don't, it means
you don't think the system is really evil'(Weekly Mail, 9.05.86).

In October 1986 the Synod of the Anglican Diocese of Cape Town passed
a resolution that gave support to the idea of sanctions against South Africa,
~dding that all political prisoners should be released, the State of Emergency
hfted and political organisations unbanned. The head of the Anglican church,
the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr Runcie, after visiting South Africa for Arch
bishop Tutu's enthronement in 1986, said that the Church, under such condi
tions as prevail in South Africa, should call for tough sanctions. He repeated
that same message when he told Mrs Thatcher that the church had to 'support
the movement to achieve equal rights for all by refusing to give economic sup
port to the apartheid regime' (Evening Post, 16.09.86).

In July 1986 the World Methodist Council conference meeting in Nairobi
also called for sanctions 'to make possible a less violent resolution of the South
African tragedy'. It called for Methodist organisations to withdraw their funds
from companies or banks with interests in South Africa.

Individual church leaders have taken a similar stand. Dr Beyers Naude, then
Secretary-General of the South African Council of Churches, argued that sanc
tions should be imposed because 'most sections of the black community, backed
by the churches, now see sanctions as the last viable, non-violent means of
bringing about the end of apartheid and limiting further bloodshed and the threat
of an open civil war' (The Star, 12.09.86). He said that fundamental change
in South Africa would only come about through increasing economic and
political pressure.

Judging by the alignment of forces for and against sanctions, it seems that
only those who are associated with the apartheid system itself, precisely the
system that sanctions are aimed at undermining, are the opponents of the sanc
tions campaign.

The conventional wisdom in discussing the issue of sanctions is to quote
from public opinion surveys to demonstrate the support for the sanctions cam
paign among people in general. Many surveys of this nature have been made.
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However, I do not intend to rest my argument on any opinion survey, partly
because many of them have been biased towards particular political purposes.
What I propose is to assess the impact on jobs that sanctions will make.

What, indeed, would the impact of sanctions be? Important work on this
question has been done by Mark Orkin. Orkin argues that the ratio of White
African employment in US-controlled firms is 1: 1 (reflecting the skill-based
nature of their operations), compared to South African-controlled firms in the
manufacturing industry where it is 1:3, and in the mining industry where it
is 1:9. In other words, since large foreign companies use capital-intensive
techniques, they tend to have a much higher proportion of white employees
than local South African companies which still rely on labour-intensive pro
duction. Therefore, he says,

unemployment, nationally, is presently (April 1986) running at 5 per cent for
Whites, compared to 25 per cent for Blacks. Now suppose that all directly-owned
American companies were to withdraw overnight. When categorised by race,
their employees comprise more than 3 per cent of the total white workforce,
but less than 1 per cent of the black. So white unemployment would rise from
5 to 8 per cent, i.e. an increase of some 60 per cent, whereas black unemploy
ment would rise from 25 to 26 per cent, an increase of only 4 per cent.

Obviously, our supposition has been very crude: in some cases Blacks might
be laid off more readily than Whites; in others, a local company taking over
might have a more labour-intensive approach; and there would be ripple effects.
However, it establishes the point that white South Africans would experience
the impact of disinvestment more heavily than Blacks as regards the percentage
increases in prevailing unemployment.4

Another estimate was made by the Production Management Institute in June
1986. It pointed out that, if boycotts of South African exports were 20% ef
fective, the chain reaction would put about 90 000 Whites and 343 000 Blacks
out of work. If export boycotts spread to become 50% effective, the toll would
rise to millions, and about R2 600 million would be wiped off the combined
incomes of black and white workers. s

Christie Kuun, the chairperson of the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut, was
reported by the Daily Dispatch (20.10.86) as saying that, if sanctions against
exports were only 20% successful, white unemployment would rise by 120 000
and black unemployment by 430000. The personal income of Whites would
decline by R520 million and that of Blacks by R470 million. All these figures
differ but point in the same direction: it is those who occupy the highest posi
tion on the ladder who will be most hurt by sanctions. What more valuable
than life itself would black people sacrifice if sanctions were imposed on South
Africa? Filled stomachs? Black people are hungry already, their stomachs are
empty. Would sanctions make them any hungrier?
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Can Sanctions Weaken the Apartheid State?

Chief Buthelezi denies the assertion that the South African government can
be weakened to the point of changing its policies by the imposition of sanctions.
In a memorandum to Senator Edward Kennedy in January 1985 he argued:

Disinvestment or divestment in South Africa has become a parrot cry amongst
those Blacks who imagine that they will, by making noises about disinvestment
or divestment, so frighten white South Africa that white South Africa will fall
in line as far as human rights, social justice and black human dignity are con
cerned. Pressures on the South African regime which are likely to move the
regime into bringing about fundamental changes in South Africa, are welcome.
But to exert pressures which do more harm to the oppressed than to oppressors
is madness. Gestures of this kind which are too costly to the politically and
economically deprived of this land can be callous in the extreme. No one has
proved to us that the suffering which will ensue within the black community
as a result of disinvestment will actually force the regime to effect the fundamental
changes which all of us are clamouring for. It is no use doing things just in order
to salve consciences, that we are doing something to bring about changes in South
Africa, regardless of whether our pressures do in fact promote real change.

His scepticism about the efficacy of change reflects the attitude of the South
African government. It was Dr Verwoerd who first said that his people would
prefer to be 'poor and white than rich and mixed'. PW Botha told the South
African Television (SATV) on 12 October 1986 that if sanctions were imposed
against South Africa, 'we will not just survive, we will come out stronger in
the end.' After declaring the State of Emergency, he also said that 'if we are
forced to go it alone, then so be it ... the world must take note and never forget
that we are not a nation of weaklings' (Cape Times, 13.06.86). He was echoed
by his Foreign Minister, Pik Botha, who told a political meeting on 4 July
1986, that 'the sooner sanctions come the better ... We will show the world
that we will not be made soft.'

Much research has been done in examining the likely effects of sanctions
on the South African government. For example, in 1985 the Institute for In
ternational Economics in Washington produced results of a study conducted
by Gary Clyde Hutbauer and Jeffrey J Schott, in which they examined 103
cases of economic sanctions, and found that 36% were successful. Among
those cited as successful were the sanctions the South African government im
posed against Lesotho, leading to the fall of Chief Leabua Jonathan's regime.
Also there had been successful sanctions by Britain against Argentina, and
by the United Nations against Rhodesia.

Lessons applicable to South Africa can be drawn from the Rhodesian case.
Fourteen days after Ian Smith declared Southern Rhodesia independent, the
UN voted for voluntary sanctions covering 60% of Rhodesian exports and 15%
of imports. In May 1968, the Security Council voted for mandatory sanctions.
What were the effects?
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They were not quick and neither did they, on their own, bring down the
Smith regime. What they did do was slowly erode the capacity of the regime
to sustain itself in the face of a growing and escalating armed struggle, despite
sanctions-busting support from South Africa, Britain, the USA and other
Western nations. This steadily weakening effect of sanctions has been
acknowledged by many Smith supporters.

In a revealing confession during an interview with Elizabeth Schmidt, a prom
inent Rhodesian businessman who was heavily involved in sanctions-busting
acknowledged that by the lat~ 1970s

we were running out of domestic revenue and foreign exchange, in addition to
which the permanent call-up was wrecking what was left of the economy. Because
of sanctions Rhodesia could no longer finance the war. I imagine that if we had
been able to continue our economic strength, the political side would have con
tinued the war longer.6

This view was echoed by Eddie Cross, chief economist to the Rhodesian
~gricultural Marketing Board from 1975 to 1980, when he said in 1981 that 'the
key element in the process leading up to the successful Lancaster House talks
and the subsequent transfer of power to majority rule, and in due course to
Robert Mugabe's government, was ...economic sanctions against the Rhodesian
government. '7

Perhaps for Chief Buthelezi this is all a 'parrot cry', and he probably regards
South Africa as an exception to the rule. Yet this is not what South Africa's
present rulers think when they are forced to acknowledge the facts; when they
have to give genuine opinions beyond the propaganda scope of the South African
Broadcasting Corporation. In August 1986, for example, the South African
Minister of Finance, Barend du Plessis, warned that since sanctions were
becoming an inevitability, it would be proper for South. Africa to begin in
troducing protective measures, including stock-piling supplies. These, he said,
would be necessary for the country to balance its trade account and overall
balance of payments, because a country that is not permitted to export can
obviously not continue to import. 'Any erosion of the current account surplus
because of sanctions against exports will reduce South Africa's capacity to
service its foreign debt. This will obviously have to be taken into account in
future negotiations with creditors for any further redemption of capital'
(Reuters, 6.08.86).
. Gerhard de Kock, the Governor of the Reserve Bank, told the annual meeting

of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank in October 1986 that
although South Africa was 'not Iran under the Shah or the Philippines under
Marcos ... We are slowly bleeding, but it is so slow that we can keep on
bleeding for many years.'

The advertisements paid for by the South African government, in which Chief
Buthelezi and other bantustan leaders have featured, is precisely an attempt
by a slowly bleeding regime to ask for more blood donations in order to sustain
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its economic life.
South Africa's war in Namibia and Angola alone costs the regime more than

one and a half million rands a day. Because of the existing oil embargo, South
Africa has to pay substantial commissions to obtain oil illegally. This was ad
mitted by PW Botha himself when he revealed that it cost South Africa R22 000
million to break the embargo between 1973 and 1984.

Just think what we could have done if we had that R22 billion today ... But we
had to spend it because we couldn't bring our motor cars and our diesel
locomotives to a standstill as our economic life would have collapsed. We paid
a price, which we are still suffering from today (Guardian, 3.10.86).

In September 1985 the economic crisis in South Africa surfaced for all to see,
when South Africa was exposed as owing the international banks more than
US $14 billion in short-term loans, due for repayment in the following year,
and for which funds were simply not available. Gerhard de Kock shuttled bet
ween the capitals of the world trying to persuade financiers to reschedule South
Africa's debts. When the banks announced their refusal to do so unless South
Africa made certain basic political reforms, South Africa panicked and was
forced into a limited default situation.

It was at this point that South Africa's top businesspersons flew to Zambia
to confer with the African National Congress. It became clear to industrialists
and politicians alike that unless a fundamental solution to the country's political
problems were found, there could be no lasting stability in South African
society.

During the discussions between the ANC and the leaders of the business
community, it was acknowledged that the debt crisis was a direct result of
the apartheid system on the one hand, and the growing revolution and the in
ternational response in the form of sanctions on the other hand.

This is just an indication that s~nctions against South Africa, in combina
tion with the mounting war inside the country, could force the government
into a difficult situation, one not dissimilar to that of the Smith regime in
Rhodesia.

It is worth noting that the 1985 economic crisis in South Africa could be
produced not by widely enforced, comprehensive and mandatory sanctions,
but by a combination of merely two factors, oil and financial sanctions. The
loan repayment crisis produced conditions in which the government was forced
to cut its oil purchases from the black market in an effort to raise money to
repay its debt. The creditor banks only agreed to reschedule South Africa's
debt after she had promised repayment with a slightly higher interest rate. Only
by negotiating the debt on such generous terms was she able to emerge from
the immediate crisis.

By their very nature sanctions cannot by themselves achieve quick and
dramatic political goals, but they can play an important reinforcing role to
aid the main forms of struggle waged by the people on the ground, from the
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people's own version of sanctions, through periodic strike actions, to military
struggle.

In the case of South Africa, far more than Rhodesia, sanctions will take time
to eat at the marrow of the government's political power since the country
is relatively self-sufficient in certain economic respects. Yet this point should
not be overstated, because the South African economy, unlike Rhodesia's, is
extensively dependent on foreign trade. The effects of comprehensive and man
datory sanctions by the major trading partners on vital exports and imports
could produce radical conditions for promoting certain political gains. South
Africa's dependence on foreign trade is high, with imports averaging 26%
of the Gross Domestic Product and exports 30%.

National industry can have a very limited effect in pulling the economy
through comprehensive sanctions since, as Hanlon and Omond have argued,

the reality is that most of South Africa's new industries are still dependent on
imports for some inputs. For example, cars must have two thirds local content,
measured by weight. This means that most of the light-weight but more expen
sive and sophisticated components are still imported. In addition, the machinery
and heavy equipment for industrialisation is almost all imported; according to
the most recent statistics (1986), 45 per cent of all capital goods and complex
manufactures come from abroad. Furthermore, South Africa is highly depen
dent on foreign capital and technology, particularly from transnational companies
(TNCs), for industrial development. Finally, to pay the high costs of imports,
South Africa must export a significant share of its production. But its manufac
tured goods are often not competitive on the world market, so it is dependent
on exports of primary products: minerals and fruit. 8

Eddie Cross has a similar view.

Sanctions have the capacity to damage the South African economy. In a sense
they (South Africa) are more vulnerable than Rhodesia ever was, because they
are so much more sophisticated, so much more dependent on access to technology,
so much more dependent upon exports of sophisticated products. It's difficult
to hide commodities which are made in South Africa, partly because they are
so big. 9

Can South Africa afford to cut down on its imports? Not according to Finance
Minister Du Plessis, who said that 'our analyses have shown that 80 per cent
of our imports are absolutely essential goods' (Financial Mail, 20.09.85). If
it is admitted by the financial leaders of the South African government that
the country's key industries are vulnerable to blockages in the flow of imports
and "exports, how seriously should knowledgeable people in economics take
Chief Buthelezi when he says that 'no one has proved to us that the suffering
which will ensue within the black community as a result of disinvestment will
actually force the regime to effect fundamental changes'?

After its mission to South Africa, the Commonwealth Eminent Persons'
Group (EPG) concluded that:

,
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the South African government is concerned about the adoption of effective
economic measures against it. If it comes to the conclusion that it would always
remain protected from such measures, the process of change in South Africa
is unlikely to increase in momentum and the descent into violence would be ac
celerated. In these circumstances, the cost in lives may have to be counted in
millions ...

The question in front of Heads of Government in our view is clear. It is not
whether such measures will compel change; it is already the case that their
absence, and Pretoria's belief that they need not be feared, defers change. Is
the Commonwealth to stand by and allow the cycle of violence to spiral? Or
will it take the concerted action of an effective kind? Such action may be the
last opportunity to avert what could be the worst bloodbath since the Second
World War. 10

Reforms Through Investment?

At the Inkatha national conference in July 1978 it was decided that, instead
of advocating the withdrawal of foreign investments, a matter which was con
sidered as 'impractical and detrimental to the welfare of black workers', Inkatha
would embark on a project of monitoring the activities of foreign monopoly
corporations to ensure that they adhered to the various codes of conduct in
employment.

Faced with the growing disinvestment campaign by the anti-apartheid move
ment, transnational corporations and some Western governments began to
legitimise their investment in South Africa by spreading the argument that they
could provide better conditions and pay for African workers in their respec
tive companies. They also recognised black trade unions, which were not yet
recognised by law. In the United States, a voluntary code of business practice
was initiated by the Rev. Leon Sullivan, and was signed in 1977 by twelve
major US firms. In September 1977, the EEC also published its own code
of conduct, making more or less the same demands as the Sullivan code.

These issues are no longer very relevant because both the United States and
the EEC have moved far beyond the arguments that informed the provisions
of these codes. Even the Rev. Sullivan has changed his standpoint and is now
calling for sanctions against South Africa. In normal circumstances, therefore,
a discussion of this issue should be redundant.

However, Chief Buthelezi still trumpets these same views today. Putting
them in a different form, he argues that economic expansion in South Africa
(provided by capital investment) will automatically lead to political reforms.
He told the British Foreign Affairs Committee in 1986:

Whereas in the past the government did not allow Blacks to perform certain jobs
... economic reality has caused it to fall away to the extent that participation
by Blacks in the trade union movement has come about. Increased buying power,
and mobility of Blacks in the political field has increased interdependence in
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the political field. If this is allowed to happen more and more it will not be dif
ficult to extend to political interdependence. That is why I say we need massive
and sustained economic growth in South Africa for the purpose of change; that
is why I say sanctions cannot solve the problem for us ... For liberation to have
a meaning for the ordinary people, you must improve the quality of their ordinary
life. You cannot have a situation where you destroy the economy of the coun
try, because whoever runs the country will have problems.

The reality of the South African situation is that no company can bring about
change in South Africa outside the framework of the apartheid political struc
ture. Apartheid is the law, it is the political and economic system of the coun
try. To defy that policy, even in the sphere of economic life, means defying
the law of the country. Defiance of the law in any country, including South
Africa, invokes certain penalties. Not a single company has so far braved apart
heid's laws and established an economic relationship among black and white
workers that defies these laws.

The implications of this were made abundantly clear in 1980 when the South
African government passed the National Key Points Act. This law requires
all companies designated as 'key' industries to co-operate with the SADF in
the event of so-called civil unrest. In terms of the Act, these key industries
are offered financial incentives to buy weapons and other security equipment
and to train security company guards. A number of subsidiaries of foreign
corporations were asked to form military commando units among their white
workers. These units are supposed to be responsible for guarding their industrial
plants from sabotage and unrest - presumably by black workers.

By the National Supplies Procurement Act, oil companies may not impose
conditions on the sale of their oil. In other words, it would be a crime under
South African law for a company to undertake a commitment not to supply
petroleum products for use by the South African military or any other branch
of the South African government.

What has been developing in South Africa therefore is a growing partner
ship between the state and the economic sector. Foreign companies have ac
tively greased the wheels of the apartheid machine.

Many of the Sullivan signatories have been bolstering the most strategic sec
tors of the South African economy. Caltex, Mobil and Exxon are producing
petroleum products in South Africa that fuel the military and police forces
moving through townships as well as fuelling the war in Namibia. Mobil alone
owns or supplies 1 300 service stations in South Africa and controls an
estimated 20% of the retail petrol market. Petrol is such a vital part of South
Africa's security apparatus that Mobil's attorney advised the corporation in
December 1984 that

... oil is absolutely vital to enable the army to move, the navy to sail and the
air force to fly, it is likely that a South African court would hold that it falls
within the definition of munitions of war. II
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The trap in which these companies find themselves, irrespective of whether
or not they approve ofapartheid, is illustrated by the statement made by Citibank
in March 1980.

We must never lose sight of the fact that we are guests in foreign countries.
We must conduct ourselves accordingly. Local governments can pass any kind
oflegislation, and whether we like it or not, we must conform to it. Under these
circumstances, Citibank can survive only if we are successful in demonstrating
to the local authorities that our presence is useful to them. 12

United States computers are also used in every sector of the South African
economy and administration. The Armaments Development and Production
Corporation (Armscor) - South Africa's major armaments manufacturer
has contracts with corporations like IBM, Control Data, Sperry and Burroughs,
for the manufacture of communications equipment, missile guidance systems,
radar and mini-computers. All of the SADF's new radio equipment was
designed and made in South Africa with the help of foreign companies which
have signed the Sullivan code of conduct. The government is the single largest
consumer of electronics products. Providing state support for this industry,
the government ensures that it is geared towards the production and procure
ment of defence-related electronics. That is why transnational corporations
have been incorporated into the country's Defence Manpower Liaison Com
mittee responsible for advising the Minister of Defence on military matters
related to the economy.

Advanced information management and data-processing systems have greatly
increased the ability of the apartheid regime to monitor and supervise the af
fairs of South Africa's various population groups. The introduction of com
puters has enabled Pretoria efficiently to compile, accumulate and store the
data needed for its system of easy identification and control. All adult Africans
have their fingerprints stored in a computerised record in Pretoria.

The employment practices of foreign corporations are not much better than
those of South African companies. Moreover, even if they were, they would
affect only a fraction of the black workforce. The few benefits such as hous
ing that these foreign corporations have provided for some black workers, are
of little significance compared to the strategic importance of these corpora
tions in the maintenance of apartheid. With the help of these corporations,
the South African government has been able to maintain a strong economy
and a sophisticated security apparatus to use against the liberation movement.
Their individual moral positions, therefore, do not signify anything under con
ditions where they objectively help to protect and perpetuate the status quo.

The assertion that an influx of capital would automatically lead to political
reforms is not proved by the actual South African situation. The period after
the 1960 Sharpeville massacre is generally regarded in South African economic
history as one which recorded an economic boom, yet this was precisely the
period of greatest repression in the country. The apartheid government has
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refused to take seriously any advice it might have been given by the liberal
economic supporters of South Africa. Actual South African history has seen
the apartheid regime move more and more towards totalitarian repression in
the opposite direction to the expanding industrialisation in the country. As
already demonstrated, technological advancement has been utilised by the
government not to open doors to Blacks, but to strengthen its army and develop
the efficiency of its police. What the computer industry might have meant for
one country, it does not mean for South Africa. Industrialisation and economic
growth under conditions of apartheid only fuel the system rather than lead it
to structural change.

Normally, one would expect Chief Buthelezi, as an outspoken advocate of
'non-violence', to give a moral lead in this non-violent strategy for liberation;
but this has not been the case. Chief Buthelezi opposes this non-violent method
of seeking change, just as he has opposed other methods of non-violent strug
gle, such as rent and consumer boycotts.
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11. KwaZulu-NataIIndaba: A Proposal for
Federalism and Power Sharing

The history of relations between the colonists of Natal and the Zulu people,
wrote Alan Paton in April 1987,

is nothing a white Natalian can be proud of ... Yet in 1986 they spent many
days in Durban in the series of meetings known as the KwaZulu-Natal Indaba,
discussing, sensibly and reasonably, how a new legislative body could be
established which would rule, as part of the Republic of South Africa, a new
province comprising the regions originally known as Natal and Zululand. It is
a miracle. How can such a miracle come to pass? (Optima, April 1987)

In part, Paton attributed the 'miracle' to the influence of Chief Buthelezi,
but added:

There is another reason for this apparent miracle. The white people of Natal,
under the influence of fear for the future and a desire to avoid economic disaster,
and also under the growing influence of sheer human decency, have come to
realise that if they cannot work closely with the Zulu people, their doom is certain
. .. I shall venture another generalisation: the Indaba was a great success largely
because Buthelezi is the Chief Minister of the KwaZulu government and because
the white people of Natal are not afraid of him. He speaks a language that they
can understand. It is this quality that his enemies regard as hypocritical (Optima,
April 1987).

The event that Alan Paton was writing about was a widely publicised Indaba
(conference) held on 8 April 1986 in Durban. It was convened at the initiative
of the Natal Provincial Council and the KwaZulu government. Its purpose was
to negotiate a new legislative dispensation for KwaZulu and Natal as a single
geographic, economic and administrative region.

Before the Indaba, invitations were sent to 47 organisations representing
various shades of political opinion, as well as to commerce, industry,
agriculture, municipal government and cultural bodies. The immediate response
was 38 acceptances and nine refusals. Among those refusing were the UDF
and the ANC on the one hand, and the ultra right Afrikaner Conservative Party
on the other. Of the acceptances, 35 requested full representation and three
observer status. The National Party was present as an observer, but refrained
from participating.
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In his opening speech to the conference, Chief Buthelezi stated that he regarded
the Indaba as a platfonn from which to launch future attacks on the apartheid
policy. 'We are,' he said, 'exploring for alternatives to apartheid.'

The lndaba 's chairperson, Professor Desmond Clarence, stated in an article
'Indaba', published in Leadership (No.1, 1987) that 'the experiment was
unique: never before had South Africans of all colours and religions sat down
to such a debate.' lndaba secretary, Professor Dawid van Wyk, head of the
Department of Constitutional and Public International Law at the University
of South Africa, offered this assessment: 'The lndaba is a unique achieve
ment in inter-racial negotiation. It is without precedent in South African con
stitutional history and is thus something very special that needs to be carefully
nurtured' (lndaba News, April 1987).

In order to capture as much publicity for lndaba as possible, and equally
to establish its credibility, the lndaba delegates agreed from the outset to make
public their first basic policy document - a Bill of Rights. Although all the
deliberations of lndaba were held in camera and proceedings considered con
fide!1tial after the participants were sworn to secrecy (the press was issued
only with weekly statements), it was felt that, as an exception, the Bill should
be published in advance so as to give a clear indication to all those whose eyes
were on Durban that real alternatives to apartheid were being mapped. During
the first three months of lndaba, therefore, the Bill of Rights was the main issue.

The Bill of Rights

The Bill of Rights adopted by the lndaba, to be entrenched in the constitution,
guaranteed human dignity and equality before the law; rights to liberty, privacy,
protection of the family and property; ethnic, religious, linguistic, cultural and
educational rights; freedom of movement, thought, conscience and religion;
freedom of opinion and expression, of association, of work and of contract.
All these rights and freedoms were to be binding on the legislature, the ex
ecutive, the judiciary and all government institutions in the province in so far
as they 'fall within the purview of and flow from the powers and functions
devolved on the province', and were to be enforceable through the Supreme
Court.

The publication of this Bill of Rights provoked favourable comment from
the commerical media. The Times (London) wrote a lengthy editorial devoted
to the significance of the KwaZulu-Natallndaba, saying:

For the last eight months, politicians in Whitehall, Washington and Bonn who
distrust the violent means of the African National Congress, have cherished a
small hope that South Africa may yet find its own relatively peaceful path to
a democratic future. This hope was kindled at Easter this year by an extraor
dinary meeting of Afrikaner and English-speaking South Africans, Zulus,

• I
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Indians and Coloureds, businessmen and politicians in the province of Natal.
Their purpose was to thrash out a single non-racial legislature which would join
together what apartheid had apparently sundered forever - the black 'homeland'
of KwaZulu and white-ruled Natal from which it had been carved.

It was no surprise that the KwaNatal Indaba was boycotted by the United
Democratic Front. The UDF espouses some of the aims of the ANC which in
tum is actively hostile to any movement which would hinder its struggle for central
levers of power. Nor did anyone expect Pretoria to look with favour on a
constitutional exercise which, of its very nature, ignored the sacred Nationalist
tenet that power could be shared only on a group basis, and which also seemed
designed to usurp its jealously guarded monopoly of constitution-making.

Yesterday, the Indaba finally reported ... the main bulwark against any erosion
of freedom ... will reside in a justiciable Bill of Rights. This received general
acclaim from white South Africans ... A government trapped in a violent stalemate
in the struggle with black radicals for control of the centre of South African
power, and barren of ideas of how to resolve that struggle, may yet be forced
to look to KwaNatal for an answer (Quoted in IndabaNews, No. I, April 1987,
p.4.).

After adopting the Bill of Rights, the lndaba moved on to discuss and adopt
the constitution for the proposed new KwaNatal region. Experts on constitu
tional law were invited to address the conference. For example, one senior
advocate presented an analysis of the Swiss cantonal system; Leon Louw and
Francis Kendall, authors of South Africa: The Solution, presented their ideas
for a possible federal constitution; Dr Clem Sunter of the Anglo-American
Corporation outlined possible future scenarios. Others called for the establish
ment of an Afrikaner state consisting of the Transvaal, the Orange Free State
and Northern Natal.

Finally, 70 delegates from the lndaba undertook an 'educational' visit to
Namibia as guests of the Turnhalle Democratic Alliance. Six ministers of the
so-called Transitional Government of National Unity addressed the~ba
delegates advising, on the basis of their own experience, how Inda8a could
resolve certain political and constitutional problems. On their return from
Namibia, the constitution committee considered all submissions and finally
put its conclusions before the fulllndaba.

The constitution proposed was for a two-chamber legislature with a governor,
a prime minister, a provincial executive, standing committees, cultural coun
cils, traditional councils composed of chiefs, and an economic advisory coun
cil. The two chambers set out to ensure the principle of power sharing by
adopting a system of proportional representation for elections.

The First Chamber would consist of 100 members elected through a multi
member, constituency-based proportional representation system. The province
would be divided into 15 constituencies and elections detennined by propor
tional representation, with parties gaining one seat for everyone per cent of
votes obtained. In order actually to cast a vote each voter would have to prove
that he or she was a bona fide resident of Natal.
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The Second Chamber would consist of 50 seats comprising five groups
each with ten members. The five groups would be designated as: Afrikaans
speaking background, English-speaking background, African background,
Asian background and a so-called South African group, that is, those who do
not wish to be categorised or who do not fit one of the categories. Voters would
be asked to associate themselves voluntarily with the group of their particular
background or choice, and would vote to elect the members of their group
to the second chamber. Again, the principle of proportional representation
would be employed.

Legislation would be initiated by the executive and passed to the appropriate
standing committee of both chambers. If approved, it would then go before
the first chamber for adoption. If passed there, it would be sent to the second
chamber for consideration. To become law, all legislation would have to be
passed by both chambers with a simple majority in each.

Since the basic principle of this constitutional arrangement was the protec
tion of group rights, any proposed legislation deemed detrimental to one of
the background groups might be vetoed by the second chamber.

'Such a system of co-operative government,' said Professor Clarence in
Leadership magazine (No.1, 1987), 'could lessen present tensions and may
even be the catalyst needed to remove sanctions' (my emphasis).

The Origins of the KwaZulu-Natal Indaba

The initial concept of a regional initiative for seeking a reformist political solu
tion for some of South Africa's problems came from Natal sugar industrialists
in the mid-1970s, and was endorsed recently by the South African govern
ment with the passage ofthe Joint Executive Authority for KwaZulu and Natal
Act ~o. 80 of 1986 (promulgated in the white parliament on 3 September 1986).
At a certain stage in the 1970s the Natal sugar industry became hostile to the
notion of a consolidated KwaZulu bantustan because that could mean the
destabilisation of their economic arrangements in the region. The South African
Sugar Association, in particular, feared that land consolidation would cause
the loss of valuable sugar land to KwaZulu. To circumvent this, it commis
sioned Professor Jan Lombard of Pretoria University to investigate alternatives
to land consolidation in KwaZulu, with the purpose of suggesting methods
whereby KwaZulu and 'white' Natal could set up joint administrative struc
tures in a search for their own regional political solution.

In 1980 the Lombard Commission proposed a plan for 'co-ordination and
co-operation across the entirety of Natal' , since this was an area 'with distinct
economic, cultural and political configurations'. Professor Lombard described
his plan as 'reform on the basis of decentralisation to regional levels of state'.
Virtually all its proposals were adopted at the lndaba six years later, including
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those for a Bill of Rights, an independent judiciary and the protection of private
property.

There was seemingly no follow-up to the Lombard proposals, as the sugar
industry itself gave them a lukewarm reception. However, in May 1980, the
lnkatha Central Committee decided to establish a commission to investigate
the future of KwaZulu and the possibility of 'power-sharing' in the whole of
Natal. Advertising itself as 'the first real black initiative', the commission ex
pressed a hope that it would add a new dimension to the political evolution
of South Africa and serve as an example for the rest of the country. Going
much further than the Lombard Commission in its perspectives, it saw these
not only as a solution for the problems of Natal, but having a significance
reaching beyond the boundaries of the province. The idea was to make Natal
a laboratory for testing a political system that might well be applied to South
Africa as a whole.

Representatives from political, economic, industrial, agricultural, commer
cial, educational and religious sectors of Natal society were invited to sit on
the commission, chaired by Professor Schreiner, principal of the University
of Natal. Normal practice is to name commissions after the persons chairing
them. But this was to be an exception. Instead of terming the Commission
the Schreiner Commission, it was named the Buthelezi Commission.

Speaking in the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly, Chief Buthelezi said that
one of the reasons for the establishment of the commission was the realisation
that the 'political impasse' in South Africa could not be circumvented by pro
test.,. The time had come, he said, for a formal black initiative in planning the
collective political future which in the past had been dominated by Whites (Natal
Witness, 24.04.80).

The Commission's report, sub-titled The Requirements for Stability and
Development in KwaZulu and Natal, was published in 1982. It stated:

The high levels of economic and political discontent and significant extent of
expressed militancy among black South Africans in particular indicate the urgency
of our situation in South Africa and in the region of KwaZulu-Natal. Popular
sentiments appear to be such as to create a climate which will encourage, justify
and protect groups aiming at creating instability in the country. While a
revolutionary situation has not yet emerged in general terms within the popula
tion inside South Africa, developments appear to point in that direction. The
importance of legitimate internal black political organisations like Inkatha and
others in directing black South African political sentiments along peaceful and
constructive lines cannot be over-emphasised. The expectations which the surveys
reveal indicate that such organisations have to be seen to be achieving progress
in political; constitutional, economic and social affairs if they hope to continue
exercising a peaceful and constructive influence. This will not be possible unless
a political accommodation can be achieved.

The Commission also said that it was 'particularly mindful that one black leader
of moderate and co-operative inclinations with a wide base of legitimacy (Chief
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Buthelezi) should not have his position undermined by heightened radical
mobilisation' .

Both the government and the National Party rejected the report, while Andries
Treurnicht, then the Transvaal leader of the National Party, accused Chief
Buthelezi of preaching 'Zulu imperialism'. Within liberal political circles in
Natal, particularly in the economic sector, there was, however, much en
thusiasm and support for the report. Notable among these was the Tongaat
Hulett sugar conglomerate. The Progressive Federal Party also embraced the
ideas with enthusiasm. Indeed, it was its leader, Dr Van Zyl Slabbert, who
was the first publicly to use the word Indaba for the process of creating a joint
KwaZulu-Natal administration l

•

Towards the end of 1984, the Ulundi Accord was signed, leading to a pro
cess of direct negotiation and co-operation between Natal politicians and the
KwaZulu cabinet for the setting up of joint committees to co-ordinate policy.
One of these was the Strategic Policy Group, consisting of KwaZulu cabinet
members and members of the Natal Executive Committee. The other was the
work group which united heads of departments from both administrations.
Decision-making was to be by consensus, with the Administrator of Natal and
the Chief Minister of KwaZulu acting as arbitrators in case of disagreement.

Phase one of the joint programme covered co-operation in such areas as
roads, health and unemployment. The second phase was to be the establish
ment of a Joint Executive Authority to co-ordinate broader issues such as educa
tion, traffic control, libraries, computer services, nature conservation, and job
creation. The third phase was envisaged as a joint legislature for the whole
province, which is what the Indaba was set up to consider. As Dr Slabbert
said in May 1985, there was 'a need for a Natal-KwaZulu Indaba to work
out a political solution for the region'. He said that the Buthelezi Commission
had shown that the region was able to experiment for the rest of South Africa.
'Here in KwaZulu-Natal', he said, 'we have the major interest groups who
have declared themselves willing to test this political experiment. '2

These proposals were subsequently submitted by Chief Buthelezi and
Radclyffe Cadman (the Administrator of Natal) to the South African Minister
of Constitutional Development, Chris Heunis, on 11 March 1986. A draft bill
for such a Joint Authority accompanied the proposals and the Minister was
also informed, 'as a matter of courtesy', that the Indaba at which a joint
legislature for the two territories was to be discussed had been arranged for
3 April 1986.

Some political commentators3 have argued that these proposals were
regarded by the South African government as a basic challenge to its own
perspective of a South Africa governed by a tri-cameral parliament with
Africans occupying so-called independent homelands. This view is also shared
by journalists in the South African media when they praise the 'initiatives'
and 'boldness' of the KwaZulu Natal Indaba. What they altogether ignore is
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the fact that the South African government had already been toying with some
kind of regional solution for South Africa from as early as 1977.

This perspective gained more significance within the government from about
1979, when verligtes (reformers) began to place increased emphasis on political
decentralisation, the main component of which was the creation of new regional
planning, administrative and representative organs at the intermediate levels
of the government system. When PW Botha came to power in 1979, influential
policy-makers in the executive planning organs began to argue that bantustans
were incapable of becoming economically autonomous and self-sustaining; that
instead the bantustans were integrated into, and dependent upon, the white
South African economy. It was against this background that the Botha regime
unveiled its 'regional' development approach to the business community dur
ing the Good Hope Conference of 1981.

Although at the level of general political propaganda the government
reiterated its commitment to the creation of ten 'independent' bantustans, at
the level of structural economic planning, the point of departure for its strategy
was its recognition of the interconnection between the bantustans and the rest
of the South African economy. Instead of insulating the bantustans, the govern
ment divided the country's territory into eight 'development regions' and
insisted tha~ the formulation of planning priorities for each region should
increasingly be devolved to multi-racial advisory organs at the regional level.

It was with the appreciation of these economic realities that the verligte
elements within the government, among them Dr Koornhof, began to hint that
the regional approach to economic development could lead to a new constitu
tional order. This government approach created a climate in which reformist
groups outside the central state, such as the KwaZulu-Natal campaigners, freely
explored regional constitutional options.

In 1984-85 the government declared its intention to phase out the provincial
administration system and create new multi-racial second-tier organs. Address
ing parliament in May 1985, the Minister of Constitutional Development and
Planning, Chris Heunis, said that considerations which had led to the decision
to restructure second-tier government were that elected provincial councils
represented white communities only; that their jurisdiction covered a limited
range of functions; and that these changes represented new thinking within
the government.

Provincial authorities, he said, had to be adapted 'in order to integrate with,
and adapt to, the reforms at the central and social levels' .4 In October Heunis
said, at a function marking the 75th anniversary of Natal's Provincial Coun
cil, that the accommodation of Africans in the provincial dispensation had to
be 'seriously considered'. The government had accepted the principle of power
sharing with Africans, he said (The Star, 1.02.85). He added that it was
important that people in the provinces took the initiative to work out solutions
which could be put before government and that' ... in this regard Natal and
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KwaZulu can playa leading role' (The Star, 1.02.85).
PW Botha confirmed at the opening of parliament that he intended restruc

turing the system of whites-only provincial government to involve all com
munities.s This was followed by an announcement on 7 February 1986 that
multi-racial provincial administrations would come into being on 1July 1986.
In terms of the Provincial Government Act, all four provincial councils ceased
to exist at the end of June 1986. The Act made no stipulation as to the race
of the provincial administrators and members of the executive committees to
be appointed by the State President in their place.

It came as no major surprise, therefore, that the South African government
passed the Joint Executive Authority for KwaZulu and Natal Bill in June 1986.
Introducing it in Parliament, Heunis said that it would provide for joint decision
making on a regional level and that 'it was an important step towards real power
sharing between Black and White in South Africa' (The Citizen, 18.06.86).
As already noted, the Bill was introduced following a request by the KwaZulu
Legislative Assembly and the Natal Provincial Council that statutory status
be given to their informal co-operative structures. This Bill was passed in
August without any amendments.

It is within the context of this government strategy that the KwaZulu-Natal
Indaba should be analysed, for in doing so the initiative for convening it will
correctly be seen as falling within the apartheid perspectives of reforming South
Africa. There is nothing particularly unique about this exercise, in as much
as any of the other regions that have been mapped out by the government can
go ahead and establish their own Indabas and propose regional solutions. In
the government plans, KwaZulu-Natal is already referred to by its code 
Region E. Region A is the Western Cape; B is Northern Cape/Western
Transvaal; C is Orange Free State/QwaQwa; D is Eastern Cape; F is Eastern
TransvaallKaNgwane/parts of Lebowa and Gazankulu; H is Pretoria/
Witwatersrand/Vereeniging/KwaNdebele; and J is Northern Transvaal/parts
of Bophuthatswana.

In so far as this economic strategy takes place within the political context
of the apartheid regime's attempt to stem the tide of revolt, it is important
to mention that the major concern of the Indaba, like the Buthelezi Commis
sion, was an attempt to defuse the revolt of the oppressed people against the
apartheid regime, so that organisations like Inkatha could 'direct Black South
African political sentiments along peaceful and constructive lines'. To achieve
this, Chief Buthelezi brought a collection of Afrikaner and English law pro
fessors for an exercise in constitutional engineering.

Both Professors Clarence and Van Wyk, the principal leaders of the Indaba,
perceived their experience in mapping out an alternative constitutional system
for South Africa as unique and without precedent. However, a wider view
of South African history reveals this Durban exercise as politically meaningless
from the point of view of the oppressed people. For example, in 1955, 1983
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and 1987 the people of South Africa through their organisations (ANC, UDF
and COSATU) had debated at length and established the foundations of the
popular perspectives of democracy.

Ignoring the experience of South Africa's democratic movement, the Indaba
adopted a Bill of Rights tailored strictly along the lines of the European Con
vention on Human Rights, a document informed by the particular European
nations which are signatories to it. Actually, 11 of its 15 articles have been
taken directly from this European document. The advisability of incorporating
such Eurocentric notions into South Africa is questionable, irrespective of the
honest motives of those who drafted it.

Such a situation was probably inevitable, however, given the domination
of the lndaba, and particularly of its component committees, by Whites. This
was the case even at branch level. There was never any possibility that represen
tatives of the black majority could fill the key positions because, since the
lndaba was not a democratic forum, there was no election of delegates to the
conference. The people of Natal as a whole were excluded from the process.
The cart was put before the horse; the lndaba did not start with an informa
tion drive among the people to get them to elect their delegates to the con
ference. Instead the hand-picked professors and so-called experts met by
themselves and decided what was good for the people as an alternative to the
apartheid constitution. The people were by-passed in the whole process. It was
then left to Professor Van Wyk to explain the constitutional proposals and to
call on all 'Natalians' to show their support for the Indaba.

In any event, given the State of Emergency in the country, the people could
not express their genuine opinions on the Indaba's proposals. Had the Indaba
really wished to canvass the opinions of the majority, it should have first joined
the campaign to end the Emergency. Then, and only then, might its proposals
have been properly judged by the extent of popular participation in an at
mosphere free of intimidation. This was the Indaba's major shortcoming, and
the main source of its weakness. Consequently, its documents did not come
from the grassroots of the people but descended like tablets from the moun
tain top. It may be excusable for a newspaper in London to conclude that the
adoption of the Bill of Rights by the lndaba was a challenge to the constitu
tional notions of the South African government. But the people of South Africa
could only be sceptical, knowing that the 'independent' bantustan of
Bophuthatswana and the so-called interim government of Namibia have also
enacted Bills of Rights into their respective constitutions. Experience had shown
that such Bills were unlikely to presage any radical or revolutionary departure
from present political practice.

The lndaba Bill of Rights addresses itself to issues and activities of the South
African state within the province of Natal. It lists a plethora of rights and
freedoms in a legal terrain that nevertheless remains the preserve of the South
African government. In fact, the assumption underpinning the resolutions of
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the Indaba is that the apartheid regime would be willing to ignore its political
interests in Natal and surrender its authority to such a unit as KwaZulu-Natal.
This is an unlikely possibility. The apartheid regime would remain the master
even in a Natal governed on the basis of the proposed constitution with its
Bill of Rights.

It should be remembered that the principles enumerated in the lndaba 's Bill
of Rights, theoretically speaking, already exist in the common law of South
Africa, inherited from the traditions of Roman-Dutch ·law and English law.
For example, Article 2, the right to life and Article 7, the right to compensa
tion for expropriation are already existing rights enshrined in the principles
of South African law. Yet the army and police, even without a State of
Emergency, kill people and rob others of their property without compensa
tion. Over the years, various South African statutes have eroded almost all
of the rights enumerated in the Indaba Bill of Rights, rights which used to
be assumed by jurists to be basic in South African law, despite government
practice to the contrary.

It was in this context that Judge Leon observed in March 1986:

Despite the differences between the Anglo-American paradigm of civilised values
and the amalgam of the South African value system it is interesting to note that
the notion of a Bill of Rights is not really foreign to us. What will be enshrined
in a Bill of Rights is in essence the basic principles and assumptions of our com
mon law.

He went on further to draw a similarity between the 1st, 4th, 5th, 7th and
13th Amendments of the American Constitution and judicial practice in South
Africa. It is these same assumptions that find expression in the KwaZulu-Natal
Bill of Rights (namely, those articles dealing with the right to privacy, free
speech and religion, property, etc.)

Judge Didcott of the Natal Supreme Court, in an address to a conference
of law students at the University of Cape Town in April 1986, expanded on
the contention that the constitutional imperatives contained within a bill of rights
were of little significance in redressing the fundamental issues arising from
the inequalities of South African society. It 'does not lay down a political
blueprint ... What a Bill of Rights does, however, is to guarantee the freedom
of all to propagate policies which will provide health, education, welfare ...
and to choose political representatives to bring about those results'.

The notion of regionalism in KwaZulu-Natal's Bill of Rights renders it im
practicable where sovereignty is vested in the South African constitution. For
example, its Article 14 allows derogation from the provisions of the Bill of
Rights 'in the interest of public safety .. .' It reads:

The rights and freedoms recognised, under the provisions of this Bill of Rights,
may be restricted by a law of the Provincial legislature which has general appli
cation, for reasons which are necessary in a free and democratic society in the
interests of public safety, for the prevention of disorder and crime, for the protec-
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tion of health and morals, for the protection of the rights, freedoms and reputation
of others, for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary and for
the social, moral and economic well-being of all the inhabitants of the province.'

But given Pretoria's wide interpretation of such words and phrases as 'disorder',
'crime', 'interest of public safety', 'authority' etc., the remaining provisions
of the Bill of Rights become meaningless. Would the Bill of Rights imply the
scrapping of all discriminatory legislation in Natal, including the repeal of the
State of Emergency? Or is it envisaged that the Bill of Rights should co-exist
with these laws, from the 1913 Land Act up to the Internal Security Act? These
questions were not addressed by the Indaba, yet these are precisely the ques
tions that concern ordinary South Africans when mention is made of an alter
native to apartheid.

The KwaZulu-Natal Bill of Rights makes certain presumptions about the
South African state and denies its potential for oppression, intimidation and
general capriciousness. Even if we granted the lndaba the benefit of the
possibility that the South African government would layoff Natal in the event
of it forming its own legislature, any litigants taking a Natal-based court deci
sion to appeal would have that appeal heard in the Appellate Division in Bloem
fontein. The result is that it will not be judged by the KwaZulu-Natal Bill of
Rights but by the general South African laws, which would still be applicable
in Natal.

In terms of the lndaba resolutions, foreign affairs, the South African Defence
Force, the National Intelligence service, the South African Police and Railway
Police, prisons and various other areas are 'matters to reside with the central
government'. How can these institutions co-exist with the spirit of a Bill of
Rights unless in the same imperial way as presently in Bophuthatswana and
Namibia under the so-called Multi-Party Government. Perhaps an indication
of what can be expected from the proposals of the Indaba is illustrated by the
decision of the apartheid regime to give Chief Buthelezi jurisdiction over all
police stations in the Durban townships in his capacity as Minister of Police
in the KwaZulu bantustan.

The Concept of Federalism

Professor AV Dicey wrote in 1885 in his Introduction to the Study ofthe Law
ofthe Constitution that a federation emerges when regions desire an alliance
and yet wish to preserve an independence that they would lose by forming
a unitary state. In such a constitutional arrangement, the activities of govern
ment are divided between regional governments and a central government in
such a way that each has some activities in which it makes final decisions.
Both the central and regional governments are guaranteed the specified respec
tive powers which cannot then later be taken away without mutual consent
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and a corresponding change in the constitution.
Usually the legislatures of a federal system consist of two chambers, one

representing the people at large and the other the component units of a federa
tion. This arrangement guarantees the component units a high degree of secure
autonomy in organising and administering their own affairs, and they all par
ticipate in decision making at the central level of government on an equal basis.

The Buthelezi Commission, from whose recommendations Indaba proceeds,
recommended that, as a 'creative compromise' to majority rule in a unitary
state in South Africa, it would be better to adopt 'consociational democracy'
as a safeguard to accommodate the fears of the Whites who, it claimed, do
not want to live under a black government. This safeguard would also mean
the protection of their private property (like the mines, factories and land) from
nationalisation or national control.

Consociationalism is a special form of federalism. It is a constitutional prin
ciple according to which a coalition government is created on the basis ofpower
sharing. This means that the leaders of all the components of a federally
constituted country would govern jointly and equally, up to, if need be, the
creation of a coalition cabinet or a coalition of the president and other high
political functionaries in a presidential system. Central to its method of decision
making would be the veto right given to each component, so that it may not
be outvoted by the majority in any decision-making process when its interests
are at stake. What this implies in the South African context is that, since the
national wealth of the country is in the hands of the white minority, no deci
sion about this wealth may be taken by the government without the consent
of the present owners of wealth.

Chief Buthelezi has often made reference to the canton system in Switzerland.
Switzerland is composed of linguistic segments - the federation has four of
ficiallanguages. The seven-member Swiss national executive is composed of
five seats for German speakers, one for a French speaker, and one for an Italian
speaker. All language components have a veto power in the federal chamber.
Even the amendment of the federal constitution requires the consent of all the
component units.

In the contemporary world, only 19 of the more than 150 states are federally
organised. But why a federation in South Africa?

If we proceed from Professor Dicey's view of the motivation for a federa
tion, we might assume, from the Indaba's desire for some form of one, that
there exists in the South African territory decentralised regions which desire
an alliance, and yet wish to preserve their independence. But is this the actual
state of affairs in South Africa? Which are these independent regions that desire
an alliance? Bantustans? The Provinces? It cannot be the latter because they
opted for a unitary form of state in 1910 when the British government handed
over political power to the English and Afrikaner settler communities in what
was then four colonies.

~
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A study of the history of the South African economy shows that, for its
development, a highly centralised state form was most suitable for the rapid
development of the productive forces.

Looked at historically, centralised and unitary states in the world represent
a step forward from regional isolation. The emergence of capitalism in world
history did away with the division of medieval principalities and created a com
munity of economic life which was then accompanied by a community of
language, territory, culture and national consciousness.

The birth of nations was a manifestation of this process, a process that forged
united territories and centralised states. National unity thus became the first
universal principle of a modern democratic state. Where such unity was already
an accomplished fact, provincial independence and exclusiveness were never
called for; where they existed, it was seen as a measure of backwardness.

The only exception to this rule has been in the case of nations oppressed
or colonised by others, which then demand the right to independence and seces
sion. Should the demand of the Indaba be regarded as the demand of an
oppressed nation for independence and secession? The Indaba has not stated
this; and, even if it did, it would be wrong historically for a fraction of the
oppressed nation in South Africa to demand separate independence. Bantustans
have been opposed by the people of South Africa specifically because they
distort the whole principle of the right of nations to self-determination.

For the Blacks of South Africa, the idea of a segmented country based on
federalism contradicts their present national unity and serves only the purpose
of those who created the bantustans. Advocacy of federalism and decentralisa
tion, far from providing a solution to the problems of South Africa, threaten
to plunge the South African people back into the era before the formation of
a single state structure. The liberation movement advocates exclusively
democratic centralism, a centralised democracy, as a constitutional principle.

Federal states exist in the modern world out of the desire to accommodate
existing diversity in a society into a single state structure, thus giving the for
merly independent units an advantage of greater centralisation in crucial mat
ters such as economic life. In such circumstances, all democrats support a
federal constitution, since the move towards the centre is sought by such a
federal system. Yet this federal system remains imperfect, comparatively speak
ing, if contrasted with a polity that has achieved a unitary system.

The other idea that emanates from Dicey's definition of a federation is that
the component units 'wish to preserve their independence'. Let us then pose
the question: are there factors in present-day South Africa which produce the
desire for basic separation among its communities and which would make only
a federal system a safeguard to their independence? Chief Buthelezi would
most probably answer this question in the affirmative, and would proceed to
name for us the various background groups that are enumerated in the Indaba
constitutional proposals. The basic premise of this argument is that federalism
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in South Africa could make a positive contribution since there exists actual
antagonism among the various background groups, in which case a federation
would serve the purpose of limiting mutual contact and the chances of con
flict. The assumption of this argument is that close contact among the popula
tion groups in South Africa in a unitary system would create the danger of
racial hostility and fear of domination.

This premise contains a fundamental wrong. The problem in South Africa
is not brought about by the mere presence of different races who are then
automatically hostile to each other, and who would therefore prefer to be kept
apart in independent existence, only meeting with others at a federal ~rk~t
place where political and economic issues would be exchanged. RaCIal d~f

ferences between the peoples of South Africa do not by themselves breed racIal
hostility, but lead to hostility only under specific social and political con.di
tions. The real issue here is that these races, or these background groups, hve
under conditions of inequality.

The colour of the skin, the type of hair, one's language or any other distinc
tion does not contain in itself the reason for the unequal level of social,
eco~omic and cultural development of different races in South Africa. Politics
and not nature is responsible for this inequality. To advocate that the solution
to racial inequality lies in the mere separation of these races into independent
segments of a federal state, would be to avoid looking at the source of the
problem. Furthermore, even if such federal states are created, the people would
remain permanently unequally developed since the White component would
jealously guard against the encroachment of other South Africans in the wealth
they currently possess.

Racism in South Africa must be destroyed in all its features, not preserved
in federal constitutional proposals. Racism is an ideology seeking to justify
the wealth of the white races and the poverty of the Blacks. Colonialist forces
everywhere in the world used it as an instrument to justify the monopoly of
so-called private property in the hands of a few capitalists of European origin.
Modern science has proved beyond doubt that racial differences among
humankind are due to the least important biological characteristics and do not
create any substantial distinctions between the various races.

By creating racial safeguards and bottling the South African people i.nto racial
straitjackets on the pretext of preventing racial hostility and guaranteemg peace
and harmony, the federal formula furthers the problem of racism and other
differences; it does not solve or end it. The South Africa for which the libera
tion movement is struggling is one of a single nation where all its people would
rid themselves of their racial past, both psychologically and materially, and
be able to live as brothers and sisters with equal access to the wealth of their
country. Only this type of unity and fusion of the various na~ionalities and
ethnic groups can achieve the rapid development of the South Afncan economy,
the consolidation of its sovereignty, and the consequent prohibition of all forms
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of privilege.
Such a South Africa cannot be achieved by juggling around with various

federal models involving handpicked professors and unheard-of outside
'experts'. There must be a struggle for a democratic constitution. There are
no shortcuts. The future constitution for a liberated South Africa must emerge
from a process beginning with the involvement of the people in their various
localities and workplaces. It will reflect their victory over racism and apar
theid. State power will have changed hands from the racist minority to the
democratic majority. The people will decide on. the constitutional format of
the state and how they shall participate in the administration of their country
and how they shall enjoy all human rights that are consistent with any
democratic society.

The fundamental question for any revolutionary struggle is that of state
power. The principal objective of the ANC is to seize state power from the
apartheid forces, destroy the previous form of government and create new
organs of people's power and self-government. Only a people's state will repre
sent the interests of the people; only such an organ of victory will guarantee
the fullest measure of political freedom to conduct an election campaign for
the convening of a People's Assembly that will draft the new constitution for
South Africa.

The creation of a people's republic will require the convening of an assembly
of people's representatives, elected on the basis of universal and equal suf
frage by secret ballot.

Such a People's Assembly will promulgate laws that will abolish all racist
laws; it will enact laws that are in conformity with the provisions of the Freedom
Charter. No agreement can be reached with the apartheid regime to convene
such a People's Assembly, unless the regime 'commits suicide'.

As long as the apartheid state is intact, there can be no guarantee that free
and fair elections can be held in South Africa. The only conditions that will
clear the ground for the creation of a truly democratic and non-racial constitu
tion for South Africa is the total defeat of the apartheid regime.

This cannot be achieved by Indabas or, as we now know, by way of
intervention by Eminent Persons' Groups and the like.

It can be achieved only by means of the people's revolutionary struggle
creating the conditions for the surrender of those who now wield state power
in 'South Africa.

Centralism and Autonomy

One cannot imagine any modem and truly democratic state that does not
grant some form of autonomy to its regions or provinces. Without suggesting
that the future liberated South Africa will base its principle of provincialism
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on the present-day boundaries of its four provinces, it nevertheless serves the
purpose of my argument in this chapter to draw attention to these provinces
as an example of how a provincial system functions in a unitary state.

These provinces, while not being delegates of the South African parliament,
are equally not independent legislatures like those of a federation. The South
African parliament may legislate on matters falling within the legal powers
of the provinces, whereas this cannot be the case in a federal constitution. Pro
vincial powers have effect in and for the province as long as, and only as far
as, it is not repugnant to any Act of the South African parliament.

The constitutional centralism that is advocated by the Freedom Charter does
not preclude some kind of autonomy for various provinces that may exist in
the South Africa of the future. The national form of the future South African
state will find practical expression in its recognition of the principle of local
government for regions having distinct characteristics. This distinction shall
not be determined by race or ethnicity. The whole question (including the ex
act boundaries of such provinces) will be determined democratically and not
bureaucratically. In advocating centralism, the liberation movement advocates
exclusively democratic centralism.

Bantustans cannot be the basis for such future provinces since they were
not democratically determined; autonomy for certain regions shall be deter
mined only when the bantustans have been abolished and superceded by a
democratic division of provincial boundaries that would best meet the re
quirements of the Freedom Charter, and for the rapid development of the
economy.

Culture and the Language Question

There is a view that Chief Buthelezi' s Indaba and the proposals for a federal
constitution are designed to safeguard the future of Zulu culture and language.
There are no grounds for any such safeguards, because when South Africa
is free, all languages shall have an equal status. The future democratic con
stitution shall defend the right of all people and all ethnic communities freely
to speak their languages anywhere, without fear or embarrassment. The future
South African state shall have a constitution that places national and ethnic
equality on a fundamental legal basis. Ethnic cultural privileges of any kind
which seek exclusion, domination or superiority shall be considered illegal
and unconstitutional.

It is a reality that in South Africa there are various ethnic groups - the
Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, Venda, etc. Colonialism gave rise not to the ethnic groups
themselves, but to ethnic exclusiveness and isolation; the bantustans perpetuated
the.se divisions because it profited the apartheid system that they should do
so. Denunciation of tribalism and ethnic exclusiveness is not denunciation of
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the ethnic communities themselves. People's democracy does not mean that
all cultural and traditional distinctions between the various groups must dis
appear. These language groups will still retain their distinguishing ethnic
features. What is not needed are bantustans to preserve this cultural heritage.

In a free South Africa the culture of each of the ethnic groups can be
developed freely and be guaranteed by the constitution. Each ethnic group (and
not only Africans) will have the right to maintain or modify its traditional ways
and customs, to use its own speech and script, to develop its own culture. But
since the development of ethnic culture may be accompanied by old and
sometimes negative elements that would objectively become reactionary under
people's democracy, the new people's government will not close its eyes to
these negative phenomena nor leave the people under the influence of obsolete
ideas and habits under the pretext of preserving and respecting cultural heritage.
Such cultural customs and traditions will gradually be modified, or improved
on, and drawn closer together by being purged of everything antiquated and
obsolete that contradicts the new conditions of life.

Of course, the level of the development of the productive forces in South
Africa necessitate a single common language as a medium of national com
munication, and the uniform and uninhibited development of science and

. technology, which will result in the further development of the productive forces
themselves. Future South African students and workers will be required to
have a common language of communication for the sake of the smooth and
speedy accomplishment of the cultural revolution in the sphere of science and
technology. This step will also contribute to the consolidation of national unity
and integration of all ethnic groups and nationalities into a single nation.

The Colonial Nature of the South Mrican State

The correct posing of the problem of the constitution in South Africa means
addressing the true political character and status of the regime in power as
well as that of the black people who for more than three and a half centuries
have been robbed of their right to govern themselves and control the destiny
of their national wealth.

The Indaba's Bill of Rights and constitutional proposals give legitimacy to
the present South African State. Instead of focusing on the colonial status of
the African people, who have been subordinated collectively, as a nation, to
the colonial interests of a white racist regime, they regard South Africa as
a truly sovereign and independent State of all the people in the country. Con
sequently the South African constitutional question is seen as an attempt to
settle a racial conflict within legitimate state structures; it is this approach that
also justifies the proposals for federalism and power-sharing.

Prevailing opinion among the Indaba' s professors of constitutional law
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maintains that South Africa ceased to be a colony in 1910 when Britain hand
ed over political power to the alliance of English and Afrikaner communities.
Contrary to this opinion, however, abundant material evidence, both historical
and legal, suggests that the creation of the Union of South Africa in 1910 was
not the result of an act of decolonisation. This constitutional exercise only
established legal conditions for the emergence of a united settler colonial nation
bound with ties of common interest in dominating the African people under
the British metropolitan umbrella. As Christos Theodoropoulos argues in his
thesis on this question:

Settler colonialism in South Africa is a brand of classical colonialism, one of
its forms and manifestations ... It is an even more direct form of colonialism
than the metropolitan variety in that it exists not geographically apart from its
colonial victim, but on colonial territory which it USUrpS.6

The contention that South Africa is a colonial type of country, in so far as
the political, economic and general social conditions of the black people are
concerned, proceeds from the colonial history of South Africa which saw the
British colonial power changing hands with the settler colonists in the con
tinued political rule over the African people. This was admitted by none other
than Colonel Seely, British Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies, who
said on 16 August 1909, when introducing the Union of South Africa Bill:

The Bill proposes to set up parliament for the whole of South Africa. It pro
poses to amalgamate South Africa in a Union ... There are particular reasons
in South Africa why the closest form of Union should be the most desirable.
The very fact of there being a vast native population, numbering between four
and five million souls, who have to be governed to the greatest extent by the
white races there, makes it essential that one single form of government, with

- strength and with power ... should pursue one common policy with regard to
all native races. 7

The Under-Secretary went further to emphasise why a centralised form of
government could make colonial rule more secure and afford the settlers the
'manifold advantages' that were bound to follow. Within this 'secure'
framework, the settler colonists would then be the colonial successors of the
four former colonial administrations that amalgamated into Union.
Acknowledging this continuity of colonial admnistration, Article 135 of the
Union Constitution (South Africa Act) provided as follows:

Continuation of existing colonial laws - Subject to the provisions of this Act,
all laws in force in the several colonies at the establishment of the Union shall
continue in force in the respective provinces ... All legal commissions in the
several colonies at the establishment of the Union shall continue as if the Union
had not been established.

Complete continuity was also envisaged in respect of colonial property (Article
121); Crown lands (Article 122); mines and minerals (Article 123); colonial

.'
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debts (Article 124); as well as taking over management of the whole railway
system. It is evident from the above provisions that the establishment of the
Union in 1910 did not decolonise South Africa but only signified the presence,
within the South African territory, of a colonial nation which deprived the
colonised Blacks of the right to self-determination and the formation of a truly
independent and sovereign national state in their own territory. Accordingly
the constitutional position of the black people of South Africa has remained
the same since 1652; they still live in the pre-independence era of African
history.

Changing South Africa's constitution means changing the political, economic
and social structure which rests on the foundations of colonial subjugation and
enslavement of the black people. To advocate power-sharing within the racist
colonial state structure is to perpetuate this structure and to condone the
privileges of Whites.

A necessary implication of the above understanding is that the black people
of South Africa are fighting for state power, for an end to all forms of na
tional oppression, and for complete equality of rights and opportunities in the
whole of South Africa.

The struggle of the peoples of the rest of Africa and those of South Africa
against colonialism and for freedom are one and indivisible. In fighting against
white supremacy, for the democratic revolution in South Africa, the black
people of this country are fighting for the cause of the African revolution as
a whole.

The struggle against apartheid is the struggle of the oppressed for self
determination. As a colonised people, the Blacks assert their right not only
to rebel against the coloniser but also the right to determine for themselves
their own destiny without dictation, compulsion or pressure by other nations
or states; the right to determine their fate in the various spheres of life and
development. Self-determination of nations, from a historico-economic point
of view, cannot have any other meaning than political self-determination, state
independence and formation of a nation state. Self-determination, the right
to independent existence in the political sense, is inherently anti-colonial and
includes the demand to dismantle the oppressor state for the creation of the
new state of the oppressed people's choosing. On this basis only can a new
constitution be established.

The Future Democratic State

The dismantling of the apartheid state implies the abolition of racial oppres
sion and white minority domination, a condition that can have practical mean
ing only if accompanied by profound economic changes - the widespread na
tionalisation of key industries to break the grip of white monopoly capital on
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the main centres of the country's economy, as well as an agrarian reform to
restore the land to the people. Only such fun~entalchanges and radical im
provements in the conditions and standards of living of the working people
will answer the pressing and immediate needs of the people and lay the in
dispensable basis for the advance of the country to true freedom and democracy.

In order to ensure the rapid development of South Africa as a well balanced
industrial-agricultural country, overcoming the lopsidedness caused by col
onialism, to end unemployment, and to ensure continuously rising material
an~ cultural standards of the people, it will be necessary to have a large-scale,
planned development of the economy of the country. To ensure this, the new
state will promote the state sector of the economy, particularly in the field
of heavy industry, machine tool building and fuel production. The control of
vital sectors of the economy will have to be placed in the hands of the peo
ple's democratic state in order to correct historical injustice. The mining in
dustry, the banking and other monopoly industrial establishments will be
nationalised.

At the same time the new people's state will protect the interests of private
business where these are not incompatible with the public interest. It will, in
fact, offer assistance, by way of state loans, to non-monopolist producers, in
return for a state share in their undertakings. The people's state will encourage
and develop the initiative, talents and crafts of the people and provide oppor
tunities and the fullest encouragement of those who show inventiveness,
mechanical skill and other socially useful talents.

Equally, in order to raise the living standards of the rural people, and to
rectify the injustices committed by the colonialists in seizing most of the land
of South Africa, the revolutionary state will take immediate and drastic
measures to restore the land to the people. The reserve system, on which the
bantustans are based, and any other law restricting land ownership on a racial
basis, will be abolished. This will mean the immediate confiscation of land
which is in the hands ofthe financial monopolies, land speculators, absentee
owners, farmers who use indentured compound labour and others who allow
land to lie idle in the midst of a desperate land shortage.

This confiscated land will be placed in the hands of those who live and work
upon the land. At the same time, the state will guarantee the security of tenure
to peasant farmers and smallholders who fruitfully cultivate the land by their
own labour. All agricultural land transactions will be regulated to avoid ac
cumulation of land back into the hands of the rich. Radical reforms will also
be undertaken in regard to all communally-held and tribally-held lands, with
respect to land tenure and social relationships. Backward tribal and other rela
tionships, such as the role of the chiefs in such situations, will be replaced
by democratic institutions founded on the organs of people's power. Special
attention will be given to building industries in these areas, electric power sta
tions, modern roads and railways, and-all other things required to enable the
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rural people to catch up with the economic and cultural development of the
rest of the country. Advanced and efficient agricultural methods and techniques
will be introduced.

In pursuit of this goal, the people's state will encourage the widespread
development of democratically administered collective farms rather than in
dividual peasant smallholdings. Vigorous measures will be taken to mechanise
and electrify farming operations, to conserve water supplies and create large
scale irrigation schemes, to encourage scientific livestock breeding and the
diversification of crops. The state will aim at the development of a prosperous,
cultured and progressive rural community, close in its standards of living and
education, social outlook and interests, to the people in the towns and cities.

The liberation movement in South Africa stands for a unitary South African
state with a Republican form of government. All local and national represen
tatives in legislative bodies will be subjected to election and recall by univer
sal, equal, direct, adult franchise, without regard to race, colour, sex, pro
perty, educational or other qualifications whatsoever. Major matters of state
will be submitted to nationwide discussion and put to a popular vote by means
of a referendum.

The people will not merely take over existing State and government institu
tions designed to maintain colonialism, but will destroy them, and create new
people's institutions in their place. The Senate and other institutions based on
property or other undemocratic qualifications will be abolished. New territorial
and administrative regions will be established, enjoying full powers of local
government corresponding to progressive traditions and the wishes of the people
of each area, but also conforming to the (werall character and laws of the peo
ple's democratic state.

Victory of the South African revolution will mean that every vestige of apart
heid and racial discrimination will scrupulously be removed from every field
of state service and public life. Every rank of the future Civil Service, of the
army, navy, air force, judiciary, police, municipal services and other public
institutions will be open to all South Africans. The aim of the new democratic
state will be to replace all racist officials who are disloyal to democratic non
racial principles. Special measures will be taken to promote rapidly Africans
and other black personnel, so as to ensure that all state institutions are fully
representative of the nature of the population of South Africa.

Vigorous measures will be taken to train and promote Blacks, especially
Africans, as managers and directors of industrial, agricultural, mining and com
mercial enterprises; as professors, doctors, chemists, architects, scientists,
engineers and leading personnel of every sort. While regarding as its main
task in the sphere of national rights the correcting of injustices and crimes
perpetrated against the African majority, the new state will also safeguard and
protect the rights of all citizens equally, and vigorously oppose and suppress
all senseless acts of revenge which have their roots in the past. All use of
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derogatory terms to designate people of various national groups will be
prohibited by law. ,

The constitution of the future liberated South Africa will guarantee the fullest
liberty of speech and thought, of the press and of organisation, of conscience
and religion. There will be no curtailment of people's freedom of movement.
Racist and counter-revolutionary propaganda, however, will be forbidden.
While people will be free to discuss and debate all schools of democratic and
progressive opinion, the new people's state shall preserve and extend the gains
of the revolution by exercising utmost vigilance against those who would seek
to propagate and organise counter-revolutionary plots and racist intrigues, and
those who would like to restore white domination and destroy democracy.

It is clear from this perspective that the extension of the greatest measure
of democracy and the people's fullest participation in the organisation of the
state will be protected by people's organs of power, which will be maintained
against the former dominating and exploiting classes. Towards this end, the
military and police forces which were maintained by apartheid colonialism
will be disbanded and a new people's army and militia, composed of and led
by trusted representatives of the people, will be created. The people's militia
and army will exist strictly to defend the interests of the people, and any misuse
of their power in any way will be deemed illegal and punishable by law. The
people's democracy will uphold proper legal and judicial procedures, and fight
to protect the security of each citizen and the inviolability of the household,
privacy and correspondence.

In view of the ravages wrought by white colonialists, exceptional measures
will be taken to uphold the rights, dignity, culture and self-respect of all na
tional groups inhabiting South Africa. As already stated, all languages used
by the people of South Africa will enjoy an equal right and status. In local
administrative regions, organs of people's power - laws, court procedures,
etc. - will use the language that is normally spoken by the majority of the
people in that region. The democratic state will, at the same time, encourage
and stimulate the development of healthy South African national consciousness
and legitimate pride of all people in their culture and South African nationhood.

The Natal Indaba does not even come near to these basic principles enshrined
in the Freedom Charter, and which represent the aspirations of the overwhelm
ing majority of the South African people. It is these principles that the future
constitution must enshrine. Then, and only then, can it be said that South Africa
has undergone a fundamental political change.
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Buthelezi's stand now seems rather irrelevant. Nonetheless there was a time
when the bantustan policy constituted the core of the apartheid system's political
programme for blacks, one designed to deny black South Africans forever their
rightful control of the central government, and Chief Buthelezi willingly join
ed it. By claiming to be a dedicated opponent of a system and yet working
within it and enjoying the attendant perquisites, it is hard to resist the conclu
sion that Chief Buthelezi has been trying to have it both ways.

Chief Buthelezi states that he is committed to the liberation of South Africa
and sees himself as part of the liberation process. He considers it a matter
of strategy that he, unlike Nelson Mandela or Oliver Tambo, escaped imprison
ment or exile by opting to work from within apartheid's structures. He presents
himself as a national leader who, from the beginnings of his political life, has
been concerned with the national liberation of the oppressed people of South
Africa.. To back this claim both Chief Buthelezi and others have pointed to
his involvement with the ANC in the period up to its banning in 1960. There
have even been claims that he was a member of the ANC. Again here it is
hard to reconcile these intentions or assertions with either his actions or the
political record.

As shown earlier in this book, there is no known record or substantial oral
evidence that Chief Buthelezi was ever a member of the ANC. If he was, he
was not an active member. At Fort Hare University he did not play an active
role in the ANC Youth League, the dominant campus political force. He sup
ported some of its campaigns, but he was never a major political figure in
the student body. After graduation, he was not active in the great political cam
paigns of the 1950s such as the Defiance Campaign, the Congress of the People,
or the campaign against the Bantu Education Act. Unlike his mother, he did
not come out in public support of the resistance of the women of Natal to the
imposition upon them of the pass laws. Alongside this record of inactivity,
there is little substance to his claim that he 'stomped the length and breadth
of Natal' in opposition to Bantu Authorities. Instead his priority in the early
1950s seems to have been to convince the government in Pretoria that he was
worthy or politically reliable enough to be elevated to the chieftaincy of the
Buthelezi tribe. Any involvement in national politics could have spoiled his
chances of attaining the political elevation he so badly wanted. How can one
avoid the conclusion that his priority at the time was personal advancement
over the national struggles of the day? While the man whom he saw as one
of his political mentors, Chief Luthuli, was at the forefront of these struggles
and jeopardising his chieftaincy, Gatsha Buthelezi seems to have been unwill
ing to risk his chances of a chieftaincy. How does this record stand next to
a claim of being a part of the liberation process?

Chief Buthelezi has stated that his differences with the ANC stem from its
tactics, particularly its resort to armed struggle, and not from its aims and
principles, which he claims to share. If that is so, why is it then that he has

;
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12. Conclusion

Chief Gatsha Buthelezi is a complex and paradoxical man. Looking back over
the years at his political actions and statements, a distinct and irreconcilable
double agenda seems discernible in a number of critical areas. This book has
tried to draw attention to them.

Acknowledgement has been made of Chief Buthelezi's frequent condemna
tion of the apartheid system and particularly of the divide and rule strategy
inherent in the bantustan programme. Yet this contrasts starkly with the fact
that Chief Buthelezi has since the mid 1950s been a key - perhaps even the
most important - figure in the implementation of the Bantu Authorities Act
in Natal, which in time gave rise to the KwaZulu bantustan. At no time was
he unequivocal in his opposition to the implementation of the Act in Natal;
he does not ever seem to have advised King Cyprian to reject the Pretoria
government's overtures vis-a-vis the Act and he rose steadily in the hierarchy
of institutions created by the bantustan framework, from the tribal to the
regional level, and then ultimately to the apex of the system as head of the
Territorial Authority.

Along with his rhetorical broadsides at the bantustan system, Chief Buthelezi
has called for the territorial consolidation of KwaZulu mainly by way of the
addition of more land. His aspiration has been the creation of a single integrated
area as the best vehicle to satisfy the political aspirations of the Zulu people.

How can one reconcile these two positions? Can one really be said to be
opposing a system when one is the main operator within it? Chief Buthelezi
will claim that he has frustrated the full implementation of the bantustan scheme
by refusing to take so-called 'total independence'. This is true and he deserves
credit for this but, from the perspectives of the late 1980s, this appears less
of a creditable feat than it once did. Given that no juridical recognition beyond
Pretoria has ever been extended to any of the so-called 'independent' bantustans,
there is really no objective difference between the status of Transkei and that
of KwaZulu. Given, too, that even the South African government has recog
nised that the bantustan scheme no longer offers a viable solution to the problem
of the political aspirations of the black majority of South Africans, Chief
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consistently adopted a position of opposition to both the United Democratic
Front and the Congress of South African Trade Unions, neither of which
advocates violence but both of which have expressed support for the principles
of the Freedom Charter? In their numerous campaigns against the apartheid
system, Chief Buthelezi has not only refused to join them but has often adopted
a hostile attitude to their actions.

Much the same applies to the lnkatha movement headed by Chief Buthelezi.
There is little in its record to support its claim that it seeks to create a united,
non-racial and democratic South Africa. It too has consistently refused to sup
port the campaigns of the mass democratic movement, even those non-violent
campaigns which its strategy documents claim to be part of its arsenal - rent,
consumer and school boycotts. Instead it has vigorously and sometimes violently
attacked them.

There was a time in the 1970s when Chief Buthelezi staked out strong posi
tions against certain policies of the National Party, and it was in this period
that he made clear his refusal to accept 'independence' for KwaZulu. Even
so, it was clear then that, whatever his tactical position, his overall political
perspective was informed and limited by the position he occupied in the South
Mrican apartheid structure as leader of a bantustan. It was the bantustan system
which gave him a platform from which to voice his opposition to apartheid's
policies without fear of arrest. From the perspective of Pretoria, there was
even a certain advantage to bantustan leaders like Buthelezi expressing dis
sent. It gave them some measure of respectability in the eyes of the world
and, through this, the apartheid authorities hoped the bantustan system might
gain some credibility. They also hoped that it might give to the African people
in South Africa the view that real change could come about through the
bantustan system.

There is, however, and always will be, a limit to the extent to which a bantu
stan leader can dissent, and the parameters are set by Pretoria. In the final
analysis bantustan leaders must act according to the rules of the system or else
it cannot function. The bantustan system has to attract to its ranks those willing
to give their services to the apartheid government so as to render the bantustans
functional. Along with the perks and the titles and the assemblies, there goes
the requirement of subservience to the essence of the bantustan system - that
of ethnic nationalism. There is just no way that Chief Buthelezi can exempt
himself from the operating rules of the system and their consequences so long
as he serves within it.

That the bantustan system is one of ethnic nationalism is revealed in the fact
that it demands that the African people think of themselves primarily as
members of an ethnic group rather than as South Africans. In Pretoria's eyes
they are Zulus or Sothos etc., and not real South Africans, and, when their
bantustans become 'independent', they cease to be South Africans altogether
within the framework of apartheid law. The leaders of the bantustans are

"
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expected to promote this concept of ethnic nationalism, a perspective directly
contrary to that of the South African liberation movement which, from its
inception, has placed primacy on the unity of the African people and seen it
as an essential condition for their liberation. In this regard Chief Buthelezi
has had two agendas. He has frequently said that he stands for the unity of
the oppressed people and that he regards himself as an African nationalist.
Yet, in September 1975 he said in a speech at the Free University of Amsterdam
that:

... Zulu nationalism (is) a real factor in the context of South African politics.
Nationalism is nothing to be ashamed of in a situation of cultural and linguistic
heterogeneity ... Therefore the emergence of Zulu self-consciousness in our
attempts to develop inner directedness is inevitable in the circumstances in which
fate placed us.

The consequences of preaching such ethnic nationalism or chauvinism in
the context of the struggle for the unity of the oppressed can be the inculcation
of feelings of superiority of one ethnic group over others, prompting the
development of an intolerant feeling towards those not belonging to one's group.
This is tribalism and the politics of divisiveness. The history of the African
continent clearly shows the dangers of tribal politics. It reveals how it can
evoke irrational ethnic sentiments and savage reactions that cannot be recon
ciled with a spirit of unity and common purpose between peoples.

How can Chief Buthelezi associate himself with an ethnic tendency and be
expected to be accepted as a true South African nationalist? The two items
do not form a single agenda for the national liberation movement. This book
has shown that expressions of ethnic chauvinism by Chief Buthelezi, and even
of racial hostility, are not unknown. In addition to the examples cited earlier,
Chief Buthelezi referred to the Anglican Bishop and UDF patron, Mcebisi
Xunda, as a 'Xhosa priest and troublemaker' (New Nation, 17-22.12.87) while,
in an address in September 1977 to a symposium at the University of Durban
Westville on 'Possible Alternatives for Peaceful Coexistence in South Africa',
he threatened the Indian community with Zulu revenge similar to the one of
1949 for calling him a 'puppet on a string'.

Chief Buthelezi often defends his participation in the bantustan system by
saying that it was the people themselves who asked him to join the system
and lead them. In Boston in the United States on 18 November 1975 he stated
that 'when my people requested me to lead them within the framework of the
policy which was imposed upon them, I could not refuse to do so'. But who
are these people and when did they ask him to do so? Certainly, it was not
by means of a popular democratic mandate gained in a free and fair general
election that Chief Buthelezi acquired the leadership of the KwaZulu bantustan.
He was instead selected by an assembly of chiefs at Nongoma and his selec
tion was confirmed by the South African State President in 1970. The first
general election in KwaZulu took place in February 1978 and that process
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.cannot be said to have accorded a popular mandate of legitimacy to the bantu
stan legislature. Despite Chief Buthelezi's references to being the leader of
six million Zulus, only 609 000 voters were registered in 1978 and the percen
tage poll was only 37.7 %. A number of polls cited in this book have suggested
that Chief Buthelezi and Inkatha lack the genuine support of even a majority
of the Zulu people in Natal. In the 1979 municipal elections, candidates of
Inkatha suffered a number of electoral setbacks despite the ever-present threats
directed at the voters. Another indication of the less than majority support for
the KwaZulu bantustan amongst the Zulu people is revealed by the fact that
as late as 1984 only 1.5 million of the six million Zulus had taken out KwaZulu
citizenship certificates. Despite duress, only a minority of the Zulu people had
by then identified themselves with the bantustan system.

The fact is that Chief Buthelezi has never obtained a popular mandate for
his political positions in a free and democratic election. His leadership results
essentially from the role he has played in the bantustan system. He likes to
claim that his position of leadership is his due by hereditary right, but this
book has cast serious doubts on this assertion and argued that Chief Buthelezi
owes his position to the fact that at a certain point in time in the 1950's the
South African government decided he was sufficiently reliable to be accepted
as a chief, and that thereafter he steadily rose through the institutional
framework of the bantustan system to the position of Chief Minister. The sug
gestion that the Buthelezi chiefs are by traditional right the premiers of the
Zulu people has been shown to be an historical distortion.

Perhaps the most controversial aspect of Chief Buthelezi's political stance
is his claim to be a man of peace and that the Inkatha movement is a non
violent organisation. The latter position is increasingly untenable. The large
scale involvement of many members of Inkatha, even including many office
bearers, in acts ofviolence in Natal is an undeniable fact. Chief Buthelezi is
the leader of Inkatha and this has raised the question as to what his attitude
is to their actions of violence. Can a man of peace remain associated with a
movement involved in violent atrocities? Surely one would expect such a per
son to condemn such actions or distance himself from them. Yet this has not
happened. There is no evidence available to suggest that Chief Buthelezi has
been involved in organising Inkatha's violent actions. But neither is there much
evidence that he disapproves of the ghastly vigilante-type violence perpetrated
by Inkatha. There is no record of him having condemned the violent actions
of Inkatha's vigilantes. Chief Buthelezi argues quite reasonably that he can
not be responsible for the actions of each and every member of Inkatha. But
it is equally reasonable to expect that a pacifist would condemn these actions
and take steps to bring the vigilante reign of terror to an end. Yet there is
no evidence that Chief Buthelezi has disciplined any members of Inkatha found
to have been associated with acts of violence against the people.

What he has done is defend their actions on the grounds of provocation, and
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he has enunciated the principle of 'an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth'.
He has thus condoned acts of retaliatory violence. It is a central principle of
all civilised legal systems that the law is not taken into one's own hands. It
appears that this does not apply to Inkatha. In law, provocation is a mitigating
factor and not a justification. The record makes it very difficult to accept the
credibility of Chief Buthelezi's assertions that he believes in non-violence.
Perhaps the claim to pacifism is just another aspect of the double agenda. How
can one reconcile the letter Chief Buthelezi wrote to Archie Gumede, co
president of the UDP, on 28 November 1983, with the principles of
non-violence?

. " members of the UDP should be made to understand that there is just no way
in which they can establish 'no-go areas' for me as President of Inkatha and
as Chief Minister of KwaZulu particularly here in Natal and KwaZulu. Anyef
forts to do so will inevitably cause bloodshed ... there is no way in which other
blacks, whoever they may be, are going to tell me not to move freely in this
land and speak where' I am asked to speak ... Any such efforts may cause loss
of life and this is something we must understand between ourselves as black
leaders and black organisations.

In December 1987 in the midst of peace talks attempting to bring an end
to the wave of violence in the Pietermaritzburg area, Chief Buthelezi denounced
the UDP and COSATU in a speech to the central committee of Inkatha. He
said that the UDP and COSATU were 'not worthy' of reconciliation.

I am now coming close to believing that the only reconciliation that there will
ever be in this country is the reconciliation of the most powerful with those who
pay homage to the most powerful. We are talking about a life and death struggle.
We are talking about all-or-nothing victories. We are talking about the final
triumph of good over evil (Weekly Mail, 11.12.87).

With such sentiments one is forced to ponder what notion of democracy lies
within such a philosophy and to consider once again the question posed at the
beginning of Chapter one: what man of peace is this?
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